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Preface

Project Literacy had a number of purposes. The first was toinvestigate and coordinate research on various aspects of thereading process. These programs in their various stages of develop-ment have been reported in nine issues of the Proiect LiteEaszReports, These reports are now available from ERIC. The na iveteof our first notions about the relationships between educationalresearch and classroom practices was soon apparent. Rather than
considering research and development as successive phases, we de-cided to start the development of a first grade reading programalmost simultaneously with the research programs. We thought itpossible that problems encountered in the classrooms should becommunicated to the laboratory and, at the same time, the implica-tions of laboratory findings could be drawn rapidly for classroompractice.

This report describes the first grade program which evolved.During several summers, extensive curriculum development seminarswhich brought together researchers and teachers were convened. Weare indebted therefore to the seminar participants whose wisdom andenthusiasm were reflected in our work.

Since our intent was to search for ideas and to exchange the
insights of the laboratory and classroom, our strategy was to workvery intensively with a small number of classrooms. We think ofthis as a cross between'clinical and quantitative research Theintensity of our involvement with a few classrooms meant that thebasic research group that evolved worked closely with each otherover a long period of time. We want to thank these. people for theirdedication. The Ithaca School System was generous with their timeand facilities. The teachers who were members of the Project wereSaundra Dyer, Caroline School, and Beryl Cushman, Belle ShermanSchool, Ithaca, New York. Observers and curriculum writers wereBarbara Sadoff, Linda Roberts, Mary Sue Ammon, Sylvia Gilmore, andJean Simmons. Dr. Andrew Biemiller, now at the Institute of ChildStudy, University of Toronto, was responsible for the evaluationof the reading program. He is responsible for Chapter 8. diaryBlomgren and Cecile Clancy were dedicated secretaries. We wish tothank these and other project members*



Chapter I

Background and Overview

Project Literacy was organized at Cornell University on February
1, 1964, by a developmental projects award from the Cooperative Re-
search Branch of the United States Office of Education. The purpose
of Project Literacy was to organize, in various universities, labora-
tories, and state departments of education, research essential to
understanding the acquisition of reading skills. The major initial
effort was to bring together researchers and educators from a variety
of disciplines to plan research which, when taken as a whole, would
give us more substantial results than uncoordinated studies could
provide. Each investigator in the research consortium was completely
responsible for his own activities but the Project provided mechanisms
whereby the individual scientists could communicate their research
strategies, problems, and results to each other, and meet together
when necessary.

pummeaLtheaTIE

One program supported by Project Literacy was the First Grade
Reading Study. The First Grade Study was initiated when it became
apparent that no matter how many experimental studies were conducted,
or how important their results, it was only through looking at
youngsters learning how to read in actual classroom settings that
the relationships among the relevant, complex variables could be
Observed.

Certain learning behavior is best studied experimentally so
that the effects of one or more designated variables can be isolated.
There comes a time, however, when the built-in narrowness of scope
of such studies necessitates looking at the learner and charting the
full range of influences which produce outcomes. One reason for
doing so is that even when an experiment can specify the ingredients
which should go into a good reading program -- like the ingredients
of a cake (and so far research has only indicated that several cakes
are possible), it cannot yet give us the recipe. To carry the analogy
further: does success in reading require a tablespoon of positive
reinforcement or a pound? Is one allowed to substitute i/t/a/ for
a phonics program? Do you begin with meaning and then add phonics,
or vice versa? Neither the total number of ingredients, the exact
quantities, nor the best mix have as yet been specified.

Intensive observation of a few children produces information
that differs qualitatively from the usual research study. With this
method, a more complete description of a child's progress can be
charted; problem areas can be identified for individual children



and groups of children; the methods of presenting materials can
be compared, as well as the value of the written worksheets and
independent work which comprise so much of a first grader's school
time. New ways of approaching the teaching task can be tried out,
evaluated, revised, and re-tried in a much shorter period of time
than is usual. The data collected, in such a study, however, shouldbe presented descriptively for the most part, and the exact contri-
bution of each program segment left to laboratory research. Such a
study, then, can sometimes produce a list of ingredients for one
kind of cake, but not all possible cakes.

There is another way in which this type of approach can work
in conjunction with experimental methods. By intensive observation,
one is able to spot certain problems in theory, in practice, or in
materials which can then be brought to the attention of the research-
er for study under the usual controlled conditions. The current
procedure is for the researcher to choose an area of particular
interest to him, study it, and present his findings to the education-al world. In this way, valuable contributions have been made. But
there are still a variety of puzzles and problems to be resolved
which appear most clearly only in a classroom setting. One of the
objectives of this study, then, was to identify and isolate fruitful
areas for further research.

The complementarf nature of experimental research and class-
room innovation, observation, and evaluation should be obvious. The
use of both styles simultaneously was our aim.

Plan of the Study

A year of observation in a public school first grade was
followed by a month long summer curriculum writing seminar, which
in turn was followed by two years of innovation in first grade class-
rooms in the Ithaca, New York, school system. After the first year
of innovation a second summer seminar was held to evaluate and
suggest further revisions in the ?rogram.

The Year of Observation

During the school year 1964-1965, a linguist and a psychologist
made daily observations in a first grade classroom.

The children in this class had not been pre-selected nor had
the teacher (although the teacher, of course, had consented to being
Observed). The reading program followed the outlines in the Slott-,

Foresman teacher's manual, while the full language arts program
conformed, in general, to what has been recommended by leading
educators of the 1940's and 1950's.

The teacher, the two observers, and the director of Project



Literacy met weekly. During these meetings, the theory and purpose
of the lessons were discussed, as well as children's progress toward
the goals set by the program. Various strengths and weaknesses of a
basal-reader program in action were considered.

During the year, both observers noted the children's errors in
oral reading; and during the second half of the year, individual
children periodically recorded their oral reading. These data later
became the basis for a categorization of children's reading errors
(Weber, 1966).

This first year of intensive but non-interventive observation
provided the opportunity for planning innovative approaches to the
tasks of learning to read.

The First Sumer Seminar

In the summer following, (June 15 - July 15, 1965), a seminar
in curriculum writing was held at Cornell University. Those invited
included classroom teachers; professors of linguistics, psychology,
and education; and graduate students in each of these fields. (See
Appendix A-1 for list of participants.) At the end of the seminar,
a number of assumptions -- or postulates -- about an optimal reading
program were agreed upon by the members.

The postulates

The fundamental strategy was to investigate the competencies
of the skilled adult reader, based upon: (1) theoretical ideas and
data concerning the way in which people comprehend spoken and written
language; (2) empirical dbservations of mistakes made by inexperienced
readers; and (3) theory and data concerning perception and learning.

The seven postulates listed below summarized our thinking at the
end of the seminar and set out the guidelines for the development of
the instructional program.

1. A child must have certain preliminary skills before reading
instruction is begun. There are two basic components to
the preparation:

a. the understanding that reading is a means of
communication, and that the written representation
is a code for language.

b. Adequate discrimination skills, both visual and
auditory.

It follows that it would be desireable to include an intro-
duction to the basic notions of coding in the pre-reading
phase. The main focus of such a program would be the demon-
stration of different means of coding in order to point up
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the fact that writing Is a flexible and useful code for
spoken language.

2. The competent reader has three kinds of information available
to him as he reads:

a. phonological constraints (spelling-to-sound
correspondences)

b. syntactic constraints (grammatical structure)
c. semantic constraints (meaningfulness)

The beginning reader already has some of the skills required
for reading as described here. Insofar as he can understand
spoken English, he can utilize information gained from
syntactic and semantic constraints. He has only to apply
these to reading. For example, the grammatical structure of
"He stopped his car at the red ...." places great limitations
on what follows. In this example, it is highly likely that
the next word will be a noun. In addition, the meaning of
these words constrains the remainder. It is probable that
'e next word will be "light", and very improbable that it

will be "justice."

On the other hand, the beginners must learn to use spelling-
to-sound correspondences; there is nothing in language
behavior or other content previously acquired by the child
that will transfer to this aspect of the reading task.

The curriculum will be designed to provide a balanced develop-
ment in the use of the three kinds of information. At no
time should the child learning to read fall into the use of
one of these sources of information at the expense of the
others. The reader must be flexible in using all sources
in order to ensure success in the various types of reading
matter which require greater emphasis on one or another of
the sources.

3. The beginning reader should be given simultaneous training in
using all three types of cues. This follows from the nzLion
that when teaching a complex task it is preferable to start
training on the task itself, or a close approximation to it,
rather than giving training on each component skill independ-
ently and then integrating them.

One implication of this postulate is that there should be
no separate spelling program or handwriting program per se,
but that this instruction should be fully integrated into
the reading program.

a. At any stage, training should be provided in several



different contexts over a wide range of materials.
b. Because of the large individual differences in

ability, it may be necessary to provide additional
training for some students. This may be similar
to the initial instruction, or it may involve the
use of subroutines designed to provide specific
instruction in using a particular type of cue.

4. The child must learn to approach the reading task with the
understanding t1 :t there is variability, i.e., he should
acquire a "set for diversity." Thus, for example, if more
than one phoneme is represented by a single grapheme, the
child should be introduced to both correspondences very early
in training.

5. The child should encounter sentences from the very beginning
of training, because this is the minimal unit which (1)
ensures comprehension and (2) provides all three types of
information. A differentiation model will be followed, i.e.,
the complete sentence will be introduced first and then will
be broken down into its component parts.

6. The relationship between reading and language must be made
clear from the beginning, through natural intonation, emphasis
on reading as a means of communication, and so forth.

7. The classroom should constitute a "literate environment."
Exposure to language and reading-related activities should
not be restricted to periods of formal instruction. The
beginning reader should also be shown what skillful reading
is like, through frequent exposure to adult reading of
material interesting to the child.

The curriculum should reflect the assumption that children
come to reading instruction with rich language abilities
which instruction should capitalize on. Moreover, beginning
reading skill can be acquired not only through direct, formal
instruction, but also through informal contact with various
activities and materials in the classroom.

The use of story charts, class newspapers, displays,
discussions, and other means of emphasizing communication,
should accompany direct instruction in order to advance the
development of language and reading skills.

The Firat Year of Innovation

In the fall of 1965, the Project Literacy (PL) staff began to
set up lessons based on the postulates. (See Appendix A-2 for PL
staff.) In some instances commercial materials were thought to be
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suitable; in others, materials had to be constructed. These materials
were immediately tried out in a first grade classroom.

The staff consisted of a first grade public school teacher and
three research associates. Two of the PL staff members worked full
time and one half time. The half time person worked mainly to develop
materials in sound-letter correspondences, and one full time staff
member spent half a day observing in the classroom and half in pro-
cessing observations, collecting materials, and so forth. The third
staff member was responsible for the direction of the project. The
teacher met with other members of the staff one afternoon weekly, and
informally at other times.

The Second Sumer Seminar

After the first year of classroom innovation, a second summer
seminar was held. Again, educators, psychologists, linguists,
teachers, and graduate students participated. More than half of the
first summer's group attended the second. meeting. The second seminar
differed from the first in that it focused on the report of the first
year's findings and was thus more evaluative than speculative. Many
suggestions for change, however, were discussed. At the end of the
summer, a report was issued incorporating the most salient contri-
butions of the members.

The Second Year of Innovation

In the fall, a second classroom try out began. The same
teacher and first grade were observed, and another classroom was
added. This second classroom was in a rural area eight miles from
Ithaca and the children chosen were those incoming first graders
judged to be "least ready" to read on the basis of kindergarten
teachers' judgments which, in turn, were partly based on results of
a reading readiness test. The PL staff was increased by adding
another teacher and observer, and by adding two half-time graduate
students to process data.

Curriculum Content

The program for both years Ins, in general, the same. Here, an
overview will be given. Subsequent chapters will describe each part
of the program in detail.

Pre-reading

The first postulate of the summer seminar concerned skills pre-
requisite to reading. There were two levels of training thought
necessary. At one level was the general understanding of the writing
system as a type of code for language. Given this understanding,



there would follow the second or skill level, where work on auditory
and visual discrimination takes place.

Codes

Writing is a code which has the characteristics of arbitrariness,
order, and a pattern of relationships to the sounds of the language.
During the first few weeks of the first year's try out the children
learned through a series of a half dozen lessons that gestures can
stand for language, and lights and sounds can be used as codes for
language, too. They learned about arbitrariness and order in codes
by making up their own codes using abstract symbols (squares, tri-
angles, circles, etc.) to stand for sentences, then for phrases,
then for words. The number of abstract symbols was deliberately
built up to overload the memory, and at this point the teacher intro-
duced a new code, the alphabet, based on the sounds of the language.
The interest of the first graders and the further possibilities of
such a series of lessons prompted us to plan a more specific sequence
of lessons which were tried out in two kindergarten classes in the
spring of the first year's try out. After revising certain sections
of the Unit, we conducted a further try out in two classrooms in New
York City during the spring of the second year. The Coding Unit is
discussed in detail in Chapter II.

Skills

To learn what reading skills the children had when they entered
first grade, tests were given during the first few weeks of school.
The tests included letter naming, auditory discrimination, listening
tests, and tests of other specific abilities. Based on the results
of these tests and classroom observations during September, the
students were tentatively placed in small groups, either to begin to
learn to read, or to be given work in some of the reading skills
they were deficient in. Description of the tests and the findings
are reported in Chapter III.

The Main Program

The over-all program had several major aspects:

1. The Reading Program
a. initial teadhing: last section of Coding Unit; teacher

composed sentences; nursery rhymes
b. reading texts
c. trade books (one-of-a-kind published stories)
d. staff-prepared materials
e. sub-routines

2. Sound-letter Correspondence Program
0 eac er e lessons
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b. worksheets correlated with the lessons
c. commercial material (first year)
d. sub-routines

3. Handwriting
a. sequence of teacher-led lessons
b. worksheets correlated with the lessons
c. supplementary activities

4. Auxiliary Program -- literate environment
a. electric typewriter
b. tape recorder
c. printing press (second year only)
d. felt letters, magnetic letters
e. message board
f. bulletin board, chalk board, slot-chart
g. riddles, stories, extra reading material

Each of these areas will be taken up in detail later in the report.
Here, a brief explanation will suffice.

Reading

Initial teaching

It was decided that the child should encounter sentences from
the beginning, since the sentence is the minimal unit which both
ensures comprehension and provides all three types of information
(semantic, syntactic, and phonological). Therefore, while the indi-
vidual testing was going on, the teacher proceeded fram the coding
unit into the first whole-class reading and phonics lessons.

Since we had decided that the relation between reading and
language should be made clear from the beginning, the first reading
experience involved utterances by student and teacher. The children's
sentences took the form of group produced stories, each of waich was
the outcome of a classroom experience.

At the same time that the children were getting used to seeing
their own words in print and learning to see separate words in
sentences, the teacher began to write simple sentences on the chalk-
board concerning classroom organization or content; such things as
the weather, the attendance, colors, classroom helpers, and days of
the week. These sentences were put on oak tag and displayed on
various bulletin boards and charts where they could be reviewed daily.
This procedure was far more successful than relying completely on
student-produced utterances.

Nursery rhymes were copied onto chart paper and provided a
vehicle for beginning work with rhyming and for exercises such as:
pointing to individual words as they were being read, matching words
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that occurred more than once in a verse, or recognizing words that
began with the same sound. A few children quickly learned these
rhymes by rote and could "read" them in a short time.

After a few whole class lessons plus small group sessions to
check on understanding, the teacher introduced the first reading text
to small groups who were judged to be ready.

Reading materials

The first book

Many pre-primers and primers are written to introduce and repeat
a small vocabulary, and therefore they were not thought to be useful
for our purposes. During the first year we used the primers from a

new English series called The Ladybird Key Word Scheme* as our initial
text. As pre-primers go, this one is a cut above most ana after the
first page or two, the pictures very rarely cued the text directly.
We liked the fact that this text used from the very beginning writing
and phonics as tools which could be related to the reading task.

Another series came to our attention during spring term of the
first year. The Chandler Series' initial teaching materials consist
of soft cover booklets containing black and white photographs of San
Franciscan children of several races. Each booklet centers on a
theme, such as bikes or supermarkets. The text on each page consists
of conversations by the children depicted in the accompanying photo-
graph. During the second year, we used these texts initially with
all children, and reserved the Ladybird books as extra reading for
the suburban class beginners who were able to learn and retain more
material at this early stage.

Other materials.

After the initial teaching and exposure to the Primers just
mentioned, we found it necessary to improvise, since the children
were not yet ready for other published materials we had found. The
texts we had chosen contained a heavy vocabulary load, so they could
not be used until the children had more power to attack words in-
dependently, and had built up a few more automatic responses to fre-
quent words. We used two strategies to bridge the gap.

* All materials used in the program appear in Appendix A-3.
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1. both regularity and diversity should be stressed at appro-
priate sequence points;

2. concentration would be on the individual consonant letter
with correspondence to one sound value;

3. sequence of presentation would depend on visual and auditory
contrast, frequency of use, and possibilities of combination.

During the first semester of the first year, commercial materials
were sought that could be altered to fit our sequence of letter pre-sentation. It was found, however, that special materials were neededsince each existent system builds on what it has previously presented.
During the second semester, sets of lessons were prepared that would
follow the sequence we had set up.

At the same time, two students who were not benefiting from
regular instruction were given the Sullivan Programmed Reading
materials as their major reading and phonics text. One of these two
childrel. was able to rejoin a regular reading group before the end ofthe year.

During the second summer seminar we revised the sequence in whichletters were introduced, and decided to introduce consonants in wordsrather than in isolation. Other content was added to the program aswell.

In the second school year, the children were given staff-preparedlessons from the beginning, with only occasional supplementary
commercial materals. It was found that the PL lessons were usefulfor both the suburban and the rural classrooms but that the rural
children needed much more practice than was being provided by the
materials as originally written The PL correspondence program was
postponed in the rural classroom for many children until they had
practice in pre-reading skills. Various commercial and home-made ex-ercises were used to build perceptual readiness during this period.
And during the course of the year, several sub-routines were written
and tried out with students who were having trouble. The progress ofthe children in the correspondence lessons is discussed in Chapter IV.

Handwriting

Since the beginning reader should be given simultaneous trainingin using all three types of cues, the implication is that there shouldbe no separate spelling or handwriting program, per se, but that this
instruction should be fully integrated into the reading program. Al-though, during both years, many exercises were written to provide forsuch an integration, it was found that skill in handwriting progressedvery slowly.



Several members of the second summer seminar became interested in the
handwriting problem, and some pilot studies were carried out with a
Head Start class operating at the time locally. As a result of this
interest and activity, a complete handwriting program was prepared
during the summer months for try out during the second year. This
program attempted to coordinate letter introduction in the handwriting
and correspondence programs, and to introduce many activities in-
volving handwriting that would also strengthen skills and concepts
being taught in other parts of the program.

Because members of the seminar
evidence concerning large and small
experiments were built into the new
assumptions.

were unconvinced by existing
muscle coordination, several
handwriting program to test these

A complete description of the handwriting program appears in
Chapter V.

Auxiliary Proi7ram - Literate Environment

An early decision of the first summer seminar, reaffirmed in the
second, was that the classroom should constitute a "literate environ-
ment", that is, exposure to language and reading related activities
should not be restricted to periods of formal instruction. The
beginning reader, we felt, should have informal contact with various
language related activities and materials.

A variety of techniques were utilized to create such an environ-
ment in the classroom. To emphasize the communicative aspects of
reading, we titled. bulletin boards, wrote simple directions in the
form of statements on all worksheets; and in every way tried to per-
meate the school day with activities calling for reading and writing.
Since the richness and complexity of a six year old's language far
outstrips anything he will be able to read for some time, we wanted
to provide good literature for him to listen to, both to introduce
good writing style and content, and to give a good model of oral read-
ing. Toward this end, during the initial period of the first year,
one activity vas begun which later became an integral mart of the pro-
gram. The teacher introduced the whole class to tame recorded stories.
After this, individual children, one or two a day, put on the earphones
and listened while looking at the book. When we realized how pro-
fitable this activity was, we attached multiple earphones so that
six children could listen to a story simultaneously. During the two
year period, the tape recorder was put to many different uses.

An electric typewriter with bulletin type was another successful
venture. Introduced tentatively, it soon became a popular and in-
structive activity. In the fall of both years, individual children
used the typewriter for matching lower and upper case letters, copying
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their names, and the like. Later, children began to write their
own sentences or to complete a story. Materials were prepared for
use with the typewriter so a child would have a choice of several
activities when his turn came.

A third effort to deal with technology in the classroom occurred
the second year when two printing presses arrived just before Christ-
mas. These were used immediately, in both classes, to make Christmas
cards. After Christmas, ..:hildren were helped, singly or in pairs, to
compose their own messages. This activity became a major free time
occupation for some children in each of the elassrooms.

Aside from the "hardware" that we tried out, many of the ideas
to provide a literate environment were quite simple but successful.
The use of felt letters and magnetic letters was extremely profitable
during the first months before many children could handle handwriting
skills. A message board was used for a month or two during the
second semester so that children could pass messages back and forth.
Occasionally students by-passed the board and sent notes directly.
(In some classrooms the teacher confiscates notes, but we wanted to
encourage this sort of spontaneous communication.) Other short-term
activities included bulletin board displays or individual pictures to
stimulate group stories or answer simple questions.

The literate environment is discussed in detail in Chapter VI.

Descriptions of the classroom.
Suburban School

The children -- the first year

We worked with a first grade containing a heterogeneous group
of 23 children, 13 boys and 10 girls. A new pupil in April raised
the total of girls to 11. The school served a middle to upper middle
class residential area and contained two or three rooms at each grade
level from kindergarten through Grade 6. Our first impressions of
the children in the classroom were that they were articulate, outspoken,
and curious; they seemed somewhat highstrung, were easily bored,
lacked self-restraint, patience, or concentration on a given task for
any length of time. A group I.Q. test administered by the school in
September (Thorndike-Lorge) indicated a mean I.Q. of 110.5 and a range
of 85-124.

The children -- the second year

The first graders were again grouped heterogeneously. This year
there were 24 students in the class, 13 boys and 11 girls. One of
the girls was a five-year-old who had been enrolled in Kindergarten
but joined first grade at the request of parents and the recommendation
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of the school psychologist. In June, two Spanish-speaking boys
joined the class. By temperment, the children this year seemed to
have more self control and, in the main, tended to cooperate rather
than compete with each other. They were, however, outspoken, un-
restrained, and impatient on occasion, as are most six year olds
still learning how to work alone and with others. They could always
be depended upon to tell you when they were bored, tired, didn't
understand, or conversely, when they enjoyed an activity, or had
learned something that excited them. This outspokenness did not make
for an absolutely quiet and well-ordered classroom at all times;
frequent checks, however, assured us that the children were learning
under these conditions during both years. They were certainly
comfortable and happy in the classroom.

The teacher

The first grade teacher had a master's degree in Education and
four years of experience, three of which were in the same school.
Our impressions of the teacher were that she was sensitive to child-
ren; gave individual help often; tried to involve students in a
positive manner; reinforced correct responses; and used approval
in class management and discipline. Although there was an atmosphere
of permissiveness within the class, the school day was regularly
structured and lessons for the day were always planned. In short,
the teacher made this room a very comfortable place for first graders
to be.

The observer - first year

One full time research associate served as observer in the
classroom. Her role is explained more fully in Chapter VII. In brief:
the observer recorded all language arts activities that occurred in
the classroom during the morning session. For the first few months
of school, she remained passive in her relationship to the children
in order to allow the teacher to form the primary relationship with
them. In later months, the observer, besides recording data from
several reading groups each day, kept a list of a variety of language
activities as they occurred. She also did all individual and small
group testing, and supervised language activities of small groups or
individuals not engaged in a reading group. The observer came to be
regarded by the children as a combination sub-teacher-older-sister,
and although they frequently turned to her (or indeed any stray visitor)
to help spell a word or answer a question, she never interfered with
the teacher's position as the authority in the classroom.

Besides spending time in the classroom, the observer collected
materials from the central school library, prepared materials for the
language activities, worked on some of the phonics lcs6ons, prepared
and corrected diagnostic testing material, and compiled the daily re-
cords and work samples from which weekly summaries were prepared.



The observer - the second year

The observer had had previous teaching experience in English-
speaking Canada and was working toward a teaching certificate in
the United States. She filled the same role as the observer the
previous year and was able to be efficient and helpful to the teacher
in a number of small ways because of her background.

The Rural School.

The children

In this classroom, the children were pre-selected. Their
principal and kindergarten teachers expected that each would have
trouble learning to read. This judgement was based partly on results
of a New York State Reading Readiness Test administered the previous
spring, partly on observations of kindergarten classroom behavior.
There were 20 children in all, 10 boys and 10 girls. One of the boys
had been assigned to the "average" classroom, but because he was a
discipline problem in that classroom and because his achievement was
borderline for that class, he joined the PL class for reading every
day. At Christmas, one girl (from the top reading group) moved away,
and after Christmas one girl moved into the district and was placed
in this class because of low achievement.

The children were charming. They were as neatly groomed and well
dressed, with one or two exceptions, as any child in the suburban
class. There were several discipline problems evident from the begin-
ning but these were handled by the teacher with good humor and firm-
ness and each episode was treated separately. Thus, there was rarely
a real disruption and such episodes decreased rapidly during the fall
months.

For the most part, the children wanted and received personal
affection and attention from the teacher. They were more affectionate
and less independent than the suburban youngsters, and more personal
in their approach to visitors. At the same time, there was more
timidity and some anxiety over learning -- more seeming disinterest
at the wrong answer or even a giving up entirely after one try. This
apparent passivity during learning was very hard to overcome. When
learning did occur, the individual was jubilant, fax more so than
his suburban counterpart.

By comparison with the suburban children, these youngsters were
thinner, smaller, and were absent more. An indication of special
problems shows up in a set of comments that we gathered during the
year.
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Child A. sleeps a great deal in class; speech problem
B. both parents white; mulatto child
C. crossed eye; very shy
D. asthma; temper tantrums
E. loss of hearing; retarded; speech problem
F. breech birth and slow to breathe at birth
G. loss of hearing in one ear; home problems
H. hearing loss; extreme speech problem
I. much sickness; listless -*
J. crossed eye - will have surgery later
K. repeating Grade 1

Most items in the list above concern health problems. Another
indication of possible health problems derives from the attendance
records. Of a possible 179 days of school, the rural children aver-
aged 161.5. (The little girl who arrived in this class in January
is not counted in this tally. She missed 25 days from January to
June.) In contrast, the suburban children averaged 168 days of
attendance, and when attendance of one child (who was out for 44 days
on a trip) is removed, their average rises to 173.5 days.

The teacher

This teacher had taught in elementary schools in and around the
Finger Lakes District for years. She had volunteered to take the
"High Risk" readers in conjunction with the PL program. Skilled in
handling children, relaxed under duress, patient with slow-learners,
lavish with praise for small gains, firm but not rigid about appro-
priate classroom behavior, with a ready sense of humor, interested
in trying new techniques and strategies, this was a most competent
and secure teacher. The children all loved her.

The observer

The observer in the rural school had just received a master's
degree in Child Development from Cornell and was a full-time research
associate for the year. Besides observing half-days in the classroom,
she prepared special reading activities and exercises for the rural
classroom, and worked out most of the lessons for the slowest moving
reading group.

Data Collection
1111III

In order to study the effectiveness of our program and to learn
more about changes in skills during the first grade, we gathered a
great deal of information of various sorts about children in our
program and some information about children not in our prclgram.

Classroom observations, tests, and worksheet performance were
used to evaluate the children's initial dbilities, and these formed



the base line to use in estimating changes in performance during the
year. We hoped to be able to determine from our observations and
performance records how well particular lessons held the children's
interest, whether lessons were overly difficult or easy, and whether
children were in fact learning what we expected them to learn. In

aLdition, we wanted to assess competencies at certain points during
the year. Some of these assessments were based on special tests,
others on observation of regular classroam activities. The initial

assessments of incoming reading and language skills that were made
in September are discussed in Chapter III.

During the year, we kept records of accuracy in oral and written
classroom performance; we gathered samples of handwriting, typing,
and printing work; and we gave oral reading and correspondence tests
which are described below.

1. Oral reading tests. Two sets of oral reading passages
were used. One set was given in November, January, and
March. The other set was given in April and May. Each

set of passages included alternate forms so that children
would not read the same passage twice.

2. Oral readin com arison test ( iven in June). Four

passages were used. These were developed from vocabulary
used at the primer level in both PL and non -PL classes.
The easiest passage was completely restricted to this early
vocabulary that most children in both classes had experienced.
The remaining passages had progressively smaller proportions
of this common vocabulary. Six classrooms, including the
two PL classrooms, were tested. The results of the reading

tests are discussed in Chapter III.

3. Oral phonics reading tests. Associated with the regular

oral reading passages were passages based on vocabulary
taught in the phonics curriculum. These passages were also

given in alternate forms.

4. Sound-letter correspondence tests. In February, dictation
tests were given. The children filled in the missing
letter in a word on their papers when the teacher said the
word. Selected consonants and vowels were tested in various
positions. A spelling test was also given.

5. Sound-letter correspondence slaparisontesILIELTELJIIgEl.
The same procedure was used In June as in February. Seven

classes, including the two PL classes were tested. The

results of the correspondence tests are discussed in Chapter
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Classroom Observations

We devised measures to gather data on attention, interaction
with the teacher, oral reading performance, and written production.

Attention

Looking at the teacher or other speaker, or following in a book,
if appropriate, were the criteria of attention.

The procedure involved scanning the whole group (of whatever
size) for thirty seconds, noting any children who were not attending.
The next thirty seconds were spent rechecking only those children not
attending during the first thirty seconds. If inattention was ob-
served for over half of the second interval (15 seconds), this again
was noted. Thus, for each moment, three degrees of attention could
be scored: full attention; sane inattention; and considerable in-
attention. This sequence was repeated in successive intervals of
up to ten minutes. Although a child who was scored as attending
during Period One was not rechecked during Period Two, we felt that
if he had seriously stopped attending, this would be oJserved in the
next cycle. Forms used for recording attention are given in Appendix
A-4,

Use of Attention Data

Attention data from small groups and whole class observations
were summarized by adding separately the number of single and double
inattention observations on each child. Attention during each time
interval was also noted. Our subjective impression was that only
the double observations indicated real inattention. These data were
then used to determine profitable session lengths (inattention in-
creases fairly rapidly towards the end of sessions) and to compare
individual attention scores with performance.

Although we did find evidence of a relationship between attention
and performance, and indications of increasing inattention during
long lessons, we eventually stopped using attention observations for
two reasons. First, we were never satisfied with the reliability of
our observations, primarily because of criterion problems (e.g., is
tying a shoe inattention? Maybe not.). Second, observations of
performance proved to be sensitive indice.ors of the effectiveness
of lessons and the abilities of individual children. We decided to
devote most of our observation time to performance, particularly
during the second semester.

Interaction

Interaction and performance were initially recorded on rather
cumbersome "running records" in which all interaction between the
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teacher and children was recorded, either in a group or in the whole
class. After some experience, we found that this technique could be
simplified.

In general, teaching follows a pattern in which the teacher for
the most part asks questions and sets tasks for the children. In

our work, the task was almost invariably reading either words or
sentences, "finding" a word in a list, or constructing sentences from
word cards. The observer had time to write the stimulus item, identi-
fy the task (r for read, f for find) and note a given child's .'e-

sponse. Correct responses were marked +. Incorrect responses were
described.

Interaction data was mainly summarized in terms of the number of
times each child was called on and the number of correct responses he
made. Thus, the percentage correct could be calculated for each child.
The form used can be found in Appendix A -5.

PerforriP.nee,

Oral reading performance was recorded on transcripts of books
being read by the children. These were used almost from the beginning
since our first attempts to record information without them proved
grossly inadequate. The observer would note who read each sentence,
and would describe on the transcript any deviation from the text and
the teacher's response to it.

One intent of observing the type of correction was to determine
how much information the child needed to correct an error -- if in-
deed he could do so at all.

In addition to noting errors and corrections, an effort was made
toward the end of the year to time each child's reading. We found
that it was quite possible for the observer to simultaneously record

errors, operate a stop watch, and record reading times for each child's
reading. We would recommend that in any future study of oral reading
this be done fram the beginning.

Results of these observations gave a surprisingly clear picture
of a child's progress in acquiring reading skill; a schemata of this
progress is presented in Chapter VIII.

ClassToon - Writ Tory:

Discrimination, reading, and correspondence worksheets were scored
by the observer. Resukcs were summarized in terms of percentage
correct by individual and group. These results were used throughout
the year to guide program decisions. Various uses of the data is
discussed in the relevant chanters.
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Chapter II

Coding Games

A Cognitive Approach to Reading Readiness

Do children understand that they can write what they say? And
that others by looking ht their writing can repeat what they originally
said? In many reading programs the notion that writing is a code for
speech and that letters are codes for sounds is never made explicit.
The Coding Games Unit as an introduction to reading is an attempt to
explain to the child that we communicate with symbols and to give him
a rationale for the choice of symbols.

In learning to read, the child will be taught to decode letters
into sounds that represent language. In this pre-reading unit, we try
to show the child the reasonableness of the relationship between writ-
ing and speech. The unit begins with an emphasis on language and the
various codes that can be used to stand for language. Then pictures
and picture-symbols are used to introduce the child to written codes.
Once the child learns to communicate with written symbols, the
efficiency and use of the alphabetic code is introduced.

Backsroj__and

Training on codes was the one single idea that generated the
sustained interest and enthusiasm of all seminar members both in the
initial stages during the first summer seminar and in the review and
evaluation of the second summer.

The various try-outs of the Coding Unit included an informal
presentation in September of the first year, a second more formal try
out in two local kindergarten classrooms in the spring of the same
year; a presentation to the two PL classrooms the following September;
and use with two Harlem kindergartens in New York City the next spring.
Most of the ideas that evolved during the first summer seminar re-
mained intact during the various try outs, but the devices used, and
the order and length of the lessons were revised, each time making
the suggestions and ins .,suctions to the teacher more specific.
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Summary of Suggestions of the First Seminar

A basic objective of the whole PI, project was to avoid rote
learning and instead to teach concepts in a meaningful way. The
Coding Unit provided one means. We assumed that reading would be more
meaningful to children if they understood the notion of code and
correspondence, since reading is decoding print to language and the
comprehension of that language.

Major Objectives

1. The Coding Unit emphasized the sequence of transmitting a message:
encoding decoding understanding action

2. The Unit emphasized the necessary conditions for transmission of
a message. That is:

a. The sender and receiver must agree on the meaning of a
symbol. By providing a variety of codes it will be
possible for children to understand the notion of
arbitrariness (or consensus) and realize that a code is
of no use unless it is shared and understood.

b. The receiver must follow the same pattern as the sender
in order to get the message; letters or other symbols
must be in a defined order.

Specific Objectives

1, There are different codes which can represent language.
(gesture, sound, light, pictures, drawings, letters.)

2. To be meaningful, the symbols used in a code must be presented
in a specified order.

3. To be useful, the meaning of the code symbols must be agreed on
beforehand.

4. The code must be appropriate to the particular situation in which
it is to be used. Visibility, audibility, and permanence are
factors.

5. The most efficient and flexible code is that of letters to re-
present sounds in the language. One letter can stand for the
same sound in many different words.

Incidental Benefits

Aside from the major purposes of the unit, there were some
incidental benefits to the child. During these lessons, the child,
probably for the first time, looked at language analytically. He
had to think about ways of expressing ideas clearly so that others
could understand him. When he was introduced to written notation,
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the child was forced to consider sentence order if he wanted to have
what he "wrote" understood. The pre-reader was also introduced to
the left-right orientation used in written English. In addition, the
brief daily series of lessons provided an introduction to the more
cognitively oriented routines of first grade.

The First Try -out : First Grade, September, the First Year

During the first summer seminar, suggested lessons were written
introducing gestures to stand for a message. Sound, light, smoke,
object, picture, and alphabetic codes were considered, as well. In
practice, the Unit stressed two aspects: non-written codes (using
gestures, sounds, and light as examples); and written codes (using
pictures, stick - figure symbols, and letters).

In the first try-out, the Unit opened with a brief lesson demon-
strating hen a child can get others to stand for the flag salute by
moving both arms in an upswing motion. Thereafter, the child who was
to lead. the flag salute used this gesture to get the children to stand,
and its reverse to get them to sit afterwards.

During the Unit, the children worked in pairs preparing a coded
message which they presented to the class. This technique was easy
proof of the arbitrariness of codes since not many children could
guess each other's code.

The teacher and students decided on written symbols to stand for
objects around the room. At first a whole sentence was expressed with
one symbol, then a phrase, then a noun plus determiner (e.g. the flag).

In one activity, the teacher prepared a treasure hunt using
some of the symbols as markers (a symbol for 122,0_, for example, or
blackboard, door, or teacher's desk) . The symbols were also used to
give directions (a symbol stood for Go to another for the flag) or
for games in which manipulation of three symbols could make a sentence
like "EIcBTinlaielaIlotheteacherlslesh." or even so-called silly
sentences like "Take the blackboard to the fishbowl."

Lastly, the alphabetic code was introduced by the teacher when:
a) the overload of symbols caused memory strain, and b) new information
was called for which the agreed upon symbols could not handle, e.g.,
How would you say: "Take the book from the teacher's desk." The
point was made that a symbol for each word was clumsy and hard to
remember, and besides, a simpler code was available. With a letter
code one could use the same symbol every time one heard the same sound
and this was easier to remember. The Coding Unit led directly into
the Correspondence work of listening for sounds in words and identify-
ing letters.
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There was no formal evaluation of the lessons but the children
enjoyed and seemed to learn from the activities. The lessons were,
however, too "talky ". We set about the task of writing more detailed
Presentations, trying at each point to include activities for the
children that would be appropriate to their age and relevant to the
point being made.

The Second_Cin der arten Spring

In the spring, the Coding Unit was tried
in the Ithaca Public School System, one class
and one by the regular classroom teacher.

the First Year

out in two kindergartens
taught by a staff member

We will describe this try- -out in detail, and then report only re-
visions in the lessons, and evaluation of the Unit for the later try-
outs.

The Children

The classes can be described briefly as follows:

1. In the afternoon kindergarten the regular teacher taught the
Coding Unit to 12 boys and 8 girls. The parents of most of
the children were upper middle-class, and the children showed
evidence of having had an enriched home background. They were
interested in school, were very articulate and were aware of
the expectations of the teacher. The teacher maintained firm
but kind discipline.

2. In the morning kindergarten the PL staff member taught the Unit
to a much larger group of children, 14 boys and 16 girls. The
variability in their intellectual and social maturity was notice-
able. The majority could be classified as coming from lower
middle and middle class homes. As a whole, the class had low
attention for group oriented tasks (individual children were
allowed to wander at will) and discipline was difficult to
maintain.

Lessons in both groups were observed each day by two members of
the PL staff. (This practice was continued for each subsequent try-
out.)

Content and Format

Content of the lessons is outlined in Figure 1. The first lesson
can be summarized to show the added specificity of direction given in
this try-out. The lesson began this way:
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The teacher says, "If you want nary to know you went shopping
yesterday, what do you dc? You tell her -- you talk about it.
That's one way we have of sending messages -- using our voices
and speaking. Here's another way. Can you tell me what this
means? (Teacher puts finger to lips -- elicits 'Be quiet'.)
I could have said, 'Be quiet'. This (T. repeats gesture) stands
for saying something."

During the course of the lesson the teacher takes the children
through a number of common gestures, e.g., shaking the head for "yes"
or "no", waving for "hello" etc. The children then demonstrate
gestures they know. The lesson ends with a quick review. The teacher
says:

"One of the most important ways we have of sending messages to
someone is by talking. What's another way of sending a message?
How can you tell someone something without talking out loud?
(Suggested prompts) When you want to speak to the class what
do you do first? How can you tell the class to stand up without
talking out loud?"

Then the teacher summarizes the major point of the lesson:

"Gestures may stand for a message. These hand signals stand for
saying something."

This lesson took five minutes to teach. gost of the lessons took
less than 15 minutes. When additional activities were planned, such as
drawing pictures or writing messages, the teacher conducted them at a
later time in the day.

The format for each lesson was similar. A review of the previous
lesson was provided to be used at the teacher's discretion, the main
body of the new lesson always included some child participation,
there was a brief review in which children answered questions, and
the teacher summarized the main point of the lesson.

The Coding Games Unit was completed by both groups in three and
one half weeks.



Figure 1

Content of Coding Games Unit Before Revision

IV_ Concept Activities

1 "Stands for" Gestures - whole class and individual
activities.

2 Review "stands for" Review previous gestures. Teacher puts
several gestures together

Order (Order becomes important) Children
follow message of gestures.

3 Arbitrariness of codes Class decides on new meaning for light
signal.

4 Teacher reviews "stand for".
Teacher introduces word "code".

Appropriateness
of code medium Children listen to Indian Drum record -

sound code.

5 Different codes can Children review ways of giving message.
stand for language Children.show ways for saying yes, no

(gesture).

Can have different Children devise new light and bound codes
codes for same language for same message (yes, no).

6 Review "stands for" Children review previous codes.
Children go from gestures, lights, and
sounds for same message and compare with
language.

Appropriateness Children decide which code medium can
of code be used under restricted circxnstances.

7 Language can be coded Teacher gives examples of usefulness of
by written messages written messages.

Teacher introduces picture symbols.
Children use to code how they feel
(happy - sad).



Day Concept

8 Permanence of
written code

History of picture
writing, permanence
of drawings

Pictures can stand
for words in a
story

Activities

Children look at yesterday's picture

codes to remember how they felt.

Teacher shows pictures of cave drawings.
Reads from prepared script.

Children draw pictures to stand for
telling about what they do before they
come to school.

9 Need for agreement
on code

Order for code

Teacher and children look at a few pre-
vious day'b pictures - discuss order
and ease of reading code.

Use of picture code symbols in special
order.

10 Picture-symbol code
Agree on meaning
and order

Teacher shows Indian trading picture.
Children code own trades with pictures.

11 Permanence of
written code

Distinction between
picture writing and
symbols

Recall previous day's trades - emphasize
had to know order, and agree on what
pictures meant.

Compare difference between pictures and
symbols. Children devise symbols for
man and house.

12 Written symbols can
stand for language

Teacher reviews symbols for man, house,
and "go to". Children use symbols for
messages.

13 Different kinds of
written symbols stand
for language

Teacher introduces trademarks, brands,
and signs.

Each child makes a symbol or picture to
stand for his name.
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ay Concept Activities

14 Written symbols can
stand for names

Use code to send
messages

Children read messages teacher has
written on flashcards and follow
messages.

15 History of alphabet Pictures of the progression from pictures
which stood for words to letters which
stood for sounds. Teacher reads from
prepared script.

16 Review history
of writing

17

Efficiency of
alphabetic code

Compare efficiency of picture symbols
for names. Begin with children who
have same or similar names.

18 Summary

19

Children demonstrate gesture, light,
sound codes.

Children read written codes that teacher
puts on board.

Compare all ways of saying yes-no with-
out "talking" (gesture, light, sound,
write ves, no).



Procedure

Both teachers followed the lesson plans closely, but sane changes
were made in approach and sequence to meet the needs of the two
groups. For example, pacing in the morning kindergarten had to be
high powered since the children were easily distracted. In one in-
stance, two lessons were combined into one for the afternoon group,
since additional work was not needed for this group.

Lessons were conducted with materials that were available in the
classroom as standard equipment (drum, phonograph, crayons, pencils,
paper, chalkboard). Other materials were prepared by the observers
and the PL staff member teaching in the morning classroom (charts of
trademarks, cattle brands, flannel board picture-symbol cut-outs,
photographs of the children, written messages using children's trade-
marks, and other picture symbols).

The children in both groups had opportunities to devise codes
using different modes and to use the mode appropriate to the situ-
ation to send messages to each other. They enjoyed those lessons
that involved them in some activity - either group activities, such
as playing a coding game, responding to questions; or individual
tasks, such as making their own coding pictures or sending their own
messages. We tried to exploit all possibilities for oral communication
during these lessons.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Lessons

In the afternoon class, the coding unit was begun the last week
of April while the lessons in the morning group were begun two weeks
later, the second week of May. By beginning the unit in one room
earlier, we were able to Make certain revisions in the lessons before
presentation in the second room. For example, we found that use of
slides to show cave drawings created many problens. First, the rooms
could not be made dark enough. Second, it was difficult to maintain
attention while discussing the slides. In the afternoon group, we had
tried tape recording a script to accompany the slides. We discovered
the presentation was too long, and did not allow the children to react
to the slides as they were being presented. By the time the presenta-
tion was over, the children had lost interest in the lesson. Teacher
explanation of the slides worked better.

Some of the concepts to be taught, and the means with which to
teach them, were not made explicit enough for the teacher. An attempt
was made to rectify this for the morning group by preparing more
careful review and additional summary statements. The amount of re-
view had to be adjusted to coincide with the needs of the group. The
morning kindergarteners enjoyed the review activities - they were eager
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to demonstrate what they had learned the day before. Opportunities
to engage in familiar activities seemed to be worthwhile for these
children. On the other hand, the afternoon children were eager for
new, challenging material, and were bored by review of concepts with
which they were familiar.

During the teaching of the unit to the morning group, we included
more message-sending activities. Use of children's symbols and
familiar picture-symbols plus the abstract symbols used in previous
lessons helped maintain high interest in this group, It also en-
abled us to use the sentence as the message unit. The teacher sent
each child in the class his own message. In return, at least half
the class sent messages to the teacher, their friends, and their
families. We recognized the need for similar activities throughout
the unit. The more children are able to use and expand work presented
in lessons, the more likely it is that they will retain the salient
concepts for future use.

In teaching a lesson using a simplified version of an Indian
code for trading, we noticed that the morning children had trouble
handling the complicated sentence structure as it was represented in
the trade code. Instead of saying, I have a teepee that I'll trade
for a canoe, these children were much more comfortable saying, I'll
trade a teepee for a canoe. The way in which the picture symbols
were arranged made only the first sentence the correct one. The
resulting confusion about which picture represented the subject and
which the object in the sentence suggests that the idea of spacial
order would be better served by an example which could be put down
in a Noun - Verb - Object sentence.

In both classrooms, the final lessons on the nature of the alpha-
betic code were not as effective as the preceding lessons. We found
we needed to look closely at this important section. We had tried
clarify the difference between codes which stand for language (a
sentence, phrase, or word), and the code which stands for the in-
dividual sounds in words. Even though our major purpose was not to
teach the exact sound-letter correspondences but only to point out
that they exist, some additional activities and examples were needed
to get across the concept cf an alphabetic code.

Evaluation

In each roam, reactions ,f children were sampled by individual
interview. (The questions and performance items used for each try-
out are given in Appendix B.) The observers in each group conducted
the testing. Each interview took approximately five minutes and the
respOnses were tape recorded.

The Afternoon Group In the afternoon group, 10 children
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(half the class) were tested. They represented a sample of the top,
middle, and low scorers on Reading Readiness tests administered in
April. The results showed certain strengths and weaknesses in the
Unit. First the strengths: all children recalled at least two codes;
60% recalled all of the codes covered in the Unit. Almost all (90%)
understood the notion of order in a message. There was good response
to the idea of arbitrariness, that is, the children realized they
would have to find out the meaning of the symbols before they could
decode the message. Most showed evidence of having acquired new
vocabulary; for example, they were using terms such as code, gesture,
motion, or circular code with a flashlight in answering questions.

Now the weaknesses: less than half of the children could dis-
criminate permanent from non-permanent codes. FUrthermore, although
almost all recognized the Apis (early pictorial ancestor of A) only
one child related the picture to the symbol A, and when asked what a
letter stood for, only one responded with "sound". Most of the child-
ren interviewed said the letter A stood for their own names. (We had
used initials to stand for their names during the coding unit activities.)
The lessons for the last two days of the Unit did not help to clarify
the concept that letters stood for sounds in words.

The children in the afternoon group handled the gesture, sound,
light, and picture codes effectively. They knew what a code was.
The notion that codes can stand for language was emphasized through-
out the unit. The group had no trouble with the notion of arbitrarf-
iness. They recognized the need to talk things over first and to
find out what the code symbols stood for before they tried to decode
a message. But we had not been successful in teaching that letters
stand for sounds.

Data from daily observations showed that interest in the activities
varied, but overall attention for the lessons was good. Interest was
hibaest when the activity involved the children - they enjoyed
"figuring out" new codes, making up their own codes, and. writing down
code messages, such as trades, and using a code to tell how they felt
(happy or sad). They were very interested in reading type activities -
and gave their full attention to the lesson on brands and trademarks.
Scme of the children were able to figure out the meaning for the
various cattle brands.

This group also enjoyed using the coding vocdbulary. They
carried notions learned in the coding unit over to out of school
activities ("I used a gesture last night"). The children related
their own experiences and other pertinent information to the class
discussions, ("The Indians also drew pictures to send messages").
This group of children was verbally oriented. Experience with the
unit activities seemed to broaden their (already extensive) vocabu-
laries.
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The Morning Group Of the 30 children in the morning
group, 15 were interviewed. Since some changes were made in the
curriculum for this group, the wording of the questions varied slight-
ly from that used with he afternoon kipdergarten.

Results indicated that the children knew a number of codes that
can stand for language, concepts of permanence, and order, but
arbitrariness of codes was not well understood. To be more specific:
approximately 80% of the children mentioned gestures and sound codes
as alternatives to talking, while 50% mentioned writing. Of the 15
children, 13 said that when the person to whom they wished to send a
message was absent, they would communicate by letters or pictures.
Almost 80% were able to form a sentence using picture symbols, putting
each in the right order. (We had emphasized this activity in this
classroom and children had spontaneously sent messages to each other
in their free time.) Further, it was found that 60% could read a
silly message; they could say the words for which the symbols stood,
even though the message made no sense. On the negative side, these
kindergarteners didn't respond well to the question on arbitrariness
(If we sent this code that you just made up to your teacher, would
she know what it said?), and no one could answer the question: What
does a letter stand for?

The children in the morning group responded enthusiastically
to this unit, often applauding the visiting teacher. With a few ex-
ceptions their eagerness and readiness to learn was obvious. The data
from the interviews affirms our general impressions. Lessons where
the objectives were clear, when there was no confusion in the use of
terms and when the activity in the lesson was directly related to the
objective (not a frill), were by far the most effective. In contrast
to the afternoon group, these children preferred "to do" rather than
"to discuss". They performed readily using the various codes (gesture,
sound, light). As was noted earlier, they particularly enjoyed using
the picture code to send messages, and would continue a coding activity
of that day in their free time.

Summaries at the end of the lesson had to be carefully structured
with questions that we hoped would promote discussion. In most cases
the children answered "yes" or "no" (this same lack of verbal facility
was evident in their other oral activities, we observed, such as
"Show and Tell"). Only a few children could generalize fran specific
examples. In most cases, the concepts had to be summarized first by
the teacher.

We did not notice children using the coding vocabulary spontaneously
as did the afternoon group, even though the regular teacher said she
used the terms code, signal, symbol as often as she could. (This
difference between the two groups was of some concern to us but evidence
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from a later try-out suggests that the apparent lack of increased
vocabulary was idiosyncratic to this group.)

For both morning and afternoon groups the coding unit was schedul-
ed each day after a Show and Tell period. After sitting approximately
15 minutes (or more) for Show ana Tell, an additional 15 minutes
spent with the coding activities exhausted the children's capacity to
attend.. Free play time followed and this was a very desirable
activity. Occasionally, however, the teacher of the morning group
scheduled the coding work first, just after attendance had been com-
pleted. The observer and the PL staff member teaching the unit
noticed a marked difference in the children's behavior. They were
alert and able to attend for a longer period of time than they us-
ually did. The children were "fresh" and this seemed to be the per-
fect time for cognitive activities.

The Third Try:211: FirstAnklaplijLILLaMELEI

Between the second and the third try-outs, the summer seminar
intervened. One sub -group worked on revisions of the unit during the
seminar, and the revised Unit was presented to the two PL first grades
in September.

In order to concentrate more on the important last steps, several
activities were dropped. Those omitted included 'coking at pictures
of cave drawings, making up a picture to tell a story, the discussion
of trade-marks, and the presentation of the historical evolution of
letters from pictures. Except for the Indian trading sentence which
had inherent difficulties, any of these lessons could be re-included
if time permitted in a particular classroom. But each of the omitted
lessons can be considered as supplementary rather than essential.

The revised Unit added two more lessons bringin6 the total
number of lessons to 21. The lessons after Day 12 dealt with some
form of letter-sound relationships and included sections on correct
orientations of symbols to a line - both pictures and letters. From
the point where written codes were introduced, we devised symbols for
single verbs and nouns (not 3 wrd phrases or full sentences represent-
ed by one symbol).

The Circumstances

We had agreed that the Coding Games were most appropriate to
kindergarteners but felt we could get feed-back from watching our PL
first graders react to some of the newly added material.

About half the children in the suburban school had. attended the
afternoon kindergarten the previous Spring when the earlier version of
the Unit was taught. Therefore, Coding lessons in this first grade
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room were compressed. and many of the activities omitted.

In the rural classroom, lessons were spread out over many days.
The rural classroom teacher decided that in the future she would teach
the Unit in a shorter period of time, giving daily practice. Both
teachers agreed that the Unit lost its force once "real" reading
started in the classroom.

The Results

Suburban School In the suburban school, 22 children were
interviewed. On the positive side, the children could put symbols in
the right order; they could remember a number of non-verbal ways to
send messages; and almost two-thirds (63%) were able to tell when a
single written symbol stood for more than one word, e.g., = the
flag.

But just as in the previous try-out, we had not done a good enough
job teaching these children about the arbitrariness of codes. For
example, all were aware that a familiar symbol would be known by
classmates , but only half (54%) said that others would not know the
meaning of an unfamiliar symbol. Even fewer (9 childreiT-Would admit
that a symbol they constructed themselves would be unfamiliar to
others. (We may have been fighting a Piagetian egocentrism here, and
if so, probably an impossible battle.)

New questions on letters as codes had been added. All 22
children identified the letter s by name; 18 (81%) could give the
sound (What's the same about sir, sat? What sound is the same?);
19 could choose an s word from a pair (sod, mine). By the time of the
interview, quite a few of these children were doing some simple read-
ing and had begun the correspondence program. The added practice
surely influenced these answers.

Rural School Eleven students were interviewed, These
children knew what a code was , had a working knowledge of permanent
vs. non-permanent messages, and understood the arbitrariness of codes
better than their suburban peers. They did fairly well on the sound-
letter correspondence questions, but could not tell when a picture
symbol stood for more than one word, nor could they put a set of symbols
in order to make a message. Specifically, of the 11, 8 (72%) could
remember a number of non-verbal ways to send messages, and when
prompted (Remember Red Fox?) all could give at least one method of
communicating. The same 8 students understood the difference between
a permanent and a non-permanent message: again, with prompting,
(Could you use a drum, etc. ?) all answered appropriately. Most of
them had a clear notion of arbitrariness: when shown a familiar symbol
91% answered correctly, when hown an unfamiliar symbol, 72% did.
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In questions on sound-letter correspondence, all identified the
letter s by name, 7 (64%) could tell the sound, and 8 (72%) could
pick an s word from a pair. None of these children could not tell
when a picture symbol stood for more than one word, and very few (4)
could put in order a set of symbols to make a message.

Summary

The responses of the children in both classrooms to the sound-
letter correspondence questions indicated a better understanding of
this relationship than had occurred in the previous try-out and this
was the section which had been weakest before. The interviews showed,
however, that the children were not aware of separate words in an
utterance, or that more than one word was sometimes represented by a
single symbol.*

In preparing the Unit for our out-of-town try-out, we omitted any
symbols which stood for more than one word, prepared blank cards for
use between symbols (of words) when messages were being constructed,
and introduced two rhyming patterns (sad-glad, etc. and cat-hat).
Otherwise, tl:Le Unit remained the same. The content of the Unit as
revised for the fourth and last try-out is presented in Appendix B.

The Fourth Kindergarten, Spring, the Second Year

The Cirmastances

Two urban kindergartens in Manhattan were chosen. A faculty
member of the City College of New York who had attended both summer
seminars acted as liason and made arrangements for two students at the
College to observe the lessons and conduct interviews with the children
afterward. A member of the PL staff held two orientation meetings with
the teachers and observers prior to the try-out, and also observed a
lesson in each classroom about half-way through the Unit. Essentially,
however, the Unit was considered a package which should stand alone
by now and as such was largely left to survive or fall on its own
merits.

lessons were given three times a week to acecinodate the observers'
schedules.

There were 40 children in all in the two classrooms, with a 6
to It ratio of boys to girls; 22% were native Spanish speakers.

*Other data "The boundaries of written words as seen by first graders"
Meltzer and Herse, Mimeo, 1966, support these findings.
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The Results

At the end of the Unit, the observers interviewed individual
students. Seven students who had been absent for 7 or more lessons
are not included in the results presented here, and data for 6 other
children was lost because of a tape recorder failure; 27 students,
therefore, were interviewed.

When the Manhattan teachers were asked to rate the children,
they rated 63% as having learned the concepts, 25% as having learned
some concepts, and 12% as not having learned the concepts. It is
interesting that these figures are comparable to those given below.

1. Questioned on possible modes of communication, 89% gave
at least one mode - 96% of the English speaking children
and 80% of the Spanish speaking children.

2. Questioned on appropriate mode to use when decoder is out
of sight and hearing, 42% answered appropriately, 52% of
the English speakers and 23% of the Spanish speakers.

3. Questioned on arbitrariness ("Will X know what this means?"
referring to a symbol the child had just constructed),
54% answered correctly, 53% of the English speakers and
55% of the Spanish speakers.

4. Requested to arrange symbols to form a message, 61% ar-
ranged the cards in an appropriate left-to-right order,
65% of the English speakers and 50% of the Spanish speakers.

5. The sound-letter correspondence questions were revised to
test understandings taught in this presentation that had
not been stressed before.

a. The child was asked to tell the first letter of his
name; 79% could do this. Of the 79%, 56% could give
another word beginning with the same letter as his name.

b. After being asked to give a word to rhyme with sad,
78% could v4qually pick out what was the same in sad
and thei .41.) when it was written for them, but
only 24% tell what part they heard that was the
same. (They simply said, "They're the same." Obviously
a poorly worded question.)

6. Of the new questions added:

a. 65% of the English speakers and 50% of the Spanish
speakers could place symbols in correct orientation
to a line.
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b. 52% of the English speakers and 30% of the Spanish
speakers could use space marker cards to mark word
boundaries.

C. And in a word circling task added to get data on
another project, (E. shows a sentence: "Can you
draw a. circle around one of these words? Now another
word? Draw a circle around each word.") of the 33
children tested - 06% circled none, or circled in-
correctly; 24% circled letters ; 57% circled some
words (ranging from 20% to 99% of the words); 13%
circled all words correctly.

Teachers' Evaluation of the Unit

The two Manhattan teachers found many positive aspects in the
Coding Games and both are currently using the Unit. While each made
a number of suggestions about details of individual lessons, they
felt the Unit to be a valuable addition to the kindergarten program.
Specifically, they reported that children knew they were learning
something and were pleased about it -- they looked forward to having
"lessons" (whether or not one agrees with Bereiter (1966), there may
be positive value in a structured attempt to stretch the mind a little
at this age); and that the children liked and used the new vocabulary
(we had been worried when this didn't happen during a previous try-
out). The use of symbols, these teachers felt, was of particular
value to the Spanish speaking children, a value the PL staff had not
previously considered.

The earlier kindergarten try-out used one teacher from the PL
staff. In the 'morning' kindergarten where the staff member taught
and the teacher looked on, the teacher was most enthusiastic, even
to the point of suggesting additional games, one of which is now in-
cluded in the Unit as optional. This teacher asked for and received
a revised copy of the Unit and was planning to let her student teacher
use it this year. The other kindergarten teacher - in the suburban
school - although most cooperative and helpful during the try-out,
expressed no interest in integrating the Coding Games into her regular
program.

As for the PL first grades, the same difference holds. The sub-
urban teacher felt (as we did) that the Unit was geared for kinder-
garten, and, although the activities were well received in her class,
she expressed no interest in continuing their use when on her own.
Conversely, the rural teacher, whose class came to her with fewer
skills, liked the orientation to tasks which the Unit provided and
liked the use of children's initials as a first step toward sound-
letter correspondences. She felt that "What is a word?" was not hit
hard enough (the one substantive addition to the program in the later
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Manhattan try-out was more emphasis on this point), and that the

Unit should be ccmpleted first before going on to other aspects of

the reading curriculum. This teacher is planning to use the Coding

Games again.

So= in general, the first grade teacher and the three kinder-
garten teachers who taught the children in poorer neighborhoods were
far more enthusiastic about the benefits from the Unit than the two
teachers with higher SES children, some of whom were already readir-
at the time of the unit's presentation.

Conclusions

The responses of the children to the interview questions should
be accepted with caution for the following reasons. The wording of

some of the interview questions did not always tap actual learning,
we felt; the interviewers were very briefly trained; the inter-

viewees were often ill at ease when for the first time they were
questioned individually and their responses taped.

Nevertheless, the responses can be plotted to give some in-

dication of learning. Figure II presents the concepts that were
introduced; the number of correct responses to questions concern-
ing these concepts are given in terms of pluses and minuses.

The Unit seemed to be successful in teaching many of the
children that

a. there are a number of codes that stand for language
b. written codes are more permanent than non-written
c. the order in which a message is sent is important
d. both the sender and the receiver of the message must

agree beforehand on the meaning of the coding units
e. when revised versions stressed the relationship of letters

to sounds, and the necessity for correct orientation of a
letter to a line, these understandings also improved.
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Figure II

Correct Interview Responses

Ithaca
Kindergarten

Ithaca
First Grade

Manhattan
Kindergarten

Concepts A.M. P.M. R. Surb. Eng. Span.

What is code; kinds ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Order in a message ++ ++ - ++ + +

Permanent vs. nonpermanent ++ - ++ ++ + -

Arbitrariness of codes - ++ + - + +

Sound-letter codes - - ++ ++ + +

Separate words in utterance d.a. d.a. - + +

Correct orientation to line d.a. d.a. d.a. d.a. + +

Correct Response
§12112221

++

-

doesn't apply d.a.

75% - 100%
50% - 74%

49% - 0%



Recommendations

It is our feeling that the major goals of the Unit were under-
stood in a rather superficial way by the children and that some of
the "fun" lessons, e.g., the slides of the cave drawings, or the
presentation of the evolution of letters, could be taught more ad-
vantageously and with more serious purpose to 9 or 10 years olds.
The Unit could thus be begun in kindergarten where it has demon-
strated its usefulness as pre-reading and general language arts
training, and with the addition of further lessons be pursued later
as a study of written language in a far more sophisticated way than
was possible with 5 and 6 year olds.

The Unit would still be useful in a first grade for those students
who need to have a great deal of help on initial perceptual reading
skills. Work on coding games at the same time would add a dimension
to their preparation. The Unit could be followed by a version of
the 'high risk' reading program discussed in Chapter III.

Whether the Unit is used in kindergarten or first grade, pro-
visions must be made to refer back to the concepts in the Unit at
a later time during the year.



Chapter III

The Reading Program

This chapter discusses the materials used in the reading program
and the progress of the children at various points during the year.
The tests administered in the fall and during the year are described
in some detail in the section on content. This section also includes
a description of the introductory sentences, the staff-produced
materials, and our rationale for the choice of commercial texts and
trade books. The next section tells about administration of the
program and the progress of the children. It includes descriptions
of the small groups, pacing of lessons, and special sub-routines to
take care of individual problems. Finally, in the last section, the
evaluation procedures used in June are reported and analyzed.

Part I - Content

Pre-testing

During the first year's try-out, several tests were given in
September. The school administered a standardized readiness test
to all first graders to which we added several others. Results of
these tests are reported elsewhere.* Here it is sufficient to say
that in general the tests indicated that the class was ready to read.
The few differences that existed, we felt, could best be handled in
the reading and phonics program, not in a prolonged pre-reading
program.

During the second year's try-out many of the same tests were
used but some were added and some were revised. The tests are des-
cribed below and the results are reported for each classroom. Many
of these tests could be given by the classroom teacher during the
first few weeks of school since the time involved per child was
about 5 to 10 minutes for the individual tests, and some of the tests
were given to the class as a whole. We learned a great deal about
the children's specific strengths and weaknesses from the tests and
felt we saved ourselves and the children learning time by their use.

*Robinson, First Grade Report, 1965-1966, ERIC
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Description of the Tests

An * indicates tests given only the second year. Tests were
devised by the staff unless otherwise noted.

1. Clappy. An informal test administered individually to discover
which first graders could already read a few common words. In
using this test in the second year we added questions which would
tell us if a child could distinguish separate words in connected
text and distinguish separate letters in a word. The materials
consisted of a large poster of a clown holding balloons. On
the balloons were written the words: dog, happy, hat, shoes,
now, fat. Underneath the picture were two sentences: rev name
is Clap!. I am a clown. If the child could read the in-
dividual words and the two sentences, he was given a separate
story consisting of six short sentences about the clown. A
further probe was added the second year asking for any words
the child knew how to read. If he didn't supply his own name,
it was written and he was asked what this word said.

2. Reading Readiness. The school system administered the New York
State Readiness Test, a group test, which included six sub-
tests: word meaning, listening, matching, alphabet, numbers,
copying.

3. Visual Discriminati
a. In the Durrell

circle the one
Mid up by the

on.

(1956) letter matching test, the child must
letter (out of four) which matches the letter
teacher. We tested lower case letters only.

b. A word matching test taken fram Continental Press materials
is meant to determine whether the student can tell which of
four words matches the stimulus word on the left of his
paper. Twelve lines of words are presented, four in each
of the following categories: gross differences from the
stimulus, only initial consonant differences, only final
consonant differences.

4. Letter Naming. A cardboard wheel was constructed expostng four
lower case letters at a time. They were arranged so that letters
children seem to know best (based on findings from Durrell,
Popp 1966) were presented first. All students saw the lower
case letters. A second wheel containing capital letters was
prepared but only those capitals were presented whose lower
case forms were known.

5. Auditory Discrimination. This test was administered individually
during the second month of school. Our experience (confirming



d2Hirsch 1966, Wepman 1963 and others) is that the child needs
much practice before results of this sort of test can be con-
sidered valid. The child answered "same" or "different" when
he heard a pair of words pronounced. Probable minimal and
maximal contrast of consonants was worked out using a distinctive
features matrix (Halle 1963). Minimal pairs differing only in
initial position were used as the auditory stimulus (e.g. "vat -
fat").

*6. §yntactic and Semantic Anomolies. Sentences were read to each
child individually containing either semantic anemones, e.g.,
"a black sun", or syntactic anomolies, e.g., "Him were going".
The child decided wi:ether he would ever say such a thing and
decided whether the sentence was "silly" or "O.K.".

*7. Semantic Judgments. Given an incomplete sentence, the student
supplied a word or phrase to complete the idea (verb, color
word, etc.).

*8. Expectations About Reading.
a. An informal inventory was administered individually to

discover what ideas children might have about the uses
of reading; e.g., whether they think of the picture as
essential to a book, whether letters and numbers can be
discriminated from each other or from pictures and ab-
stract symbols.

b. During class time the teacher asked the class what they
expected to learn or do in first grade.

9. Other. The vocabulary test from the Stanford-Binet (Form 1,-M
1760) was administered to all children the first year. This
was not repeated the second year. The complete Binet, however,
was given to all children in the rural school during the course
of the second year. Several children in the rural school were
also given the Frostig Test of Perceptual Abilities (1963).

It vas not thought necessary to give this special test to all
children.

Results

For the exact results see Appendix C-1. Our conclusions from
the various tests were these:

1. Cla2p-ygLea,.own (Ability to read) Most suburban children
would be wasting time on reading readiness but most rural
children needed lots of exposure to print. Only one rural
child could visually identify a word.
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2. Letter-na_ing, lower case Host suburban and all rural
children needed work in learning letter-names. Five children
in the rural school responded with numbers to some of the letters,
for example: s/5 or t/4. Some children in both classes respond-
ed. with the number one to the letters 1 and i. The best known
letters were o, s, x, lin both classes; the least known were

h, u, n, d, v, Appendix C-1 gives exact data. A. test of

this sort is particularly important to use if the teacher wants
to teach letter names early in the year.

3. Letter-matching lower case The types of errors were as expected
Trfor b and la for d being the most frequent confusions) but
there were too many errors in the rural class not to give
specific training.

4. Word-matching This test was not particularly helpful in
discovering specific problems that hadn't already shown up
elsewhere. It is, however, one more indicator, added to others,
that discrimination problems exist for specific children.
Fewest errors were made when there were gross differences
between choices, next when only the initial letter differed,
and most errors occurred when only the final letter differed
from the stimulus word.

5. New York State Readiness Test In the suburban school 23
students were tested. The total scores produced a mean per-
centile rank of 92.5 and a range of 63 to 99+. In the rural
school 19 students were tested (one was dbsent). The total
scores produced a mean of 38.5 and a range of 14 to 86. This

test provides letter grades for each range of scores. These

grades carry norms such as "Low Normal", or "Superior".
These scores and their normative ratings serve as points of
reference but are not specific enough to be diagnostically
helpful in planning work for individual children or groups.
For example, what does the "Low Normal" child not know that
the "High Normal" child does, and how does that knowledge or
skill contribute to later reading achievement? In the suburban
school, the one boy who later had the most trouble learning
to read (granted, an emotional problem was involved), scored
91 on this test; the other 3 boys in his subsequent reading
group scored 91, 69, 57.

In the rural school, however, the readiness test roughly pre-
dicted reading group membership. The mean score of each read-
ing group from Group I to IV was 50, 45, 29, and 30 respectively,
but high and low scores within each group would preclude using
the test results ahead of time for grouping purposes.
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6. Syntactic anomolies Quite a few children in both classes
accepted TruLaed." as correct. In the rural class, "They having
are dinner". "The boy talked the girl". "The boy was hit the
girl". were accepted as correct by a large percentage of the
students. The fact that children may have heard the examiner
say, "They having our dinner" changes the problem in this
sentence from word-order to a missing auxiliary verb. The
other two sentences also have missing words (talked to and hit

r). This suggests that function words were not salient cues
to these children. Pronoun case (Them are ) and number in
verb (girl am ) were also accepted by almost half the rural
children. One may conclude that score of the rural students were
not secure in their knowledge of well formed sentences in the
standard dialect.

7. Semantic ancmolies In both classes, there was wide acceptance
of opposites as equal (A little of something is a lot). In the
rural class, a large number accepted hot and cold as equal, too.
Many of the rural children found. nothing strange in a black sun,
or an eight year old father. In all, the suburban children had
an error rate of 05%, and the rural class of 24%. The errors
may have been the result of lack of familiarity with language
tasks or games, or a real lack of unt:systanding of the concepts
involved.

8. Semantic judgments The suburban class made no errors, the
rural class made 10 errors. Comment on Test 6, 7, 8: The
semantic and syntactic tests give a rough indication of the
child's facility with language. There was no extra work needed
in the suburban class, but the rural children had problems
either in test-taking, or oral language in the standard
dialect , or both.

9. Auditory discrimination (given in November) The suburban
students made 6 errors in all; the rural students made 22.
Most of the errors came in reporting two different words as
the same.

10. Expectations about reading.
a. This test is in the pilot stage;* so far it has discrim-

inated pre-school students very well, but was of
6

use
in our situation. The test, however, was given 6 or 7
days after the Clappy test; in that space of time, all
rural children had learnedrenough about letters and
numbers to sort them into different piles.

Illierse, Robert
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b. In response to teacher's question, "What are you going
to do in First Grade?", three-fourths of suburban class
volunteered answers. Responses were all related to tasks:
reading, writing, numbers, etc.

The same question in the rural class was met with silence.
As a prompt, the teacher asked what had happened in
kindergarten, and several children mentioned games and
playing. FinalIj, one boy said facetiously that this
year he was "going to fight with Jimmy". The teacher
then explained some first grade tasks.

11. Other
a. Stanford-Binet: given in the rural school, The range

of I.Q.'s was from 70 to 120 and distributed as follows:

70 - 86

90 - 97
100 - 106
113 - 125

6 students
5 students
4 students
4 students

b. Three of the rural children whose I.Q. scores were average
or above but who weren't performing well on reading tasks
were given the Frostig Test of Visual Perception. This
test includes sub-parts dealing with figure-ground, con-
stancy of shape, and spacial relationships. The children
received a "Perceptual Quotient" of 110, 104, and 100;
presumdbly ruling out any gross visual perceptual dis-
ability on their part.

Conclusions

Except for letter naming and some work in auditory-visual
discrimination, the suburban children did not need work in readiness.
The two types of lessons just cited could go on during the initial
introduction to reading where necessary.

Many of the rural children showed deficiencies in each of the
tests. Each child's individual profile was plotted, examined, andthe early attempts at grouping were based in large measure on what
skills could be taught to several children together. Since the rural
children were lacking in so many perceptual and languRge dbilities,
we decided to concentrate on these and move very slowly into the
reading program. We wanted them to really succeed in the tasks they
were given whether this meant they would read at a given level in
June or not.



Content: Initial Period

Reading materials were chosen from many sources. We used
children's own stories, teacher's sentences, trade books, text books,
messages from one child to another, bulletin board titles, worksheets,
riddles, crossword puzzles, and stories composed by our staff. We
did this because we felt that a literate person reads everything from
bill- boards to Proust aad automatic responses to the printed word as
communication should be built in early. Our second reason was to
allow a variety of cues to be present in the reading matter. If a
narrow range of reading matter was presented, words pre-taught,
length and structure controlled, we felt the child would not be allcu-
ed the full range of sampling necessary to be a reader in any real
sense during his first year of instruction. But we did learn to
structure the presentation of these materials. The initial intro-
duction to reading is a case in point.

Initial Materials

Initial teaching had as its content student-produced stories,
teacher-composed sentences and nursery rhymes.

Attempts were made the first year to transfer early corres-
pondence skills to the reading materials by means of the group-com-
posed stories. For example, one group-produced story included the
sentence, "We have two toads", and this reinforced phonics lessons
dealing with the sound-letter correspondence of t. Unfortunately,too few of the reading sentences included letter-sound combinations
to match the phonics sequence, and even when they did occur they
could not provide sufficient or varied enough practice by themselves.
During the initial period of the second year, we did not attempt to
introduce reading via student-produced stories, although later in the
year, we did occasionally make use of this strategy. Instead, the
number of teacher-composed sentences, which had been more successful
as an introduction to reading, was increased .during the second year.

To give a more exact idea of content, the reading lessons for
the first four weeks of the second try-out are presented below ia
parallel columns for each of the classrooms.

In looking at these lessons, note the make-up of the teacher
composed sentences. The use of common words, possibility of per-
mutation which allows both teacher and student to create new sentences,
including "silly" sentences that provide a check on comprehension,
the repetition from one sentence to another; and use of this techni-
que to help the teacher get to know her children's strengths and
weaknesses were all taken into account in the selection of these
sentences. Note also that for some children the pre-beck period is
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a very short one.

The first text used during both years in the suburban school
was Ladybird Book la followed by Book lb. These books contained a
16 word vocabulary which was introduced in la and repeated in lb.
Both suburban and rural classrooms were next introduced to the six
Chandler booklets containing a 67 word vocabulary.

Week One
Suburban

Te.acher Can osed Sentences

My name is Mrs. Cushman.
What is your name?
Mrs. Cushman is my name.
Hy name is (child's name)
Today 13 Monday. (Tues., etc.)
Is today ? (day)
Is this ? (day)

How many are here today?
This is (child's name)
Make 2 . (picture)

Nursery Rhyme

Jack and Jill on chart paper:

used for rhyming, pointing to
particular words and letter;
left-to-right orientation of

print.

Rural
Teacher Composed Sentences

My name is Mrs. Dyer.

Mts. Dyer is my name.
MY name is . (child's name)

Today is Monday. (Tues., etc.)

This is red. (individual cards pre-
pared for matching games.)



Week Two

Suburban

Review from week one.
New Sentences

is here today.
How many are here today?
Here is a (picture).
This is yellow.
Is today red?
Look at (symbol picture).
Look at (name).
Look at me.

I will look at you.
Go to your (symbol for desk).

(Go to and Look at were first
introduced in Coding Unit.)

Small groups begin to work with
sentences, words, letter-naming.

Small Groups

Small groups work on auditory-.
visual discrimination.
Tues.

Three boys read kikAnijALIII
one made no errors; the other
two made one or two errors some
of which were self-corrected.
Both teacber and observer thought
the session very successful.
Wed.
W/IMMIMOIN

Review color
Thurs.

Three groups
review.

ai:
Two groups met teacher for letter-
naming and sentence review.
Ladybird group chose someone to
read story to.

words, sentences.

met teacher for

Rural

Review from week one.
Word cards used. Teacher scrambles
wtTds; students rearrange and read,

New Sentences.

This is red.

This is green.

Small Groups

Review teacher-camposed sentences.
Rearrange word cards into sentences.
Identify & point to individual
words in sentences.

Listen for words that start
sound. Match & identify by
letters 1, a,

Letter naming.

with
name

"s"

the



Week Three

Suburban

Reviewed d, s, a from full
group correspondence lessons.
Group I read Ladybird lb
Group II read Litdvbfrd la lb

Group III reviewed teacher-
composed sentences

Rural

Group I, II reviewed:
Mrs. Dyer is my name.

My name is Mrs. Dyer.
All Groups: rhymes-visual and
auditory discrimination, counting

letters and word sound of "s"
Letter-naming: A-E and Z

F-J and Y

Week Four

Group I finished Swings; read
Slides to p. 15.

Group II reviewed Ladybird;
read Swings to p. 7.
Group III reviewed sentences;
read Ladybird la to p. 28.

Differences in the Two Classrooms

Group I new sentences in preparation
for first Changler book Swings plus:

Here is Mrs. Dyer.
Here is (symbol).
I am 1symbol for happy).

Groups I, II, III practice in letter
naming from A-J
Group IV letter naming A, B, D.
All Groups: listen for s, d, m
sounds in initial position.

The teacher-composed sentences were reviewed over and over in
the rural classroom, while the suburban youngsters quickly went on

to the Ladybird and the first two Chandler books: Swings and Slides.
Note that the rural teacher, Mrs. D., is still working on color words
at the end of four weeks (and will continue to do so during the next
period). She had to teach the recognition of colors as well as the
asso...iation of the written word with the correct color.

Practice in learning the names of the letters took up far more
time in the rural classroom than the suburban. It seemed to be hard
for the rural children to attach a name to a particular shape. The



range went the full gambit from not knowing any of the alphabet names,
through being able to say the names and attaching them to any written
letter (or number) , to actually knowing and identifying sane letters
correctly and not knowing others but being aware of them.

In both classrooms during the first week, some children were
not able to point to the separate words in a sentence being read ;c4
them. At the end of four weeks, several rural children were still
confused about the difference between words and letters in a visual
display, and also needed practice in dividing a spoken phrase into
its component words. The Michigan listening program was initiated
for whole class work in the rural class. In its initial stages,
this program gives the teacher a set of words to say, e.g. "White
house, house white", and the children decide if she is saying the
same thing twice or if it is different the second time.

The rural children also didn't know what the task of matching
one thing to another meant or haw to go about it; they didn't know
left from right, and couldn't visually discriminate similar forms.
A. third workbook in the Michigan Program consisted of visual matching
of a letter or string of letters to a sample. Selected pages cf
this workbook were used as well.

The rural children had great difficulty following directions of
any sort. Their problem in understanding the task at hand became
evident early in the school year. Once a particular set of instructions
had been understood - sometimes a matter of three or four lessons --
any variations in the task caused confusion again. For example,
from our staff report at the end of September comes the statement:
"It has been necessary for the teacher to re-explain the matching
task daily since when some of the students [i.e., those who had made
no mistakes the day before] are allowed to go on without this review
they begin to make errors." The children desperately needed help in
learning haw to learn. One of the assets of good programmed materials
for first grade is a simple structure and clear directions. We
hoped the teacher directed use of the Michigan and later the
Sullivan programs would help eliminate the frustration these child-
ren were feeling in trying to cope with too many cognitive tasks at
once.

Formation of Readi Groups

Whole class teaching was combined with heterogeneous small
groups at first. During both years the same procedure was followed.
Small groups in each class met almost from the beginning. The use
of tether - composed sentences allowed a heterogeneous arrangement with
a gradual grouping together of children who could learn at the same
rate and who needed practice in the same skills. Reading groups were
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not labeled but children were called by name to join the teacher.
Later, when groups became more stable, John's group, or Mary's group
was asked to join the teacher. The teacher used different children's
names to identify a group each day. Homogeneous reading groups
were established after an initial trial period of working with groups
of about five children each day and rotating a child from one group
to another until it seemed that certain children who could learn at
the same pace were more and more appearing in the same group. A
tentative top group was formed on the basis of the test results
which revealed certain strengths, plus the positive responses and
good memory displayed by these children in the early whole class
and small group lessons. Gradually, in the next few weeks, others
joined this group. Group membership continued to change from day
to day in the early period as it was found that individuals needed
more or less review, a slower or faster approach, or needed special
drill in scwid-letter correspondences, letter names, or other pre-
liminary skills. The observer's records of responses and errors in
reading sessions were a major consideration in deciding group
membership, as was the child's ability to attend.

Independent Work

It must be that most first grade teachers do not work with
small groups early in the school year. Our teachers were constantly
running out of ways to keep other students profitably busy while
they were working with a small group. Several games were introduced,
since the written assignments were finished very quickly. Although
we did not solve the problem of always keeping six year olds pro-
fitably busy on their own during the initial period, at least our
experience showed that one can survive this rather brief phase.

Informal Testina

Beginning in November of both years each child read a passage
into the tape recorder. The first year, two passages were read
each month beginning in January, one was an old reading-group
passage, and one was a new previously unseen passage. New passages
of one month tended to become old passages the next. We kept a
record of the number of errors, type of correction, and the total
time of the reading for each child. During the second year, child-
ren also read a passage which was taped, transcribed and analyzed.
These staff-prepared passages varied in difficulty and allowed
comparison between different groups of children, somethil.g we had
found difficult to do the first year. Under the Evaluation section
in this chapter findings from these taped readings are discussed,
as well as results from other measures. Other informal testing is
reported as it occurred during the year. For example, in October
several informal evaluative and diagnostic checks were made in both
schools.
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Suburban On October 11, Reading Group I in the suburban
school was asked to read g passage of 29 different words. These
children learned to read very well by June. Here is how they were
doing after one month of school reading familiar words in a new
context.

The 20 words where errors occurred appeared in the tent 33
different times. There were 98 errors in all or 63% correct on the
average for the group. Most students (45 - 75% of the Ss) made
errors on eight of the words: shop, has, see, today, this, push,,
blue, toy. No errors occurred for Jan, is, like, will, o, an, rea,
I, we.

If those words occurring more than once were considered correct
when correctly read the second or third time, there were 66 errors,
or 72% correct.

Rural Two dittoes were given to test knowledge of vocabulary
in teacher- composed sentences. Both were multiple choice.

a. The first was given on October 13. It contained three
sentences.

4 students made no errors
1 student made 1 error

10 students made 2 errors
1 student made 3 errors.

Students who made errors seemed to be attempting to match a
word in the sentence rather than trying to complete the sentence.
For example, in the sentence,

My name is Mrs. name
red

there were 11 wrong choices, most of them being the word name.

b. The second ditto was given on October 24.

Sentences: Choices: Results:
1. My is Sam. this 16-students made no errors.
2. is red. is 1 student got 2 wrong.
3. Sam is name. name 1 student got 3 wrong.
4. This green. my 2 students got all 4 wrong.



i4aterials After The Initial Period

Read-alongs

The practice of introducing trade books to students so that they
could follow along in the text as the teacher read, and gradually
try to read parts of the text themselves, was begun as a way to solve
a particular problem. We had looked for texts in which the language
was non-stilted. We wanted stories, for example, where contractions
were used when contractions seemed natural, and where a variety of
sentence structures occurred to give the text a certain literary
style. We also looked for a good story line. We found very little
material of this sort at the beginning reading level.

The hard-cover texts that we did like could not be presented
immediately after the first book, (Ladybird or Chandler) because
they all contained too heavy a vocabulary load and couldn't be used
until the children had more power to attack words independently and
had built up a few more automatic responses to frequent words. We
had to look for ways to bridge the gap. One way was to find trade
books which the children could read along with the teacher.

Lessons were planned to allow the children to read selected
words and phrases after listening to the teacher read the page. This
method is very like Robert Allen's Read Along With Me technique but
not so rigidly controlled. We tried it out the first year using a
trade book called Little Tiger Learns His ABCs in which cues are
abundant. Each page in the book is devoted to one letter and a
picture cue is available. We used this occasion to test, a) the
children's ability to match upper and lower case letters, and, b)
ability to find words beginning with the same sound within a sentence.
Much to our surprise, the children were also able to "read" all of
the sentences. To give an example "He cruised on a crocodile, and
that was C.", "He insisted on ice-Dream and that was I." Gratified
by the response, we followed this story with others from time to time
during the year, sometimes taping the stories as well, so that
children could listen and read as often as they wanted. The Little
Tiger book was followed by a simple story called CatsaCats.
The Cats books introduced useful words such as big, little, fat,
thin with a picture of an appropriate looking cat to illustrate each
adjective. (We only had one copy of this book available but the
text had large print and the teacher held the book so all could see
it. So, if a teacher has only one copy of a trade book that she
thinks her class would enjoy as a read-along this need not keep her
from using it.)

During the second year's try-out, Little Tiger was again used
as the first read-along. In the rural school, the Chandler booklets
were also introduced first as read-alongs as more and more children
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were able to move from mainly pre-reading to reading activities.
For example, the first Chandler bodk, Swings, was read over again
for different ourposes by both the teacher and students until the
children in the group could read all of it themselves.

Besides the trade-books that we tried out as read-alongs, both
teachers wanted their classes to be familiar with a typical basal
reader before they left first geade. Since Dick, Jane and Spot
seem somehow to have become part of our cultural heritage, we agreed.
During the second semester, each teacher spent several afternoons
having the whole class take turns reading aloud from the pre-primers
and primers. These sessions were not observed, but the teachers
reported interest and high participation in the reading. One
teacher wrote, "They were all familiar with characters (probably
through brothers and sisters or frienA5). Very enthusiastic, -
good review of some vocabulary - went fast, whole book in half hour."
In the suburban classroom, the primer and pre-primer were read in
nine half hour sessions. (Although these books were then placed in
the classroom library, they were not observed to be read again by
individuals.)

Besides the Littl" TiP4er books (there are four in all) other
read-alongs that the children liked and that helped increase their
vocabulary were Go Dog.J12, Hop On Pop, Snowman Snow and a ditto
master called "Space Shot" from Continental Presj-Twhich we dittoed
and stapled) . The titles of the read-alongs and the dates when they
were used in both classes can be found in Appendix C-2. We chose
not to give Group I in the rural school many of these read-alongs
during the second semester because they began to move quickly through
the texts and were enjoying the regular reading program so much.
In contrast, read-along books were chosen for Groups IV and V in the
rural school in lieu of texts in June. Two of them, Come and Have
Fun, and Hop On Pop were used for several lessons each on rhyming.
Several days were also spent on Pins and Pans which follows the
Sullivan Primer. This book had been read by other members of the
class for free reading.

Throughout the year, particularly in the suburban school, the
teacher noted that the students weren't stopped by unknown words or
upset by difficult passages. The reason for this may be the early
introduction and unthreatening nature of the read-along-with-me
stories.

Staff-prepared Stories

The second alternative open when no appropriate pUblished
materials seem to be available at a particular level is to write your
own. We wanted to prepare students to read Story Fun, a book with
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124 different words, but decided to introduce in the have mace story
words not only common to Slog Fun but to any reading. The result-

ing story,' My Pet, introduced 30 new words plus 9 "oleones. This

was an experiment of sorts. The booklet was typed on ditto sheets
on the primary typewriter, cut into 5 x 8 pages, and stapled.
There were no pictures and :;ententes occasionally spanned more than

one line.

During the year of observation which preceded the study,
observers of the basal reader program had noted that, laerhaps be-
cause of the one-sentence-a-line format in most pre - primer and primer

level basals, the students developed the habit of dropping their
voices at the ends of lines, and then carried this habit over into
more advanced material where a sentence continued from one line to
the next. We wanted to accustom children to the usual format early
enough to avoid this problem.

The story is in the form of a riddle and each page adds a
detail to help the child guess what the pet is. It uses personal
and relative pronouns, function words, the verb be, other common
irregular verbs, and a few question words. There are no pictures;

the language is colloquial; sentence structure includes statements,
questions, compound and complex sentences; there is repetition
but slight variation in form from one page to another. For example,

the tag sentence on several pages varies from "Now do you know
what my pet is?" to "Now do you know what he is?" to "Now do you

know who he is?"

Next we adapted an old story called The House Where Nobody
Lived. It was a fancier production since we'd learned something
about bookmaking. In this story, we printed only one line a page,

and allowed the children to illustrate each page themselves. After

reading this story the children had been exposed to 30 more words,
and we felt they were ready to try a published text.

Beyond this point we no longer kept a record of the number
y:ee-ptitiozninthereadinmatterresentedofwordsorfrequencofz.

Our attempts at story writing taught us something about the

physical format we should have. We discovcred that one line a page
is too little since the children can't take advantage of what
repetition there is by seeing the same word or phrase elsewhere on
the same page, and besides, the continuous turning of pages is
boring, and takes too much time and effort. Size of page seems to

make a difference as well. The 5 x 8 page was easier for the child

to hold and attend to than a larger page. Whether pictures were

absent or present seemed to make no difference, nor did a sentence
that occupied more than one line of print.
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During the second semester of the first year, after the children
had been reading published texts, we wrote a story meant as quick
vocabulary review and called it Another Pet Story. Szill later,
disappointed by the text of three beautifully illustrated fairy tales
(Ugly Duckling, Billy Goats Gruff, Three Bears) ire covered the text
and wrote our own. All four stories were used again the second year

During the second year, in addition to the staff-prepared stories
already at hand, several others were written especially for the rural
children who needed to have more exposure to familiar material before
they could advance to something new. One such story was "My Word
Book" written and tape-recorded for use with reading groups III and
IV to reinforce words they had encountered in the teacher-composed
sentences. Another was a "book" called Cat & Dog especially pre-
pared as a first book for the lowest reading group. Three booklets
of riddles were written to review the vocabulary in the Chandler
series. The riddles provided the teacher with a way to evaluate the
students' progress up to that point. If a student could read them
with few or no errors, he was ready to proceed at a faster pace into
new material: the sequence to follow was My Pet, Little House and
Story Fun. Since students had not been rushed through any of the
introductory stages, by the time they encountered these review stories
all were able to read them with few errors. The major difference was
in the time taken to reach this point.

Special sub-routines

The use of the Michigan and Sullivan programmed materials can
be considered sub-- routines for use only with a few children. It
proved necessary the first year to use Sullivan with only two children,
one of whom was able to join a regular reading group before the
school term ended. Both of these children after examination by
psychologists were judged to have emotional problems and one had
severe perceptual difficulties. They were said to need the careful
structure provided by such a program. During the second year, how-
ever, the Sullivan program was introduced to almost all rural students
as a supplement to, and during the first part of the year, in lieu
of our faster paced correspondence program. The rural class as a
whole was exposed to parts of the Michigan program as well.

It soon became apparent, however, that at least four of the
children in the rural class were not yet able to benefit even from
these slow paced approaches to reading. By the end of October, it
was decided that we should not try to push these Group IV rural
children prematurely into reading, but ensure that perceptual skills
and other necessary language skills be stressed instead. Accordingly,
a diffe :ent set of criteria was decided upon -- our expectations of
what they should be able to do at the end of the year. At the same
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time a set of reading exercises was prepared, a Kind of 'high risk
reading program, (both in the sense that the students were a high
risk as readers and that the exercises were written on a day-to-day
basis after watching the students' response to the previous day's

work). The first lessons introduced simple sentences using the
students own names and the words sad, mad, glad; for example:

Mary is sad. Each sentence was heavily cued by a symbol face -

one they had learned to respond to in the coding unit.

The lessons included directions to the teacher to help implement
the aims we had decided on. A list of these aims and a descript.on
of the program pre given in the section on Procedure in this chapter.

Published materials

Following the read-alongs and staff prepared stories, we moved

into hard-cover texts. The material we found to be suitable came

from texts which are supplementary to certain basal series. Some

of these are called literature series and are meant to be read after
the basal. Frequently these books contain many folk and fairy tales

as well as some poetry. There is a certain stylized form in fairy
tales, and the natural repetition inherent in the genre served our

purposes. Several stories were repeated in slightly different form
in several of the books and this allowed the children to make a few

critical judgments. (Appendix A-3 lists all commercial and staff-

prepared materials used during the study.)

Appendix C-3 shows actual books read by each reading group in
each school and the month each book was completed for both years.
Figures I and II show the texts read in reading groups during the
second year.

The number of texts and total number of pages read is given in

Table 1 for each group in each school. (The S-F series through

book 1 adds up to about 470 pages.)

Some rural children progressed as far as Storyland Favorites

by June. Group II in the suburban school read beyond this into a
Reader's Digest book, and the children in the suburban Group I

read 4 or 5 more books.

In the rural school, the first three reading groups, 13 child-
ren, were reading end-of-first-grade material by June with very few

errors. Group IV, 3 children, were able to read easy first grade
books, and the special group of 4 children had just begun regular

primer material.
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Table 1

'lumber of Texts and Pages Read (by Group)

.........

Group N Texts Read-Alongs1
read N. of Books

Suburban I 10
II 6

III 4
Iv 4

Rural I

II
III
IV
V

15
10

9

7

1780
1175
1109
891

8

5
5
5

3 9 1041 6
5 6 763 6

5 5 565 7
3 3 210 10
14 3 97 10
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Part II - Procedure

This section concentrates on procedure during the second year,
since procedures were similar both years.

The sets of materials available were varied enough and flexible
enough for the teachers to make choices depending on the needs of
particular children. In general, however, both classes began with
teacher-composed sentences, then read the six Chandler books and
the three riddles reviewing the Chandler vocabulary. They proceeded
to the home-made stories "My Pet" and "Little House" introducing new
vocabulary, and finally began to read the literature texts, which
progressed from easy to more and more complex material. It is in
the pace that the differences occurred.

Pace

The following charts show the position of both classes at the
beginning of November and again at Christmas.

The Second Month (Oct. 13 - Nov. 9: 25 school days)

Suburban Rural

G. N. Grp. N.

I 8 finished Ladybird la, I 6 finished 1st Chandler.
lb. finished the 6 beginning 2nd Chandler.
Chandler booklets. on Lesson 10 of Sullivan.
2 boys in SRA

II 8 reading 3rd Chandler II 5 beginning 1st Chandler.
on Lesson 9 of Sullivan.

TII 2 beginning 2nd Chandler III 5 no text. Teacher composed
sentences using early
Chandler vocabulary.
Lesson 6 of Sullivan.

IV 6 beginning 1st Chandler IV 4 No text. Teacher composed

working in Sull. Pre- sentences. Letter- naming

Rdg. Bk. Began Special Program on
Nov. 7.
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Third & Fourth Month (Nov., Dec.: 21 school days)

Suburban Rural

Grp. N. Grp. N.

8 had read 3 riddle books, I 6 finished 3rd Chandler.
"My Pet", and "The Sullivan Primer p. 38.
House." (From this
point on, the teacher
did not pre-teach new
vocab. words.) Were
on p. 28 of the hard-
cover book: Story Fun.

II 6 finished the 6 Chandler II 5 finished 2nd Chandler.
booklets. Sullivan p. 33.

III 4 began the 5th Chandler. III 5 preparing for 1st Chandler
by reading teacher-com-
posed sentences. Sullivan
P. 16.

IV .6 had just begun 2nd IV It sequence cards. Letter
Chandler. were on p. naming; special program.
54 of Sullivan Primer.

Although differences between the two schools are even more
apparent by the end of the second and third periods, the materials
we had chosen turned out to be flexible enough for use with both
classes. Adaptations and revisions were possible and this section
centers mostly on our attempts to find successful ways to do this.

Observation Data

Suburban

The observer in the suburban school made the following comment
on 10/26: "The middle two groups with review picked up confidence
and are now able to go into subsequent Chandler books slowly. All
children are happy in their groups and seem to be comfortable. Even
J. (new 5 year old transfer from Kindergarten) is more confident -
does all her work conscientiously."
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We had been worried about J. whc had spent her first week or
two in the room without any voluntary oral or written contribution.
We had decided to try to make her feel more comfortable and not demand
anything from her before she was ready, We were relieved that she
had made up her mind so soon to tackle first grade work.

By December, membership in each reading group had changed. The
five-year old had moved to Group II along with two other children
from Group III. Two children were reading in more than one group.

Several opportunities had been provided for children to read in
pairs. Two girls from Group I had voluntarily used free time to read
to each other from the Chandler books,

The written work was now differentiated for different reading
groups. This provided work suitable to abilities and to the time
necessary for different children to complete the exercises.

One biqy who came to school already reading was now on the orange
series (4th set) of the SRA Reading Lab; on Nov. 14, after pre-
paration, he read parts of Digent - A a friend. The

Observer felt he still needed more books and crossword puzzles. We
tried easy science books containing experiments and other activities,
but these didn't catch his interest. when his mother agreed that
she had tried the same thing, we discovered that besides just trying
science materials, she had also purchased the Sullivan Programmed
Reading Texts and had taught him to read the previous year. Later,
it came to light that the SRA materials were also available to him at
home.

On Nov. 17, the observer noted, "Children are reading very well
now. Perhaps Mrs. C. could concentrate more on expression now that
errors are so few? She is giving more phonics cues and the children
are picking them up." Rather than concentrate on expressive reading,
much more silent reading had been attempted so far this year than
last, but it was too soon to tell whether this practice would have
any effect on speed or comprehension.

Rural

The tape-recorder was used to present stories the children would
encounter that day or the ne:,.t with the teacher. Groups I and II
heard Swings, before reading it with the teacher; and the first read-
along, littkTiserLearns His ABC's, was also taped for listening
with all but Group I. A home-made book, "My Word Book"; was taped
and used with Group III and IV to reinforce words they had encountered
in the teacher - composed'; :sentences.

During small group time in the rural class, the teacher included



work on letter naming, teacher composed sentences, arranging sequence
cards to tell a story2 the Sullivan program, and some work in sound-
letter correspondences. Prior to the small group work there was
frequently a full class period in which one or more of these activities
was introduced.

In Group I and II, the teacher pre-taught much of the vocabulary
in Swings and Slides by use of teacher-composed sentences. The
children arranged cards with these words printed on them to make up
their own sentences, pointed out which senteneeithe teacher had just
said, or matched a sentence to the correct picture. End of sentence
punctuation was pointed out during this practice.

In Groups III and IV much time was spent recognizing colors by
name and then matching to the correct color word. The observer
noted that one child in Group III still was getting confused abont
the meaning of the words "same -- different" and :-,hat another in
Group II was making mistakes in the Sullivan Material. The early
teacher-composed sentences were reviewed by both groups, bat with the
slowest moving group an attempt was made to use the small vocabulary
from the Coding Unit. Examples are Go to . Find a . Get

. followed by a symbol picture. The child was allowed to perform
the wytion when he could "read" the sentence. This procedure was not
successful. There was no appreciable gain in recognition from day to
day and the initial lt,ter similarity of El and get was actually
causing interference. It was then that a special "high risk" sub-
routine for Group IV was decided on.

Throughout November and December, taping of the Chandler stories
continued. To decide whether listening to these tapes made a differ-
ence in oral reading performances only half of the children in
Groups I and II heard Slides on tape before they read it orally. A
record of errors during later oral reading showed a tendency for
fewer errors to occur among those children who had first heard the
story, but a sign test indicated that this tendency did not reach
statistical significance. Nevertheless, the next Chandler booklet,
Trucks was taped and the listening continued since both teacher and
observer had found sufficient differences in the listeners' later
reading performance.

The Second Semester

Com arison of Classrooms at the half- ear

During the January and February period there were growing differ-
ences between Group I in the Suburbaa school and all other groups
whether Suburban or Rural. These seem to be qualitative differences
although what is most easily seen is the quantity of reading matter
the children were able to assimilate.



Jan. - Feb. (45 school days)

Suburban

GM* TT.

10 My Pet

I Know a Story
Stories to Remember

read silently & discussed
each story in Tales to
Read began to read
silently in Let's See
The Animals TE7ird-cover

Chandler)

Rural

Grp. N.

I 6 finished Chandler, home-
made riddles & stories, on
p. 10 of Story Fun - first
hard-cover text. Sullivan
primer, p. 101.

II 8 are in I Know a Story II
pc. 44.

5 Began 6th Chandler
Sullivan Primer p. 84.

III 2 finished Chandler and
home-made riddles and
stories. finished
Sullivan Primer. (did
not continue in Sullivan)

III 4 Began 4th Chandler
Sullivan p. 69

IV 4 began 6th Chandler. IV 5 Special Program.
Sullivan Book I, p. 10

Suburban

The top group in the suburban school had now been increased to
10 members (the 5 year old moved up from Group II). Group IV in the
suburban school lost two of its members to a new Group III since
informal tests showed that these two members had made 5 or fewer
errors reading a passage composed of 50 Chandler words. Besides,
they were beginning to be bored at the slow pace of the lowest group,
and tne same test showed that they read faster as well as more
accurately than others in the group.

Rural

In the rural class, a girl transferred from a down-town school
into this first grade in January. She had completed the readiness
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picture book of the S-F Series in her previous school. In reviewing
this book with the teacher, she was unable to remember the names of
the children in the pictures (Dick, Jane, etc.), and was placed with
the "High Risk" Group in reading. A girl from Group I moved away
from the area after Christmas, thus making one less child in Group I
and one more child in Group IV.

Examination of the weekly data in the rural school during the
January-February period shows a decided change both in the quality
and quantity of the work. Somehow, the class had come alive! The
teacher spent the first period in the morning (about 40 minutes) with
the whole class, and one of the lessonsIduring this time was hand-
writing. But handwriting had become a vehicle for writing sentences
about the children in the class, sentences that also reviewed reading
words and contrasted capital and lower case letters. The children
vied with each other to read the words as the teacher wrote on the
chalkboard. Interestingly enough, as soon as someone said the correct
word, all other guesses stopped. Then the child whose 'sentence'
it was got to read it alone. Each seLtence was carefully set-up
so that this child could read it. For example, our notes show that
a boy in the 'high risk' program could read "Ricky can run." and
similarly each child named could read "Eddie likes to eat.", "Hugh
is happy.'', "Wendy will win.", "Peter and Pearl can push." or
"Todd is here today."

Many children were now able to finish sentences orally. The
teacher wrote: "I will ." or "I can ." and children thought
of appropriate ways to complete the sentences. After this practice
together, the class was assigned to write their own individual endings.

On January 30, one boy in Group I and one in Group III read
Swings to each other voluntarily, beginning a practice ve had en
couraged but had not furced.

Most of the Michigan Listening program had been completed by
the end of February (through p. 217). Teacher composed sentences
had continued to use names of the days of the week, and now the
teacher began to include the name of the month in sentences. Those
were practiced with the whole class right after opening exercises.
Some work with opposites was begun.

In many ways, the work being done and the responses of the child-
ren look a good deal like the September and October data from the
suburban school. This c lament is not meant to be disparaging but
rather just the opposite. From at least half the rural class, res-
ponses during the full class lessons were qualitatively th(: same as
the suburban class in September although the 'reading chart for this
period resembles the progress in the suburban school at the end of
December.
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Written Comprehension

During the first year's try-out, story-line was discussed during
the reading sessions but few written questions were prepared on the
assumption that whatever the child could decode at this level, he
could understand. During the second year much more stress was placed
on silent reading. For this reason, story comprehension was tested
by written questions in February. A selection from the current read-
ing material was chosen, and four or five questions to check under-
standing were prepared and typed on the primary typewriter. When
the group reached that selection in their reading, they were re-
quested to read the story silently and answer the questions. During
the next reading period the story was taken up as usual.

In both classes, with some notable exceptions; most questions
were answered incorrectly. There are several probable reasons:
most of the reading groups were not used to silent reading without
guidance; none had had practice finding specific answers in a text,
the questions were difficult, and the page format was cramped. For
whatever reason, the poor results did point to a gap in the reading
nrogram which had to be filled. The most disappointing aspect of
the written answers, whether fill-in or true-false, was the apparent
randomness of the reply. We dt2ided that strategies for finding
answers and judging their acceptability must be acquired. The
practice began with oral questions and answers during the actual
reading lessons. Our aim was to show the children how to answer
simple fact questions about something they had read....questions of
the who, what, where and why variety.

At first, even when the children could read a story to themselves
and tell it afterwards in correct sequence; they seemed stymied when
asked a simple question about the story, nor did they have strategies
for finding out the answers by re-reading. We prepared lessons for
both classes in which we wrote one or two sentences followed by a
single question. The teacher and students read the sentences and
questions together and the teacher showed the children how to prove
whether their answers were right by looking at the relevant part of
the sentence. Gradually, the paragraphs extended to three and fou:-.
sentences and finally to a whole page story. All questions and answers
were checked against the text. The child who answered could thus
prove his answer much as one used to prove an arithmetic example.

Questions were also prepared to accompany some of the regular
reading group stories. Children were encouraged to use their books
to answer these questions.

One reason for the initial difficulty with comprehension might
be that the questions asked were adult questions (either in form or
type or both) and perhaps not of intrinsic interest to first graders
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at all, since even the bright children had to be taught how to go
about answerine. Perhaps six year olds don't segment experience the
way an adult does, at least without some instruction into the process.
There are some indications in the literature that not even adults
see things logically except in certain situations where they have
learned to be logical. Perhaps we can blame Aristotle for the way we
customarily slice up our world, but at any rate it is probably
necessary to indocttinate children' into this way of looking at .the
world at some point in their schooling. Our first graders readily
learned what was expected of them and performed acceptably in a very
short time.

Reading Rate

A further change in the reading curriculum took place in the
suburban school during the last few months of the second try-out.
Most of the students were reading at grade level or above, but some
were reading very slowly. See section on Informal Testin. later in
this section.) The observer worked with two students over a period
of several weeks to increase their speed of reading. The two children
who were given special drill in increasing their reading rate had
been the slowest, in terms of speed, of the children in Group I.
Their speed was comparable to children in the middle of Group II.
When given the familiar Chandler Trucks to read on five different
days, each child reduced his time in reading the 111 words in this
text. The girl began by taking 1 2/3 minutes, and on the fifth day
read the selection in one munute 4 seconds. The boy began by taking
1 1/3 minutes and brought his time down to one minute and 4 seconds
too. The followiug week; to see what would be the optimal time for
them to read and comprehend, material new to them was preented and
questions asked after the silent reading. The first tiny:, the selec-
tion of 104 words was read too quickly by both, children to answer
the questions colvrectly Their best reading in both weeks was about
one word per second, or 60 words per minute. This is of course,
much slower than most adult oral reading times which have been
estimated at about 165 words a minute by Carroll (1964) , but it seems
to be about the best speed a first grader can manage and still
understand what he's reading. Of the two children who got special
practice, the boy was eventually able to increase his speed up to
this rate and still understand the content; the girl was able to
stop visible sub-vocalizing when she Tyas asked to read silently, but
her rate did not increase appreciably without loss of comprehension.
The optimal speed of first graders reading first grade material is
not known. Our current guess, based on samples of timed readings
over two years, is that one word per second is probably auite fast.

Besides this pilot study with two children, some extra work on
increasing speed was attempted with the top reading group in the sub-
urban school. The teacher used part cf the group reading time to
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have the youngsters re- read familiar material as quicxly as they
could; she showed them how to scan a page to find a single piece of
information; they read phrases that were written on oak tag and
held up for just a few seconds. These phrases and sentences were
constructed so that they contained longer and longer phrases or
"chunks'' as the lessons progressed.

Three stop watches were brought in (the children were accustomed
to seeing them used by the observer at other times) and pairs of
children timed each other's reading of short selections without
supervision. This last proved highly motivating, especially to the
boys in the room. The purpose of these exercises was not so much
to produce Evelyn Woods type speed readers as to force the children
to really read silently at a rate where they weren't mouthing the
words. Not all children could do this at the end of the year but
all of the top group and some of the second group seemed to be read-
ing silently. A visitor to the class in April noted that one boy
in Group I was late in joining his reading group. While other child-
ren read, he found the correct story, glanced quickly down one page,
turned the page, glanced down the next two pages, turned the page,
glanced down the next page, backtracked to the correct paragraph,
found the place, and began to follow the oral reading. This child,
at least, had learned several of the reading skills we had been
trying to teach.

Reading Groups

As mentioned before, the grouping of students was flexible
but not heterogeneous; children were grouped by attempting to dis-
cover who as moving at the sane pace and who needed the same kind
of review. At times students would read simultaneously with two
groups, or move to one group for extra phonics practice only. When
it seemed that a child was ready to read at a faster pace there was
no problem transferring him from one group to another. We believe
this was due to the type of materials used, the lack of emphasis on
memorization of words as a prerequisite to group membership, and the
fact that the program for all groups stressed a variety of available
strategies to help read new words.

Moreover, when several books at the same level but from differ-
ent publishers were used in succession it was easier to move children
from one group to another. The vocabulary load varies from one book
to another but is never as high as a book at the next higher level.
In this way a child with less reading experience could move to a
group who had more experience in reading.

In deciding to place a child in a higher group we relied on
daily observations of oral reading, daily written work in phonics
and comprehension, results of monthly taping of oral reading, and
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informal diagnostic tests. In observing the child after he had moved
to the new group, daily observation records were discussed at the
teacher's meeting, written work examined, and his oral taped reading
compared to other members of the new group.

The error scores for three students who were moved from one
group to another in the first year's try-out were compared to see
whether these individuals had scores more like the grow they left
or the group they moved to. The two students who were transferred
up to the middle group had a much lower error rate than others in
their group before they transferred, and after the transfer their
error rate was comparable to, or less than, others in the new group.
The one student who moved from the middle to top group received
scores before the transfer far lower than most middle group students
but after the transfer had a higher error rate than other top students.
His error rate on 'new' passages in the tape recorded test sessions
fell somewhere between both groups.

Changes in group composition was even more frequent during the
second year's try-out. In the rural school during the second sem-
ester, only the three best readers remained in Group I. This allowed
them to move at a much faster pace for the remaining months of school.
Two boys who were moving more slowly were changed from Group I to
Group II. The special "high risk" group remained the same but the
remaining children were divided among Group II, III, and a new Group
IV. In general, the moves were to smaller, more homogeneous groups
in this school.

In the suburban school, membership in groups remained fluid
throughout. One case, however, illustrates certain conditions that
must be considered in changing a child from one group to another.
When a boy moved from the second to the top group, he suddenly stop-
ped trying or paying attention. When told he could read with his
"old" group whenever he wanted to, he chose the slower paced second
group and began to relax and work again. Others did not share his
tensions. Two girls chose to read with both Group II and III all
semester. The teacher, however, geared their instruction to Group III
work. On April 27, two of the four boys in Group IV moved up to
Group III. (Several comments by one of these boys showed that he had
psyched out the relative reading ability of each child in his old
group. He had placed himself in exactly the same position we had!)
The two boys left in the lowest group met separately with the teacher
in May and June. In June, the teacher also gave special help to two
Spanish speaking boys who had just joined the class.

Informal Testing

An Informal Reading Inventory was administered both years in the



suburban school.

The First yleAr

This informal test was given to the children individually during
the last week of March and the second week of April (vacation inter-
vening). Selections were taken from some of the early materials
read by all children, and several selections were chosen from each
level of a basal reader from grades 1 to 5. The selections were
typed on a primary typewriter.

The child read one selection at a time silently; the reading
was timed; he then answered several comprehension questions orally.
At the discretion of the examiner, the children were sometimes
started on first or second grade material, rather than the pre-
primer. The test was terminated when a child could answer only half
of the questions; or the time for silent reading was very long;
or he was obviously being frustrated by the task.

In scoring, each answer was given one point. The child was
credited with points for selections below which he began reading.
If, during the silent reading, the child asked how to pronounce a
word and that word was later necessary for a correct answer, no
credit was given oven ;.f the 4:uestion was answered correctly.

Comprehension scores were simply the cumulative correct answers given.

Two students (087) were reading at the pre-primer and primer
level; five (207) were reading at first grade level; five at the
second grade level; four (17%) at the third grade level; five (20%)

were at the fourth grade level, and three (127) at the fifth grade
level. About 72%, then, were reading at a level beyond first grade.

Rates of reading were also recorded. What we would expect to
happen is that those children whose comprehension scores put them
at a higher level would read early selections faster than children
whose total score was at a lower level. For instance, someone answer-
ing all questions correctly up to and including a fifth grade level
would probably read easier material faster than someone who could
only read and answer questions correctly at a third grade level. In

the main, this did happen, although not with perfect regularity.
But it seems that first graders who can comprehend fifth grade material
take no longer to read it than other first graders read and understand
material at a lower reading level.

The Second year

The Reading Inventory was given earlier this year, February 9th
and 10th, and was administered individually to members of Groups I
and II in the suburban school partly as a check on appropriateness
of group membership. The selections were read orally by the student
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this time since we had begun encouraging silent reading earlier this
year and felt we needed a check on word recognition skills. Scores
were derived in the same way as the previous year, that is, cumulative
correct answers to comprehension questions.

One student was reading at the primer level; nine (53%) at the
first grade level; five (29%) at the second grade level; and one
(06) at a grade three level. We can assume that the eight students
in Groups III and IV, not tested, were reading at grade one or below*,
and therefore, at the half year, 6 students out of the 24. or 25%,
were reading and comprehending above first grade level.

The time taken to read the selections differed for Group I and
II. The number of words read per second for each group is given in
Appendix C-4. In Croup I, the three students who read all four of the
Grade Two passages were reading much faster (2.7 words per second)
than the total group of nine students who had been able to read
through only Passage 1 of the Grade Two material at about one word
per second. Reading Group II read more slowly on the average than
Group I, that is, they read about one word every two seconds. As
a result of these tests) work on increasing rate of reading was
attempted, as discussed earlier in this section.

"High Risk'' Program

During all this time, one group of four children in the rural
school (and after Christmas, 5 children) had participated in a read-
ing program all their own. In November, we had redefined our goals
for these children. We wanted them to have the following skills at
the end of the school year.

Goals
1. Alphabet

a. say letter names in alphabetical order looking at alphabet
chart; without chart.

b. point to correct capital or small letter on chart when teacher
says name.

c. point to correct capital or small letter from random set of
5 letters.

d. name each letter from a set of "Flash Cards".
e. write each lower case letter from dictation in any order.

2. Discrimination

a. follow with finger each word in sentence as teacher or
another child reads.

* One member of Group III was tested to check on this assumption and
answered 15 questions correctly. This put her at the Primer level.
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b. discriminate between letters and words.
c. identify visually 3-letter groups as same - different.

Identify where difference is.
d. identify auditorally minimal word pairs as same - different,

when initial letters only are changed.
e. know difference between the terns "rhymes" and "begins the

s am e " .

f. identify rhyming words - auditorally and visually.
g. identify beginning letters in pairs of words e.g. Teacher

says: "bear-pear" and asks: "Which begins with b."
Teacher says: "sing, song, wrong" asks "Which 2 began the
same way?"

h. identify initial consonant of a given word, e.g. Teacher
says, "Bear what does it begin with?"

i. produce additional rhyming words - produce additional words
that begin with same letter/sound.

3. Motoric

trace a _Vine; connect series of dots; copy a simple figure;
trace shapes to make designs; make clay figures; shape letters
from clay, cut and paste pictures or shapes; jig saw puzzles;
place classroom desks in straight lines.

4. Concepts - Langua e Develorment

a. place relations: left-right, up-down; over-under.
b. classification; sort pictures into piles - e".g. things to

eat vs. things to play with; be able to say what's alike
about all things in one pile.

c. sequence: order pictured events; re-tell simple story,
remember and do school tasks - follow simple directions.

d. discriminate colors.
e. days of week.
f. answer a question with a subject-predicate sentence.

Describe a game or T.V. show.
g. tape-recorder, listen to "good literature".

5. Reading

a. Read-along books with simple format e.g., Golden books,
Chandler, etc. Teacher does most of reading initially.
Students follow along. Use of books for language develop-
ment, review of initial consonants, (use children's initials
first i.e., m,d,s,r,1), follow each word as teacher reads,
name letters, count words, reread at some point to try to
elicit any words child can recognize.
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b. Teacher-composed sentences using child's name, colors,
directions to make or color, a few nouns & verbs that are
highly frequent & visually different (AA words in T-L:
e,g., hop, sing, run, jump, can, will, is). Over-learn
those words in is and in sentences. Use simple
inversions: It is .; Is it

Of these aims, only parts of No. 1., Alphabet and No. 5.
Reading, are different from the aims of many kindergarten programs.
The children we were dealing with, however, did not have these pre-
reading skills in October. One little girl in this group, a first
grade repeater, could not often recognize her name or identify the
first letter in her name. There had been few if any observable
gains from the program they had been following so far in first grade.

In the pages that follow we des:Iribe the special programs pre-
pared for these youngsters, and tell how they responded to it. This
program was built to incorporate the pre-reading skills listed
above and, incidentally, to introduce some beginning reading tasks.
We were particularly interested in providing highly motivating
activities, since these children had been frustrated up until now
and it was hard to keep their attention on school work. Further-
more, we felt they were not ready for analytic reading tasks. We
tried to prepare lessons, therefore, which demanded the maximum
number of child responses, responses which we wanted to lead them
to give correctly. No matter how slowly they moved, we wanted these
children to be successful at the tasks we set. The way we chose to
do this led directly from the manipulation they were familiar with
in the Coding Games and the teacher composed sentences. Moreover,
the words we chose to present were those which would appear over
and over in any subsequent reading texts they would encounter.

In sum: most of our goals were pre-reading goals; the
material would be simple, with high motivating factors, and with
words that had simple referrents. The vocabulary had to lend it-
self to simple sentences.

First. Lessons. With these things in mind the first corpus
included:

a) the children's first names: Mark, Jim, Ricky, Donna
(There were two Mark's in the class and this Mark insisted
his last initial be added -- so after the first lesson,
he was identified as Mark CO

b) is

c) mad, sad, glad

We thought their first names would be motivating and that they
could learn fairly easily to recognize names of their friends. The
words sad, mad, glad are pictureable and each can follow is to make
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a sentence. Use of is would allow questions and answers to be
composed. Further, although mad, sad, and glad are not easily
discriminable one from the other, irthe children could learn to
discriminate them via their initial letters, they would have learn-
ed the sonnd-letter correspondences of at least two of the initial
letters, s and m, and we might be able to elicit a correspondence
principle, namely, words that look alike at the end (rhyme) usually
sound alike, too.

To give an idea of the general method we mill describe the
first lesson in detail. The children were presented with an oak-
tag strip about 3" by 12" on which one sentence was written. The
sentences were:

Mark is sad.
Jim is mad.

Ricky is glad.
Donna is sad,

."

Each sentence was followed by a face: sad gladPia mad (:,)

The sex of the subject was indicated by hair placement around the
face, a detail we never called attention to.

The lesson contained 4 steps. First, each child identified
his own sentence strip. Next, he tried to read it, pointing to
each word as he read, Third, each child tried to recognize the
names on the other cards. Finally, the teacher wrote a sentence
on the board but left out the child's name. Each child looked at
his card to see if his name was appropriate to the sentence (really
visually matching sad, glad, mad). After matching, the teacher
wrote in the appropriate name, The child then drew the matching
face next to the sentence on the board. The children then read all
four sentences. They were allowed to keep their own sentence strips.

Note that in this first lesson no attempt was made to teach the
recognition of anything but names, and to teach the picture asso-
ciation with the words sad, mad, glad, although we did ask the
children to point to each word while saying I. As it happened,
there was no trouble associating sad and mad mith the right face,
but glad elicited happy. (The Coding Unit had used face symbols
for "happy" and "sad;" a later version used "glad" "sad" to avoid
this kind of interference.)

Our notes show that the children had difficulty only with the
first reading of their own cards. At this point the faces were
discriminated with teacher help. They had very little trouble
(one error) recognizing each other's names; and during the last
step of matching sentences and filling in names there were no
errors. Mark objected to being called sad and this tactical "error"
was rectified in future lessons.
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Content

Succeeding lessons were written from day to day as we saw how
the children were responding to various strategies. At the end of
30 lessons and two home-made books, the children read the first
Chandler book Stringy, went on to Slides, and spent the last two or
three weeks of school reading read-alongs with the teacher. The
vocabulary words introduced in the 30 lessons can be divided into
groups as follows:

is, am, are, can, mill, won't
run, jump, swing, push, go, going
I, we, me, you

cat, dog, Peter, Pearl, Mark, Jim, Ricky, Donna
sad, mad, glad, big, little, high, here, red, blue, all
a, the, to, off, yes, no

State

The major strategy was to use simple sentences heavily cued by
a picture and gradually compare similar sentences while fading the
strength of the picture cue. Many written exercises were prepared
to follow group work. These began with simple matching but moved
rather quickly to choices of either the correct picture (out of two)
for a given sentence, or the correct sentence ending (out of two) to
correspond with a given picture. At the same time the sentence
materials were used to play matching games, listen for sounds in
words, identify rhymes, and so forth.

The children learned the word associations of the pictures
very quickly; it was soon possible for them to choose alternatives
to three different sentences when given a picture. For example,
we could picture a person who was sad or glad, and also little or
big, and was either running or jumping. We learned to have only
single word choices and to put them at the very end of the sentence;
otherwise the children got lost somewhere in the middle of the sen-
tence and gave up or answered ran6,,mly.

The teacher used a number of different strategies to provide
variety. One was to ask children to fill-in or erase using the
chalk-board, and the other was to use word cards so the child
could construct his own sentences.

In the word card games, each child received enough words to
make several sentences. First, the children mould be asked to
make specific sentences, either all the same, or each his own.
Then; they would be asked to make any sentence they wanted. Silly
sentences were introduced early, and these were accepted, read,
and laughed at. Use of word cards was a very successful procedure,
partly because of its flexibility. It involved the children, they
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thought it was great fun, it taught them to look at words in sen-
tence context, to pay attention to woad order and to meaning, but
also to look at each individual word carefully.

Sometimes, review was taken care of during a phrase lotto game.
Since t :iere were so few children, the teacher could check to make
sure each child was reading the correct word before giving hiu a
marker to cover it.* Another review game we called "Faces into
Spaces." Each child was given 3 cards containing a sad, mad, and a
glad face. A large page was placed on the slot chart showing people
in various situations, some of whom had no faces. In the space
where the face should appear was written one of the 3 adjectives.
The children read the mord printed on the 'clank face and pasted in
the correct face. Some blank faces had no words written on them.
For these, the children decided who should be sad$ etc. They
pasted in the correct face, said the adjective, and then found the
word they had just said from a list at the bottom of the page.

In short, the lessons provided lots of review and lots of
activity and manipulation for the children, as well as activities
that would produce a maximum number of responses.

Procedure

Before Lesson 4, children could "read" the faces (mad, sad,
or glad), but couldn't read the adjectives without the faces as a
cue. By the end of Lesson 5, they could identify their small corpus
of words better than they could name the letters in their own names.
By Lesson 6, they knew and could discriminate between mad, sad, and
glad with the face cues.

By Lesson 11, three of the children could write on the board
from dictation the words sad, mad, and glad. After practice in the
read-along Go Dog Go, theTFOUTrall find and identify individual
words. Ricky could now point to words and not letters when asked.
Mark still could not be depended on to identify the first letter in
his own name, and often explained that he had "just forgot."

By Lesson 13, one child showed definite signs of beginning to
read independently. He made very few errors in oral or written
work and started to coach others arid correct them. His excitement
sparked the others in the group. All the children could now see a
sentence written on the chalkboard, have it read to them, and then
point to and say any individual mord when requested. But it seemed
that every time we were ready to relax and let the program continue
on its own momentum, some setback occurred that we hadn't bargained

*We never used this game as a whole class activity since there is
almost unlimited opportunity for undetected mrong choices.



for. At this time, for example, much to our dismay, some of the
group began to mant to read from right to left:

The word am, introduced with I in Lesson 172 caused lots of
trouble, The children4s own spoken language patterns didn't help
them know when to expect am or is. The increased vocabulary intro-
duced in Lessons 18-21 seemed to precipitate a reversion to random
guessing. For example, Ricky was read is, and you was read can.
The written review work prepared to accompany these lessons was too
difficult and so didn't do the intended job, either. These work-
sheets mould have to be revised if the program were to be used again.

The work on pronouns during this time as more successful.
One boy who habitually used "me" in his own speech in both subject
and object position actually changed his oral usage during this time.
Of course, our program was not the "cause" of this change, but it is
possible that his attention was drawn to his own idiosyncratic usage
by exercises which varied I and me by position in the sentence.
Another happy occasion occurred mhen off was added to jumu and
children were able to figure out the new word (from picture or con-
text probably) without help.

When the first book was introduced, the children were delight-
ed. They had wanted a book to read (they asked usl) so we pasted
our own text over the print in multiple copies of a hard-cover super-
market book called Cat and Do . Motivation was high and performance
was good. Even thong all the words encountered in this story had
been seen before, the children spent four lessons reading and re-
reading the 33 pages. They answered such questions as "What word
rhymes with sad; begins like Jimmy; means not big." They
identified the siEgi. and the person spoaTto, and even took
parts in dramatizing their book for the class. The children finish-
ed reading this book on Feb. 17, and were very pleased with them-
selves. They took their book home to read to parents and volun-
tarily read it to anyone who came into the classroom. It is
probable, although untested, that the children could "read" this
book as easily if they held it upside down as right side up. Test-
ing at the end of February showed, however, that most of the words
could be read in new context and without picture clues. So, at this
point, transfer to new context had taken place.

(At this point, Peter, from the next higher reading group, sat
in with this group for some needed review and so his name was used
in the sentence practice.)

Their second home-made book presented some new words in pre-
paration for the first Chandler book: Swings. When high and here
were presented, the children got so confused that we decided to
load the context as heavily as possible to help identification, and
not ask that these two words be identified in isolation. It had,



after all, been our mistake to place them together in the first
place. Nevertheless, a lesson was written, Lesson 27, analyzing
the letters and sounds in both words and comparing them.

Another pair of words that caused confusion was will and won't.
It was only when will was added and sentences using minimal dis-
crimination between these two words were presented that the children's
reliance on the initial letter for recognition of won't became
apparent. After some practice, the will -- won't confusion lessened.

Surprisingly, the next problem came in distinguishing go and
going; since these two words are easily distinguishable by length.

During the course of the lesson in which the comparison between the
two words was taken up, Lesson 29, most of the confusion was resolved.
All but one child completed the accompanying ditto without error.
Other verbs with -gyp were practiced in the next lesson: push -

pushing, jump - jumping, swing - switring, go - going. The sentence
format chosen was is going to $ or are going to A
modified Word Family game (see Correspondence Chapter) using some
-ing riddles was presented. The teacher stressed pointing to and
saying each word in the phrase is going to, and introduced a review
lesson by presenting the written sentence: Jim is goin _push.
One child protested that the teacher had made a mis a e; that she
forgot to write the word to. These various approaches seem to have
given sufficient attention to the written words so that the -la
ending in words no longer presented problems. The Word Family game
was so successful, moreover, that other easy word family lessons
were written and used at the end of the semester.

Lesson 30 attempted to call attention to differences between
big and doi since this was a continuing problem. The ditto accom-
panying tbis lesson was completed by each child individually with
no errors. After the children began to read Swings, the rest of
the lessons that we wrote concentrated on analytic skills. The

children listened for words that began with and read some new
words based on old ones; for example, Rick read pad with no hesi-
tation when it was written under mad and sad. Most could make a
new word by changing the first letter of an old familiar word. Two
boys became very excited about the rhyming lessons and after they
contributed to a list the teacher was writing on the board, they
shouted out, the same: it when it was finished. (Since this
group was given a great deal of freedom, lack of perfect order was
the usual case rather than the unusual. We were glad to see this
excitement about learning, having experienced the apathy of
September.)

Extra practice was given looking at all the elements of a word
and not just the first letter. Following Lesson 31, the ditto
below was completed without error.



Here how. push. you.
I go. I can suing I can I will push

High here. Pearl. are.

Although we were very pleased, we knew that high performance one
day did not necessarily predict attainment. Ile did not know if the
children had learned these words forever or if they had learned al-
ways to look at each element in a word. Their performance continued
to be variable even at the end of the year and each real gain was
slowly. won.

Summary

By the last two weeks of school the children could listen to a
familiar CVC cord and write each letter on the chalkboard. They
could make new words by substituting s, m, t, d, or f and they
could contribute orally other words that began with these letters.
They could identify most of the letters of the alphabet presented
in random order. They knew what a rhyme was and could visually and
auditorily identify some rhymes, particularly those of the -ing, -at,
-ad, -in families. They had a small sight vocabulary of common
English words and could isolate or point to any word as it was being
read. They had a functional knowledge of what a word is and how to
form sentences. They could compose a simple statement or question
using familiar words. Briefly, they were ready for first grade
reading work.

The ideas in this program devised for "Ugh risk" readers may
be useful to first grade teachers who have one or two children in
their class who don't seem to respond well to any other approach.
The program could be used as is, only changing the children's names.
Some of the suggestions for sound-letter correspondence work might
have to be adapted to take advantage of first letters in the stu-
dent's names.

A kindergarten teacher who has students beginning to read on
their own and she can use the Clappy test td find out) might be
interested in starting this program with a small group. It could
easily follow the Coding Unit.



Part III - Evaluation

In this section is summarized the oral reading performance of
the PL children in both classrooms for the staff-prepared passages
they read from time to time during the year. In addition, in June,
oral reading performance of PL children and non-PL first graders
has been summarized. Results of a standardized reading achievement
test for the PL children is presented first.

Standardized Reading Test

The school system regularly gives the New York State Achieve-
ment Tests every June. The sub-scores on the three reading tests
are given below for the PL suburban school for both years of the
program, and for the PL rural school after its one year.

Group

Table 2

Mean Grade Level and Range of the Reading
Achievement Tests for the PL Classes

Word Word Word
Knowledge Discrimination Comprehension

mean En mean range mean range

Ann at

Mean.1.111

PL sub-
urban
year 1 2.3 1.6-3.2 2.4 1.43.6
year 2 2.7 1.8-3.2 2.8 1.7-3.9

PL rural 1.7 1.24.9 1.7 1.3 -2.1

2.1. 1.6 -3.9 2.1.

2.6 1.7-3.7 2.7

1.7 1.3-2.1 1.7

In the PL suburban class, scores are somewhat higher the
second year than the first but this difference is less important
than the fact that most of the children in both years could exceed
the national average on this test, one geared to children learning
from a different kind of program.

In the rural school, the average is several months below the
national norm, but the range shows that some children were at, grade
level, and in Word Knowledge (vocabulary) a few were beginning to
proceed rapidly.

yonnly12011.222ging: First Year

In these taping sessions the first year when we only observed
one class, each child read an "old" passage, drawn from his group's
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classroom reading, and a 'hew,/ passage, which his group was expect-
ed to read the next month. %ere possible the same test passage
was used for all groups, although at different points in the term.
The test passages were not uniformly given to all groups because
the students sometimes had already read the prepared 'hew" passage
by the time of testing and so a different new passage had to be sub-
stituted. Similarly, certain texts were not used for all reading
groups and so different old and new passages occurred now and then
throughout the year. Results of this and other testing procedures
the first year are presented in detail elsewhere.*

New Passages

Table 3 shows mean errors per 10 words on new passages. For
unseen and unpracticed material, these figures are quite low.

Table 3

Mean Errors per 10 Words on New Passages,
Taped Oral Reading

Jan. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
Group N.* 13 27 23 17 15 10

I (9) 1.8 1.2 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.6 1.03
II (6) 3.9 4.0 2.0 2.6 2.1 1.1 2.61
III (3) 3.8 5.2 3.9 4.2 3.3 2.0 3.73

* Three students who moved from one group to another during the term
are excluded from this and the following analyses.

When a group reaches the same level of material as a faster
group, does the slower group read as accurately? Table 4 gives a
comparison of children from different groups reading the same pas-
sage. We find that the top group clearly outdoes the others, while
the two slower groups do not seem to differ.

Table 4

Mean Errors Per 10 Words on Common New Passages

Passage Passage Passage Passage Passage Passage
222E. N. A B D E F

I 9 1.2 1.3 0.8 0.5
II 6 3.9 4.0 2.0 2.6 2.1 1.1

III 3 3.9 4.2 3.3 2.0

*First Grado Report, 19(5-1966, (ltmeo) Robinson, et al., Project
Literacy, Cornell. University, June, 1966.
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Old Passages

Old passages had been read in the reading groups before being

encountered in the oral reading taping session. These passages

should produce fewer errors than the new passages just discussed.
Table 5 gives mean error per 10 words on old passages for the read-

ing groups.

Group 114

I 9

II 6
III 3

Table 5

Mean Errors Per 10 Words on Old Passages

Jan. 13 Jan. 27 Feb. 23 Mar. 17 Air. 15_ May 10

0.6 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.2

1.4 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.2 1.0

2.0 1.3 2.2 0.0 1.1 1.1

Grov I started with quite a low level of error on old passages and

declined to an even lower level. Group II did too, except that the

final (May) test shows a sharp increase, apparently attributable to

the particular passage in question. (Group I also had more errors

the month before on the same passage.) Ln general, both groups seem

to have fallen to about 0.2 mean errors per ten words on old pas-

sages by the end of the year. Group III also shows a downward

trend but ends the year at 1.1 errors per 10 words.

In brief, the data on individual aril: reading indicate that

Group II and III seem to have more in common with each other than

with Group I. Although Group III trailed Grdup II by two months,

its members generally made about the same number of errors on the

same passage.

Second Year

Because of the difficulty encountered the first year when we

tried to compare children reading different passages at different

times of the year, we gave all children one standard passage to

read the second year. Because we were interested in ability to use

Knowledge and skill in new situations, transfer passages were con-

structed from vocabulary already presented.

Between November and June, five samples of oral reading were

obtained from all children present during the testing days. These

samples were obtained on or about nvember 20, January 10, March 8,

April 11, and June 5.
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Test Construction

The passages prepared for oral reading can be thought of as
covering two cycles. In the first cycle (November-January-Harch),
one passage was written containing a short paragraph made up of
early phonics vocabulary, and a short paragraph using vocabulary
from early reading texts. Three versions of these paragraphs.were
constructed and resulted in Form Al B, and C (see Appendix C-5).
Each month, the individual child read a different version.* In
addition, at each session, the child read a short paragraph taken
from material he had recently covered in his own reading group.

Results of reading the phonically regular passages are dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. Qualitative analysis of errors are also
dealt with separately in Chapter VIII. Here, we deal with the
children's reading performance in terms of what percentage of the
'readingll passage was read without error.

Administration

All children were tested individually. Not all passages were
attempted by all students, either because of a large number of mis-
takes on a previous passage, obvious frustration, or length of time
taken to read a given passage.

First Cycle

Results on Common Passage. The mean percentage of error of
each reading group in each PL school is given in Figures IV and V.
The children were counted in a particular reading group if they
belonged to that group in June.

Cycle I (Nov. - Jan. - Mar.). Figure IV shows that all groups
decreased in errors on familiar material over this period, except
for Group I in the Suburban school who made few or no errors from
the beginning. The most spectacular decrease in error comes from
the less 'able readers in both classes. Of courPs, these children
had the most room to improve. Some of them were not able to read
the passage at all in November.

In the Suburban school, Group I readers have very low error
rates to begin with; by January, Group II joined them. Group III
is at less than a 05% error rate by January and Group IV reaches
the 05% level by March.

*Actually, children were randomly divided into groups and due to
clerical error, read the versions in one of the following orders:
AAB, BBC, CCA.
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In the Rural schools only the top two groups can attempt the
material in November but they are reading with more than 205 error.
By March, they, and Group 3 as well, are reading with 0,5% . 10%
error." Group 4 in this 'lass was just beginning a formal reading
program in January; their performance reflects this fact. By March,
they still make more errors than they should, but have improved their
performance by almost 30 percentage points. As can be seen, Group 5
(the high risk reading group) attempted to read the material in
March but not because we expected they could- -only for comparison
with others in the class.

Results in Reading Group

Besides the common passage read at each session, additional
paragraphs were added each time; these were taken from material
recently covered in each reading group. Table 6 gives the mean per-
cent of error by classroom and reading group on these paragraphs.

Table 6

Mean Percent of Error on Reading Paragraphs
November, January, March

Suburban Class
Nov. Jan. Mar.

Grp. 1 04.0 05.5 06.0
2 07.0 12.5 07.5
3 05.5 01.1 04.0
4 33.0 08.5 12.5

Rural Class
Nov Jan. Mar.

Grp. 1 22.5 12.2 05.0
2 21.0 13.0 14.0
3 - - 15.0
4 - - 3302

Neither Group 4 in the Suburban class nor Groups 1 and 2 in
the Rural class were able to read material independently in November
that they Were working with in their small groups, These groups
improve somewhat as time goes on. The first three groups in the
suburban school and Group I in the rural school are reading current
instructional material with a low error rate by March. In general,
for all groups, there is a decline in error over time.

Second Cycle

In the second cycle (April-June) each child read more than the
passage. Five reading passages of increasing difficulty were con-
structed, and a second version of each passage was written (see
Appendix c-6). Half the children read one version in April and the
other in June. The other half reversed the procedure.

Readability scores were computed (Spathe 's formula) for these
passages. Note that Passage 5 seems much more difficult than the
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rest and Passages 18.:. 2 sees comparable to each other as do Pas-
sages 3 & 4. We will see that calculation of children's errors
suggests a much greater spread in difficulty of the passages than
do the readability figures.

Table 7

Readability Measures on Passages

Passage Aril June

1 2.80 2.43
2 2.86 2.78
3 3.56 3.89
4 3,35 3.26
5 5,89 5.60

Figure V shows how each reading group performed on each pas-
sage of increasing difficulty in April and again in June. Some
reading groups were stopped before reading the hardest passages,
and in June some reading groups were allowed to omit the easiest
passage.

Ideally, error rates should go down from April to June but each
more difficult passage should show some increase in error in both
months. This did happen but not consistently for all passages and
for all reading groups. The most noticeable discrepancy is for
Passage 3, which in April seems easier than Passage 2 for some of
the groups, whereas errors on its alternate form in June is in the
expected direction. These error differences for Passage 3 proved
not to be significantly different statistically.

Comparing percentage of error for each class in April and then
in June, the error rates go down for each group in both classrooms
(see Figure IV).

Results: Suburban School. Group 4 in the Suburban class is
able in June to read easy. material (Passage 1) with no error at
all, a spectacular improvement on their 2% mean error at this
level in April. In June, Groups 1 and 2 in the Suburban class (20
out of 24 children) can read difficult material (Passage 4) with
an error rate of less than 05%.

Results: Rural School. In the Rural class, Groups 4 and 5
show the most improvement. It will be remembered that Group 5,
the high risk reading group, barely appeared (with a 52% error) on
Figure IV, which graphed errors during the first cycle. The child-
ren in Group 5 are still not reading first grade material in June
with anything resembling mastery, but Figure V shows what gains they
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have made in terms of their own performance in September. By
June, Group L. in this class is reading easy first grade material
with a low error rate (05.5%) and the top three groups can read
through Passage 3 with errors from 0% - 10%. The two top groups
in the Rural school are even reading the relatively difficult
Passage 4 with a low (055 - 06%) error rate.

Figure V also gives some indication of the relative reading
proficiency of the various reading groups and suggests that the
children had probably been grouped together according to real dif-
ferences, since rarely do the error rates for different groups on
a passage overlap; and as passages get more difficult, the error
rates rise more sharply for the less able readers.

Summary

The taped oral reading helped us during the year to choose
appropriate material for individual children. The findings on the
reading groups, as reported here, seem to indicate that the children
were learning to read more and more complex material as the year
went on, and that although different groups had different rates of
progress, all children were gaining in their ability to handle a
tilde variety of texts.

212212:a12!fata2221121LClassrooms

Four reading passages were devised for comparing the oral read-
ing performance of the PL classes with the two non -FL first grade
classes in each school. Mo such comparison was done the first year.

Passages

In writilig these passages, a vocabulary pool was obtained by
listing all words from the Scott-Foresman pre-primers and eliminat-
ing those words which had not occurred in the PL early reading
materials (see Appendix C-7 for word lists and passages), Thus,

the easiest passage, Passage 1 (66 words) used only vocabulary
common to both pre-primers; the next passage (73 words) used about
80% common vocabulary; the remaining two passages had about 585 and
35% common vocabulary, and 96 and 95 words, respectively. Passage
IV was made up of a paragraph from the Scott-Foresman 2z basal, and
a paragraph from their 32 basal. Illhere proportion of unknown to

known words could not be kept constant for PL and non-PL classes,
the passages contained a higher percentage of unknown words for the
PL classes. The resulting four passages were meant to increase in
difficulty, but by how much in each case we had no way of knowing
prior to testing. In this respect and others, the ability to read
each succeeding passage would be but a rough approximation of
achievement. For example, the percentage of words included in each
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passage that were not camaon to the pre-primer level could have
occurred in later reading in first grade. Further, it was not pos-
sible to compile a completely accurate list of words presented
early in the PL program because of the very nature of the program.
Lastly, the implied assumption that only words presented by the
teacher in an instructional setting are appropriate to an ability
level is patently false--and the better the reader, the more false
the assumption. But with all these limitations, the procedure used
to produce the test passages yielded results in the expected order
of difficulty. (Figure VI compares error rate of all 93 children
on each of the passages.)

All childim in the PL classes were tested. Half the boys and
half the girls in each reading group in the other four classrooms
were randomly chosen. Since the first grades in the rural school
were grouped homogeneously, with the PL class having the lowest
academic expectations, the other two classes tested will be referred
to as VG-aural (very good expectations) and Avg-Rural (average
expectations). In the suburban school all three clz:ses, including
the PL class, were grouped heterogeneously. These classes will be
referred to as PL-Suburban, S-Suburban, and H.-Suburban.

Administration

Two examiners, one for each school, taped the oral reading of
each student individually. When errors reached a 10%-12% level,
the student was stopped at the end of that passage; if errors greatly
exceeded this level, the examiner stopped the student before the end
of a passage and read the rest of it to him. Nhen this last happen-
ed, the passage was not counted as having been read at all. In a
feu cases the examiner mistakenly allowed a child to go onto the
next passage when he had made more than a 12% error on the easier
one. In these cases, no matter what the subsequent scores were, the
following passage(s) was not counted as having been read. This was
done to equalize the procedure for all children.

Results

Fre uency and Percents e of Error. Figure VI shows that the
passages did indee increase in diffilylty and discriminate among
the readers. Table 8 gives the mean number of errors made 4y-the
children in each class who completed a particular passage. Among
the two classes showing low performance, the PL rural class was
theoretically less able than the Avg-Rural class, but performed with
fewer errors and read more passages. The fact that the PL-Rural
children were able to bring their performance up toward the level
of higher sated groups is encouraging.
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Table 8

Mean Error on Each Passage
and Percent Reading Each Passage

Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3 Passage 4
66 words 73 words 96 words 95 words

e e e e0 P P /3

2E2 N Rdg. f Rdg. f Rdg. if Rdr. If.....

96 1.5 96 1.6 88 10.7 46 6.2
92 1.8 92 3.7 62 4.4 54 6.6

100 2.8 83 2.6 83 14.1 33 3.8

PL-Suburban 24
S-Suburban 13

H-Suburban 12

VG-Rural 13
Avg-Rural 12
PL-Rural 19

100 1.5 100 2.3 69 9.6 31 4.6
83 6.4 42 9.8 0 0
63 7.6 63 7.2 11 12.0 0

There are few differences among the four "good" classesj but
their mean error is far lower than the Average or PL-Rural scores.
Figure VI and Table 8 taken together indicate large differences in
error rate from one passage to the next and in the number of students
reading each passage. For 'example, in Table 8, mean error tends to
go down on Passage 4 as compared to Passage 3, but so does percen-
tage of those able to read this passage. Perhaps a better way of
looking at the results is to group together those who read all four
passages, those who read three, and so on. TAhen this is done (see
Appendix C -8, for detailed results), the mean percent on all passages
of total words read correctly is as follows:

Those reading only Passage 1 80% correct
Those reading Passages 1, 2, 92%
Those reading Passages 1, 2, 3, 92%
Those reading Passages 1, 2, 3, 4 96%

These percentages show the results of stopping a child when error
increases. Those who read only Passage 1 made one error for every
five or six words, and were not allowed to continue. When two pas-
sages were read, there was in almost all casea a rise in error on
the second passage*, All but one child reading three passages show
a drop in performance at the third passage. Those who read all four
passages, however, could probably have gone on to more difficult
material (Passage 4 is considered to be at Grade 3 level). So the
fourth passage did not crovide a ceiling; nevertheless the children
who could read Passage 4 are clearly the most advanced readers of
those tested and do form a separate group.
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The mean percentage correct, then, indicates a rough level of
achievement for the children who could read at each level. Thus,
comparison of the reading ability of the children can be made by
looking at the relative number of children uho vere able to advance
through the passage. Table 9 gives these figures.

Table 9

Percent of Each Group Completing 1, 2, 3, 4 Passages

Passage 1
Not Comp.

PL-Suburban 24 04
S-Suburban 13 07
Muburban 12 0

VG-Rural 13 0
Avg.-Rural 12 16
PL-Rural 19 37

Passage Passage Passage
Comp. l 221212k,

96 96 88
92 92 61

100 83 83

100 100 69
84 42 0
63 42 11

46
54
33

31
0
0

In the PL-Suburban class, 88% of the children could read beyond
Passage 2, and 83% of the H- Suburban children could. Only 33% of
the H- Suburban class, however, read Passage 4 while 46% of the PL
students read this last passage. Similarly, more than half of the
S-Suburban children read the last passage but a large part of that
class CM) were stopped at Passage 2. We can see from Table 9 that
the PL-Suburban class compares favorably with other groups of simi-
lar background and ability.

Comparing the lower achieving classes, clearly the 37% (seven
children) in the PL-aural class who couldn't complete (or completed
with 25% or more error) Passage 1, contribute most to the lowest
end of the scale. Five of these seven children were in the special
high risk reading program and were working on pre-reading skills
for most of the years Their poor showing on this task was not un-
expected. The PL-Rural class as a whole, however, shows more spread
than the Avg-Rural class, with several PL children reading the more
difficult third passage.



Chapter IV

The Sound-Spelling Correspondence Program

Part 1 - Rationale and Content

Instruction in the regular correspondences between letters and
sounds was intended to complement other forms of instruction (rather
than take precedence over them). Anticipating the bulk of material
that the children would face, we wished we could present all the
letters and sounds at once. As a realistic alternative, we chose
to present those generalizations powerful enough to help children
carry out the actual reading task, and to illustrate the alphabetic
nature of the writing system from the very beginning.

Rationale, Content, and Sequence

In the second summer seminar, a sub-group met to review the
phonics program of the first year.* Their purpose was to work out
a more detailed sequence for the presentation of the correspondences
within the framework of an explicit rationale. At the end of the
seminar, this group had specified the correspondences to be taught
as well as the "concepts" that certain correspondences exemplify.

Rationale

The three criteria that influenced the sequence of presenta-
tion were productivity, contrast, and generality.

Productivity. The major basis of choice in determining order
of presentation given the limitations of word types was producti-
vity. Here, productivity of a sound-letter correspondence means
not only its frequency in a vocabulary list, or frequency of the
words in sentences, but also the possibility of combining a given
correspondence with one presented earlier in the program. Thus, n
is presented early because it occurs frequently in the language,
but wh is presented relatively early too, because it occurs in a
small set of highly frequent Dnglish words.

The working procedure for testing productivity was to list all
the possible words that could be formed with those correspondences
that had been presented up to a given stage. The result influenced

* See First Grade Report, 1965-1966, for detailed discussion of the
first year's Correspondence Program. This chapter deals only with
such sections as were incorporat ed into the final program.
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sequencing. For example, the introduction of the useful plural/

third person singular -s was postponed until after four consonant

and four vowel sounds were presented. Our lists had shown that

before the introduction of the long vowel values, the addition of

-s generated only four new words, but when introduced after the long

vowels, -s formed eleven new words.

Contrast. Two kinds of contrast affected our choice of the

earliest correspondences in the sequence; visual contrast, and

auditory-articulatory contrast. That is, correspondences must dif-

fer considerably in how they looked and how they were produced.

For example, the first three consonants to be introduced, m4 s, and

d differ as sounds in at least two of the articulatory features of

1) manner of production, 2) place of articulation, and 3) voicing.

As letters, their graphic forms are also quite different. We

thought that these letters, combined with a would provide a highly

contrasting set, and help facilitate the discrimination task for

beginners.

Generalization. The writing system is more than a set of indi-

vidual letters that relate one-to-one with a set of sounds. Gener-

alizations about how the writing system operates, that is to say,

refinements to the basic generalization that a letter represents a

sound, comprised another aspect of the program. The first three

are general throughout the system. They were considered so impor-

tant that the teacher was asked to make them explicit in her

instructional language to the class. They are:

1. Letters stand for sounds.

2. Letters, like sounds: occur in different positions of a word.

3. The order of the letters and sounds is significant to

the identity of a word.

A concept also present from the beginning, but not made explicit is:

4. Vowels (letters and sounds) are phonetically and distri-

butionally different from consonants, e.g., only a vowel

would fit in the frame s t.

Soon after the introduction of the first three concepts the follow-

ing qualifications are made:

5. A letter can stand for more than one sound, e.g., the a

in mat, mate.

6. Another letter may mark the appropriate corresponding

sound of a given letter, although it does not stand for a

sound itself, e.g., -es in mate.

Although the last two concepts could be applied not only to letter

patterns such as a and -e in mate, but also to ch and sh where

the h may be said to mark the s and c, it was decided that
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contiguous letters oi)erq.tiLg as =Ito in spelling patterns and re-
lating only to one sound would be taught more profitably through
the following:

7. 11 combination of two letters may stand for one sound,
e.g., ch, and sh.

Patterning in the graphic system alone, with no significance for
the corresponding sound system, is established throu0a examples
shoving that:

3. Depending on the position in a word, a sound may be repre-
sented in more than one my, e.g., initial ch- and final
-tch.

The sequence of the eight concepts listed above, taken together,
set another limitation on the sequencing of the correspondences
themselves.

Content,....
The correspondences selected for presentation were:

1. The vowel letters and their corresponding short sounds.
2. The vowel letters marked by -el i.e., their corresponding long

sounds.

3. All of the consonant letters and at least one frequent cor-
responding sound.

h, Several positional spelling variants of the consonants, e.g.,
initial ch, and final ch or -tch.

5. Frequent spelling units composed of more than one letter,
e.g., th.

6. Frequent consonant sound-letter clusters, e.g., initial fl,
and final nt.

7, Inflectional endings -s, -es, -ed, -inp, -er.

All letters were to be presented in most positions with at
least one sound value. Of the vowels, only two values were ex-
plicitly presented--short and long..*

We did not expect an average first grader to cover this much
material; we prepared for a fast moving class.

It is clear that many of the decisions on content, and the
priority we had given to some of the generalizations, anticipated
methods of classroom presentation. In accordance with our stated
aims we decided that:

* The traditional terms "long vowel" and "short vowel" as used in
this report do not imply difference in duration. Most readers can
more quickly identify the sound referred to than if, say, the terms
"free" and "checked" were used.
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1. Since leornin-: of correspondences luvaves associating letters
with sounds, dr,ctice in Cie discrilihation of sounds and the
discrimination of letters would accompany the introduction of
a given correspondence lesson. Learning of letter names would,
however, precede the correspondence program.

2. "Whole words were to be used to demonstrate similarities and
contrasts. Isolating the sounds was not thought to be neces-
sary. By choosing real words, we hoped to stay close to the
main task of reading.

Except for the group of correspondences at the beginning of the
program, new words were to be build by adding to previously
presented letters. In this way, the children would see and
be expected to handle only words in which the correspondences
were already familiar. Thus, p would not be presented in the
word pot at a point where o had not yet been introduced.

4. The restriction to words with familiar correspondences required
inclusion of vowel correspondences from the outset, and the
addition of other vowel letters and values early in the program.

5. The words chosen to exemplify the letter-sound regularities
were monosyllabic '(i.e., having one vowel) except for disylla-
bic inflected forms (e.g., dishes) and expansions of pre-
viously presented monosyllables-Tmatter).?

6. Useful words not following regular patterns would be presented
in other parts of the reading program and not formally analyzed.
There are irregularities in the writing system-words showing
deviation from the usual pattern. They should be presented
as such, that is, none and 22t would be shown when such words
as bone and but appeared in the program, bUt they would be
learned as separate entities and not as members of a set.

7. Words would be presented both in isolation and in sentences.
In line with this aim, we planned to provide exercises in
which words, already presented, would be seen immediately in
sentences, along with other frequent words taught as wholes,
e.g., the, are, thus demonstrating to the children that cor-
respondence rules can be used as part of an overall strategy
for reading long stretches of print.

8. Many concepts would be presented early. Standards of mastery
might be low initially, but the same concepts would constantly
recur and be reviewed. Each lesson would provide review of
previously learned concepts; word-building and letter substi-
tution exercises would include all sound-letter correspondences
that had been introduced up to that point. The children should
see the inventory of words expanding with the addition of each
new letter.
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(Our primary criterLDn for choosing a sound-letter rela-
tionship at a given point, that is its prodactivitY, reflects
just what we wanted the children to learn - -that there is an
invariant relationship between the writing and sound system
for most of the letters and letter patterns in the language.
To illustrate this point we planned exercises in which the
child would substitute a letter in a word, e.g., sad, to make
another word, sat, then substitute still another letter to
make a new word, sit.)

9. Provisions for informal testing and more detailed subroutines
would be supplied during the teaching phase.

Sequence

Taking into account all the constraints described so far, a
sequence of presentation was worked out. Figure VII shows the chart
used as a guide in writing lesson plans. In the Figure, Column
gives the specific sequence of letter-sound correspondences to be
taught. Column II provides the rationale for choosing these letters,
and Column III gives the actual sequence of the lessons in the order
they were taught,

I

Letter-sound
Corres ondences

dmsa

Figure VII

Sequence

II

Rationale

Letters stand for
sounds. Here. each let-

ter stands for one
sound.

Letters, like sounds,
occur in different posi-
tions of a word.

Order is significant.

Not explicit: Vowels
are phonetically dis-

tributionally different.
E.g., only vowels fit in
the frame s t.

Letters chosen for:

graphic contrast
phonetic contrast
productivity (high fre-
quency in first grade
words and combinability 3. d,m
with concurrently pre-
sented inventory)

III

Lesson Number

1. do with
short a

d m with
short a

(N.B. Working notions: I

word
sentence

beginning and
end)
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gure VII (Continued)

I II
Letter-sound Rationale

Correspondences

RegularitY and produc- 4. t
tivity in previous
pattern.

III
Lesson Number

11...../11

Productivity 5.

-e as a marker for a & i

A letter can F,tand for
more than one sound.

Another letter may sig-
nal the appropriate
sound.

The marki.ig letter does
not stane for a sound
itself.

short i
with d,s,m,

Productivity of pattern E.
and concept.

NB - medial e is not in-
troduced early because
it is not productive,

especially in -eCe
pattern.

long 24

Morphol3gical endings

-s in Sits, hats

n

Plurality and 3rd sing. 7. plurals
pres. are represented by verb agree-
-s. Teacher ignores s/z ment
distinction in sound.
Presented in context,
e.g., 1. mat.; 2. mats.

/ Regularity, and produc-
i tivity, especially in
1 final position and with

marker- e in - VCe
pattern.

sh

A combination of two
letters may stand for
one sound.

Productivity
MB. h has not been

introduced alone.
The combination sh
does not occur
with marker -e.

-9(-

n in initial

position

10, sh in ini-
tial & final
position

8c. Discrim.

bet. sh & eh
8d. s & sh
Be. I et e.



Figure VII (Cuntinued)

I
Letter-sound

Correspondences

florphological -as

dishes, dashes

II

Rationale
III

Lesson Number

Usefulness. This pre-
sents the other spelled
form of plural and 3rd
sing. pres.

p

(See Lesson 7.
-s & -es taught
together)

Productivity, especially
with marker -e. Review
of earlier concepts. At
this point, standards of
mastery of old material
are high. Regular new
letters should be assi-
milated quickly.

11. p in initial

position with
short a

8a. b & E
8b. & p

Morphological endings
-ing, -er.

Productive in forming
disyllabic words.

12. ed, ing

Disyllabic words. Fami-
liar letter-sound pat-
terns occur in longer
words.

Teacher only examplifies
this concept by present-
ing words. Children are
not expected to read
them, but to recognize
partial identity with
familiar words.

13. disyllabic
words.

Familiar pat-
terns in
longer words

o -oCe Productivity 14. o in medial
position

15. o contrast
with aji

16. long o

ch- -tch

Pairs of this type are
positional graphic
variants of one sound.

Productivity (tch only
with short vowels). At
this point, present
other positional vari-
ants, in monosyllabic

words, e.g. miss, sit

17. ch in ini-
tial position
with short
a,i,o

18. ch in init.

position with
long a,i,o

19. -tch with
short a,i

Be. sh & ch
8f. wh & ch
3j. th &ch
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Figures nit (Continued)

I II
Letter-sound Rationale
Correspondences

wh-

-SS

4.}
Lesson Number

Not productive in terms 20. uh with
of this inventory, but short a,o
important because of its 8e. wh & sh
occurrence in a small 8f. wh & di
number highly frequent 8g. 's & t--

mprds. 8h. th & f
111011M110

1 Productivity
1

21. -ss with
short a,i,o

f -ff Productivity 22. f with
short u

b Productivity

h-

23. b
8a. b & d

To- & .7;

Productivity

th (voiceless) Not high productive, but
regular. N.B. Voiced th
is not specifically
taught; since it appears
in common functions
mnrds. -the as in bathe
is not presented.

Productivity in final
position especially in
the pattern -VC, C,y
and -VC, y.

taffy pony
daddy baby
Bobby shady
lmmY tiny

23. h
8a. fl & th
81. II & f

23. th
8h. th & f
8n. th & sh
8j. th & ch
8k. h & th

* Suggested in outline but not included in actual lessons.



Figure VII (Conttnued)

I

Letter-sound
Correspondences

II
Rationale

III
Lesson Number

More disyllabic words Long words, other than
those ending in -y, which
begin with familiar pat-
terns are presented.

Children expected to

identify stretches in
addition to recognizing
that they are familiar.

chatter fantastic
chipmunk battle
chimney bottle

-u- uCe Productivity. Few words 24. long u
in expanded inventory re-
ruire /yaw/ instead /utr/,
e.g. mute. Teacher does
not make a point of them.

-ng Productive

More disyllabics

24. long u with
no.

No distinction is
pointed out between
occurrence of /g/ in
finger but not in
singer.

1- in initial position
only

Productive. Final -1
postponed because of
effect on preceding

vowels, e.g. fall, pull.

r- in initial position
only

8L. 1 &r
8m. T. &

Productive, but -r post- 8L. 1 & r
poned for same reason
as -I.

* Suggested in outline but not included in actual lessons.



Figure VII (Continued)

Initial clusters of
familiar letters with 1
and r.

sl, dr, tr, sir, pr, pl,
fr, fl, br, bl

More disyllables

-e- and -ee-

final consonant clus-
ters -nt, -st, -sk, -ft.

w-

1.

-rlducti-re

1.

Productive

Short -e is productive

in the inventory at this
point. Since -eCe is
not, -ee- is introduced
as the long counterpart.

{-,-
Productive, especially
with -e-.

F

-ck

c-, k-

-ke

-g

r

I-

Regular. wa- ignored
here.

Productive and regular

25. Cons. blends

with l,r
26. Blends : p, f,

b with 1
27. 51, l,-b1

with long a,
isolu

23. Blends with
r

.1.

Only "hard" /k/ value
given, since /s/ and
/j/ not productive.

Taught together.
r

Productive with long
vowels.

r
Only /g/ value. -ge and

r
-x Presented in order to

provide at least one
v- ve value for each letter.
y-
z- -zz

qu-

i-

29. short e
30. ee

31. final cons.

clusters nt,
t, nd, ft

32. w
arn. 1 & w

33. -ck

Bn. k & c

Tvisal)
80. k &

134. -ke

(see lesson
8o above)

35. x in final
position
v in initial

position
-ve in final

position
36. ylz,zz,ze,

i6uggested in outline but not included in actual lessons.
oY included: Vowels before -1 and -r; Vowel digraphs (except ee);

1SoftTI c and g; Many uncommon correspondences,
e.g. mch"..-/k/;

Derivational suffixes; Many consonant alusters.
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Plan of the Lessons
esema..040www.alsrearrAl.

AU of the ccrrespondence lessons followed a general plan. A
manual was prepared in which each page was divided into two columns.
One column was labeled "Teaching Procedures" and contained a step by
step presentation of each lesson. The other column was labeled
"Notes to Teacher;" it explained and clarified the concepts to be
taught in the lesson. A description of the accompanying worksheets,
and instructions as to their presentation and purpose was also in-
cluded under the "Notes" column.

Lessons

Generally, each lesson was divided into five steps: visual
presentation of the correspondence; auditory discrimination; word-
building; sentence reading; and review (or re-cycling). The fol-
lowing is an example of an early lesson.

2122-1
1. Pupils see two pictures with the words dad and sad

written underneath.
2 (The teacher points to both words) "Are these words

the same?"

3. (She points to the beginning letters) "Are they the
same at the beginning?"

4. (She points to the final letters) "Are they the same
at the end?"

5, (She points to d and then to s) "Do they have the same
letters at the beginning ?"

6. "What is the name of the letter dad begins with?
sad begins with? (Ends with?)

Step II Auditory Discrimination. The teacher says, "Let's
listen to the sounds of these words." She asks:

I. Do they sound the same?
2. Do they sound the same at the beginning?
3. Do they sound the same at the end?

4. Do they sound the same in the middle? (When vowels are
being analyzed.)

Step III Word Building. Pupils change initial or final con-
sonants; or vowels, to form new words. For example, the teacher
writes mat on board, erases the m, substitutes s, and asks
mghat new word did I write?" Then, she erases the t in sat and
asks the pupils what letter is needed for the word sad. A
pupil then changes the letter on the board.

As a variation on this type of practice, write " at" on the
board and have the pupils supply the appropriate initial con-
conant from a list of words that follow a particular pattern
(mat, sat, bat, etc.).
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Stems IV Sentences* Reading the words in context and produc-
ing them independently. For example: Dad is (sat sad).

Individual children select and write the correct answer.

Step V Recycling. The teacher goes over Steps I & II when
necessary (-visual and auditory discrimination) to provide
extra practice on previously presented letters.

Worksheets

Worksheets were written to accompany every lesson. Instruc-
tions for their use were included in the "Notes to Teacher" section
of the teacher's manual.

Most of the worksheets fall into the following categories:

1. Consonants (single consonants, blends, digraphs)
a. substitution in initial or final position
b. fill-in (supply missing letters) in initial or final position
c. association of letters or words with pictures
d* addition or deletion of letters

e. recognition of consonant differences in word pairs
f. word building (word families)
g. doubling final consonants
h. matching like words

2. Vowels (short and long)
a. fill in
b. substitutian
c. matching words with pictures

d. recognition of medial likenesses and differences

3. Sentences
a. Sentence completion (developing sentence sense)
b. matching sentence to a picture
c. definitions: matching word to meaning
d. "silly sentences" (change to make sense)
e. reading sentence and following instructions

4. Rhyming
a. matching to pictures
b. matching words

c. letter fill-in

5. Morphology
a. Adding suffixes (-ing, -ed)
b. forming plurals
c. doubling final consonants before adding suffixes
d. dropping final -e before adding suffix

6. Cross word puzzles
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Part TeacLing Procedures

The Beginning Lessons

Formal lessons began in the suburban school on September 26,
By Lesson 3, we already saw things to change. It was evident that
the steps in the lessons covered too much ground for some children;
that worksheets following the lessons should contain only one kind
of task--not several different tasks; and that some children (about
half) needed more practice in listening to and comparing beginning
and ending sounds in words.

Since the actual lesson plans and worksheets were still in the
process of being written, provisions could be made for smaller steps
and simplified worksheets in future lessons. The auditory discri-
mination, problem was more difficult to solve.

Auditory Discrimination

Because the earliest letters introduced in the correspondence
lessons were chosen, in part, for their equal articulatory and
acoustic distance from one another, we had not planned to give the
children separate practice in hearing differences among the sounds.
But both teachers felt the lack of a more concentrated auditory dis-
crimination program. Consonants were not introduced early enough
in the Correspondence program, to keep up with the rate of words
encountered in the regular reading program. More sound-letter dis-
crimination training was needed earlier to allow pupils to use
phonic cues to figure out the sounds of initial consonants when
reading nem, words. This lack was important enough not to be over-
come by incidental teaching only.

Lessons were written, beginning with Lesson 8, to tackle this
problem. All future discrimination lessons were called Lesson 81s
(8a, 8b, etc.). There were about a dozen of them, in all, before
the year was over. The Lesson 81s were considered "floating"
lessons, to be inserted for extra practice in auditory-visual dis-
crimination when neededs and were intended to be used at a much
faster rate than the regular phonics lessons, thereby familiarizing
the children with consonants several days in advance of their
introduction and analysis in a correspondence lesson.

Initial Teaching

Suburban Class. The first few lessons were introduced to the
whole group, and concepts were reviewed as part of the work with
reading groups. It was soon decided to continue to introduce new
concepts to the whole class but to discontinue whole class review
because attention data showed the brightest students to be bored
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during the review lessons. These whole class review lessons were
both too fast and too slow for different segments of the class.
Therefore, the small group work on Tuesday and Thursday was given
over to phonics. Very soon, it was impossible to introduce even
new lessons to the whole class, since students were moving at very
different rates in their small groups.

A child was placed in a particular group as the result of an
informal test in which each student in Reading Group I was asked to
read a list of 'phonically regular!' words from previous PL lessons,
Transfer was tested by including in the list three new words that
followed the same pattern as those that had already been presented.
The test for the rest of the class was a teaching-testing one,
Those placed in Group II could change e.g., sam to same after re-
viewing mad-made; those placed in Group III could not The groups
remained fairly constant throughout the year, with the exception
of a few shifts from Group II to Group I, and Group III to Group II.

Tactics for all groups included building words by substituting
letters; making simple sentences using the vocabulary they had been
practicing; and permuting these sentences to other sentences.

By November 9, after eight weeks of school (see Chapter III
for parallel progress in reading), Groups I and II had covered
almost the same material, with Group I a step or two ahead of
Group II. The two groups were on Lesson 6 of the PL program. They
were comparing long and short a and i in the context of the now
familiar d, s, m, t. Group III was moving more slowly. They were
working with short a and i words and the same small set of con-
sonants--Lesson 3 in the Rs program.

Rural Class. In the rural school, conversely, the whole class
procedures provided exposure that all children needed even though
some children could not contribute beyond the initial steps of any
given lesson. Full class lessons included auditory and visual
discrimination of sound- letter pairs, and the use of the Michigan
Successive Discrimination Program. The Michigan materials require
pupils to match letters, and listen for similarities and differences
in sentences, phrases, and words.

The small groups in the rural school, then, were used to rein-
force parts of less taught to the full group or to review and
give needed drill _incepts already introduced. Time in groups
was spent on such tasks as:

1. Letter- naming-- following the suggestion in Sullivan Pre-Reading
Program of grouping the letters thus: ABCDEZ; FGHIJY; KLUNOFX1
etc. By Nov. 9, children in Groups I, II, and III had practiced
these three sets but Group IV was still working on the first set.
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2. Listening for initial sounds in words (n, d, s, m, t), and de-
ciding whether two words began with the same sound or not. The
children found pictures in magazines and made their on picture
books of Igords beginning with d, s, m, t.

3. Hearing rhyming words.

4. Visually matching letters and words. It had taken several weeks
to teach the children in the rural school what a matching task
was and that small perceptual differences do matter. They had
moved from learning to match like shapes without error (pre-
sented merely to teach the task), to working with matching let-
ters. That rotations and reversals make a letter different was
a hard concept for them to see at first. As of October 20, the
observer notes, "Same-different dittoes with single letter dis-
crimination are too easy now."

But they still needed more visual discrimination practice. The
class began to try "oddity" dittoes, i.e., "Which one is not like
the display" and started to match on the basis of more than one
letter.

On November 1, Group I began the PI, program, and by November 9
this group Was working on Lesson 2, comparing words like dad with
sad, and sam with sad in simple sentences. On November 167Group II
began the PL program, and on November 29, Group III did, too.

At this time, Group IV (four children in the high risk reading
program) was doing alphabet work, rhyming, sound-letter corres-
pondence of s, m, d, and substituting initial and medial letters in
three or four "known" words. For all but Group IV, the Sullivan
pre-reading lessons, giving practice in these same discriminations,
was used. Both the PL program and the Sullivan materials scarred to
complement each other.

Pacing of the Lessons

It was soon evident that we had indeed planned a program for
average and above average children. For example, at the suburban
school, Lesson 1 took Group I one day; Group II two days; and Group
III, three days. At the rural school for the same lesson, Groups
I and II took three days; and Group III five days. Since the les-
sons were given only twice a week, the slower moving groups might
take as long as two weeks or more on one lesson.

During this period, the rural teacher frequently used each
step of a lesson as one day's work. She felt the program was written
to move too quickly from one concept to the next for her class, so
she provided extra review and evaluation after each step. Even for
Group I, the rural teacher often spent several days on a lesson.
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Cie reason for the slower pace in the rural class was the need
to teach for position of a letter as well as its sound value. A
letter-sound that was recognized in initial position still needed a
great deal of exposure in final position before being correctly
identified. Another source of trouble was poor auditory discrimina-
tion, especially of final vowel-consonant sounds. Besides the Les-
son 8's, special sub-routines were written to attack these problems.
The sub-routines will be discussed later in this chapter.

Pro ress Through Lesson 5. Time per lesson, of course, in-
fluences progress through t e sequence. An indicatiad of the
different aptitudes can be seen when time taken to complete the
first five lessons is compared for the two classes.

Group

I

II
III

Suburban

October

H

Rural

December
January
February

Lessons 1-5 covered the consonants: d, s, m, t in combination with
the vowels a, i, in their short value. VarioUF combinations of these
letters produce about 17 CVC words, only some of which had been
practiced. The suburban class had been taught these lessons in full
group sessions with varying results as the grouping test, mentioned
earlier, shows. The groups in the rural school moved at a much
slower pace through these very important first lessons.

Ability to compare long and short vowels

The heart of the program was the work with vowels. After in-
troducing short a and i and then comparing them, the long vowels
a and i were introduced together in Lesson 6. A check on oral
responses of the children when this lesson was presented shows how
difficult the comparison was. In the percentages given below, com-
pare the correct oral responses in Lesson 6 with those for the pre-
vious lesson.

Lesson 5 (short i) Lesson 6 (long a and i with e as marker)

Suburban Rural Suburban Rural
Gp.

I 98% 68% 89% 73%
II 84% 86% 73% 61%
III 805 67%

58% (no data)*

* Although there was no observation of Group III's oral performance
on Lesson 6, there was an observation on Lesson 7, a lesson that re-
views the long vowel comparison. Their responses were correct 25%
of the time on Lesson 7.
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It is clear that the long, a and i lessons were particularly
for the children, and it took a lot of review and recycling to
clear up the confusion. We decided we had over-taught the response
to short a and i. In addition, the teachers thought it was a mis-
take to attempt to teach long a and i simultaneously (We agreed:),
and that extra lessons were needed to contrast the long and short
values of each letter separately prior to attempted contrast and
comparisonoof long a and i. We had tried to do too much too fast.
Since we were still writing the ftiture lessons, we were able to
recast the introduction of the remaining vowels.

For the rural school children, the teacher and staff felt that
the vowel sounds needed to be isolated visually and auditorally, al-
though our original plan had been to present and teach all corres-
pondences within the context of real words. The teacher used her
own techniques for isolating individual sounds of vowels, particu-
larly long vowels. This method was never incorporated into the
correspondence lesson plans, but could easily be used by any teacher
who felt that a particular class needed this extra cueing device.

Estimating Transfer

The children were asked to read some test sentences made up of
phonics vocabulary from the first three Correspondence lessons (Easy
Passage), and another set of sentences using vocabulary from Les-
sons 3-6 (Hard Passage). Three forms of the test sentences were
prepared and children read a different form in November, January,
and March, The results shown in Table 10 are given in terms of

Table 10

Errors (in %) on Phonics Vocabulary in Connected Prose

Easy Passaae Hard Passage
Nov. Jan. Mar. Nov.

Suburban
Rdg, Grp. I 0 02

II 07 04
III 25 0
IV 2S 12

Rural

0 32
04 48
0 77
0 ......

Grp. I 62 19 12
II 58 44 19

III 100 40 15
Iv -- 62 50

69
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22 16

21 22
31 21

65 41

78 31
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reading groups rather than correspondence groups. As can be seen
in Table 10, some groups of children did not attempt the passages
in November and January (some had not reached that point in the
lessons), and all children who did attempt the "Hard" Passage were
still making a great many errors in March. The "Easy" Passage, on
the other hand, shows a regular decrease in error over time. These
findings) and others during the year, lead us to think that transfer
of phonic skill to new texts comes very slowly, and is only one of
the strategies children are using when they attempt new material.
This test: of course, actually attempts to curtail the use of other
strategies, this making the decoding task even more difficult.

Further Teaching

After much review and recycling, the children learned to handle
the vowel contrasts of short and long a and i. Each new consonant
introduced served to strengthen the vowel contrasts, but consonant
correspondences were always -uch easier to learn than vowel cor-
respondences.

Suburban Class. After the drop in performance on Lesson 6,
correct responses teadily increased over the next feu lessons un-
til Lesson 10 in which the first digraph sh was introduced. The
children seemed to need to hear it contrasted with other sounds.
Three lessons in auditory discrimination wire written contrasting-
sh-ch, sh-s, and sh-mh. These lessons seemed to solve the problem
for the suburban youngsters.

By Lesson 11 (January), the procedures outlined in the lesson,
plans more natural and easy for the suburban children to follow.
They no longer needed repetition of the instructions, but were able
to supply Cie steps of the analysis on their awn.' The teacher point-
ed to words and asked (Step 1), "Are they the same at the beginning ?"
Pupils supplied the rest independently. "They are the same at the
beginning, but not at the end. Mat and aap both begin with m, but
mat ends in t and ma in p. Both have a short a.in the middle." We
did not want the children to learn a sterile formula, but their
ability to report in this fashion shows that they were observing
salient contrasts without prompting. Each step continued to be
elaborated in the manual but the suburban teacher eliminated some
steps for Group I and II (all but four children) from this point on.

Another indication of independence occurred during the letter
substitution games. Without elaborate instruction or discussion,
groups could go around in a 'treading circle" and, with the teacher
saying each word, change Nan, to tan to tin to tip, etc., without
error. Sometimes this was also done by writing on the chalkboard.

Rural Class. In the rural class, letter substitution was also
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a successful exercise, but the skill did not become automatic. Dis-

cussion of what letter needed to be changed, in what position in
the word, and 'what new letter was required, preceded this type of
exercise for most of the year.

Lessons in the Michigan Listening and Matching programs now
included two and three letter words. Errors had dropped, and the

matching exercises were discontinued after Christmas.

The whole class and small groups worked to discriminate pairs
of letters and sounds using the PL Lesson 81s. The first of "dies e,

b-d, was a paiticularly hard discrimination. Discriminating sh

from eh was impossible. In Group I, responses dropped from
correct in the previous lesson to 64% for the sh lesson. We de-

cided that sh should be taught separately, and then contrasted with
s or some oiFer letter, before comparing it to ch. Both digraphs

needed to be taught in isolation for these children before being
compared. This had net been necessary for the suburban children.

Children with speech problems had added difficulties discri-
minating sounds. For example, one boy could not hear or correctly
produce a pair such as fin and thin since he pronounced both with-
the initial sound /f/. He probably heard the two words as homonyms.

Although we had to monitor the lessons carefully in the rural
class and make additions that hadntt been necessary in the suburban
class, this was all to the good. The rural children did not make

intuitive leaps. They let us know by their performance where the
gaps in the program were. But even so, they were learning. Per-

formance on auditory-visual discrimination lessons was improving by
the first of the year. They began to know what to look for and
what to listen for, and we began to fill in the steps that would help
give them success.

Now exercises-of the "Charley Chipmunk changed chairs." vari-
ety were like a game for the children. They especially liked and

did well with a fill-in type of lesson. For example, "Listen to

this word and tell me what letter(s) it begins with --chip?,
--dip?" Although the children could remember that /c/ = oh, they
forgot what letters they were supposed to add to it. So the

teacher wrote ip on the board before beginning the exercise, and
the children wrote in the initial letters to produce the desired

word. Then they were usually able to read the word-they had writ-

ten. Sometimes they wrote on their own individual magic slates

instead.

Initial consonants were easier to discriminate than final con-
sonants for all children, but final consonants were especially
difficult for' the rural children to discriminate. In some cases,

short term memory was at fault. In an exercise such as the following,
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Mach word ends with a different LouLd--mLn bun, matg.n the
children could not keep all three words in mind at once. Visual
practice preceding this type of exercise helped.

Teaching two-syllable words
WWImw.IWINm....NINMPNV1WMWillIMM4,fMIMMINIMMM.O

Inflectional endings. Lesson 12 dealt with the morphological
endings -ing, -er, and -ed. Grcup I in the suburban school whizzed
through this lesson with a score of 100; correct oral responses.
Their responses seemed almost intuitive. Little explanation was
needed. For example, not only could they read word6 in which the
original final consonant had been doubled, they could also write
such words. The other two groups in the suburban school did almost
as well as Group I.

The addition of inflectional endings to known nords added
considerably to their difficulty for the rural school children and
they performed very poorly. Children in this roam often omitted
these endings in their own speech (See Chapter V). Perhaps this
made the task harder. But for whatever reason, they did not sense
the appropriate changes in the words, and as usual, when a task
required them to make connections that had not been, explicitly
taught (our faultl), they became confused. Group I in the rural
school dropped from 95% correct oral responses in the previous les-
son to 6o% correct for this one; Group II dropped from 8I to 6C%
correct. The rural yotingsters could learn to identify the words
in their different forms, however, and so the aim of the lesson, was
shifted to reading the words without analyiing then. (Later in the
year, some rural children were able to be more analytic about word
endings. Lesson 21, -ss with short a, i, o, was very productive
for them. At this point, they had figured out when to double a
final consonant and how to recognize a 1iown word even when a suffix
had changed its visual shape.)

Disyllables. Lesson 13 treated two syllabi? words. The idea
was to demonstrate that familiar letters and sound patterns occur
in longer words.

The top two groups in the Suburban class, 20 out of-24 child-
ren, could do this type of lesson easily, and requested more of
the same type of activity. Not only did they find the familiar
CVC words quickly but attempted to-say the entire word--successfully
in most cases. Group II was as competent as Group I. The success
of the lesson suggests that the suburban children were now trans-
ferring phonic skills to reading new material. (This was in late
January.) The suburban teacher had anticipated difficulty with
this lesson, and was delighted at the good results.

According to thc subjective evaluation of the rural teacher,
this type of exercise was productive for her class, too. Groups I
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and II could read a good portion of the cords andj. in general,
liked the lesson. However, her judgment is not reflected in Group
I's oral performance. Their responses were correct only 605 of the
time on this lesson. No data was taken for Group II on the lesson:,

Introducing Short o

Vowels are clearly harder to learn than consonants, and more
time was spent on them, both initially and in re-cycling, than had
been anticipated. Short o$ the third vowel to be presented (Lesson
14, 15) was no exception.

Suburban. In the suburban school, watching children during
these lessons gave or) the distinct impression of confusion and
hesitation that was not usually present. With a lot of practice
in auditory and visual discrimination and vowel substitution, Groups
I and II were able to give correct responses when presented With
short o words. Strangely enough, although this was an extremely
difficult lesson, total time spent teaching it did not exceed other
lessons. Group I spent two days on both lessons; Group II, three
days; and Group III, five days. (But we didn't time the actual
lesson period or the latencies between question and answer.) The
problems appareni, to the observer and teacher were not reflected in
the pupil's oral responses, either; for example, Group l's oral
responses were 90% correct on Lesson 14, and 95% correct on Lesson
15. The children were already able to handle one set of vowel
contrasts, and so were probably not learning a new concept, only
a new sound-letter value. If this was so, then the task was really
easier. That was what we had hoped would happen. Maybe we had also
learned something about how to present the lessons as well.

Rural. The short o was easier to learn for
rural school than Group I at the suburban. Here
teacher isolated the o sound. The time spent on
pondence was only two days for both Groups I and
Group II in the rural school spent an average of
lesson.

Group I at the
again, the rural
this new corres-
II. rormallYI
three days on a

Irregular Words

In Lesdon 16, the first irregular word, some, was presented,
but not formally analyzed. Throughout the entire sequence, subur-
ban pupils in Group I and II had no trouble reading or spelling the
irregular words. Conversely, whenever irregular words appeared in
the program such as done, none, some, etc., the rural teacher omitted
them. She felt the irgas were learning to read these words correct-
ly in context, and a close phonic analysis might be confusing and
interfere with reading.



Subroutines

Besides writing extra review lessons, auditory and visual dis-
crimination lessons, and adding a recucling section to each main
lesson, special subroutines were written to supplement the PL pro-
gram where needed.

High Risk Program. One group in the rural class had been given
a special "high risk" reading program in November (see Chapter III).
Although the high risk group did not participate in the PL program,
by February they were able to listen and fill in either the initial
letter or final letter of glad, mad, sad. They had learned earlier
to change mad to sad to glad, and to change run to sun, and jump
to dup. Their new words, here and high were compared as well.

Word Families. A Nord families" subroutine had been written
to coordinate the correspondence program with the reading program.
Previously practiced one-syllable words from the Chandler vocabu-
lary were chosen e.g., swing, and lessons written to help students
recognize the unchanging part of the syllable in different words,
e.g., -ing. The strategy of each lesson was to identify the known
word, and to answer a riddle with a word that rhymed with the known
word. The riddle answers were listed on the chalkboard as they
were given and a number of activities dealing with these words fol-
lowed. Children were asked to identify the words in random order,
to identify the initial letters of the rhymes, to identify a word in
the list when given its meaning, to pronounce all the words in ran-
dom order, and finally, to make up new words on the model. The nine
word family lessons included the following phonograms: LE, am, an,
ill, 22., it, et, in, and ig. Each lesson took about two days, and
there were two simple written assignments, asking for completions
such as:

ran.

Sam is a
man.

The first lesson of the Word Families subroutine was tried out
with Groups I and II in the Suburban class. The observer reported
that "they liked the riddles." Thereafter these lessons were only
used with the lowest group in this class.

In the rural class, Group I had been given the "word family"
lesson when they were on Lesson 5 in the PL inogram, and Groups II
and Ill began to work with "Word Families" when they had completed
the first 3 lessons (about Christmastime). In January and February,
the rural reacher composed some jingles which she gave to the entire
class to finish. (e.g., I can see a pig. He is very ig.) Child-
ren then thought of other ig words. Later, these exercises includ-
ed such choices as "I will (rig, dig)." This full group prac-
tice preceded the word families subroutine which was then presented
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in small group lessons. After awhile, the first part of the sub-
routine lesson was itself presented to the full group.

Blending. In the rural school, the four children in Group
III were not retaining what they had learned from day to day, and a
separate subroutine was written for them. The lessons were based
on the assumption that a certain minimal number of words must be
recognized on sight by these children before any analysis of their
components became fruitful. This is an old-fashioned and non-
imaginative hypothesis. The subroutine, however, built in some
other skills. The short vowel words (using a and i) in the first
five lessons were used to help these students hear separate sounds
and recognize the letter standing for each sound. The procedure
was as follows: The teacher pronounced a word with a slight hesi-
tation after the first sound (e:g ;; Ss--am); and later the last
sound (e.g., Sa--m), and asked a child to say it fast. Another part
of the subroutine, which we hoped would increase visual memory span,
asked the child to look at a particular word, say it, then close
his eyes and try to "see" all the letters and say them aloud--these
were CVC words. (For some reason, the children really enjoyed this
exercise.) Finally, the children reviewed all the words by reading
them in sentences. This subroutine, we called it Blending, began
for Group III on February 20.

Progress Through February

Lessons Covered

Figure VIII shows the progress in the PL Correspondence Pro-
gram in both classes through February. The data given in the Figure
refers to the time when a group finished a particular lesson.

Suburban. In the Suburban class, Group I had finished PL
LessoinTidFoup II, Lesson 15, and Group III, Lesson 10. (Group
III had also been using the Word Families Subroutine and the Sul-
livan Programmed Reading.) Translated into content covered, this
means that all groups in the suburban school had done four or five
of the Lesson 8 discrimination exercises, and had dealt with plurals
and "s" in verb agreement; in addition Group II had been introduced
to the third vowel in the program, short o; and Group I was comparing
short and long o with the previous vowels. All groups were en-
larging their repertoire of words by adding more consonants.

Rural. In the rural class, during whole class lessons in
January and February, the sound-letter correspondences of r, d, s,
bfhltwere practiced. These were reviewed during small
group meetings. Children pasted pictures beginning with d in a
large construction paper door. They found pictures of r and p and
1 objects at other times, and were asked to draw a picture of TOMe-
thing that began with r, t, h, and f. Visual discrimination work,
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particularly with the ascending and descending letters, was also
done during full group time.

The small groups worked with the Word Families subroutine and
the PL Program: Group I was on the PL Lesson Sts doing discrimi-
nation exercises for pairs of letters me had thought might give
trouble; Group II had completed Lesson 7 on plurals and was begin-
ning to work on Lesson B's, and Group III had been introduced to
Lesson 6 which introduces long a in comparison to short a words.
Group III had just begun the Blending subroutine at this time and
were to continue to work with it for the next eight lessons.

Figure VIII

Monthly Progress in the Correspondence
Program Through February

Lesson
Suburban

Grp I
Rural
Grp II Grp IIIContent Grp I Grp II Grp II

J.. d,s,a Nov. Nov.
Sept. Sept. Sept.

2. in Nov. Dec. Dec.

3. d,m,a

4. t Oct. Oct. Oct.

Dec. Jan.
5. i . Nov. Nov. Jan.

6. "Ili Jan. Feb.

7. plurals Dec.
Nov. Dec. Feb. Feb.

8. b-d, b-p

etc. Jan.
9. n

Dec.
10. sh Feb.

11. p

12. -edl-er
-ing

13. disyl-
lables

14. o Feb.

15. o Feb.

16. 6.
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Correspondence Tests

In February, the PL classes and several other first grades Caere
given a correspondence test. Both the PL suburban and PL rural
class were required to do the same test which covered letter-sound
correspondences up to Lesson 11 (p in initial position). Included
in the test were consonants d, s, m, n, t, sh, and p, and the medial
"short" and Sang" vowels a and i. (See Appendix D-1 for test
items.)

There were six tests in all. In five of them, the teacher
dictated a word, part of which appeared on the child's paper. The
child's task was to fill in the missing letter(s). Test I, II,
and III, tested initial consonant, final consonant, and medial
short vowel (a or 1), respectively. In Test IV, several short vowel
and long vowel words were dictated but the initial consonant of
each appeared on the child's paper. Test V was a spelling test,
and in Test VI the child was asked to listen to pairs of words that
were different in only one position, and mark on his paper where
(in what position) he heard a difference. Each test was given to
the whole class on a different day.

In the suburban class Groups I and II had been systematically
taught all the material covered by the test, but Group II had not
yet been taught sh and p.

In the PL rural class, the following had not been taught: sh
and p, to Group I; n, sh, and n to Group II; and n, sh, p, long a
and i to Group III.

Results: PL-Suburban Class.

For a complete description of the results for all classes
tested see Appendix D-2 . In the suburban class, there were no
errors on Test I; on Test II one child made two errors, and there
was one error each for three other children. The final consonants
giving trouble in Test II were the last ones taught: sh and p.
Test III asked for a medial a or i. In this test, one child made
two errors, and two children each made one error. In the first
three tests, then, five children made one or two errorsj and 19
children made no errors at all.

In Test IV the initial consonant was supplied and the child
completed a word having a long or short vowel. Two children in the
lowest group, 'whose instructional program had not yet included long
vowel mords, made six errors each; eight other children made errors;
either 3, 2, or 1 (4 of the 8 made one error), Most of their errors,
(14 in all), involved the word shame (4 errors) or shine (6 errors).

Test V asked for a discrimination: the childred had to decide
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where they heard the difference in minimal pail's. Seventeen child-
ren made no errors, 6 children made one error, and one child made
2 errors. Then the difference was in initial position one error
was made; in final, 3 errors; in medial, 4 errors.

In Test VI, the spelling test, 16 children spelled all words
correctly. In the 21 errors of the remaining eight children, the
only consonant errors were a confusion of t/d in spelling mate; the
other errors were the result of decisions about vowels, or whether
to add a final e.

To summarize, eight suburban children made no errors in any of
the tests, and eight others made one or two errors over all the
tests. We judged that the children were learning from the program.

Results: PL -Rural Class.

The PL rural class gave more responses when only a single con-
sonant or vowel had to be inserted. About half the class made two
or fewer errors on each of the first three tests. They did almost
as well when asked to discriminate auditorially between a pair of
words--seven students made two or fewer errors. By far the hardest
tasks were the spelling of a whole word, or all of it but the ini-
tial consonant. In Test IV only three children, and in the spelling
test, only two children, made two or fewer errors.

In general, scores on the correspondence tests in the rural
school carried the same rank order as membership in reading groups,
that is, the three best readers averaged 80% or better on all the
tests while members of the second group averaged between 70% - 5%
on the first three tests but between 40% - 60% in the last three.

There were four children not assigned to a phonic group. Since
the correspondence tests were administered to the whole class, 'le

had results for their performance too, These results averaged 50%
in the first three tests for one child, but much lower on the aver-
age for the others. There were five zero scores and eight scores
below 25% for this group. Several of these children were absent for
one or more of the tests; they were more frequently absent, on the
average, than the other children in the class.

Some of the material had not yet been systematically taught at
the rural school when the tests were given. Results of Test I and
II (initial and final consonant to be inserted) showed that most of
the errors occurred for n, sh; letter-sound discrimination which
had not yet been introduced.

Test III (short a and i to be inserted) showed that Group I and
II had a good grasp of this discrimination but several members of
Group III did not. The response of Group III showed omissions and
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insertions of consonants. till otter errors were a substitution of

a for i. The a as a response in medial position had been over-

learned, so review exercises were prepared to help take care of

this.

Test IV (complete all but beginning letter) and Test VI (spell

the whole word) showed that no one could produce sh for /s/ but that

Group I and II could deal with the short vowel works which had

been presented in the program. Almost all the children could spell

mad, sad and Sam - -words introduced in the Program, but only Group I

could spell the other short vowel words, dim, Nan; and dam, with no

visual cues. Nhen the first letter was given, Group I could also

spell some long vowel words : tame, made, but the other chil07'en

had very few correct responses on long vowel words.

Test V, discrimination of minimal pairs, showed that more

children heard differences in initial position, and least in final

position (12 errors vs. 22). There were 18 errors when the dif-

ference occurred in medial position.

Results in non-PL Classes

To see how another group of children would perform who hadn't

had phonics instruction other than attention to initial consonants,

the tests were administered to the other two non-PL first grades in

the suburban school. In each test the two suburban classrooms

exceeded the PL 5uburban class, both in frequency of error and num-

ber of students making errors. The differences increased when long

vowel cords were attempted. Differenced betvieen the non-PL subur-

ban classes and the rural PL class are most marked in Test III

(short a and i inserted) in which rural children made a total of

30 er rors as compared to 91 errors by one non-PL suburban class

and 98 by the other. The rural children also merle fewer errors in

Tests IV and VI, the long vowel words than the tIvo non -?L classes.

In the easiest tests, Tests I and II, the rl:ral &iliren did

not do as uil as he non-PL srburbar. ths nor -PL

classes had also had sone instruction. The old adage that "you

learn what yoiltre taughtu prows true for these classes, The test

results, ne7c:Aheiess, show a gciod deal of learzing wl4failut teaching

going on in th mn-PL classrooms (ik one assumes instmobion only

in initial ctonsonaots).

After administering the tests and looking at the moults, the

two non-PL first grade teachers in the suburban school requested,

and were given, copies of the PL Correspondence Program to use with

their children during the remaining months of the school year.
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Final Lessons

Introduction of the Vowels: u and e

In the suburban class, when wh was introduced with short a$
i and o (Lesson 20), correct response was high and without hesi-
tation so it seemed that the three vowels so far presented had been
assimilated. However, regression did occur when short u was added
(Lesson 22). Much time had to be spent hearing and comparing short
u to a, 1, and o. The pupils had difficulty producing the letter u
in their written Mork, that is, theysubstituted o for u in such
words as bud and mud. Short a and i, however, were rarely substi-
tuted for u.

For some reason, ng and long u (Lesson 2)4) was easy for the
suburban youngsters, Short u was also reviewed in this lesson, and
transfer from the Chandler book Swings and the Sullivan material was
evident. Pseudo-words were proposed by the children and read with
as much ease as real words, e.g., dungy and mung were read quickly
when put on the chalkboard. Tung was suggW as another possi-
bility. Perhaps, short u should have been introduced in -ung words
from the beginning.

Only Group I in the rural school had progressed beyond reading
a, i, and o words. For Group I, short u was the hardest vowel of
all to learn. It was hard to reproduce; heard to hear; and hard
to read. The confusion in the suburban class had been confined to
comparing o and u. Rural pupils found the addition of u generally
confusing.

Short e (Lesson 29) posed no problems in either suburban or
rural schools. This. was a very easy lesson for the entire group
compared to short o and u.

Long e (Lesson 30) was also equally. easy for both PL classes.
A pupil mentioned ea in the suburban class, and the teacher pro-
vided a rationale for pronunciation.

Blends and Digraphs

Only Group I in the rural school had reached the point in the
PL program where digraphs and blends are taken up. Learning that
-tch is just a positional variant of ch was hard for the Group I
rural children to learn. They learned to read a word correctly,
however, when the word ended in -t h, although they never did re-
member to put in the -t- when writing such words. We were pleased
enough at the first accomplishment, and so emphasis was shifted to
reading these words without requiring any analysis,

Another problem for the rural children was hearing the -.Ea 41/
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at the end of a word. Not often could they identify the letters
when listening to a word ending in ng. (The ng combination was to
be a most difficult correspondence for all children tested, PL and
non-PL, at the end of the year.) As with the -tch combination, the
children could read the words, however, and this, after all, was
what we really waned.

By Lesson 23, the language and procedures for word building
were so well established in the rural class that the teacher was
able to take short cuts. Pupils volunteered information indepen-
dently. One child said, "If you changed the t in blot to ck, you'd
have block."

Lessons on the blends sl, 21) bl, fl (Lessons 251 26, 27) were
easy for both suburban and Group I rural children. In the rural
class, we had at last learned the right procedure. Reading of the
words, rather than close analysis, was the main focus. Besides
learning to read the words, the rural children could also write
them with no difficulty. In the suburban class as well, very few
examples were necessary before children in Group I and II could read
new words containing these combinations of letters. With Group III
in the suburban class, however, recycling was needed after each
step, e.g., when teaching fl, the teacher needed to go over El and
bl examples again at each step. These children could not make the
transfer from one blend to another. They had trouble remembering.
In the "Notes to Teacher" section of the teacher's manual, we should
have advised the teacher to constantly recycle with pupils who
needed additional practice before proceeding to new material.

Final consonant clusters were mastered quickly (Lessons 31,
32). This was the last lesson for Group I at the rural school.

The Last Lessons

In the suburban school, the last ten lessons took very little
time. The ck in final position needed practice, but wasn't a prob-
lem. Training for correct response to -ke tLesson 34) was not
necessary at all. Children knew this correspondence already from
their reading. The lesson was used to expand the repertoire of
words. Group I in the suburban school did not need the lesson
introducing b, h, and th either. It was used as review, and again,
to demonstrate to the children how much they had enlarged the
repertoire of words they could attack independently.

The last two lessons, introducing -x, v-, and -ve; y-,
j-, -zz, and -ze, provided good review in consonant substitution.

Estimating Transfer

Children read passages in April and June which utilized phonics
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vocabulary, and again alternate forms were prepared. Passage I
contained words taken from the; PL Lessons 1-5; and Passage II con-
tained words from Lessons 6-10. The increased vocabulary allowed
greater use of words which had not actually been practiced in the
lessons. Table 11 presents the percentage of error of children
(divided into their reading groups) for these passages.

Table 11

Errors (in %) on Phonics Vocabulary in Connected Prose

Suburban

Passage I Passage II
April June April June

Rdg. Grp. I 02 ...... 01 05
II 06 .._. 03 10
III 10 17 14 56
IV 21 12 26 19

Rural

Rdg. Grp. I 06 0* AO 17 10
II 10 17 32 30

III 18 17 65 33
IV 65 46 81 --
V 81 WI -- OM OW

In the Rural school, Reading Group V had not participated in
the PL program, and Group IV had spent half their time in sub-
routines. Group 1V children had been able to learn to read the
phonically regular words they had been taught, but as the percen-
tage of error in the Table shows, had not been able to transfer
very successfully to new words in new context. Other groups in
the Rural school read 80% or more of Passage I without error, but
only Group I could decode Passage II words with minimum error.
Words in Passage II constituted new material just being studied for
rural Groups II and III, and perhaps we were asking too much to
expect them to transfer to new materials so soon. It may be that
in any phonics program there will be a lag between initial learning
and ability to apply that learning. At any rate, for Group II and
III in the Rural school only 70% of the words in Passage II were
decoded without error.

In the Suburban class, the first two Groups read Passage I with
a low rate of error in April and its alternate form wes omitted
for them in June. Errors for Group I, II, and III in the suburban
class increased from April to June on Passage II. The rate of error
remained fairly low for the first two groups, but Group III, with
56% error was not a reliable indicator of ability. Nevertheless,
there is no indication that from April to June there was increased
ability among the top three groups to decode new words based on old
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patterns. Besides the usual June slump, a lag in ability to use a
new skill independently is probably what these figures are showing.

Progress by June

Figure IX shows the month-by-month progress of both classrooms
in the PL Correspondence Program during the year. The discrimina-
tion of certain sound/letter pairs (Lesson 8's) were used more than
once by the teachers, but in the Figure these comparisons are listed
where they first occurred. The Figure does not show the various
subroutines or re-cyclings which took place in the groups. For
example, Group III in the rural school spent all of March on the
Blending Subroutine which isn't shown at all in the Figure. In the
suburban class, Group III seemingly spent two months, Novem' and
December, on Lesson 6--long i. Mat really happened was thi- ads
group spent those months reviewing all material up to that rant
including comparisons of long and short i, long and short a and i,
and so on. Since data on errors accompanied all lessons through
Spring, the Figure shows the cumulative load each group could deal
with, with a minimum of error, at any given month.

Figure IX is also limited in that it only shows content of
small group lessons, but in the rural school whole class lessons
occurred throughout the year, and it was here that the PL discri-
mination lessons were usually first introduced. For example, at
the end of March and through April, when the correspondence groups
in the rural school were studying sh but before they had encounter-
ed ch, th, or wh the following contrasts were studied in full group
lessons:

3/20 s sh 4/5 sh wh 4/12 ch 4/20 s f
3/21 s - sh 4/6 sh - wh 4/13 eh - wh - sh
3/23 s - sh 4/7 sh - wh 4/18 ch wh
4/4 s - sh 4/24 ch -sh

The differences between the two classrooms is apparent. Group
I in the rural school moves nearly at the rate of Group III in the
suburban schuol. This parallelism is also apparent in the reading
texts covered (See Figures I, III in Chapter III ). But there are
indications that Group I in the rural school was beginning to move
faster, especially after February when only the top three students
in the class belonged to the group. At the end of April, rural
Group I and suburban Group III had both completed Lesson 13,, In May,
however, rural Group I was able to learn two more vowels in two
values each and deal with the digraphs th, sh, eh, -ng, while sub-
urban Group III began to slow up a little. In July the differences
in the two groups increases even more. This suggests that the top
group in the rural school had begun to "catch on" and would increase
their lead in the future.
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Figure IA

Monthly Progress Through the Correspondence Program

Lesson Content

1 d,s,a
2 ni

3 dim,a
4.

5
6

7 plurals
8 b- d,b -p.etc

9
10 sh
11
12 -edl-erp-ing
13 disyllables
14
15
16

17 s-sh ch
18 -ch
19 ch-tch tch
20 ch-wh wh
21 th-f -ss
22 h-f a,f
23 b,n,th
24 1-.1a u,ng
25 sl
26 pl,bl,fl
27 pl,bl,fl
28 pr,br,fr,dr
29
30 ee
31 e,nt,nd,st,ft
32 nt.nd,st,ft
33 -ck

34 -ke
35 k-g/-x,-ve,v
36 y,z,qu,z

Suburban
trp. Grp. Grp,'

I II III

Sept Sept Sept

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Oct. Oct.

Nov. Nov.

Rural
Grp. Grp.

I II

Nov.
Nov.

Grp.

III

Nov.

Dec. Dec

Dec. Jan.

Jan. Feb

Dec.
Dec.

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

Feb.

Mar.
Feb.

Mar. Apr.

Feb.
Apr. May

Mar.

May

Apr.
Apr.

May
May
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June

June

June

May

June

Mar.
Apr.
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Figure IX also indicates that for many children, the PL Cor-
respondence Program could well continue into the second year of
school. Only one group finished all the lessons and four children
in the rural school did not participate at all in a formal sense.
We have assumed that these two classes represent the extremes of
abilities one would find in a typical first grade. The program in
correspondences is flexible enough, then, to benefit most first
graders, i.e., they can learn from it, even if all aspects are not
completed in one year.

Data Collection

During the year, the observer in each classroom collected
samples of oral responses and kept records of written. mrk. Be-
sides this data, weekly conferences with staff anC teachers served
to clarify impressions of strengths and weaknesses in the PL Cor-
respondence Program. In June, written tests were given to seven
first grade classes, including the two PL classes. The results of
the tests are discussed in the following section. Oral and written
responses during the year are described below.

Oral Responses

During the twice weekly lessons, simple data was taken of all
the children's responses. In the Suburban class, we collected very
few samples of Group I and II responses after Lesson 19 (about the
end of February), since those children were no longer making as much
as 05% error, and we thought the observer's time could be better
spent on other chores. The number of responses sampled, and the
percentage of those responses which were correct, are given in
Table 12 for both PL classes. Since children moved from one group
to another during the year, the N. in the table represents the
aggregate number of children in a group.

Of all the groups, the top two suburban groups had the most
correct responses, thus confirming our notions about the suita-
bility of the program for the average and above average children.
Group I in the suburban school had an almost errorless performance.
Members of the PL staff had been concerned about this at times
during the year7and wondered if we were making the program chal-
lenging enough for this Group. Both the teacher and Observer ob-
jected to such reasoning. The interest and enthusiasm in the group
were consistently high, they said; their responses were quick and
they were "sharp;" and they could learn new concepts with little
need for trial and error.

Conversely, the average correct response of Group I in the rural
school does not adequately reflect their progress, Although in
Table 12 these children have an average response that looks like
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Table 12

Oral Performance

N. of oral
Responses % Av.

Gros N.* Sam _pled Correct

Suburban I 9 430 95
Class II 10 540 89

III 4 50 78

Rural I 6 533 77
Class II 13 643 79

4 395 72

* Aggregate number of children in group.

that of the able groups, the amount of material they were able to
absorb, as charted in Figure IX, shows they were able to complete
27 lessons from April to the end of the year. Group II in the same
school completed eight lessons during this period, and Group III
completed only four.

Several groups, including Group I in the rural school, re-
ceived average correct response scores of from 77% to 79%. This
indicates that they were answering correctly almost 8 times out of
10, and we interpret this to mean that they were learning from the
program. Group III in the rural school averaged 72% correct in
their oral responses, and this is lower than we had expected or
hoped. The program as now written was asking too much of these
children, it seems, for most of the year. Their responses did
improve toward the end of the year; their average correct response
on their last three lessons was 88%, 80%, and 75%*

Written Responses

There were 156 worksheets in all, including the Lesson 8 work-
sheets and the worksheets to accompany review lessons. Some of
these were completed in the group sessions with the teacher; some
were done, checked immediately, and kept by the children; some were
self-corrected; some were used for review or supplementary work.
But no group in either class used all 156 of the worksheets. The
figures in Table 13 give an estimate of how many worksheets each
group completed, and the average percentage correct for the work-
sheets we graded.

In mid-May, the observers began testing pupils and did not
take samples of worksheet performance. In the column marked number
graded, only those worksheets actually graded by the observer are
included. Note that Group III in the suburban school is estimated
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to have completed 92 wor*:s.iftts of which only 39 were graded. A
large number of the worksheets were done jointly by these four
children with the teacher present, or were self-corrected. Such
data was not included in the Table; Table 13 gives the actual num-
ber of worksheets we collected and for which we recorded! grades.
(This does not always preclude teacher help on some of the items.)

Suburban

Rural

Table 13

Written Performance

Worksheets

Est. N. Num. Av. %
Group N.* completed Graded Correct

I 9 101 69 94
II 10 92 62 87

III It 92 39 89

I 6 94 84 91

II 13 57 48 83

III It 32 22 84

* Aggregate number of children in group.

Written performance for all groups was similar. Both classes did
surprisingly well considering their wide range of reading skills.
This lack of difference is, perhaps, a reflection of the purpose
of the written work as we conceived it. The worksheets were not
supposed to be a testing device but were meant to reinforce and
review what had just been taught in the oral lessons. The responses,

therefore, reflect this fact and not the individual differences
among children or the difference in capability among groups.

Iihen written and oral responses are compared, the average per-

centage of correct response in the suburban class is comparable
for Group I and Group II but not Group III, nor any of the groups
in the rural school. The rural groups' average of correct oral
responses (77%, 79%, 72% for each group, respectively) are decided-
ly lower than their written average (91%, 83%, 84%, respectively).

One reason for discrepancies between oral and written responses
is thP =impotent teacher's strategy when she realizes the children
are not comprehending. When our PL teachers found themselves in
this teaching situation, they sometimes postponed the worksheets
until they could give more review and try new approaches to the
teaching. When worksheets following such lessons were used, they
were more carefully explained and time was taken to go over each
item in advance.
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It is a subjective judgment that Cle rural teacher gave more
individual help on worksheets than the suburban teacher. Fre-
quently, in introducing the worksheet to the group, the rural
teacher went over many of the items orally with the group before
asking them to complete the exercise independently. This is good
teaching (considering the ability level of the groups), but given
this knowledge, we cannot make the same judgments about achievement
based on worksheet performance in this class as we can in the sub-
urban class, where most written work was completed independently.

Low Response Rates

'We looked at the data on oral and written responses in speci-
fic lessons to find out which of these lessons fell below the
average for each group. Exact percentages appear in Appendix D-

Oral Responses. In the suburban class, Lessons 4 and 6 show
a drop in performance for all groups These were the first vowel
comparison lessons. In the two lessons that followed children re-
turned to a high level of correct response. Group III in this
class needed to spend more time learning the procedures and lan-
guage of instruction than the other groups. This is reflected in
their low level of correct response to the first few lessons.
After Lesson 6, they seemed to be responding correctly most of
the time.

In the rural class, Group I had trouble in Lessons 5 through
8 (the long and short 2, i comparisons), and again in Lessons 12 and
13 (the suffixes). Group IIts oral response rate is variable
throughout the year but their lowest performance parallels that of
Group I in the same class. Group III in this clas, after a slow
starts seem to be stabilizing at an acceptable level of correct
response toward the end of the year (Lessons 8 through 10).

Written Responses. When written performance levels dropped,
the worksheet itself was usually found to be the culprit. During
the year, several of the worksheets were revised after use with
the suburban children before being presented to the rural class.

Revisions occurred when either the teachers or observers found
a worksheet unacceptable because it was either too easy, too hard,
the format was confusing, overcrowded, lines were needed, the type
too small or the pictures ambiguous.

For example, worksheets for Lessons 12, 18, and 25 were dif-
ficult for most of the students. The worksheet accompanying Les-
son 12 was completely revised since in its original form the task
was ambiguous. The worksheet to accompany Lesson 18 and one of
those accompanying Lesson 25 were crossword puzzles. When first
introduced, crossword puzzles were extremely difficult for all.
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Pupils at the suburban school learaed how to use them but this
never happened at the rural school. In any future use of the pro-
gram, the teacher should guide the children in the completion of
crossword puzzles for as long as necessary.

Occasionally, words were used because they fit into the pat-
tern being taught and expanded the inventory of possible examples.
These words were not always appropriate. For example, poses dome,
and 211.22 were not in the children's vocabulary. 'Usually, a casual
explanation of their meaning and a rationale for their inclusion
was all that was needed for the suburban children, but for the
rural youngsters the inclusion of meaningless words interfered with
the task.

Poor performance on the worksheets accompanying Lessons 4 to
6 in the rural school was not the fault of the worksheet but re-
flected difficulty with the vowel comparisons. Extra exercises
were devised to provide additional practice at this point, and
again were necessary when the first consonant digraphs were intro-
duced.

Sometimes a worksheet proved to be too easy: One such example
was the "match a word to sample" variety. These (there were nine
of them) were not used with the suburban class at all.

Discussion

Prior to the teaching of the correspondences, a decision was
made favoring early presentation of many concepts, even though
standards of mastery might be low initially. Since the same con-
cepts would constantly recur and be reviewed throughout the se-
quence it was hoped that, as their inventory of examples expanded
with the addition of each now letter, the children would come to
understand such ideas as order, patterning of vowels, and so forth.

In practice, we were not always strong minded enough to follow
this plan rigidly. There were times when we wrote extra lessons,
and reviewed until at least a certain level of mastery was attained
before allowing children to go on. There were many occasions, how-
ever, particularly when consonants were being introduced, when the
original plan was followed even though our data showed that children
were not automatically recognizing and responding correctly to a
particular sound-letter correspondence with any degree of regularity.
The percentages shown in Appendix D-3 present partial justification
for this strategy. Percentages correct do rise as examples are
added. Findings from the correspondence tests given in June, add
further corroboration.

Examining the original hypothesis from the standpoint of actual
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performancej (lie might very well be inclined to say that for learn-
ing of consonants, consonant clusters or digraphs, initial low
performance is acceptable and in all probability will change. When
vowel correspondences are encountered, we would revise our original
notions and insist on a higher level of performance from the
beginning.



Part III - Evaluation

June Teste..-2212221.111212Eall=

Six group tests were given in June. The classroom teacher
administered the tests in all cases but one; a P.L. staff member
administered the tests in the Urban class at the teacher's request.
Because of absences in some schools, the same number of children
did not take all tests. The classes tested have been coded as
follows: PL Suburban

PL Rural
H Suburban
S Suburban
Av Rural

Urban

The Task
-as Mw.

Instructions and test forms can be found in Appendix D-4. In
each test, the task of the student was to listen to a word pro-
nounced by the teacher and fill-in on his paper the letter or let-
ters missing. For example, the teacher might say 'limn" and the
child would see an. In each test, sample items were presented
first and feed-back given. The child was directed to listen to a
particular part of a word in all but the last test. In the last
test, the child spelled a whole word which was a COO nonsense word.

The material in each test was taken from the PL correspondence
lesson throughout the entire year. The letters to be filled in
and the number of students responding on each test are given in
Figure X. (See Appendix D-4 for the test.)

Figure X

Auditory Stimulus in the Correspondence Tests

Test 1
Ini. Pos.
(140.

yc

qu
sn
wh
ch

Test II
Ned, Pos.

(anal e given)
(141 Ss

i (long)

a
a

ee

Test III
Ini. Pos.
(146 Ss )

81
dr
tr

Zr
fl
br
bi

Einglma
-ing -es

-ed
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Test IV Test V
Final Pos, Whole Word

(114 Ss) (L49 Ss)

sh
(0311
th
ng
vke

nt
St
ft
nd
ck

san
tas
vap
reb

bim
zel

pid
hig
gop
nog
lut

dup mag
fid



The order of test items.

possible
The test items were always presented

e sin the order. It ossible that previous test items
affected following ones. It is also possible that children became
tired or confused at the end of the tsts.

Results

Table 14 shows the mean number correct for each class tested
for each of the categories with the total possible correct responses
listed under each category. The expected ability level of each
class (based on teacher expectations and reading readiness tests)
is also listed at the left of the Table. The grand means and per-
centage correct give some idea of the ability of these first graders
to produce the conventional letter for specific sounds in specific
positions in word context. The categories are listed from left to
right in what seems to be the easiest to the most difficult.'

Table 14 (Phonics)

Mean Number Correct by Category and Classroom

Classroom Abil,
Ini,

Con.
Final
Cons.

Number possible (24 ) (20)

PL-Sub. Good 21.6 18.7
VG-Rural V.G. 21.4 17.4
H -Sub, Good 20.0 15,6
S -Sub. Good 20.2 16,9
Av-Rural

-Urban
Avg,

Low
19.9
11.6

15.8
5.6

PL-Rural Low 16.4 12.6

Grand 18.7 146

Initial. Final
Plurals. Long. Short Blends
& Digr. Vow.. Vow. & Digr. Suffixes

(8) (10) (11. ) (5)

6.9

7.4
6,7
6.8

6.7
1.2
4.6

5.8

9.3 12.3 3.7
7.3 9.0 4.2
8.0 7,0 2.4
7.2 8.1 3.9
5.5 5.9 2.4
5.0 4.0 0.3

5.4 5.8 1.5

6.8 7.5 2.6

78% 735 72% 68% 545 52%

(5)

169
2.5
1.7
1.5
1.4
0.3

0.8

1.5

50%

First grade students can produce on demand correct initial
consonants more Irequently than any other letter category. All first
graders have some training in listening for and matchihg given
beginning sounds to letters. Basal reading teacher's manuals provide
for this kind of training. Some training is given in listening for
final consonants in the Basal manual too but, chances are, most of
this learning comes through transfer of training. Where a great
deal of attention is paid to final position, as in the PL classes,
the result is an increment of correct response over the responses of
children of similar ability.
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Most of the students can more frequently match a correct
letter-to-sound when the vowel is long than when it is short. (This
is not to say that they could more frequently pronounce a long vowel
word correctlyi) Having the name and the sound of the letter the
same is a strong cue. This cue is not available when listening to
a short vowel word.

Differences in Grou s Tested. The suburban "good" classes
lonk remarkably alike in some categories but not others. The P71-

Suburban class produced more correct responses, on the average,
to Final Consonant, and Short and Long Vowel stimulus words than
the other children of similar ability. These were areas in which
they had had additional training.

The VG-Rmal class made the fewest errors in Initial and Final
Blends and Inflectional Endings. This area received emphasiF, in
the VG-Rural class. The VG-teacher stated that she had taught many
of the concepts included in our correspondence tests, and that
phonics was a heavily stressed area in her classroom.

There is marked dissimilarity in the two "low" classes (Urban
and PL-Rural) in almost every category but Inflectional Endings.
It vlould seem that neither of thede classes can as yet produce
-ing, -22, or -ed correctly on demand, although some PL rural
children were exposed to these endings in the PL-program, In the
Long Vowel categoaes, both "low" classes performed as well as the
"averagen.class.

The "average" class did as well as the "good" classes in pro-
ducing the correct initial consonants and initial blends; they did
as well as some of the "good" classes in producing final consonants,
and final blends. In all but vowels, the "wterage" class had
scores near or above the average of all seven classes. These figures
for the average class add a sort of anecdotal validity to the
findings.

Nhen responses to all categories are added up, there are a pos-
sible 84 correct responses per child. One hundred eighteen child-
ren were present for all five of the phonics tests. The total cor-
rect responses of these 118 children were recorded and converted to
percentages. One quarter of the children tested achieved a rank
of from 90/0-100%; the next quarter ranged from 89%-76%; the third
quarter, from 75%45; and the last quarter from 55%.05%.

Table 15 gives the number of children in each classroom who
compose each quartile. The percentage of a particular class in
each quartile is also given.
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Table 15 (Phonics)

Distribution of Classes by % Correct

Low PL
Quar- PL'Sub. VG-Rur. H-Sub. S-Sub. Av-Rur. Urban Rural

% tile Ss % Ss % Ss % Ss % Ss % Ss % Ss %

100-90 1st 13 57 6 43 3 19 5 31 1 07 1 0
89 -76 2nd 9 39 5 36 5 31 5 31 1 07 1 06 3 1

75-55 3rd -- -- 3 21 3 19 4 25 9 64 4 22 7 1

54-05 4th 1 04 - 5 31 2 13 3 21 13 72 6 3

Sub-tests: Analysis of Correct Responses

Long Vowels

The "long" vowels were tested in a word frame of the sort
Cc Ce in which C is a consonaat and the last letter is silent nee"
Two words were dictated for each of the following sound-letter cor-
respondences: a, is o, u. The long sound of e was tested in two
different frames: tr Ttree) and f d (romi). Table 16 shows

percentage of correct responses by class for each letter-sound
correspondence.

Table 16 (Phonics)

Correct Response to Long Vowel Stimulus (in %)

Letter Average %
N. Class A 0 I E U by Class

24 FL-Suburban 98% 96% 94% 87.5% 81%
20 VG-Rural 71% 82.5% 77% 65% 70%
19 H-Suburban 78% 87% 68% 84% 79%
21 S-Suburban 88% 79% 60% 69% 69%
20 Av-Rural 77.5% 67.5% 57.5% 36% 35%
19 Low-Urban 61% 66% 60% 45% 45%
18 PL-Rural 81% 64% 69% 31% 31%
UT

Average %
by Letter 79.21 74.28 69.36 59.64 58057

1410 = f. of possible correct

91.3

73.1
79.2
73.0
54.7
55.4
55.2

Differences in letters tested. Taking all groups, the
assocat on of A and 0 is easier for these six year olds
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than the other three letters. The associations for E and U seem
about equally difficult, with I somewhere in betweelZ

Differences in o s tested* Looking at the average percent
correc y c ass s ows the wo Sow" and the one "average" class
about equal at half the responses correct. The "good" classes,
except for the PL class, average about three-quarters correct, and
the "good" PL class about nine-tenths correct.

Percentage of correct responses for individual letters shows
interesting differences when classes are compared. The PL "low"
class had been given lessons comparing long A and I words, and some
groups within the class had recently been introduced to long 0, but
neither U nor E had been studied. The percentages of correct res-
ponses in the rest were in direct proportion to the amount of
attention to work in the classroom. The percentage correct for Al

0, U, and E in the PL-Rural class was 81%, 65%, 64%, 31%, and
31%, respectively* In the other "Inw" classroom the percentages
for the first three vowels were 60;, and for the last two, 45%.
This seems to show that the Pleaural children were capable of
handling chat was taught even though the correspondence program
would probably take them two years to assimilate rather than one.
As a matter of fact, the PL-Rural class, with 81% correct for
long 11.9 did as well (or better) on this correspondence as the
,Vvemaen class and several of the "good" classes. The average for
long I in the PL-Rural class (69 %) is better than any other class
but the VG class and the PL-Suburban class.

Division of percentap correct for the other three letters,
0, U. E, show the two low and the one average class getting cem-
parable scores (for 0 - 66%, 64%, 67%; for E - 45%, 31%, 36%; and
for U - 45%, 31%, 355) while the "good" claFses range from 20 to
30 percentage points higher. The PL-Suburban class clearly has
the most frequently correct response to long vowels, with an
average of 91% correct. This shows that a "good" class can absorb
and produce even seemingly difficult correspondences (in terms of
the responses of other children) in the course of their first year
at school.

Short Vowels

Da4:a on the short vowels is taken from the pseudo-words which
all had the pattern CVO, There are 14 stimulus words in all; four
for short a or / /; four for short i /i./; and two each for e/e /, o /.--/ or 4/, and u /3 I.

Table 17 shows the percentage of correct responses by class
for each letter-sound correspondence.
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Table 1?

Correct Response to Short Vowel Stimulus (in %)

Letter Average %
N Class a i o u e by Class

...----...

23 PL- Suburbans 96 91 91 72 78 85.6

20 VG-Rural 82.5 82.5 40 55 30 58.0
24 H- Suburban 82 50 31 25 31 43.8
20 S-Suburban 87.5 61 40 40 30 51.7
23 Av-Rural 62 51 39 13 17 36.4
19 Lou-Urban 39.5 33 16 16 24 25.6
20 PL- Rural 66.2 60 25 07.5 05 32.7

Average %
by Letter 73.57 61.21 40.29 32.64 30.71

Differences in letters tested. These percentages are not as
high as t e scores for ong vowel responses given in Table 4. This
is not to say that long vowel words of the CVC pattern are easier
to read than a CVC word. Periu.)s the short vowel sounds when heard
in word context are more ambiguous and the child may have some con-
fusion over whether he heard, for example, an /'-;".= or an / sound.
Since pseudo words were used, meaning and recall offered no help,.

Still, short a, like long a, was most frequently correct, and
short u and e least frequently correct. Since e is the most fre-
quent vowel in English, it would seem that frequency of occurrence
is not a major criterion at work here.

Differences in groups tested. The two PL classes, who had had
most exposure to the sound-letter correspondences in the order given
in the table (a, i, ol u, e), reflect the added exposure to the
earlier and moot practiced vowels. The PL-Suburban class got 90%
or better correct for a, i and o, while the PL-Rural class got 60%
or better correct for a and i (higher scores than the "average"
class). Scores for the last introduced, and therefore less prac-
ticed, correspondences drop for the PL classes even though the PL-
suburban class still has more correct responses than any other class.
The PL-Rural class has fewer correct responses to u and e stimulus
words than the low-Urban class. (16% vs. 07% and 4% vs. 055 for
Urban and Rural, respectively.) These were the two vowels not yet
introduced to any of the children and suggests what their other
scores may have been had no phonics teaching been attempted with
them at all.

Consonants

The findings from the consonant sub-tests can be divided into
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scores for initial and fin 1 consonants, digraphs (sh, oh, etc.)
and blends (fl, ki, etc.).

Single consonants. Not all consonants were tested in both
positions. Theargilbution of sounds in English words is such
that many letters are rare at the end of one syllable words. Since
r and w were not treated in the PL Program when following a voewl,
these were omitted from final position in the test words. The let-
ters c and k seldom occur alone at the end of one-syllable words;
v occurs but is a vowel in this position, j, and h do not occur, f
is usually doubled; and z is ambiguous since the morpheme z can
be realized as an s or z; all these were omitted from final position
in the testing.

In Table 18 the percentage correct is given for all single
consonants tested. Since some sounds were thought to be too diffi-
cult to distinguish in pseudo words and also because the list of
pseudo words was already long (14 words ) five of the initial
consonants were tested in real words. The percentages correct for
the letters in the real words almost certainly does not mean the
same thing as the percentages correct for the pseudo-word responses.
But we did find out whether the letters c and k could be associated
separately with the sound /k/ in a familiar word, in this case,
cat and kite, and similarly whether the sound /or 1, as in 1.]&
mould elicit the letter (1:1 , when in a pseudo word it could as
well have been represented by E or (and this was the response
given in some cases). Table 18shows the non-startling fact that
it is easier to hear and identify a sound (and in this case produce
the corresponding letter) when it occurs in initial position than
when it occurs in final position.

There are fewer overall differences in response to final con-
sonants than to initial. No score was more than 46 percegP,ge
points away from the average of 77 correct. Scores for initial'
consonants show more spread. If the results in Table 18 were to
be used to plan letter introduction (but in reality our major
intention is to spur others to devise a more rigorous examination
of these abilities) then in initial position s, t, and r seem to be
the easier letters to hear and associate with the corresponding
letters. If letter-sound correspondences are to be taught in more
than one position, then either rn or n should be considered as pos-
sible first choices. The interesting point here is the seeming
ability of children to distinguish and correctly represent sounds
occurring close together in articulation and manner of production
(for example: s and t; in and n). In the absence of empirical
data, several logical analyses have placed such letters as far apart
in sequence of introduction as possible. This logically reasonable
approach may not in fact turn out to be easiest for the child. We
realize of course that abilities tested post-hoc do not give us the
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Table 18

Correct Responses (in %)* to Initial and Final Consonants

Position

Letter Initial Final

Pseudo Word Stimulus

t
r
1

m
n

Real

Average

g
h
b

z

d

92

90

88
w 82

74

84 73
9 83

89

78
5 ww

85 83

84 8o
84 72

81 75
81

81

78

75
63

71

75
1
ww

11111 sob

83% 77%

* Percentages are based on total number of responses. No. of Ss
responding to pseudo words = 149; No. of Ss responding to real
words = 14; p and in final position occurred 3 times and percen-
tage is based on lari responses in each case.

best kind of data on which to base such judgments, but the specu-
lation is still admissable since one canit test for sound-letter
understandings until after some sort of program has already been
presented, or some reading experience gained.

Di ra hs and Blends. Table 19 gives the correct scores in
percen ages of responses to digraphs and blends. Several letters
and letter combinations are included in this Table under blends,
namely qu, -ck, and -x. Although none of these three really fit
the other examples given, still they are correspondences 'Allah
were taught in the PL classes and therefore had to be tested, and
they can better be placed in this list than with the single con-
sonants ire Table 18.
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Table 19 (Phonics)

Correct Responses (in %)* to Digraphs and Blends

Digraphs Blends

Position Position
Letter Initial Final Initial Finalor

/0 P
sh 74 72 sl 77 st 61
ch 73 64 fl 75 ft 60
th (e) 72 67 br 75 nt 51
wh 48 -- fr 7l. nd 51
-ng -. 36 tr 73

pr 71
bl 70

qu 13 ck
x 72

* For initial blends, the percentage correct was based on 146 res-
ponses with the exception of qu, based on 140 responses; for final
blends, the percentage correct was based on 144 responses; for di-
graphs, percentage correct was based on 140 responses.

With the exception of x, the blends are, as expected, not
known as well RS the single letter-sound associations, even with
common words used as stimuli. The letter x in final position,
however, is as well known as many of the single-sound single-letter
responses giVen in Table 20. Those blends with 1 and r in second
position seem inherently more difficult than other consonant clus-
ters.* The PL Program dealt only with them and this is why the
selection of blends tested is limited to them. Children ranged
from 70% to 77% correct in responding to these blends.

The letters cu were rarely given as response to the stimulus
word quack (a word used in first grade books). It received, in
fact, the lowest correct response (13 %) so far listed. Blends
ending in t or d ranged between 50% and 60% correct, and the ck
combination was correct in less than 50% of the responses.

The digraphs fare better. The sh representation of /s/ win
best known and equally well responded to in either position. The
212, and th were next, but these were more easily identified in

* They are acquired later, cause special articulatory problems for
those with speech defects, can be both vocalic and consonantal by
logical analysis, etc.
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initial position. Quite a few children heard wh as w (and several
of the teachers pronounced it this way) and as a result fewer than
50% actually gave wh as a response. The surprisingly low correct
response to /4 / indicates that although first graders have lots
of exposure to this combination, they might not ever really be
aware of its individual graphic components.

Suffixes. The last category contains three suffixes, -ed, es,
in anriErstimulus words for these were visited, dresses, and
fis hing. Table 20 gives the percentage of correct responses to
these suffixes.

Table 20

Correct Response (in %)* to Suffixes

Suffix

=f-ag 755
- ed 44%
- es 27%

Note the difference in response to -ing in Table 20 (755 correct)
and -ruin Table 19 (36%). Perhaps the children we tested have not
yet, separated the sounds and letters and are responding to the
larger units in some words. Reasons for low correct response to
-ed and -es will be discussed in the following section on types of
errors made.

Summary. Table 21 summarizes the correct production of all
letters and letter combinations given in the test. If the limita-
tions of the test are kept in mind, the relative order of the
correct responses in Table 21 can be taken as a guide to the rela-
tive ease or difficult-- of learning of the various sound-letter
correspondences.

Analysis of Errors

The reader should note that the relatively greater incidence
of one type of error rather than another does not necessarily mean
that this type of error defines the source of difficulty. There is
no assurance that the 1,:frames" for each type of stimulus were

equally difficult or equally representative of the problems that
children face in their day-to-day reading and writing of words.
Nevertheless, the overall pattern does provide an interesting

* Percentage based on 144 responses.
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Table 21

Summary of Correct Responses

Correct letter Res onses to all Stimuli (in %)
Init al Position Vowels Final os t on

s

c ,
Jt r

k
lfmp
w
gh b

z

d j 11 br
fa,tr

pr bl

sh ,
clith

wh

qu

A

0

I
a

i

0

u
e

t m
v n

g d

b
s
Px

st
ft

nt nd

ck

sh

th
ch

ng

ing

ed

es

picture of major problems and can provide the basis for further
studies using more rigid methodology.

Long Vowel Errors

TypesCateorized. The kinds of errors that were made on the
test Faiia divided as follows.

1. Another vowel (or vowels) is substituted for the correct
vowel. This shows that at least the child has divided sounds into
consonants and vowels and knows that some kind of vowel sound is
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required. Certain of these vowel responses are closer to the ex-
pected response. For the /ay/ sound as in "pine" the child may
hear /a/+/iy/ and write an a in the slot 1p heel' Where the errors
shour a possibility of such a strategy, vowel responses have been
separated into two categories.

T,thin the Type 1 category (incorrect vowel) "good" vowel
errors as described above are labeled Type la, other vowel or vowel
combinations become Melt.

2. When a consonant was inserted, it was labeled Type 2 if
such a consonant appeared in the stimulus word. Thus the response
1p" for the missing vowel in "pine" is a sort of preservation or
graphic echoic behavior. The child doesn't separate auditorally
the vowel from its surrounding consonants and so writes whichever
consonant seems most prominant to him.

3. When other consonants, consonant combinations, or consonant-
vowel combinations were written, they are labeled Type 3 errors.
These seem to be random, at least on a logical basis, although per-
haps not for the child. The letter 112 for example, may occur be-
cause the child hears aspiration somewhere in the mrd'and notices
it to the exclusion of the vowel sound. It would seem, however,
that a few children used a particular consonant letter as a kind of
generic sign to indicate "letter," as one of the PL children did
when he either inserted the correct letter or put x in the slot.

4. The last category was an omitted response and this is
labeled Type 4. Here the children knew that they didn't know which
vowel to7EFFit. This type of error shows some learning, at least
over Type 3 and perhaps Type 2 consonant responses. Appendix D-5
contains tables giving frequency and % of error for each long vowel
letter by class and type.

Table 22 is a summary of the frequency and percentage of each
type of long vowel error. The most common error for all classes is
Type lb (vowel or vowels = 57%). Type la (probable V) is next and
is slightly higher than average for two of the "good" classes.
Most of these la errors come from responding to the long E words
with an e or e + V, and to the stimulus word "cute" with a 115 v,
or j. These three letters in Type la responses represent some
portion of the /iuw/ sound of the vowel u.

Only the Urban children responded with a substantial number
of consonant errors'(Types 2 and 3) but in each class there were
some instances of a consonant being inserted where only a vowel can
go by English rules of phonology.

The PL -Rural class was the only one who made real use of the
Type 4, or omitted response.
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Table 22

Total 5 of Long Vowel Errors by Type & Class

Type 1 Vowels
la lb 117-"rta

_
Class

PL- Suburban 29

VG-Rural 08
II-Suburban 13
S-Suburban 21
Av-Rural 16
Urban 13
Pit-Rural 16

Average % 16.5

Consonants Omits

Typr275F3 TEre7
12

Total
Error

57 86

70 78

79 92

53 74
62 78
26 39
54 70

05 09 8.7
13 12 26.9
05 03 20.8
07 17 02 27.0
07 09 03 55.3
22 29 54.6
09 09 12 54.8

57 73.5 10 14 02.5

We can conclude, then, that most children at the end of first
grade can hear the difference between vowels and consonants and
can produce a vowel letter where it belongs (distributional ,y) in a
word even when that particular vowel letter is incorrect. One
class, the "lawn Urban class, has not yet learned this basic fact
about spoken and written English (most likely hasn't mastered the
sub-skills necessary to make these judgments, e.g., which letters
are the vowel letters, how to write them, etc,.).

Short Vowel Errors

Tynes. The same categories for errors were used for the short
vowels as for the long. In cases where the child heard ureb and
wrote r b or rb, it was called an omittea response (Type 4). In
most of these cases it was clear that the child heard a vowel but
could not identify it. One other category has been added. In the
Urban class, strings of letters appeared as responses to short
vowels (ecg. fsown) as well as some non-letters (e.g. 10 or 4.)a
These were labeled Tie 5 errors. Any vowel strings containing
three vowels were Included in this category. Appendix D-6 gives
the frequency and percentage of errors by letter and by class.

Freque!.?cy of tusq. Table 23 summarizes the percentage of
Short "Vowel errors by type and classroom.

Again, Type la and lb (vowels or vowel combinations) account
for a high percentage of the error responses with the exception of
the Urban children for whom this response accounted for less than
half the errors. The Urban class wrote in one of the consonants
in the stimulus word, more frequently than any other group, and also
wrote strings of letters more frequently. The PL-Rural class had a
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Table 23 (Phonics)

Total 5 of Short Vowel Errors by Type and Class

TzEt11 Vowel Consonant Omit String Total
li---TE Total Type 2 e 3 Ti FE-14 5 Errors

Class /3

PL-Suburban --

VG-Rural 02
II-Suburban 03

8-Suburban 01
Av-Rural 04
Urban 05
PL-Rural 02

Average % 02.5

--
/3 /3 /3 /3 %

64 64 03 - 33 "- 14.4
91 93 01 03 03 ...... 42.0
90 93 02 01 03 01 56.2
80 81 .. .. 19 -- 493
77 81 02 04 12 05 63.6
43 43 15 16 06 24 74.4
67 69 01 01 23 05 67.3

73 75 03 03.5 14 04

05% level of strings (these were three vowels usually) and also a
larger number of random consonants and omitted responses (Type 4
and Type 3) than any other group. Omitted responses on the whole
are much higher among all classes for short vowels than for long
vowels and the choice of a stimulus consonant much lower. In each
class but one, ho:ever, there were a few consonants inserted (Type
2 and 3) even among the "good" classes.

Comparing the short vowel responses of. PL classes mith the
other classes shows that the PL.-Rural class made fewer total errors
than the other Sow" class OM vs. 74%) and were only 3 percentage
points higher than the "average Class!' (at 63.7%). Their percentage
of Type 1 or vowel responses ((S!;'%) was far better than the "low"
class but still way below any other group. The PL-Suburban class
either omitted the vowel or inserted an inappropriate vowel when
they made an error.

Consonant Errors

Types. To categorize the errors by type, we considered how
close the response was to the stimulus in respect to sound and
looks. This approach produces three general categories:

1) phonological--close in sound;
2) graphic--close in looks; and
3) not related--different from the stimulus in both visual

and auditory properties.

After preliminary examination of the errors, two more cate-
gories were added. One was called an "excellent" error. Into this
category went responses that were actually appropriate representations
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of the spoken stimuli but did not follow the spelling convention,
for example, the response kwack to the stimulus "quack." Another
kind of response included THE "excellent" was a correct response
followed by an h. The addition of the h produced Sanscrit-like
combinations such as bh, dh, etc., and we assumed this h represented
aspiration. A few responses of the following type occurred:
dash/dashe. These were considered "excellent" as well. The "ex-
cellent" category of responses allowed us to separate such responses
from phonologically close but incorrect letters.

Another separate category included those responses which would
have been correct had not the student added an extraneous letter
(other than h) for example, tas/tast; these were called "correct t"
errors.,

In determining the error categories we realized that we were
trying to second guess the child. There is no way of knowing what
his intention was in giving a particular response--whether for
example he misheard the sound and wrote a correct letter for what
he heard, or whether he heard correctly but miswrote, or for that
matter, just answered randomly. But if we were able to guess right,
a preponderant number of errors should load on one or another of
the categories we had devised and thus indicate a probable source
of the error.

The ordering of categories was such that the same response
could not be coded into more than one category. (A later analysis,
however, considered overlapping semantic categories, when a pseudo
word stimulus, for example, produced a real word response.) The

list we finally used and to classify each error was as follows:

1. Excellent
2. Correct t
3. Graphically or Phonologically Similar
I. Graphically Similar
5. Phonologically Similar
6. Another consonant in the stimulus*

7. Not related to stimulus
a. single consonant
b. consonant string
c. other: non letters, vowels, etc.

8. Omissions

In deciding if an error was graphically (l) or phonologically
(;;`5) similar to the stimulus or both (11.3), we used the following

criteria:

* There proved to be so few of these, the category has been retained
only for initial and final consonants.
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1. Graphically similar

h flxn g g h v m

t -

70, 0-1 /

n t t y r p q b x w

2. Graphic or phonological

b v m s

/r :4
d w n z

3. Phonological. After much discussion among the staff, we
asked for help in setting up a matrix. A linguist* worked out a
system of first order and second order approximations to each
stimulus sound.

First order substitutions differ from the stimulus only by
voicing. In Figure XI they appear within the same square. Second
order substitutions are those that have the samc quality or manner
of voicing and in Figure XI they can stand in a square to the
immediate left or right of the stimulus sound (i.e., same manner,
different position) or in any square within the same column (i.e.,
same position of articulation but different manner).

Figure XI (phonics)

Linguistic Rationale for Phonological Error
Categories. First and Second Order

Manner

Stops

Affricates

Fricatives

Nasals

Liquid

Glides

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

pub t ,kg

1_L

si7
In n

'.7 I

L i

1

w r
1

F

* Dr. Rose-Marie Weber, Modern Lang. Dept., Cornell

c = eh

3 = 1,g,dg

= th(in)

= th(is )

V
s = sh

z = VsV

(pleasure )

9 = ng



Although Figure XI provides a rational and logical way of
analyzing errors with phonological properties close to the stimulus,
it did not allow us to place a response such as chibe for tribe
under the phonologically similar category, but forced us to call it
unrelated. Responses, therefore, that we intuitively considered
related in some way were added as exceptions. There were very few:

d, c t;-0- t The exact responses allowed are listed
in Appendix D-7.

The blends, digraph and suffix responses were analyzed for
errors in much the same way as the initial and final consonants.
Since more than one letter was involved, the Graphic Category was
enlarged to include reversals (sh/hs) and the Phonologically Similar
Category was enlarged to take care of both one and two letter res-
ponses. The added categories are given below.

Double letter responses,

1. one letter same; the other close (1st or 2nd order)
brush / blush

2. one letter sae; other not related
brush / brush; hang / hal&

3. both letters close
brush / plush

4. one letter close; other not related
brush / slush; brush / mush

211112L2211212222211222

1. Same as first letter of stimulus.
2. Same as second letter of stimulus.
3. Close to first letter of stimulus,
1. Close to second letter of stimulus.

Total Consonant Error. The fewest consonant errors were made
by the VG-Rural clEFFITO) and next by the FL-Suburban class (179).
Of the total of 2452 errors (28% of the total error possible) made
on all non-vowel stimuli by all children, each class contributed
as follows:

VG -Rural 06%

PL- Suburban 07%
S-Suburban 09%

Av-Rural 12%
H-Suburban 13%
PL-Rural 19%
Urban 33%

1. Mood?' errors. Less than half of the total errors
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or A of all errors) were in logically motivated categories,
i.e., were labeled Excellent, Correct +, First Order Similarity to
the Stimulus, and in the case of more than one letter called for:
Same as one of the letters--Close to the Other, Same as one of the
le ters-Unrelated to the Other; or in the case of a single letter
res onse: Same as the First or Second Stimulus Letter. The indi-
vi ua groups of aildren differed from the overall percentage of
381/2% for these combined categories as follows: (The Excellent sub-
total for each group is also presented.)

Total Good Error acellent Error

PL-Suburban 62% 25% of their total error
H.-Suburban 561/2% 155
Av-Rural 55% 12%
VG-Rural 54% 18%
S-Suburban 391/2% 095
PL-Rural 34% okla

Urban 20% 045

2. Unrelated "Errors. The error responses furthest from the
stimuli by the terms we-set up should perhaps occur in inverse
order, that is, groups making the most "good" errors should make
fewer of the 'least good." This did not turn out to be true in all
cases. In the following list, percentage of total errors made
that were labeled Sin le Letter Unrelated to Stimulus, Other
Unrelated Responses, (hits, are combined for each group.

Ti- Suburban 18% of their total error
Av-Rural 20%
VG-Rural 22%
PL-Suburban 235
S-Suburban 355
PL-Rural 48%
Urban 62%

The Fir-Suburban group made the highest percentage of errors cate-
gorized as "good" but did not make the least errors in the Un-
related Category. The four groups making 50 5 or more of the ',good"

error responses did, however, remain in the first division, so to
speak, and the three classeb having fewest lipoid', errors did show
an inverse order in the number of their unrelated errors.

Although the PL.- Suburban class had more Excellent errors than
any other group, they did, however, contribute more to the Vital
consonant error than the VG-Rural group (06% to 07%), but comparing
the types of errors they made to the types of errors made by the
VG-Rural class shows the largest difference between the two classes
to be in the Unrelated category where the PL-Suburban children made
05% of their total error and the VG-Rural children made 16%.
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There were other differences within the Unrelated categories.
Both PL classes made more omission errors than the other groups
PL- Rural, 195; PL-Suburban, 175; vs. Urban at the other end of the
scale with 02%. (See Table 26 for a summary of all consonant
errors.) The fact that the PL groups omitted a large percentage
of responses--in terms of their total errors--than other groups
suggests that some parallel may exist between productian and
reading. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the omission of a
response in reading seems to indicate that a certain amount of
learning has already taken place and the non- response (when the

child simply stops at a: word 116 doesn't know) is superior to a
random answer. The same phenomenon may be occurring when a child
is asked to produce a letter correspOnding to a given sound. Thus

the difference between classes, in omissions on this test is a very
interesting one. It shows up in both PL classes and is almost
absent in the Urban class. One could almost say that with greater
frequency than is usual the PL classes are able to admit they don't
know the answers, Although the greater percentage of omissions can
have several different-causes, we'd like to believe that one of the
Outcomes of the program in the PL classes was a realistic assess-
ment by the individual child of what he did or did not know.

3. Phonologically and Graphically Similar Errors. Table 24
shows the percentage of phonologically similar errors of each group,
and total percentages of each type of error within this category.

Table 24

Types and Percentages of Phonologically
Similar Responses (in 5)

Sipgl!_letter Stimuli
lit order
2nd order

Sub-total
Double Letter Stimuli
3:75MENTIN177657
one same; one close 06
one samn;'one tuvol 02
one cl.,,sc; one unval 01
both closo

Ple. VG- H- S- Av- Ur- PL- Total
Sub Rur Sub Sub Rur ban Rur f
03 03 07 04 05
01 08 08 09 11
gal 11 157577r

02

11
--

02

03 04
07 08

10 12

03 02 03 -- 02

05 06 06 02 02

01 01 01 01 01
01

Svb-'6otal o9 15 09 l i2---77753
b. let.

same 1st or 2nd let. 22 11
close 1st or 2nd let. 02 --

Sub-total 24 11

Total 37 37
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184 07

11

49 02

102 04
18 01
8 005
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376 15

63 03

-- 18
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Table 24 shows that a large percentage of the errors carried
some phonological similarity to the stimulus. It is true, of course,
that given the way the categories were set up, there was more oppor-
tunity for us to place responses post hoc into one of the phonolo-
gically similar categories when that response may indeed have been
random. The preponderande of "same 1i letters in the Table, however,
seems to preclude a judgment that the phonologically similar res-
ponses were really random.

Table 2L shows that a single letter response to a double let-
ter stimuli is the most common error response and that one of the
letters of the stimuli was most frequently produced correctly.
Although not included in the table, the xirst tabulation of errors
kept separate the position of the correct response. This separate
tabulation showed that when the letters to be produced occurred in
initial positionl the correct single letter was usually the first
(drip/dip) and when the letters to be produced occurred in final
position, the single-letter given correctly was the last (dust/dut).
Sinde the largest number of errors occurred for multiple letter
stimuli; the predominant type of error on these stimuli indicates
that some understanding of the sound-letter correspondence existed
and that the masking phenomenon was a strong factor in causing the
omission of part of the stimuli.

Table 25 presents the percentage of errors which seemed simi-
lar graphically or 'could be either graphically or phonologically
similar to the stimulus. These percentages can be compared to those
in Table 24. The low percentage of graphically similar errors sug-
gests that even after only one year of instruction, the child has
learned to discriminate visually, but still may have trouble per-
ceiving differences in sound. Both the Urban and the PL-Rural

Table 25

Phonic and Graphically Similar Errors

VG-
Sub Rur

Grs-"-Taa----------(==
Graphic or Phonic 08 08
Total % 11 14

H-
Sub

S-
Sub

Am-
Rur

Ur-

ban
PL-
Rur

Total
f %

07
07

14

06
05

11

0L

07
11

03

03

o6

7511

03

07

106
122

04
05

children had a lower percentage of graphically similar errors than
any of the other groups tested. It would seem that these less able
readers would have had more rather than fewer confusions of this
type. (Their frequency of errors of all types was higher than the
other groups but not necessarily their percentage on any one type;
thus we are speaking here of relative proportidns of errors.) Since
there is no internal evidence (such as the "sames" in the phonological
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category) to show that graphic similarity of the stimulus letter to
another letter actually influenced a given response, there is no way
of showing that the children were actually ()Orating as if two
visually similar letters were one and the same. In a production
task-%.;as opposed to a visual discrimination task--a reader, even
an immature reader, may not stiffer this confusion at all. The
inclusion of a graphically similar category of error seems not to
have added much to our understanding of children's strategies.

Summar& Table 26 summarizes the errors by type and by group.

Table 26

Summary of Errors by each Group of their Total Error

PL-
D e of Error Sub

VG- H- S- Av- PL- Types
Rur Sub Sub Rur ban RuEAmil

04 06 12.7
.- 02 04.6

Excellent 25 18 15 09 12
Correct + 04 09 09 01 07
Phonologically
Similar 37 37 44 43 49

Graphic and
GR/Phonic 11 14 14 11 11
Unrelated 05 16 14 20 12
Omit 17 05 04 15 08

27 35 38.8

o6 07 10.6
60 30 22.4
02 19 10.0

OverlappinG Semantic Errors

Overlapping categories such as graphic and/or graphic and
phonological pose a problem in analysis. Their consequence is
that it is impossible to distinguish the source of the error, and
therefore impossible to classify into discrete categories. The
error could be mutually exclusive or inclusive, that is, it could
be motivated by one or the other of the factors, graphic or phonic,
or it could be motivated by both factors acting together, graphic
an phonological.

Defined Semantic Error. For those complicating reasons the
semantic errors were analyzed separately. We called a semantic
error one where a real word other than the stimulus word was pro-
duced in a response. The stimulus word could be either a pseudo
or a real word, (bend/bed, vapbap). We judged a response to be
a "semantic" error when it was phonologically a meaningful word,
that is, the response did not have to be spelled correctly (vap/
vaat, bend/beed). We did not include any word, however, in which
the sound value of the stimulus vowel had changed (brush/bush).



Possible Causes. Reasons for changing a stimulus word to a
real Zirare difficult to assess. A real word different from the
stimulus may have been produced when the child thought he heard a
different word from the one the teacher said, or the child mis-
understood the task. In cases of pseudo word stimuli, he may have
misunderstood the task to the extent that he thought the idea was
to write a real word. Or perhaps, on hearing the stimulus word,
the child wrote another word which he strongly associated with the
auditory stimulus. If he knew how to spell his own word he would
be more likely to write it and not a word he had never heard before
(especially in the case of a pseudo word). It is also possible that
the child made an omission error, thus producing a real word by
mistake (bent/bet) or produced a real word when he substituted a
graphically similar letter. It is impossible to say whether one or
more of these conditions were at work to produce real words in the
error responses. Whatever the cause, there were a large number of
real words overlapping other types of errors.

Procedure, In the first tabulation of overlapping real word
errors, Excellent and Correct + errors were counted. When this is
done, by definition no pseudo word stimuli could produce a response
that was labeled Excellent or Correct + and also be a real word,
but almost all of the real word stimuli would produce real word
responses (phonologically speaking) in these two categories. Since

we wanted to see what semantic influence, if any, was operating
whc.,:i motivation for error was not so clear, the error types

Excellent, Correct +, and Omit, were omitted from this analysis as
irrelevant. Since error responses to Suffixes produced few real
words in any of the responses, the Suffix category was also dropped.

Total errors amounted to 2452, and of these, suffix errors were
221. The Excellent, Correct +, and Omit errors for all other sti-
muli totaled 464 This left 1767 errors from which to look for
overlap of real word responses. Table 27 shows the number and per-
cent of real word overlap in each category of error, and for each
type of stimuli,,

Results taype of Catwom. The results reported in Table 27
seem to ate that semantic association does play a part in
chilth,ents responses. For example, students produce real words in
response to pseudo word stimuli in 46% of the errors, far higher
than when real words are the stimuli.

When types of errors are considered, well over half of the
semantic overlap occurs in two categories: that of first or second
order phonological similarity to the stimulus; or a similarity that
could be either graphic or phonic. Next is a 50% overlap with a
consonant response that is not related to the stimulus. It is

easier to conjecture about semantic influence when the responses are
not otherwise related to the stimuli, but the high percentage of
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Table 27

Semantic Overlap by Type of Error and
Category of Stimulus (in %)

Stim. Cate. Sem.
Single Cons Over Tot Avg % Over

Type of Error Pseudo Real Blend Di r. f. f. Error Type

Graphic 34
Graphic/Phonic 73

Phonic:

1st Order . 47
-2nd Order r 58
Double Letter
Response 1

Single Letter
Response.

Single Cons,
Not Related*

String, Other

0 10 12 28 99 28
o o 0 64 122 52

87 -- 78% 62 97 64
40 -- 57% i05 184 57

25% 12% 38 161 24

47% 23% 150 381 39

54 53 38 33 190 378 50
o 04 13 8 345 0202

1 1.7
* Stimulus Consonant included,

semantic overlap with responses that are also close phonologically
to the stimulus word raises the problem menUoned before about,
whether these sources of error are working together or separeialy.
Although some of the responses just happened to make real words,
36% of all errors just by happenstance seems too high. The seman-
tic overlap was probably causing serious interference.

Results la2211211ested. Table 28 breaks down the informa-
tion Ta Ta63a 27 for the'individual classrooms. Percentages of
overlap al.-el 17,1-van both for category of stirnluss and type of error.
Nithin the cells, the percentages given are in relation to the
total error produced in that classroom, the percentages in the total
column and row on the outside of the table indicate what percentage
of the total 645 real word error was contributed by each classroom,
and how much of the total occurred for each type of error.

The fact that 365 of the 645 real word errors can be att7i-
buted to the Urban children and another 195 to the FL-Rural children
means that over half the real word errors were made by the least
able children. This may indicate that many of the real words just
occurred randomly, or that less able readers are more prone to pro-
duce a word they are familiar with even if it is not being called for.

The fact that pseudo words as stimuli produced the highest per-
centage of real word errors among all groups, not just the lowest.
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Table 28

Semantic Cverlap of Types of Errors, by Classroom (in %)

Classroom.

PL- VG- H- S- Av.- Ur- PL- % Overlap
Sub Rur Sub Sub Rur ban Rur by typeDpe of Stimulus

Single Consonant
(Pseudo)

Single Consonant
(Real)

Blends

Digraphs

58 43 54 56 46 li3 li3

0 0 20 50 16 38 36
142 0 28 33 45 24 38
09 20 31 55 37 23 33

Type of Error
Graphic 03 10 09 05 03
Graphic/Phonic 25 19 09 05 18
Phonic: 1st Order 13 10 19 08 06

2nd Order 0 28 17 22 15
Double Letter 22 0 09 11 12
Single Letter 38 05 21 22 32
Single Unrelated 0 28 16 26 14
String, Other 0 0 0 0 0

% contributed by
each class to total 0-5 03 12 12 13

03

07
07

16
0

19
45
03

36

-.a

03 04
07 10
12 10
15 17
05 o6

27 23

29 29
02 01

19 MO MO

groups, may mean that we can trust a semantic explanation for error
at least for this kind of stimulus. But the high contribution of
real words in the phonologically similar single letter response
(23% of the 645 errors) does not convince one that the primary asso-
ciation here was another real word, e.g., bed for bend but rather
the simpler explanation that the child was n t perceiving the next-
to-last consonant as well as the last. The other error type with
a high percentage of real word overlap is the response of a single
unrelated consonant letter. Here, since randomness is the only
alternative, one would prefer the semantic explanation. All in
all, although a semantic association seems to be playing some part
in the error responses, the data is not aear enough to make more
than very tentative judgments about where and how. much. Most
probably the real word response is most relevant when the stimulus
is a pseudo word or when the response is an unrelated consonant.

Correspondence tests given to seven groups of children who had
made varying progress in their reading showed some correlation with
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reading achievement of the groups but not a complete parallel.

The PL-Suburban group made fewer errors on the vowel and con-
sonant stimuli than their peers in the two non .-PL suburban classes.
They also made fewer errors than the VG-rural group of children
when responding to vowel stimuli but were comparable or had
slightly higher rates of error than the VG group on some of the
consonant stimuli. Their percentage of Excellent errors was the
highest of all groups.

The AV-rural group performed as well as those non-PL groups in
the suburban school reading at a higher level. This suggests that
"average" readers do as well as "good" readers when both have been
given only incidental training (the suggested practices in the
Seott-Foresman. manual).

The PL-rural class performed comparably to the AV-rural class
with stimuli for mbich they had had training, that is, those long
and short vowels which they had been taught. Their performance
fell between the average and the Urban class for consorant stimuli.
Still, their rate of error on consonants depended on the stimuli
and the extent to which it had been practiced in lessons during
the year.

Both PL classes made a higher percentage of Omit errors (of
their own total errors) than any other group. It was postulated
that an omission indicates some kind of learning over a random
response.

In general, those children making the most Excellent errors
made fewer Unrelated errors and vice versa. Most digraphs were
easier to reproduce than blends with some notable exceptions (see
Table 21) and initial position brought more correct responses than
final position. Vowels were of middling difficulty with long vowels
easier to produce than short. The vowels a and i in either long or
short sound value had the fewest errors among vowel responses while
u and e had the most. The most difficult etimuli to reproduce suc-
cessfully were the Suffixes and the easiest were the Initial
Consonants, even though these last were inbedded in pseudo words.

When pseudo words were the stimuli, a large percentage of the
error took the form of a real word, indicating semantic inter-
ference. Real words also overlapped that type of error labeled
single unrelated consonant, indicating that simple visual and audi-
tory associations cannot always be considered as independent of
semantic ones.

The largest percentage of error was closely associated with a
phonological similarity to the stimulus, especially when consonant
blends (bl, br, etc.) were required. Many children produced one of
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the letters of the stimulus correctly and omitted the other. The
letter omitted depended on whether -che letter to be written
occurred at the beginning or end of a word. Relatively few errors
were assigned as graphically similar to the stimulus.

If this study is considered a pilot, a number of interesting
questions present themselves. For example2 a question can be
raised about the usefulness of analyzing children's errors as a way
into their minds. For allowing the child to produce at will and
then looking for consistency in his free production is a time con-
suming task: far more so than checking right or wrong answers. To
do so is to be convinced that there is extra merit in the procedure.
It is our contention that many of the responses judged as errors in
this correspondence test were motivated and not random. Further,
by categorizing the large body of errors, it was possible to
hypothesize a number of different strategies operating. It was not
possible for us to separate some of these strategies one from the
other, e.g., responses both phonically and graphically similar to
the stimulus, but a further study may be able to do so. In addi-
tion, perhaps some future study might be able to order these
strategies in a way we were only able to suggest rather globally,
(e.g., an excellent error is superior to an Omit which is superior
to a string of letters).

We are aware of the limitations our methodology imposed, and
it goes without saying that any future study can surely avoid most
of these. In any event, we hope the discussion of these results
will arouse a curiosity about children's errors and how one can
learn from them.



Chapter V

Handwriting

During the first curriculum writing conference very little
time was given over to the discussion of handwriting per se. All
were aware that children do not know how to write on entering
first grade. Nevertheless, discussinn centered not on how to teach
the skill, but rather on how to fill the gap with other devices for
communicating until children could manage to write on their own.
Thus, for example, the typewriter was thought of as an important
adjunct to the program from the very beginning. Providing word and
letter cards for children to use in constructing messages also grew
out of the summer discussions. We concentrated on providing moti-
vating experiences to allow children to communicate in writing, and
the implicit assumption was that transfer to these activities would
be swift and painless.

It was decided to have children learn to form letters according
to the system already in use in the schools, that is, the Zaner-
Bloser system of manuscript writing. As with most first grades, the
approved starting materials included newsprint, and thick pencils
with soft black lead and no erasers. The newsprint was soon re-
placed (in approximately a week) by paper with lines spaced almost
an inch apart with a guideline halfway between each line. These
materials are selected for first grade writing on the theory that
large muscle coordination develops before small muscle coordina-
tion. (Some Art teachers insist on large drawings for the same
reason.)

First Year

That fall, although a few children seemed to have had prior
experience with reading, their writing skills were non-existent.
The teacher begdn by teaching the formation of letters, and those
letters were immediately put into words and very simple sentences,
e.g. It is old. All letters were introduced and practiced by the
end oriEREFic But the writing skill was by no means automatic
at that time. It was disappointing that the first graders' progress
toward effortless handwriting turned out to be so slow. Our ideas
for the use of writing for a variety of communication activities had
to be postponed. At this first stage and for a long time, it seems,
first grade writing is slow, laborod, and the letters are large and
in some cases hardly legible. This seems to be the norm rather than
the exception for first grade handwriting, however, and practice in
handwriting was necessary throughout the year.

We learned from this experience. Teaching of handwriting is
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important in first grade and should not be left to chance. Our
laisse faire attitude was inappropriate. This same attitude to-
ward handwriting seems to prevail among many first grade teachers,
and indeed if more time is needed for reading, numbers and the like,
handwriting practice tends to get less and less time. The impor-
tance of the teaching, however, lies not in training the child to
write with a fine hand, but in the reinforcing effect of producing
letters that resemble those the children are learning to discrimi-
nate in tLair phonics and reading work. Casual teacher acceptance
of letters written on the wrong part of the line or with the wrong
orientation may even be strengthening the wrong bonds. later, in
a phonics lesson, the teacher works very hard to get the child to
observe and respond differentially to minor visual differences in
letters. She may be working overtime because she, herself, had
allowed the child so wide a latitude when he was producing those
same letters earlier in the day.

Second Summer

During the second curriculum writing conference, a sub-group
was formed of those interested in finding a rationale for teaching
handwriting. They examined current handwriting systems and dis-
covered many inconsistencies. Data are meager on rationale for
letter formation, size of letter, width of line, or kind of tool.
Occasionallyy a statement such as ,!research has shown" does occur
in the literature but seldom with a clarifying footnote. Search
for empirical findings proved fruitless. After working with several
children at a Head-Start Project, it was decided that:

a. size of line could be ;15 in. for initial teaching (much
smaller than usual),

b. the size of the pencil (fat or thin) could be the choice
of the child,

c. that some letters are 'hard" to write no matter which way
the child is asked to form the letter.

These observations were not meant to take the place of real research
on handwriting but to give some cues for a practical program.

A handwriting program was prepared whose main objective was to
get children to write legibly but not necessarily beautifully as
soona.2.ssasit.21,_.e. This would allow production to operate as one
more mode to reinforce other perceptual and cognitive 'earnings.
The program contained the following features.

1. Letter forms

In general, letters'were formed from top to bottom, left to
right, and when possible, in continuous strokes without lifting the
pencil.
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Chalkboard practice and tracing with a pencil were omitted
from the program but it was decided to try finger tracing of let-
ters as an early procedure to help communicate both the form, the
method for producing it, and to help establish rhythm in making a
letter. After this brief practices children immediately wrote the
letter with a pencil. As soon as possible, letters were incorporat-
ed into words and words into sentences to help focus attention on
spacing and to provide for integration with the reading and phonics
programs.

Until handwriting skills could become operational, the commit-
tee suggested that children continue to use the typewriter (one at
a time) and paste in pre-cut letters to communicate. Someone in
the group knew vhere to find a simple printing press and, thus, for
a second time, the handwriting problem led us to introduce another
important adjunct to the total program. Inexpensive slates were
also purchased for each child to practice on. These erase when
the c:alophane-like top sheet is lifted. Rather than c.,:oss out or

erase (and tear the paper) the child could simply make the letter
disappear if he wasn't pleased with it.

Besides exercises in letter formation, each lesson included
optional extra activities. These were set up to provide a bridge
to reaing and phonics work that would be going on concmiently,
and were geared to encourage the child to use his now Iviting skill
as soon as possible.

2. Sequencing

Thd sequdnce of of letters was based on the let-
ter forms themselves, putting simple-to-form letters early, and
grouping letters that were similarly formed. This sequence was
then rigied so that the first letters introduced in phonics would
be tau ;ht.: q1 t9 cnrly in handwriting. See Appendix E-1 for se-
quence of pms,3ntatilcn.

It was deci&Jd that upper and lower case letters that are
similar in fcrm co; !.d be introduced simultaneously. The more ir-
regular capitals taught later. The children, howevers would
be ex!-)osed to the capital forms of all letters in prepand materi-
als and be giwn ido-!Al and match gag practice with the
fcms bef..-ze they pmaiced writing thelao

Second Year

The program was tried in both first grade classrooms the
second year. Before beginning the program, the teacher asked the
students to copy the following sentence from the chalkboard:
'This year we will be reading many books." Theie copies were
examined to see how well children could copy a model without
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training... ,o provide a baseline, if you will, for later comparisons.
Sometime in February and again in May the children again copied the
same sentence from the board. These copies were kept and given to
the children at the end of the school year. Besides this sentence,
a check list was made up and each child was checked from time to
time on his production and his product. See Appendix E-2 for
description of errors for check list form. Early
notes on the Suburban children contain such comments as the fol-
lowing; for one child: "Doesn't observe line as base; runs words
together; scribbles over errors; retraces."; for another "Writes
name in Caps; starts letters of word on different lines; no idea of
spacing between words."; and for yet another child, "Excellent in
size, spacing and formation; bears down too hard on pencil." The
check list also provided information on handedness. Two children
in the Suburban school were left handed; five in the Rural school.

Handwriting lessons were dropped temporarily for the rural
youngsters after the second week in favor of a program to help them
distinguish and copy letter shapes. The Michigan Successive Dis-
crimination Handwriting- Program used for this purpose vias very
similar to a follow-thekidts game with a model as a sample at the
top of each page; still, many of these children had trouble com-
pleting the exercises correctly. The rural children also practiced
copying their own names, using a model taped to the left-hand corner
of each deck. Each child received individual practice in formation
of the letters of his name.

In the Suburban class, the prepared program moved along with-
out serious problems. By the third week, 17 dittoes had been com-
pleted and by Columbus Day the children copied a group-composed
story. At the end of the fourth week of school, PL lessons through
#9 with dittoes through #33 wire completed. The following letters
had been practiced the first month in words and sentences: Ss,

tM, Tt, u, a, c$ ds It was found that the regular PL pro-
gram did not provide enough early practice on spacing between words.
cne or two extra dittoes were prepared to help with this--one was
a sentence; "Tomorrow is Halloween." with an illustration at the
top of the page, The next day the children copied from the board:
"Today is Halloween. We can trick or treat." Earlier, the child-
ren had copied: "Today is October 13. We had a fire drill." The
remaining lessons were examined and notations made in the teacher's
manual in places where extra attention could be paid to spacing
between mom .-

Rural

In the rural classroom, the Michigan Handwriting Program con-
tinued but the PL program was resumed after the first month with
some changes in sequence. y, W were practiced and the sentence:
I will. 0 and Co were practiced and the word, owl. The sentences
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It is a well. Is it a well? vere copied and the children also

JEFIREnlie PL dit , I lit it. which included a candle illus-

tration to complete.

Children used the magic slates to practice almost every day

since this was a highly motivating device. These slates were col-

lected after each session so that they would last longer. We had

estimated their life span to be about one month; they lasted the

year. Other devices used in the rural school for Groups III and IV

(about half the class) Mere nicking letters out of a clay rope before

trying to write and name them, matching lower and upper case letters

visually, and continuing gaffes in letter naming and recognition,

e.g. teacher presents A B 2, asks child to name them, removes one

letter and asks, 'What's missing ?"

Length of time to complete program

Before Christmas vacation, in the suburban class, all lower

case letters had been introduced and most of the upper case ones;

in the Rural class, all of the letters had been introduced-and

practiced. Both classes continued to have short, separate, review

lessons on handwriting from time to-time during the second semester.

In addition, in the Suburban school, children were asked to copy

a sentence or a short poem from the chalkboard once or twice a week.

Discussion

The PL handwriting program had proved successful in many res-

pects but it moved too slowly in introducing the new letter-

formations. The extra practice exercises that accompanied each

lesson were-sometimes too hard for some children to follow so early

in the term, and would have been more useful later. Both teachers

recommended re-organization of the sequence if the program were to

be used again.

Testing-February

In-February, a number of informal tests were given. In hand -

writing, each child copied a sentence that had been dittoed, and

in addition, each child was-asked individually to copy several let-

ters so that the way he formed the letters could be noted. See

Appendix E-3 for the group test, and Appendix E-4 for the indi-

vidual test. These were letters whose formation in our program was

notably different from the standard school program. Both the sen-

tence and the individual letters were-judged on acceptability

according to various norms -- alignment, spacing, etc.

Most of the students formed the letters the way they had been

taught in or program and a large number of these were considered

"o.k." i.e., in our judgment of more than adequate legibility. See
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Appendix E-5 for frequency of various letter formations. But the
decisions of acceptability wherever there was some question were on
the side of leniency. Almost all of the letters, even those not
formed the way they were taught, were considered "O.K." under the
testing conditions. Most frequently formed another way were d and
k. The fact-that d was formed in a variety of ways suggests that
one letter b, if tested, would show the same variability. It hdd
been our practice during the year to accept variant ways of forming
letters if the results were acceptable. One can expect, however,
that the quality of the "O.K." letters would quickly deteriorate in
everyday work. Daily work sathples showed this to be true. Even
so, the quality of letter formation had improved a great deal since
September. Specific results are given below.

Rural School

Results of the sentence copying test indicated that 3/4 the
class did not yet observe the convention of tall-short letters;
1/2 the class still did not always touch the bottom line : *hen

writing; 3/4 needed work with spacing between words and about 1/3
also needed work with spacing within words. Four children were
considered to have d "shaky" line texture. In half of the in-
stances, poorly formed letters were caused by misforming e and d.

Sothe problems evident in September seemed to have disappeared;
this time only 2 children showed evidence of scribbling and there
was no evidence of reversals (although reversals still showed up in
the press of daily work.

As a result of this test the handwriting program for the Rural
children in the second semester continued to utilize the magic
slates, -which had been very successful, and to stress correct let-
ter formation with gradually more emphasis on spacing and relative
size. This meant that most of the practice consisted of copying
words and sentences rather than individual letters.

Suburban

Most letters were being formed by the children in the manner
taught Most of those which were not were judged "O.K." on the basis
of legibility.

The sentence copying test showed that almost 1/3 of the
children were leaving too much or too little space within words,
and about 1/3 of the class had similar trouble spacing between
words. Slightly more than 1/2 the class did not Always observe the
convention of relative size of small/tall letters, and about 1/4 of
the class did not always place the letters correctly'in relation to
the line. Most of the letters were correctly formed; however, and
in our judgment legibility of print was far higher this year than
last.
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Although our handwriting program had been completed about
Christmastime, some of the exercises and practice sheets were re-
used as further practice during the second semester.

Preference test

Attempts to experiment with pencil size and line size showed
that most children choose an ordinary size pencil or a large size
pencil inter-changeably without noticeable effect on the quality of
their handwriting.* The children preferred to write within a
larger space but the quality of their handwriting was as good when
smaller spaces were used.

Testing -June

Two samples of handwriting were collected from six first grade
classrooms including the two PL classes. Both involved copying
tasks. Two dittoes were prepared. One contained a handwritten
sentence taking up two lines which were spaced 3/4" apart with a
dotted guideline half-way between the lines. The sentence read
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dogs." Underneath the

model sentence were two 3/4 inch lines with dotted guidelines
between. The children were told to copy the sentence in their best
handwriting. The'second ditto contained phrases as models. In
this second ditto, the space between lines differed; and some
phrases contained' guidelines while some did not. Directly under-
neath-each phrase, lines identical to the spacing of the lode]. were
drawn, cog:, if the model contained guidelines so did the lines
underneathl if the model was 3/1 in. so was the space below. See
Appendix Em-6 for copies of the June tests,

Results
401ftwm~NINW,r44.

la Sentence copying. Papers from all classes were-identified
on the back and th3n. placed together for analysis and comparison.
Cur reasoning for the procedure was as follows: since "good" .six
year old'handwriting is a relative thing, the more samples compared
together, the finer the judgments that can be reached. Rather than
set up a specific list of criteria first and' judge each paper on the
basis of how nany of these criteria were met, the papers were first
separated or uoss judgments of good, poor, and neither good nor
poor. Two c...1drilts looked through each pile and several papers were
suitchTd. The largest group, neither excellent nor poor, was then
sub-:divided into two piles depending on whether a paper had more in
common with the good or poor papers.

A box with the fat green pencils and regular yellow #2 pencils was
handed out and children invariably chose the regular size pencil.
Their reason ? It was different, it was yellow, it had an eraser.
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Thus, four, piles were made. Canon characteristics of the
excellent papers turned out to be as follows:

1. formation of letters matched the model closely
2. spacing matched the model closely
3. neatness--no doodling or crossouts
4. even pressure on the pencil
7. all letters touched the bottom line
6. no letter was omitted
7. no letter was re-traced

Common characteristics of the papers judged to be poorest were:

1. formation of letters imperfect
2. did not match the model in spacing
3. presence of doodles and/or crossouts
14., heavy pressure on pencil, shaky lines
5. letters did not touch lines
6. letters were omitted
7. erasures and re-tracing of letters

The middling groups contained some of the plus characteristics of
the good papers and some of the minus characteristics of the low
group, There was little or no evidence of reversal of letter forms
on any papers (e.g. v, for N or z for 3), and none of the papers
could be considered really poor. One paper judged to be in each
category is reproduced in Appendix The lowest group con-
tains those samples which simply do not compare favorably with
others in this particular sample. The number of children who
appeared in each group is given in Table 29.

Table 29

Frequency of Good and Poor Handwriting Papers

Group,

I II III IV

5 9 6 2

10 9 3 0
2 7 5 7
2 9 4 7

4 13 6 1
Ii. 3 7 6

Class N.

PL-Suburban 22
VG-Rural 22
S-Suburban 2l
H-Suburban 22
Av.-Rural 2l

PL-Rural 20

The percent of children in each class judged to have papers in the
first and second groups are as follows:

VG - Rural 86% H - Suburban 50%
Av - Rural 71% S - Suburban 42%
PL - Suburban 63% - Rural 35%
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The PL -Rural class did least well of any of the classes although
individuals in this room had made observable progress throughout
the year in motor control and legibility. Still, they were far
from their goal (or rather, our goals) even at the end of the Year.
The PL-Suburban class did better than other children in the same
school (H- and S-Suburban), In this particular school the first
grade teachers we observed were very tolerant of a variety of writing
styles at least through first grade.

Except for the PL-Rural class, for which there is no comparable
group, the scores are probably directly related to the attention
given to handwriting and teacher standards of acceptability.

2. Phrase Copying. Somewhat the same procedure was attempted
with'this ditto as with the first. The purpose of this ditto, how-
ever, was to see what size spacing between lines seemed to produce
the best copy, and to see what influence the presence or absence of
a dotted guide line had on performance.

The phrase most poorly copied by 35% of the children had a 5/8
in. space and no dotted guideline. Twenty-eight percent of the
children did their poorest work on a phrase of 3/4 in. space and no
guideline. The phrase best written was on 5/8 in, space and did
contain a guideline.

In cases where two phrases were copied equally poorly it was
the two phrases without any guidelines. The other two phrases on
the ditto contained guidelines only part of the way across. About
18% of the children did poorest on each of these phrases.

Of the 98 children in this sample, 33 were judged not to have
written any of the phrases less well than any other, but in all 33
cases the 5/8 in. space with guidelines was very well written.

Since the best and poorest writing was done with a 5/8 in.
space between lines; since both models without guidelines were judged
podrest; since performance when the guidelines-was begun but not
completed seemed to be half-way between performance with and without
guidelines; it would seem that size of space between lines makes
far less difference in the quality of Grade One handwriting than
presence or absence of guidelines.

Summary

The PL handwriting program, in our judgment, improved the hand-
writing style and legibility of the PL;Suburban youngsters the
second year over the performance of comparable youngsters the first
year. Our hunch is that the major factor in the change was the
added attention paid to handwriting the second year. The PL-Rural
children also learned from the program but its introduction had to
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to be delayed and sequence somewhat altered for them.

We found that letter formation lessons should precede extra
practice in integrating the production skills with other work going
on in the classroom. These exercises should be saved for later, or
used with just a few children at first.

We found that some Rural children needed discrimination train-
ing and many models before they could benefit from the more inde-
pendent practice provided by the PL dittoes. Before each new letter
is introduced in a handwriting lesson the teacher must be sure this
letter can be named and discriminated from other letters. The
writing of the letter must follow identification and recognition
practice of some sort. If done in this order, producing the letter
trill serve to strengthen the association.

We found that the magic slates were of major use only in the
letter formation stage, and, therefore, were dropped after a few
months in the Suburban school but continued all year in the Rural
school, These slates proved highly motivating to all the children.

We found that insistence on legibility and a system of forming
the letters the simplest way seemed to be facilitating; that pencil
size seemed irrelevant; that individual children differed in their
preference for making large or small letters; that quality of hand-
writing improved when dotted guidelines were provided but quality of
handwriting did not vary as a result of the amount of space between
lines.



Chapter VI

Literate Environment

Turning the classroom into a "literate environment" for child-
ren means that exposure to language and reading related activities
should not be restricted to periods of formal instruction. Since
the six year old comes to reading instruction with an imposing array
of language abilities, the instruction should capitalize on these.
Moreover, if beginning reading skill is acquired not only through
direct, formal instruction but also through informal contacts, then
children should be provided with numerous activities and materials
from the very beginning of their instruction.

This chapter tells about the informal methods we used, and
the additions we added to the regular classroom environment to help
develop language and reading akills, and to emphasize the communi-
cative aspects of these skills. We will spend more time describing
evolution of methodology for use of the tape recorder, typewriter,
and printing press in the PL classes since these are not standard
equipment inmost first grades. Materials prepared to help children
enlarge their oral and written vocabularies will also be discussed,
and some of the free time activities provided for the children will
be covered as well. After describing the activities and giving our
opinion of which we liked, we will report results-of a test in which
PL and non-PL children got to choose the classroom activities they
preferred. But beard going into specifics, let's give a picture
of the classrooms themselves.

Classroom Environment

There was more structure, control, and supervision in the
rural classroom; both teachers seemed able to provide the groups
with just the amount of structure each needed to operate effec-
tively, and no more.

Learning Aids

In the suburban class, there were alphabet cards on the wall
(right after school started, some were also put up in the rural
class), a few puzzles, extra paper to draw on, and the chalkboard
to write on in free time. There were also link-letters, a word-
matching puzzle, and a color-wheel game. Several anagram sets were
available and children used them to make up words and sentences of
their own choosing or tried to duplicate sentences from a book.

In the rural class, two easals were set up with space for four
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students to paint, large blocks were available in the back of the
room; there were beads for counting, simple jigsaw puzzles, and
Magazines and books to look at. The children found pictures in
magazines and made their own picture book of words beginning with
specific letters.

In both classes, other home-made games for matching letters,
identifying colors and numbers, were used as well.

Displays and Technz as

The PL teachers had made jolt decisions on many of the stimuli
provided in the classroom. Therefore, there were similarities in
displays and techniques. In both classrooms, therefore, there
were: bulletin board displays, experience charts, slot charts,
poems, displays of childrents written and art productions.

Bulletin Boards

The following are examples of the use of bulletin boards in
the two schools:

Suburban: a. Bouquet titled My Flower Bouquet with construction
paper flowers of different colors each labeled with
color names.

b. Topidal: turkeys at Thanksgiving, Christmas tree in
December decorated with balls on which were written
current reading words.

c. Poems related to stories in reading groups.
d. Pictures of fairy tale characters with the caption:

100 you know who this is?"
e. Student work: drawings related to the farm, geo-

metfic forms titled, "We work with shapes," samples
from the printing press, worksheets, handwriting,
art work.

Rural: a. The Balloon, illustrated poem with construction
paper balloons, each labeled with color names. (This
was particularly useful because many of the children
did not know color names, and needed to refer to the
chart frequently.)

b. Topical: pictures labeled, "This is a pilgrim."
"This is an Indian."

c. Science: specimens and legend: "This is milkweed.
Look at the milkweed."

d. Student work: Students dictated daily schedules.
"We will go to art today. We will work hard. We
will have fun." Self portraits with individual
titles, e.g., "This is me." This is my name, .



e. Pictures labeled with numbers. Child chose one to
write a title for.

f. Pictures from magazines of things starting all with
the same letter.

Charts

Slot charts. These were used by teachers in both class-
rooMs. They mere approximately 28" x 40", and had 10 pockets which
permitted easy insertion and removal of cards. They were valuable
in the teaching of sentence building, phonics, and oral reading.
Both teachers used the charts to teach the Teacher-Composed Sen-
tences (Described in Chapter III). Individual cards were prepared
for these lessons, e.g., 'Today is ." Cards were scrambled and
rearranged to form new sentences or a number of cards were arranged
in a sequence to tell a story. Much of the vocabulary in Swings
and Slides was pre-taught this way. The children arranged cards
uith7VEE from these stories to make up their own sentences, or
they pointed out which sentence the teacher had just read. Punc-
tuation was also pointed out during this practice,

We provided phrase cards in small display racks so that indi-
viduals could work in teams finding a'number of different ways to
combine the phrases into sentences. Later, these little slot
charts were attached to envelopes containing words which could be
combined to make many different sentences.

Occasionally, 'children in the suburban school used the little
slot charts to foim sentences as a model for typing sessions. The
observer used them for this purpose too.

Experience charts. A variety of homemade charts were
made by both teachers, and many were dictated by the children.
Science and Social Studies usually provided the stimulus. Teacher-
made charts were used as teaching devices because they were designed
for frequent review. Some are given below.

a. Helper's Chart, listing 'different classroom jobs, e.g.
John will dust. The names of the children were replace-
ably o Tb,,--17Aba7 reviewed the duiAes on Monday and chose
nalT chilrens IY. wing the fall, thn chart was r,-,read

tiiqes d71.,1 ng the week as well.
b. Cal,rndali '71-.art statang 'Today is ," The days of the

week we on scparat9 cards belay, A inserted a
card each day and read the new eentence.

c. Weather Chart, with the frame "Today is ." (windy,
rainy, Cloudy, snowy, sunny). The matIlsr chart was in
the form of a circle with the sent: lice beginning in the
center and the adjectives on the rim. A moveable arrow
allowed the child to manipulate as he read the appropriate



sentence for that day.
d. Attendance Chart, containing stick figures with the child-

ren's names printed on them. The title of this chart was
"How many are here today?" Children removed a stick figure
on a day that a child was absent, or added figures when
necessary.

e. Word Families Chart, listing a phonogram ( -at) at the top2
and several rhyming words underneath. Children added their
on words to these charts.

f. Poems illustrating rhyming words.

Magic Slates. Enough slates were purchased to allow every
child in both classrooms to have one of his own. They were bought
locally and cost 290 apiece. These were used mainly in the hand-
writing program and were an inexpensive and very effective way of
getting children to practice their writing. They were sometimes used
during the correspondence lessons, as well.

The suburban children tended to "fool around" with the slates
more than the children in the "rural school; Perhaps these "extras"
were novel to the rural pupils some of whom did not come from homes
where magic slates, magnetic boards, etc. would be common. The
teacher in the suburban school allowed more autonomy in using these
"extras," and the pupils displayed more independence in deciding
what they wanted to do.

Tape Recorder

Originally, simple stories were taped in order to expose the
children to good literature as part of their free time activities.
Gradually; the tape recorder program was expanded to include acti-
vities aimed at vocabulary building, scanning practice, oral read-
ing, introducing books to reading groups, and so forth.

Children's Literature Stories

Introduction by the Teacher. During the fall of the first
year, the teacher introduced the children to the first 4..ape re-
corded story. The whole class listened to The Five Chinese Brothers.
After this, individual children, one or two a day, put on earphones
and listened while looking at a book. No real reading was involved
here but simply listening to a good story, and for a few children,
beginning to see separate words and sentence punctuation. In the
second year's tr-out, The Biggest Bear was played to the Suburban
class, and Albert the Albatross to the Rural class. Each year, in
presenting these taped stories to the children, the teachers pointed
out the print and pictures. The tape recorder (a Tanberg in one
class, a Wollensack in the other) was set at a volume that could be
heard by the whole class, and the teacher demonstrated the procedure
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of following the text and turning the pages when indicated by a
click on the tape.

Choosing Books. During the first year's try out, the observer
had noted difficulties with the very first story chosen. This help-
ed give us an idea of what to look for in other trade books. The

main criterion for selecting books in September, October, and
November was the ease with which the print could be followed.

It seemed that the pacing of the first taped story did not
allow enough time to look at both pictures and words. The text was
quite dense (from three to ten lines per page), and non-readers
would have trouble following this text. The next books seleCted
usually contained one or two lines of text per page, and a small
number of different words. In the taping, a longer pause was made
between pages, and the reading itself was slower, although not to
the point of losing normal intonation or story plot.

2222misian by the Cbserver. After the teacher had introduced
the first story to the whole class, all listening activities were
supervised by the observer.

In presenting stories to the children, the observer first
Showed the child the title and a few central words that recurred on
many pages (such as good night, Good Night, Hr. Beetle, and
millions in Millions and Millions and She then told the
child to look for those rela" the book. Next, the
observer instructed the children to look through the book and try to
reconstruct the story from the picture clues.

When the Children began listening to the tapes, the observer
helped them remember to turn the pages at the correct time. In the
rural clads, children needed help with turning pages well into the
spring semester.

After the reading-listening, the observer occasionally asked
questions to see if the story had been understood. The children
were allowed to listen to the short stories two or three times, and
for some of the easier books, the observer and child reread the
book afterward.

Listening Center. By December of the first year's try out,
seven ' {easy" stories had been taped for individual listening. During
Christmas vacation, the tape recorder was adapted for multiple head
phones, so six children at a time could listen

Children were shown how to turn the tape recorder off when a
story was finished, and the child nearest the recorder usually
performed this function, freeing the observer from supervising the
activity continuously.
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After the multiple earphone arrangement was set up, as many as
12 children a day were able to hear a story on the tape recorder.
In practice, the number of children listening each day varied.
Several days each month the tape recorder was used in testing indi-
vidual oral reading, as part of the PL data collection schema, and
at one period a two-week pilot study in phonics was taped. Listen-
ing was also curtailed because of conflicting child activities,
other duties of the observer, or an occasional machine or tape
break-down.* Usually, children were asked to completed required
seatwork before participating in any other activities. An exception
to this rule was made for children who were so slow finishing
written work that they would never have been able to listen otherwise.

Preparation of Tapes. In addition to the tapes we recorded
ourselves, we sent for a tape of four stories recorded at Wayne
State using several male voices. The Wayne State tape did not have
a signal for page turning, so its use was delayed until a group of
children were able to manage without, this cue. By fall of the
second year, thirty-six stories (See Appendix F-1 for complete
list) had been taped by various speakers. For each taped story, at
least six books were provided.

Adaptations of Procedure

Generally, no attempt was made to turn listening to story books
into more than an incidental learning situation. Most of the books
selected are considered excellent picture-books. It was felt that
no matter what additional reading skills were acquired, the child-
ren would benefit from spending their free time with an interesting,
well illustrated book. The earphone set-up simply allowed the child-
ren to concentrate on the book without the distraction of a normal
busy classroom. We did try several pilot studies, however, to
investigate the potential of the tape recorder in a first grade
class.

A Model for Oral Reading. It was hoped that the children would
benefITYRETEETTEFEMt they could potentially read being
read with good intonation, but a special technique was used during
the first year to call this aspect of reading to their attention.
A few stories were recorded two ways--first with a "monotone's
voice, and the second with expressive intonation. Children were
told to listen to both versions and decide which way they liked the
story read. The observer, after listening to the children's opinions,
asked them why they thought they liked it that way. It was found
that children could easily say which way they liked to hear the
story, but had a hard time expressing the reason. One said, "You

* In the long run, expensive tapes prove most economical, since they
don't break at crucial moments.
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sounded as if you liked the kitty better in this one." The ob-
server helped the children to draw conclusions about good

intonation.

These pairs of stories were not presented during the second
year's try out. Good intonation was pointed out incidentally during
oral reading activities, but not in a formal lesson because we felt
the results of our little experiment did not warrant the time and
effort involved. Perhaps a series of tapes prepared beforehand
would be more successful in getting children to recognize some
specific components of good oral reading, but even then, there would
be no guarantee that this knowledge would transfer to production.

Ability to Follam in a Text

By the second semester of the first year, many children still
did not follow the printed text while listening to the taped story.
Even though listening to good stories fulfilled some of our purposes,
new procedures were tried which we hoped would encourage children to

look at the words. One book that had a question and answer format
was recorded with only the questions and then a pause. The children

tried to read the answer to the question themselVes. Two stories

were recorded with key content words omitted from the tape. The

children were told to follow along in their books and try to say the

missing words. Frequently, the observer sat with the children during
these special recordings in order to stop the recorder and relisten

to a page if no one could read the omitted words. One story, Is

This You? contained instructions for drawing and labeling pictures

at various points in the text.

Later in the year, taping of stories without a cue for page
turning was another inducement to attend to the text. (It didn't

work as well as other devices. Children who weren't already fol-

lowing the text couldn't care less whether there was a cue present.)

In the fall of the second ydar, special recordings of the

stories, read very slowly, were made to give children combined prac-

tice in listening and pointing to the words in the storybook. Even

so, we anticipated that no matter what devices were used, non-

readers would not be able to follow the text word for word. For

example, in October Hop on Pop was taped at a very slow rate. The

observer in the suburban school estimated that about half of the 24

students could point to each word in the story. These were the stu-

dents who were already beginning to read. The story was too long,

however, for the activity not to become tedious after a while. In

addition, It did not seem possible for children to listen and point

at the same time unless they were very familiar with the text, and

when that point was reached, the activity lost its major purpose.

Discussion. First, it was felt that if a child could follow
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the text at the same rate as a spo%en voice, he might be led to
begin scanning the line and stopping at punctuation. If this ever

did happen, it was probably only among the better readers, since
they were the ones who looked at all the words consistently, and
whose automatic responses to the text were developed enough to be
able to do this scanning.

Second, it was hoped that children's sight vocabularies might
be expanded by hearing and seeing words a number of times. As has

been mentioned, specific routines were designed to get children to
look at the text in selected stories, but since this sort of story
could not be done too frequently (because of the need for the ob-'
server's continuous presence), we are not optimistic about the num-
ber of words that were "learned" this way. However, we have some
evidence that after listening to any story, children did feel able
to try to read the book later at their seats, and could read some
words they might not have read before.

In any event, all children heard and saw between 30 to 36
children's stories. The teachers did not curtail their own custom
of reading to the children several times each week. The increment
in hearing good literature is itself a worthwhile goal, and all
other benefits, when they occurred, were greeted enthusiastically
by the PL staff but still considered incidental.

Other Uses of the Tape Recorder

Lhole Group Listening. The tape recorder was used a few times
to "Mali" a story to the class. The teacher (or observer) showed
the pictures in the book. The children were even quieter listening
to a tape recording than when the teacher read to them.

Once, the tape was used as a script for slides shown in con-
junction with the Coding Unit (See Chapter II). Response of first
graders was good, unlike that of kindergarteners. This difference
in attention is well worth further investigation.

Introducing a Book to a Reading Group. As one means of in-
creasiEFEW--ici vocabulary, the book, Cats Cats, Cats
(which contains such words as big, little, thin, fates was played for
each reading group while the teacher showed the illustrations. The

group then read the book without the tape recording. Finally,
children were given a dittoed copy of the text which they read to-
gether and took back to their seats to illustrate.

Improving Oral Reading. Each child was taped once individually,

and once in his reading group. The plirpose of this taping was to

enable the individual to listen to himself read, paying attention to
intonation, "natural" reading, and speed. Therefore, playback was

immediate.



The children hed different rentIons to their voices on the
tape. If they listened alone they usually paid better attention to
and had greater interest in the way the tape sounded. But, if they
were taped in the group and the playback was to the group, they
were quite shy and some would leave the group rather than listen.
Others would simply dissolve into embarrassed giggles.

We felt that more individual taping would have been profitable,
and would recommend this procedure to primary grade teachers.

Instructional Stories. Stories that were to be read in reading
groups and stories already read in a group were recorded and played
for the children a few times during the first year's try or)" The
response to the review stories was negative, and children seemed
very disinterested. This might have been because the book being
reviewed was really less interesting than books ordinarily heard on
tape, or because the children, were just tired of this particular
story. On the other hand, when tapes of the trade books were re-
peated with some children toward the ehd of the year, they were
enjoyed almost as much as the first time.

Eavly in the second year's try out, in the Suburban class,
Ladybird was recorded, and children asked to point to each word.
Swings and Slides were recorded, and half of Group II and half of
Group III listened on four different occasions. We could see no
difference between the subsequent reading performance of these child-
ren and others who had not heard the story on tape. The slower child-
ren in the class, however, seemed to enjoy listening and reading
after the story had first been introduced in a reading group. Never-
theless, no further taping of instructional stories was attempted
in the Suburban school.

In the rural school, a short booklet based on several teacher-
composed sentences was prepared in September and taped. The child-
ren were asked to circle specific words. Another tape was made
attempting to teach six new words to the poorer readers, and a
booklet which color coded the words accompanied the tape. The re-
sults were ambiguous. Of the four words tested at the end, the
children averaged two correct identifications.

In the rural school, listening to a taped version of reading-
group stories met with more success. All of the Chandler stories
were taped, and children listened more than once both before and
after their sessions with the teacher. This use of a tape recorder
could easily become a routine occurrence in classrooms where child-
ren need-extra practice, or repetition and where teacher-time is
at a premium.

Story Telling. During the first year, we tried taping the
children's own stories, and about half of the children in the class
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participated. We chose a familiar fairy tale, covered the text,
and had the children look through the pictures in the book before
telling their own version of the story to the observer. (The
story was told to someone, not to the tape recorder.) These taped
stories were transaigrand typed in primary type for distribution
to the class. The children got to look at their own-stories in
print and to listen to their voices on the tape. Some read their
stories to their reading groups or to the class. We felt the
attempted rereading of the story was important even though not many
could do it without help. In several definitions of reading is the
implied or stated assumption that one should be able to respond to
the printed page with the same results as if the language had been
spoken, not written. This in turn implies that eventually one
should be able to read anything he can say. When children could
read the same words they, themselves, had spoken, it indicated that
they had reached this stage. We were not presumptuous enough to
think that all first graders would have such a high level of pro-
ficiency by June, but we wanted them to approximate this sort of
experience anyway.

The children enjoyed this story telling immensely, and were
especially fascinated by listening to their own stories on tape. We
had hoped to be able to play a taped story back to the whole class
after it had been transcribed and all children had copies, but the
background noise during the taping precluded doing this. We con-
tinued the story telling activity the second year. All children in
both classes told a story at least once during spring semester.
Stories were taped one at a time in a corner of the classroom away
from other children. The observer went over the stimulus material
with the child first and, when necessary, helped him decide what to
say and in what sequence. When the child felt he was ready, he
told his story. Although a few children were shy and tongue-tied
on their first attempt, they were always very pleased with what they
had produced.

1. Familiar Stories. The most successful and popular stimu-
lus materials in the suburban class were three easy books with
stories familiar to the children, The Three Bears, Albert the
Albatross, and The Ugly Duckling. The print was covered up In these
books ahead of time. The child could use the pictures as a memory
guide but was free ± be creative as well.

The taped stL.:..-; that resulted was put to one or more of the
following uses:

1. It might be played back immediately to the speaker or an
audience (there were sometimes kibitzers around).

2. It might be transcribed into print and used as a read-
along for a whole group or as a reading passage for the
speaker. (This was the most frequent use.)



3.

)4.

5.

In
events,
fleeted

It might be typed out and then read back into the tape by
the speaker to be listened to by several students at a
later time. (Only a few students could do this.)
Copies of the dittoed transcription might be distributed
to the class.

The transcription might be used on a bulletin board display.

the suburban class, the sentence construction, sequencing of
vocabulary, and general sophistication of language are re-
in the following excerpts from a few taped stories.

One child's introductory statement read:

In a house in the woods there lived three bears: a father
bear, a mother bear, a little bear. The mother cooked some
porridge and it was too hot to eat, So the bears went for
a walk.

Note the typical stylized fairy tale introductory sentence--the
compound sentence--the use of the word so with exactly the correct
meaning.

The stories contained some creative touches, some small areas
of originality.

She wanted to sit dot -m, now. She was awfully tired....But
suddenly she heard a crack: The crack was from the chair...

In the Rmral sesaool, the sentence structure was less sophis-
ticated, in general, but still showed imagination in many cases.
The following sentences are given as examples.

Father Bear is playing with Baby Bear.
The three bears are dancing now.
She idoldilocks7 said, 'Mother, I'll never go out of the
house again.

Mhen Goldilocks was home, her Mommy kissed here
...she sat in the Baby Bear's, and pow she went!

We felt that certain renditions revealed a particular child's
psychological difficulties. Since we knew each of the children
very well, we may have been q.eading in" more than we should have.
Ere made no attempt, therefore, to analyze story content for such
implications, 'nit it is not unlikely that one properly trained could
do so. For example, a child who-seemed to be in a world all his own
for most of the year added many more personal references in his
story than any of the other children. As just one instance, he
referred to the bears as 'the daddy and the brother" and not Father
Bear and Baby Bear as all the others had.
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Several language deficits also showed up in the transcriptions
of the Rural class. Either a language or a cognitive deficit is
evident in the following excerpt in which the child identifies
and labels pictures rather than telling a story.

Now, Mother. Cooking. Porridge.

Some children's transcriptions showed their inability to divide
utterances into separate words. This difficulty is obvious in t.
retelling of Albert the Albatross by a rural school child.

Now everyone can't see albatross. He's flying, he's flying,
and then i time to land. Hezow that window and he's lookin
at the birdie and then he flied out of there.

Aside from i for it's and hezow for he's out there's another
omission in the story quoted above. Maybe the word albatross should
be capitalized as the name of 'the bird, although all the children
presumably knew the bird's name was Albert, Thus; albatross is nct
preceded by an article but birdie is. Variability in the use of
determiners among these childrenwas evident in other oral situations.

An example of the trouble some of the Rural class had in or-
ganizing thoughts into coherent sentences is exhibited in this
excerpt: rNote the (incorrect) use of the word so in this last
sentence.7

One little pig. Two little pigs. Three little pigs. So
they went off to build houses,

The child who told the story just quoted improved as she continued.
Ehen she got to the third pig, she said,

The next little pig built his house with bricks. And the wolf
came along and he said, "Let me in, little pig."

The variability between-and within individuals in this class to use
fully formed sentences made us wonder how or even whether to deal
with the phenomenon.

When renditions of the same story in the rural and suburban
class are compared, some large differences appear. Here are excerpts
frard three stories told about the Ugly Ducklinp. The first two are
from Rural school children.

There were three little ones and one big one. The mother one
came along. she sat on the little ones, the three ones hatched
but the big one didn't. cones here refers to something present
in the picture--a clear referrent to the child?
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There were three eggs in the nest. Little eggs. But there
was one big giant egg. There were four eggs altogether...
(-vocabulary is much more developed than in the rendition
above, but still essentially picture labeling.?

Cnce there was an ugly duckling. He wasn't alive yet. He was
in an egg. There were three other little eggs. The mother
duck came home. She saw the four eggs. She noticed that one
was bigger than the others. Then, Mother Duck went to the
nest. She sat on the eggs. Then, three of them cracked.
Then the other one--the one that the ugly duckling was in--
hatched.

2. Unfamiliar Pictuies. The single picture stimulus elicited
much better responses from the rural children, in general, than the
longer, more complex stories. when single pictures, or sets of
pictures dealing with similar activities, were introduced as an
easier alternative to the picture book stmli, the observer began
to expand the children's utterances in the pre-taping conversations,
and to encourage imitations of the expansions. Far more direct
teaching and modeling was done at this point, than had seemed neces-
sary in the Suburban school.

Coniidering the low level of conversation in the informal
classroom situations, the Rtiral children did quite well in telling
simple original stories from these pictures. Here are parts of
some stories told by children in response to a set of pictures
about children's activities.

Jack sells newspapers and the people buy them. Jack puts the
money in a jar. He went to the store to buy a ball. He played
baseball. Jack looked at the apple. He buyed it He buyed
another. They all gone. Then, he throwed it away. He buyed
a piece of bubble gum. He blowed it and blowed it and it
popped.

3. DiscUssion, Most of the original stories were taped during
the second semester and quite a few were completed after spring
vacation. Most likely, this delay was not necessary at all. In
the case of the Suburban youngsters, their ability to re-tell a
story coherently indicated they had been ready to begin earlier,
and perhaps go on to more complex tasks, or at least a wider vari-
ety of such tasks by second semester. In the case of the Rural
youngsters, the story re-tling brought to light many language
deficiencies that earlier practice might have ameliorated.

Use of a tape recorder for story telling in first grade was
one of our notions which we think has many possibilities. We hope
our pilot studies will be an incentive to others to build a fuller
program along similar lines.
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Typeuriter

Primarily, the typewriter was to serve as a novel medium with
which the children could try their knowledge of reading and 'writing.
That is; they could write notes, messages, or stories on a type-
writer more rapidly and with more precision than writing by hand.
This is especially important to children with poor motor coordina-
tion. Slot* handwriters tire before they have finished writing what
they want to say.

We found the machine to be useful for certafn pre-readbig tasks,
too. During the course of the two years, we worked out a number of
exercises for letter matching and letter naming, to reinforce other
teaching going on at the same time.

The typewriter we chode was a Smith4orona Electric portable
with bulletin type. The Smith-Corona Company kindly lent us a type-
writer for two months during the first year while we were making up
our minds. By September of the second year, the second typewriter
we had ordered had not yet arrived and the one typewriter available
was placed in the Rural school. Two months later, the suburban
school received theirs.

Teacher and Observer Use

The teacher and the observer used the typewriter-to produce
class stories, worksheets, home-made books, and test materials.
During the first month of school, the observer used certain exer-
cises to help evaluate the children's knowledge of letter names.

Procedure

The typewriter was located on a separate desk at the back of
the classroom. The same procedure was used both years. The obser-
ver wrote four or five names each day on the chalkboard. Those
children listed used the typewriter for approximately ten minutes,
with some leeway for finishing up. The observer kept track of the
time. WheA a child finished, he vent up to the board and crossed
off his name as a signal to the next child that it was his turn.

During his first turn, and for as long as necessary thereafter,
each child was shown how to insert the paper, turn the typewriter
on and off, and the use of special keys2"such as the space bar and
shift lock. From the beginning, it was made clear that the type-
writer was a tool to work with and not a toy. We needn't have
worried about children getting bored and just "fooling around;" this
.never happened, perhaps because the tasks were intrinsically moti-
vating and had many "play" aspects.

The observer suggested activities, worked individually with
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some children, took notes and evaluated each session.

After a few weeks the keys were covered with lower case letter
forms, because these were the forms currently being taught and
some children did not yet recognize capital letters. During the
second year, the keys were covered with lower case letters from the
beginning. In the rural class, ten letters were displayed at first;
the rest were covered with blanks. This was done to reduce the
complexity of searching. Gradually, all lower case letters were
displayed, and finally the labels were removed entirely (about
Christmas) revealing the original capital letters.

Typewriter Tasks: First Year. The type of activity suggested
by the observer to the child depended on his level of reading skill,
his previous activities at the typewriter, and the notes and recom-
mendations which were kept on each child's turn. We made an effort
to give each child some continuity and review as well as variety
during his typing time. Therefore, he was usually given a choice
of several activities, but was free to pursue an interest of his own
if he liked. The following list of activities were the ones most
often done-by the children during the first year. They are listed

in approximate ascending order of difficulty.

1. Matching letters: Children were given a ditto on which a
number of letters were typed. The task was to duplicate the line
of letters-by finding each lett:a- and typing it underneath the
model. Sometimes, children would type a line of lower case letters,
and then, using the dhift lock, type the same sequence of letters
in their capital form. This helped to reinforce pairing of the
two forms.

2. Letter identification. The ditto on matching letters was
also used to give practice in identifying letters and naming them.
The letters on the ditto were the ones which the children had been
studying in their phonics lessons. In this activity, as he typed
each letter, the child would be asked if he knew the name of that
letter. The letters which each child did not know were noted, and
frequently the observer would review those letters again, or ask
%le child to name them as he retyped the line in capitals.

3. Typing own name. For children who knew very few letters
and had trouble matching letters, the observer would type the child's
name at the top of a piece of paper, since presumably the letters of
his name would be more familiar to 'him than any others. Then the

child would match and ledrn the names of the letters in his name.
This was a particularly motivating and popular activity. In addition
to typing their names, all children were encouraged to finish the
sentence often typed at the top of their seatwork papers: My name
is wors...........nr
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I. Copying dingle sentences. Some children had trouble copy-

ing sentenced from books or bulletin boards because they could not
retain the image of the letter in their minds long enough to look
away from the book and search for the letter on the typ-tvHter.

Looking back and trying to find the place in a single word was also

difficult. Therefore, the observer typed a sentence dictated to
her by these childien and then they copied the sentence, matching
letter to letter, much as they had done on the Letter Ditto.

5. Copying sentences, paragraphs or stories from books. From

September to June some children liked to type pages from their
favorite bookd. Although not as creative as others done later, this

activity was more difficult than the ones mentioned above. Increas-

ingly children were able to look at the word once; and then type
out the wHole word, or even several words at a timet, This task also

helped some children realize that words are bounded by spaces and
that some words contain smaller units mithin them.

6. Copying arrangement of phrases-on slot chart. Children

were given a slot chart and phrases from their reading book that

could be arranged to make a number of different simple sentences.
They were told to make a couple of sentences and then type the one

they liked best. One such sentence typed in the fall of the first

year mas: Jane is in the 422p and Peter is in the 022..

7. Use of picture dictionary. A picture dictionary was kept

in the desk on which the typewriter was placed. Childrdn sometimes

used it as an activity in itself, copying nip,' words or making up

sentences using "b" words. Other children used the dictionary as

a reference for looking up the spelling of words they did not know.

To get children used to looking at the picture dictionary, two sen-
tences were dittoed: "Here is a big s .- Here is a little

." Children could insert any "su word that made sense.

3. Sentence or story completion. At the end of November, four

different incomplete "stories" were dittoed, (Most of these were

composed of mords the children had had in their reading.) Children
were helped to read the first part of the story and were then en-

couraged to make 145 an ending. An example of one incomplete story

and the child's completion of it is the following: What duaLyant
for Christmas? I want a toy train, a toy truck. (The underlined

words were given to the child.) The observer often typed questions

to the child and encouraged him to type out his answer: An example

of this is the follow-1:1g interwange: What is your name? My name

is Richard Drake.

9. Original writing: Many children, especially the better

readers, were encouraged and, in fact, did, 'do more independent

and creative mritirt. Some children typed messages to other child-

ren, some typed poems or stories -- original, memorized, or copied--
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and others typed out their parts in the school play or wrote let-
ters to relatives.

One child composed a verse and typed it:

As I went walking I saw a cat.
She said meow meow and then she sat.

10. labeling pictures to prompt, children to write more crea-
tively, ambiguous but funny line drawings were made up by the ob-
server for the child to identify and desdribe. One child typed:
A dog wanted to plgy-dressup. To the same picture, another child

animals trying vn Responses to other stimu-
lus pictures included: This is a design with four stars., This is
a circle that never stops., Here is a liEETTETTEFEEIr all over
the world., A bear and a duck were swimming in the sea.

122161A- L.221.11t122111E2.

On the basis of the first year's experiende, we made the fol-
lowing decisions: For the first two or three months, the children
would benefit more-from specific exercises, since free typing right
away proved to be more difficult for the children than anticipated.
Dittoed work sheets were devised for thd first seven times at the
typewriter, excluding the very first time. It was agreed that the
children be given the worksheets routinely when it was their turn
at the Vpewriter. If a child came up with an idea of hid own,
however, the sheets would he set aside, or used as supplementary
to the child's idea. Aftei the first seven exercises, children
Would be encouraged to do more independent work. Notes and recom-
mendations would be kept on each child's work, and if necessary,
more worksheets would be made up. Even though the children were
given a choice of several activitiesi they were always free to work
independently.

Typewriter Tasks: Second Year, At his first turn, the c:ien-
tation procedure was the same as had been worked out the first year.
In addition, we encouraged a child to engage in a brief typing
activity that would result in a product at the end of the session.
The child was permitted to type mhatevir he wanted to: but if he
seemed to lack direction this first time, the observer was instruct-
ed to do one of the following:

1. Suggest-he type out his name and show him how by typing it first.
2. Show him a pie-typed card of letters and ask if he can find them

and type them.

3. See If he can name each letter as he types it.

After this, all of the letter keys were covered with blanks, except
for 1, i, w, t, o: 11, d, m, s, a. These letters were the first ones
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7-)

introduce in ale lianritinr: and correspondence programs and
children had the most experience reading words composed of these

letters,

Listed below are the typewriter activities used the second
year.

1. Matching . A worksheet was provided on which sets
of three lower case letters were typed in a large box. Children
tried to find each letter on the keys and type it in the same box

the sample was in. Again, children would complete the task, and

then want to type the same sequence of letters in capital form. We

thought this was a fine activity, time permitting.

2. Letter identification. This ditto gave practice in iden-

tifying and naming letters. The letters on the ditto corresponded

to the ones which the children had been studying in their phonics

and handwriting programs. If there was time, the observer asked
the child if he could make a word using the letters on the ditto.
The letters which each child did not know were noted by the observer.
It was immediately obvious that a number of children in the rural
school were confusing the letters b and d. These two letters pre-

sented problems in the phonics program too. (Provisions were then

made to concentrate on auditory and visual discrimination of b and
d in the phonics program.)

3. Copying words: (Picture clues) A ditto was prepared which
required the pupils to match words on top of the page with pictures

on the side. The child was instructed to type the appropriate word

next to the picture.

4. Copying single sentences: Either the observer typed a

sentence dictated to her by a child, or provided a worksheet with
2 or 3 sentences. The children tried to type the sentences under-

neath the model.

The space bar, shift key, and punctuation marks were reviewed

beforehand. Help was given in reading the sentences if the pupil

did not attempt to read them spontaneously.

5. Incomplete sentences: These were presented, and the

pupils were instructed to finish them, and then type the entire
sentence, either under or next to the sample. The missing words

appeared at the bottom of the page. Some of these model sentences

were typ.awritten, others were printed in manuscript. The manuscript

capital letters were approximately one inch and the small letters

were one-half inch high. The manuscript print decreased in size

as the year progressed.

6. Copying phrases from slot chart bulletin board or
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magnetic board. ChilOren in the suburban school started to write
words and sentences right away. Little time was spent in the let-
ter identification exercises, although some children were given
the letter-identification dittoes to 6o. For ex:mple, children
copied sentences from books, the blackboard, bulletin board, magne-
tic board, etc. In November, one child at the suburban school
wrote his name and then copied the following sentences from various
places around the room, using good spacing and correct punctuation.

"Thirty days

Has November
Thanksgiving is one.
We like to remember.
Dad is sad.
Sam is mad.
The dog is sad.
Sam is mad."

A child from the rural school copied the following sentences
from a chart, "I can see a pig. He is very big. He will run and
run. It is lots of :sun, ,

7. Copying from books: For reasons mentioned earlier, this
activity is difficult for first graders. Nevertheless, some child-
ren attempted copying from a book 'mt.-I years. For example, in
February, a child in the suburban scl..tol copied a few sentences
from Tim Tiger Learns His A-B-Cfs,,

8. Use ofyicture dictionary. A picture dictionary was kept
on the typewriter desk. Children sometimes used it as an activity
in itself, copying words or occasionally writing sentences. Other

children used the cictionary as a reference for looking up the
spelling of words they did not know.

In December a child in the suburban school used the dictionary
to write these sentences, in response to a ditto titled, "This is a
Story About 11W

I am a knight.
I am a king.
I am a mitch.

At approximately the same time, a child in the rural school
copied these words from the dictionary: watch, woman, butterfly)
horse, umbrella, Easter, egg, doll, dress.

9. A harder type of sentence-completion ditto presented an
incomplete sentence which children could finish any time they wanted.
They got help in the reading if necessary, and were encouraged to
make up original endings. The picture dictionary was a big help to
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some children in completing this task. Examples from the suburban
class are given below. (The underlined words were given to the
child. Errors in punctuation and spelling have been retained.)

Here is my czt. he is brown and white.
I am a good reader.
I ng...home from new york on a bus.
Do you ....have a green volkswagen? i do.
Do you ....know how to ride a bike.

The observer sometimes typed questions to a child and encouraged
him to type out his answer, and occasionally the observer and
children wrote messages to each other, e.g., Sear Leslie, Thank you
for the valentine. Mrs. S."

10. Original Stories. In March and April, the children in
both classrooms were given dittoes with a picture on them and a
sentence that said, "Tell a story." In response to a ditto with a
picture of a pirate holding a shovel in one hand and a bag in the
other, one child in the rural school wrote the following:

"He is digging for gold. And the didn't find any gold. He
was digging with his shovel,"

Another ditto with a picture of a bird and a ring prompted the
following response from a child in the rural class.

A bird and a ring.
a bird sail ring what is it.
The bird said what is it.
it is a ring

An example of a story in response to the same bird ditto
written by a child in the suburban school is the following. (Again,
errors in shelling and punctuation are the pupil's.)

A bird saw a ring and he thought well I will take this ring
and fly with it away And find whose ring it is. And he put
it on and then he got redy to fly away and then be flu away of
over the world and when he foud whose it is and gave it to
the one that had it once again,'

This di4,to really sparked some of the children's imaginations.
Two other v.1:1-sions of the story are worth mentioning. They are:

a) Santa Claus brought a ring to the little birdy the birdy
saw it, the saw the ring and she said tweet tweet she
13.k.c.4 the 7Ang.10

b) A b3 .'d fomd a ring he thought it was an egg he picked it
up and plfz, it in his nest.
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Early in the school year, in Januarys a ditto with the heading,
This is a story about me. My name is was given to some

pupils in the suburban school. Most of thraildren wrote a sen-
tence or two. A few copied words from the dictionary. However,
one child, an advanced reader who had known hor to read at the be-
ginning of first grade wrote the following story independently.

i live in ithaca and i go to Belle sherman and i have one
Brother and siser named Judy and Steve and i have a grene
volkeswagen and i live in a apartment in fierview hietets
nairview Heights? and i walk three blokes to scool and
back...

In May a pupil in the rural school (top reading group) wrote
the following in response to the same ditto:

I am bigIamaboyIam thinIcan run and jump. Ihave a
cat and dog. red. My house is red I look like Todd I
like Mark T.

At the same time another child in the same class with many .

learning problems was motivated to write:

I am big.

I am a girl,
I am thin,
I can run,

11. Writing letters. Children were encouraged to write mes-
sages to eltaWIrarelass, or to their parents. If the child
did not have any idea for a message he was given a "messages' ditto,
and told to pick one of the messages. Most of these messages were
familiar to the children from the teacher composed sentences. Here
are two examples of messages composed .by children in the suburban
class. (The rural class did not get around to doing this activity.)
In January a child wrote:

Dear Fall Prisilla

I got my pitcier taken today.

Love Leslie.

Another child wrote this letter in May:

Dear Mom and Dad and Ronny and Gidi

I am at school and I am writing to you from school I wish
we were rich but we arnt so we will have to work so Mom works
and works and wen you work you get money did you hear or shell
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I shout in your ear...

Danny M. B.

Discussion

It is interesting to note that many children who would not sit
down at their desks to write sentences or stories would do so at
the typewriter. It may be that the children's interest later in
the year in copying stories, and writing and illustrating their own
sentences or stories at their desks, stemmed from their experiences
doing these activities first at the "typewriter. (In fact many
children who asked to type a story when it was not their turn were
encouraged to do it at their seats by writing instead of typing.)

Some children used the typewriter to complete work in other
areas. Many of the children who used it in this way completed the
answer sheets for SRA supplementary reading. A few children who
were having a good deal of trouble with their handwriting refused to
do the SRA supplementary reading because of the written work re-
quired after the reading. However, they were quite willing to do
the reading when the observer suggested that they type their answers
to the questions. The typewriter was considered the most worth-
while extran in the classroom. With a minimum of outside super-
vision and motivation, the children produced a great deal of worth-
while material. Children were able to work at their own level
regardless of the activity, be it matching, copying, or writing
original stores. The teacher at the suburban school once stated,
mite children can't wait for their turn. They're so eagerin The
same was true for the rural youngsters.

Printir5 Press

In the fall of the second year, we made arrangements to get
printing presses for our classrooms. They arrived in December.

As an extra activity that allowed children to use linguistic
skills, the press proved to be excellent. Children in both classes
were fascinated by the process of printing.

Desmite the fact that the type was a mirror of real print and
also had to be fitted into the press from right to left, our pre-
dictions of utter confusion, particularly in the rural classroom,
were wrong. Amazingly, children did not have serious problems, and
were almost all able to use the printing press with varying degrees
of independence. Children who had had trouble in September reading
the alphabet in sequence from charts in the front of the classroom,
could fit the letters backwards into the press in January (an
amazing feats).
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Description of the Press

The presses cost approximately $100 each, and were made in
France The print was stored by letter in a wooden tray 10"x
36". The press, itself, was quite small and yielded a print 5" x
7". Over 500 letters and numbers excluding Frendh characters and
blank space pieces were available. We supplied various colors of
washable water base ink at 50(p a 6 oz. tube. This allowed the
children to clean and care for the press themselves.

Child Use

The press was first demonstrated in late December by each
teacher and theft supervised entirely by the observer. The children,
working in pairs, decided on their own message or statement; the
observer ur be it out. All the work of printing the message was
done by the two children: setting the type (usually with one child

the letters and the other fitting them into the type
holder spreading the ink with a roller; inserting pre-cut paper
in the press, making the prints, and cleaning up.

The observer stayed with the children long enough, in both
classrooms, to see that they had started at the correct side of the
type holder and were setting type in the correct direction. After
the children had set the type, she again checked for errors and
reversals. Even so, occasionally some errors were missed.

The ,Ihildren had some trouble regulating the amount of ink for
the actual printing, especially in the rural class, but by the end
of the year they produced acceptable copies.

By May, several children in the suburban class were able to use
the press independent of all help. Because the procedure for using
the press was so complicated, no special structured program was used.
The children made messages or statements of various sorts. For
example, since the printing press arrived in December messages such
as 'Merry Christmas. Happy New Year." were printed in both classes.
The children in the suburban school varied this message. Some wrote,
"Merry Christmas from Santa Claus and Merry Christmas to you all."

Comparison of the two classes. The suburban pupils were almost
immediatelyentences, regulate the amount of
pressure needed to print clearly without perforating the paper, and
used the right amount of ink. They usually produced clean, clear,
messages. This was more difficult for the rural children. More
supervision and trial and error were necessary before they could
print clearly.

Consistently, messages of the rural pupils show uneven inking
and pressure, smudges, and some inverted letters. However, in spite
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of the difficulty these children had in mastering the activity, they
remained enthusiastic and eager to print. The whole process fas-
cinated them, and provided a novel opportunity to write sentences
they probably would not have been motivated to complete otherwise.
For example, in April two boys in the rural class, one of what was
in the lowest reading group, printed clearly the following sentence,
"we will have fun We can run Hugh Peter."

In May, two other boys in the "high risk" reading group in
this class printed, almost entirely on their own,

We know hoW to Swing
We can write

At about the same time, a child in the top reading group in
the class independently wrote "I have some kittens." She then
proceeded to print out the message with another child. They used
too much ink and produced a messy paper, but were able to evaluate
their production and ask for help to improve it.

Kinds of Messages. By far the largest number of messages in
both classes were of the sort we termed "the mash note." Very
simple and direct, they almost always took the form, "I love you
Ramebode." In the first two months of use, half the messages in
the rural school and about 20% of those in the suburban school were
of this sort. After Mommy and Daddy, the teacher was the most fre-
quent recipient of such notes.

Holidays, including vacations, came in for a large share of
attention too. Examples'of some that were printed in the suburban
school, given below, exemplify another popular practice in that
school. These messages were written in the form of letters, which,
of course, had to be delivered. (Errors in the examples are
retained.)

Dear Mother and Father,
I will give you a Valentine

Dear Mrs. C.
We hope you have a nice vacation over Valentines day;

Dear Jeannie Happy Birthday. I
hope you have a nice birthday.

Dear Mrs. W.

We hope you had a very nice April Fools Day. Love

Dear Mom and Dad

Soon it will be spring. There will be some April showers.
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Next, in terms of frequency, were the informative statements.
Examples of this kind from the rural class are: "rte go to school
all the time" "I like to paint." "I love to catch big butter-
flies." "I like to eat in the lunchroom." And from the suburban
class: "We made faces out of paper a few days ago." "Our cousins
are coming tomorrow." "Our cat isn't at home anymore I think She
is having kittens." "I like Curious George It is good" Some of
the suburban children's notes can be classed as informative as well.
This one was sent to their last year's teacher in the kindergarten.

Dear Mrs. R.

It is a nice day for playing, I like
school but Worksheets are a little too hard.

And one to the current teacher:

Dear Mrs. O.
I like to learn about
space and I knour how
to spell atmosphere.

Some messages might look at first glance as if they should be
placed in the category of informative statements, but were actually
a use of words and phrase4 being studied in the reading or cor-
respondence lessons. These were more frequent at first while the
children were getting used to the printing press, but very quickly
became infrequent. One such message stated: "I can go on the
bike." Other schoolroom activities and projects were reflected
sporadically in the printing. At one time, the suburban clasd was
studying the farm in social studies, so for awhile a great number
of sentences printed had to do with some aspect of farm life or
farm animals.

The last major category was not spontaneous but teacher direct-
ed.. On several occasions invitations were sent for some formal
occasion, or a group thank you note was written, or greeting cards
were printed. In the rural class, parents were invited to a special
function of the PTA by means of printed notes, and in the suburban
class, the children sent a formal invitation to their class play.

Discussion

As can be seen by the exampled, the use of the printing press
differed in the two classes. The Messages printed in the suburban
class were longei and the content more varied than in the rural
class. For the most part, the suburban youngsters had less trouble
learning how to use the right amount of ink and the right amount of
pressure in making the print. In both groups, the spelling and
punctuation were remarkably free from erro)..4 (although the observer
almost always checked before the actual printing), and both groups



printed a variety of messages. Adult evaluation aside, the child-
ren enjoyed the printing press activities very much.

As we see it, the printing press contributed by helping the
children to see a practical reason to spell and space words 'cor-
rectly. We judge the printing activities were a direct stimulation
to the composition: of original sentences. And most impoitant, it's
use gave subtle emphasis to the fact that writing is communication,
and reading is the receiving of a communication.

Language Develmmt.

Interrelationships

In a way all the activities in this Chapter and many cited
else here in this report facilitated language grow h. In many cases
these activities served a double purpose.

Readirso In the early stages of the reading programi the
child's gradually increasing ability to arrange and reararge ph., ases
into new so tences is a case in point. The construction of answers
to questions using a population of words he could already read, is
another instance of language practice tied to a second purpose:
revieu of ea: Ay sight vocabulary. In each instame, the child had
to rehearse the sentence mentally before being able to choose word
cards with which to arrange an acceptable statement

IptsnLya2212naking. Activities already mentioned in this
chapter in connection with the tape recorder, typewriter, and
printing press involved several language activities. ale of the
tape recorder for story telling was one of the major oral language
activities for all children.

An acti.711:y similar to the taped story, but inv6lving the
whole class was initiated the second year. Use was made of records
and filmstrips of popular children's stories published by Weston
Woods. After a whole class presentation of the film and record,
the book was added to the class library collection for a few days.

Whole class lessons in composing sentences tsars fnquant,
especially In the rAral class, for ma:plot "Is tr,day Monday?
No." or Sorlay we have art. Miss Neal is the teaasy." At first,
the teacher selected the content of the scrAences, and helped give
alternate ways of expressing an idea; lair, children were able to
complete such sentences spontaneously.

Another opportpnity for interchmges among childrens in which
decisions must be reaf:hed and directions gTvaa and cried outs
occurred while the children worts printing messages. There must be
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discussion between the pair of children mho are jointly printing a
message prior to dividing what message to reproduce. Children in
this situation also had to make decisions together about divisions
of tasks and procedures at each step. The very fact that children
not only made but actually delivered they messages, brought about
another oral language 'activity,. In the suburban school, two boys,
delivering their on message to the kindergarten teacher, were asked
to explain to the class what they had done. She reported later that
they gave the five year olds a very complete, well organized pre-
sentation on how a printing press works. This led to similar pre-
sentations in other rooms in the building.

Audience situations were created in conjunction with several
reading group tasks. The riddles which were read by a team rf two
or three children and then presented orally to the rest of
reading group is one example. Some of the presentations G. ,he
story telling sessions provided another opportunity. In the rural
class, particularly, free dramatization of familiar tales by a few
children foz the rest of the class was especially popular and pro-
ductimo In the suburban class, a class play was prepared and
presented each year for the other classes in the school.

Teachers and staff together decided not to include in the
prorpm one o the more usual oral language activities in first
grade = that of Show and Tell." Instead, once in awhile, one or
two 6.511dren woad tell the rest of the class about a book they had
just raad and liked (or perhaps disliked). In lieu of Show and Tell,
there were frequent full class discussions with children contributing
from their own places,

222alag and Wilting. In both classes, whole class lessons,
whose major purpose was to stimulate the beginnings of written com-
position, used the strategy of the unfinished sentence. For
example: "Did you know ?" and "I looked out the window and

." The class voludgRa various ways such a sentence could
Entnished. Children frequently learned from each other about
sentence structures which might not yet be productive for them, and
also picked up some new vocabulary in the process. Only after such
oral stimulation did the teachers ask the class to complete one of
the sentences as a written exercise.

Special Exercises

Two sets of exercises were devised whose primary purpose was
language development. One set was written the first year. We used
parts of it again the second year, and added new exercises for the
rural children to give them practice in answering in complete sen-
tences.

Goofy Sentences. We made up sentences for each reading group



(the low groups had simpler vocabulary); these got labelled "goofy
sentences." They were either syntactically or semantically anoma-
lous. For examples "Peter was so happy he began to cry." 'Eau
many is those?" Each day the teacher would write one or two of
these sentences on the chalkboard and ask someone to point out what
was wrong. Then the children would decide how to change the sen-
tence so it would sound right to them. For sentences with syntactic
errors, the teacher was instructed always to ask, "How can we change

it so it will be something we can say?" With semantic errors the
teacher was not to press for an answer if the children didn't volun-
teer something themselves. If she wanted to, she could show them
one way of changing the sentence and then ask, "Now does it sound

OK?" None of the children had any difficulty in transforming the
syntactically anomolous sentences; the semantically anamolous ones
seemed to annoy some of the children. These were usually dismissed

with a "That's silly because...." Occasionally, a semantically

anamolous sentence would produce a good discussion in which, pros and
cons were argued. (Part of the battery of September tests the
second year included both semantically and syntactically anamolous
sentences. Differences batween suburban and rural children were
high on these tests.)

Well Formed Sentences. We had been aware that children in the
rural school did not often speak in full sentences (neither did the
suburban youngsters, nor the teachers, nor does this writer). By
the nature of the usual discourse in a classroom, children are
almost always participating in dialogue that begins with "Who was

What is When did .11 and their portion of the dialogue

is most suitaLly a noun phrase or prepositional phrase which sub-
stitutes for the who, what, or when.

We noticed, however, that some of the rural children rarely
spoke in full sentences even when opportunities were presented,
such as the story telling. Since these same children had had trouble

dividing an *utteranca into words, discriminating sounds within
words, and many had not been able to identify structural deviations
in sentences it the September testing, and several had speech pro-
duction problems as well, we should not have been as dismayed and
discouraged as we were in March at the results of the story taping.
The sentence manipulation that went on in reading groups in which
the children were given extended practice arranging words into sen-
tences$ and practice in completing unfinished sentences, had not
transferred to their own conversation in an informal school situ-

ation. The story-telling practice from single pictures obtained
much better results, but we decided this was not enough. In a

bette -late-than-never mood, we set up lessons to be used with the

full group during April and May.

Procedure. The teacher spent five to 10 minutes a day on a

small rerCifTquestions for which she required full sentence answers.
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The children were accustomed to riddles and so this became the
usual form of the question.

At first, simple questions abcnt some aspect of the classroom
were asked. "What is your name?" was one. The rural teacher de-
manded that answers always be in whale sentences,'and at first
demonstrated by expandlng a word or phrase answer, and asking the
individual to repeat it. These sets of questions were repeated so
that more than one child would have a chance to answer. Then, a
new set of questions was introduced.

The teacher called an a child who might be expected to use a
complete sentence. After this answer, another child was called on
to answer the same question,: The second child called on ordinarily.
did not use full sentences. Ma this way, a model was present for
him. After one run-through of the five or six questions, each of
them was repeated and different children asked to supply answers.

The questions were so constructed at first that the complete form
of the statement was also present in the question. Thus, "Does
Bobbie like to fight?" has only one change from like to likes and
a deletion of does in order to produce an accept3Eleans757Since
it also allows-Me than one opinion, several children could
reasonably be called onto answer the same question. (For the
benefit of the curious, the consensus was that Bobby did indeed
like to fight. Bobby filed a minority report.)

The form of the questions gradually changed so that the child
was allowed to construct more and more of his awn answers. More
open-ended questions were presented that could lead to discussions,
or at lewit a number of different answers, all of which were required
to be in full sentences. One such was, "What television program do
you like best?" Another set of questions dealt with mht-because
relationships, e.g, "Why can't you fly?" "I can't fly because...."

Finally, the question was preceded by a sentence or two giving
information which had to be used in the answer. The teacher read a
short paragraph to the children and then asked questions about it.
For example, "A boy .saw a little kitten. 'Come herept he said.
?I will give you some warm milk." followed by, "What did the boy
see?" %that did the boy promise the kitten?"

During this period we kept track of usage in the classroom
and composed riddles and questions to give practice where we noticed
deficiencies. Present and past tense of irregular verbs were one
such instance (as in the see-saw example above); another was noun-
verb agreement, The following are some examples of questions de-
vised to meet these particular needs:

a. Passive; use of bit. (Authorship of the childrents trans-
cribed stories was indicated by the usual phrase by+Ckate
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Children took this to mean la and thought the observer was saying
goodbyo to a particular child.) The children were asked questions
similar to: "Who was the book by?" The transformation from the
question to the answer of the sort "Jahn wrote the book." was
difficult. Help was given by beginning to answer the question,
e.g., "Who was the room dusted by? Say: The room was dusted
by...." and then allowing a child to finish.

b. Irregular past tense. The correct use of the past tense
in sentences mas'eneouraged with sentences such as these: "I can
run fast. Today, I ran fast to catch my bus. What did I do today?"

c. Eliciting the proper use of has, have, got (children said

210*

d. Use of possessives. For example: "Whose blue hat is it?"

e. Changing verb forms, e.g., "Was I here yesterday?" (Yes,

you were.) or "Am I your teacher?" (Yes, you are.)

ResUlts. In May, this class was given the Sentence Anamolies
Test from he Septembei battery to see if any changes had occurred.
Recognition of the anomaous sentences had improved a great deal.
One would. hope that the insistence on production, even though too
little and too late, had proved beneficial.

Free Time Activities

Since the teacher spent between 15 and 20 minutes with each
reading group, in effect the children were without direct teacher
supervision for an hour and a half on most mornings. This is the
usual procedure in any system using reading groups. Children not
engaged in reading with the teacher are generally given enough
written work to keep them busy profitably and independently during
the period. Although oseatwork" had been widely criticized as being
"busywork, " the problem of quality vs. quantity is a real one and
not easy to solve. Teachers are constantly looking for a variety
of materials that children can work on independently, and we were
particularly interested in using this time for language arts acti-
vities that would not just keep the children busy but would rein-
force and augment current learning, or allau a child to move in
independent directions. The choice of free time activities in great
measure resulted from our attempts to provide a literate environment.
Some of these have already been discussed in detail in this Chapter.
Others are presented below. (Where an activity was used only one
year it will be specified.)
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Assigned Written Nbrk

Worksheets. Each day the teacher gave out and explained two
oz' three morEgifeets; some for the whole class, e.g., an arithmetic
or phonics paper; some for individual reading groups, 6;g., compre-
hension questions on yesterday's story; or work on grammatical tags
(noun or verb endings, etc.). Frequently, a fourth coloring paper
with written directions was available to those who wanted to do it
and had the time.

During the first year, some of the written ,eview in phonics
was provided by the Continental Press ditto masters. Quite a feu
of these were set up so that in a multiple choice atuation the
phonic cue alone provided the answer. The top group in the suburban
class used this company's new Readin -lid Thinking Skills both years.
This set of exercises ijucluded wor in classifyind-Fannto sub-
ordinate and superordinate categories, working with analogies, and
finding pronoun referents. Most of the work in phonics the second
year was providdd by the worksheets that accompanied the PL corres-
pondence Program or by the subroutines which supplemented the
Program. Quite a few worksheets for comprehension of stories were
written by the teacher the first year. These were supplemented by
staff prepared comprehension questions the second year, and in addi-
tion, a short set of special exercises were written to help children
improve comprehension skills.

Ssntencd Co letion. In December, the suburban teacher began
writing income e e sentences on the chalkboard for the students to
finish as part of their written work. For example: "This weekend
I...." "I would like...." Of the responses, the observer, a former
first grade teacher herself, writes, "Sentence completion amazing- -

all sentences used have reqUired only one word, but many children
have used imagination to complete. Others use dictionary. A few in
the top group compose three sentences."

After Christmas, children in the rural class were asked to
complete sentences, too. The teacher began with such sentences
as: "I mill...." or "I can..04" After oral practice together, the
class was assigned to write their own individual completions. Some-
times the teacher in this class went to the trouble of providing
each student in a reading group with his own phrase to complete, or
a single word to use in a sentence. In these cases, each child had
a worksheet especially prepared ahead of time for him.

Answering Questions. Written work for the rural class fre-
qudntly revieme who e class lessons. For example, work with color
names was reviewed by directing students to "Make 3 blue swinge."
or (^f a specific display) "Is it red?"

In the suburban class, in the fall, students were sometimes
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to write words they knew. They most often chose words from the
correspondence program but a few wrote sentences using reading
vocabulary words, e.g., MA3 are going to the stores"

Crossword Puzzles. One written activity grew cut of a game
the (Ziemer priFinith Richard, our pre school reader the first
year. She prepared a simple crossword puzzle for him and soon he
asked for another to do. After several of these, he prepared one
for her. This went on for some time and made us think that his
reading group might be ready to profit from the activity. The ob-
server prepared and dittoed several crossword puzzles which were
first presented and completed by the whole group with the teacher,
and later done individually. The top and middle reading groups each
completed several of these.

During the second year, some of the same puzzles were used, and
several were made up to be used as part of the correspondence work-
sheets and reading comprehension exercises.

SRA lab. The SRA lab la, a primary level reading lab, was
provided for independent work. This lab had short selections
printed on heavy paper accompanied by comprehensiozi questions.
Seven levels of readings varying in difficulty fiam grades 1 to 3,
are included in the lab. Each level has approximately 20 selections
and each is color coded.

Early in the fall of the first year we showed Richard, who
could already read, how to work throtigh the SRA materials by him-
self. Gradually, we introduced the materials to other children.
The procedure was for the observer to work with each child for the-
first two or three selections including the questions. After that,

the child was free to continue at his own pace. When he had finish-
ed reading and writing his answers, he brought them to the observer
who corrected his work. Any paper with errors was given back to
be corrected before the next selection was read. This imposed some-
what closer control than the SRA manual indicates. Children are
supposed to read a selection, answer questions$ correct their own
answers from a key, and go on to the next selection. We felt that
most of-our first graders didn't have the skills to benefit from
such complete independence yet.

By January, all students in the top group were using the SRA
lab. In February and March the middle group began, and toward the
end of April four of the five slowest readers were introduced to
the lab.

Interest in this task was sporadic. Usually, during the
first week a student would do as many as 10 or 15 in a set. Some
weeks went by mdthout a particular child-doing am, but eventually
another spurt of interest occurred. And, of course, two or three
children never did became interested at all. The levels themselves
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are unequal in quality and the second and third levels have ambigu-
ous questions. Children's production slowed down when they reached
these levels and one or two who could handle harder material were
allowed to skip to the next higher set. By the end of May, child-
ren were reading anywhere from Level I to Level V.

During the second year, only a few of the boys in the top
reading group in the suburban school were introduced to the SRA lab.
In the rural class, one girl in the top reading group began to work
with the SRA selections in the late spring. -Of all the children,
this little girl seemed to enjoy and profit most from the extra
independence this special assignment gave her.

Written Communication

We had hoped to allow the children to engage in many types of
communication activities. Because of poor handwriting skills, these
activities had to be curtailed until we could think of alternatives,
One, the electric typewriter, we have already discussed. The other
way we found the first year was to introduce a message board.

yam? Board. By January of the first year, most of the
children could write at a reasonable speed, with small, enough print
and acceptable legibility. We decided to initiate at least one
writing procedure where-written communication could take place
from student to student, so we set up a "message board" in the back
of the room. At first the teacher primed the pump. She reminded
':,he class of birthdays, wrote that a reading group would get a new

book that days. or asked who was the tallest boy in the class; soon
individual children began to respond in kind. On January 24th,

she wrote "Do you like all this snow ?" which got lots of signed
"Yes, I do -- NO0 I don't." responses. Then' she wrote Mho will
have the neatest paper today?", Dan responded, "I'll, try."

Although the teacher continued to write one-liners, the child-
ren began to use the message board on their own. Linda let every-
one know about her special day with, "I am seven today." Joni
inquired of the others, "Do you like your part in the play?" Onde

or twice after-school dates were made: "Jana - can you come to my
house?" "I'll kall you - Jana." They wrote to ask the teacher
what was going to happen in school that day, or ask her if she had
had a nice vacation. Results of individual work at the typewriter
were occasionally displayed on the message board including several
original "pomns." letters received from children out sick, or
from other classes were displayed as well.

This was a useful motivating device for several months, and
highly motivating for soap children. The responde continued to be
good from a few for an even longer period. The message board should
either be considered a shore term device, or more variations
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introduced. to keep the children interested. We used many of the
ideas that resulted from introducing the message board the second
year, but made the task for children still easier by providing
them with letters to arrange.

The Ma etic Board. "Instructo" magnetic letters and board
were use o r1 e; the second year. Their purpose was
to provide another medium in which the children could use their
language skills. They were, popular materials for the first month in
the suburban class but after that the children were able to compose
some sentences and the magnetic "board did not lend itself to this
purpose. In the rural classroom, the children used the magnetic
board throughout the school year, perhaps because they were moving
at a slower pace and the materials were suited to making small words
or citing the alphabet, Ferhaps too, the activity was novel to the
rural children, and "old hat', to the suburban class. PlayskOol
To Company markets a magnetic board and letters for approximately
$14.00. It is not unlikely that many of the suburban children owned
one at home. Several of our friends use such letters cn their
refrigerator3 for their 3 year olds to play with.)

The magnetic board had limited use for independent work after
the first few months of school. Occasionally, the observer would
use a question as a-stimulus for the board, slich as, "How are your
or "what is your name ?" or even "Make a sentence." Cn January 26,
at the rural school, the magnetic board read, "Make a word with
-ide." "Make a word with -ig." Cn January 30, was the question,
Nhat color is grass?" "What color is Bobbie wearing?"

A number of the rural children would use the magnetic board to
answer questions placed elsewhere in the room. Under a temperature
chart were moments such as "Is it colder today-than it was yester-
day?" Children usually chose to answer on the magnetic board.

Feitboard. The second year, we purchased two feltboards and
four sets of letters from the Novo Educational Toy & Equipment
Corp. at 4312.00 each. Thei board was covered with green flannel and
was 36" x 48". An assortment of 3 inch capital letters and manu-
script lower case letters were also purchased ($3.00 each set).
These 't letters adhered to the flannel board's nap surface. The
letters are big and brightly colored (in red for the capitals and
yellow for the lower case letters ). They contrasted well with the
green felt board and were easily recognized from all over the
classroom.

Children used -the'reltboard in their free time. Sentences such
as# This is September," were displayed on the board, and the
children took turns finding and matching felt letters to 'the let-
ters on the board. In the suburban school sentences from corres-
pondence lessons were frequently used. For example Sam is sad.
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Dad is sad., appeared on the board. Sometimes children would use
WrEREECes on the feltboard as a model for typing. The teachers
also used the feltboard to relay messages to the children. To
introduce the new month, the suburban teacher rote, "Today is the
last day of November. Tomorrow is December." Birthdays were also
announced on the feltboard, e.g., 'Today is ;jean's birthday. How
old is she?" The board was frequently used as a motivational device.
In the suburban class a unit on the farm was started in January.
Cn the felt board was printed, "We will be learning about farms in
the old days and farms today."

Children would wander over to the feltboard during their free
time and arrange the letters to spell words, write simple sentences,
or copy words from around the rom. Interest in the feltboard
tended to rise and fall. The children in the rural school spent
more time at the feltboard and retained an interest in it for longer
than the children in the suburban school. Throughout the year in
the rural school you could see a child 02: two working g-at the felt-
board; sometimes simply "playing around" with word families such as
cat ggl) bat, etc., printing their names, or sorting out the letters
ia:pal-iniThem into alphabetical order.

RReadixi

"At no time were there less than 30 trade books and several
primer and First Grade basal readers along the back window ledges
for the children to read. They were borrowed from the school
library, the central school system curriculum library, or provided
by us. "These were changed throughout the year. (In Appendix F-2
is a complete bibliography of books purchased for the first grades
including comments by the observers on their usefulness.) In the
suburbal class one hour a week was set aside as a library period,
as well.

Several opportunities had been provided for children to read
in pairs. Two girls from Group I in the suburban class frequently
used free time to read to each other from the Chaadler booklets
during the fall term; others in the class occasionally chose this
as a free activity. It was not undil the second term that we ob-
served children reading to each other in the rural class.

In late spring, to promote silent reading speed, three stop
watches were "brought into the suburban classroom. The children'
were accustomed to seeing them used by the observer at other times.
Pairs of children timed each other's reading of'short selections
without adult supervision. This proved highly motivating, especi-
ally to the boys in the room. The purpose of these exercises was
to force the children to really read silently at a rate at which
they weren't mouthing the words. It also made the children more
aware that speed is a factor in reading. Not all children could
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read silently at the end of the year but all of the top group and
some of the second group seemed to he reading silently.

Spot Check. To see how children were spending their free time
in the classroom, occasional spot checks were taken. One represen-
tative record from each classroom is given below.

A spot check on children's activities one morning in the sub-
urban class found the following: Reading Group Two (7 students)
were reading with the teacher; a little girl was at the typewriter
and four students were watching her and nkibitzing;" 2 were at the
magnetic alphabet board, one was using the slot chart, one was
drawing a picture, 5 were finishing worksheets, 2 boys were visiting
at their desks, and one was wandering.

A spot check in the rural school during the noontime lunch
break in May found the following: 10 children reading self-chosen
books, one at the typewriter, one looking through pictures in the
Bennett Cert Animal Riddles book, one playing with toy trucks. The
teacher's note concludes, diin't say anything They just chosel
Pm very pleased and impressed--this has never happened before this
year and it is so gratifying ."

Preference Test

The Task

As a way of scaling first grade lessons according to the
children's man preferences, we prepared an instrument which allowed
the students to choose which of several classroom activities they
preferred. We gave this preference test to students in six first
grades including the two PL classes. There were 87 non-PL children
and 40 PL children who participated. All children were given
sheets containing pictures of typical classroom activities. (Extra
pictures were used with the PL classes depicting; the special acti-
vities provided there.) Next to each picture was a set of three
boxes, one containing a smiling face, one a sad face, and one a
straight face. An examiner who was not the regular teacher read a
sentence describing the activity involved in each picture, and then
asked the children to mark the face that showed how much they liked
the activity. Two pictures having nothing to do mith school work
were used first as practice. Activities with and without the teacher
were illustrated. The pictures and the examiner's script are given
in Appendix F -3 . The activities we chose are as follows:
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All Classes

With teadher. Without teacher'

1. teacher reads story
2. handwriting lesson
3. reading group
4. phanics lesson

5. erithmetic lesson
6, social studies dis-

cussion (of a farn)

P's, Classes Onlr

1. painting or drawing 1.
2. handwriting paper 2.
3. reading independently
4. phonics paper 3.

14.

5.

6.

7a.

7b.

read-along
slot.chart
sentences

printing
typing
listening to
taped stories
telling story
into tape
(suburban) timed
reading
(rural) reading
in pairs

Both in the With teacher category and the Without teacher cate-
gory, the' first activity listed above was included because we
figured most children mould say they liked it. Response to "teacher
reads a story" and Ilpaitting or drawing" would give us some idea of
how to judge the strength of the other responses. One pictured
w,-Uvity, given only to the PL classes and listed above as 7a, and
lb., was designed sc that it could depict one child t another's
reading rate -(subl...xban) or two children reading together (rural
since the timed reading was introduced only tc the suburban children.

Results: All Classes Activities

About 58% of the regular classroom activities were marked
"liked a lot" by both PL and non-PL classes. The percentages differ,
however, when separated into With or El!r,hout Teacher types of acti-
vities. The PL classes, on the average, marka-627Thf the activi-
ties without the teacher as those they "'Liked a lot," whereas the
non-PL classes preferred 56% of the activities of this sort. These
percentages allow us to suggest tentatively (from among the possible
explanations) that there may be somewhat more liking for indepen-
dence among our PL children.

Similarly,. the overall percentage of activities that children
checked "didn't like" was the same for PL 'and non-PL groups:
around 19%. In this case, percentages remained the same for the
PL children for the With and Without Teacher categories (19.37% for
With; 18.75% for with), but effrxion-PL children disliked acti-
vities without tlig-EgiFer more frequently (iS for With; 20.58%
for Eftthou.9, again--a slight suggestion of less independence.

Figure XII gives the percentage of each "AU Classes" acti-
vity "liked a lot" or "not liked" among the PL and non-PL children.
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Pigure XII

Liked and Disliked Activities: PL and non-PL Classes

Activities Presented
in all Classes
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The Figure shows that the two group's perc%mtage of choices of
liked and disliked activities were close. The only sizeable dif-
ference seems to be in choice of writing lessons and phonics les-
sons. Both were chosen by over 50% of the PL children as a "like
a lot" activity; only 32% of the non-PL children liked phonics and
40% of them liked writing lessons. Feuer PL children disliked
handwriting lessons than non-PL children, but more disliked the
writing practice papers. The PL handwriting program; which Ili-
eluded such motivating devices as the magic slates, may have made
lessons less onerous for the PL children. Handwriting practice
during second semester, particularly in the suburban class, had
advanced beyond the program we prepared and consisted of copying
poems and sentences off the chalkboard. A large minority of the PL
children were clearly disenchanted with this practice.

The PL children's choice of favorite special activities are
charted in Figure XIII. The Figure separates the choices of each
of the two classes. Both PL groups liked typing, printing, and
listening to taped stories the best. in the rural class, no child
disliked these activities, and in the suburban, the percentage of
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Figure xin
Liked and Disliked PL Activities
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Rural. The least "liked" and most "disliked" activity in the
ruralcuss was the paired reading. Very few of the rural children
were ready to read independently with enough facility tc enjoy this
voluntary activity. Quite a few had never participated in it.
Only seven children (out of20) had checked "like a lot" for read-
ing in pairs. Of the seven, all but one had some independent
reading sans.

Suburban. In the suburban class, the slot chart reading and
tellin777Fry into the tape recorder were high on the "like" list
for slightly less than 50% of the children, while 25% - 30% -did not
like these activities very much. It is surprising that so many
children liked the slot-chart sentences at all,-since slot chart
reading hadn't been used in this classroom for many months. As for
the taped dtories; they were probably viewed as much harder work
requiring more time, trouble, and organization than many of the
other activities; that is, more work and less fUn than some of the
other possible choices available during free time; At any rate,
30% of the suburban class (6 children), among whom were some really
good story-tellers, decided they didn't particularly enjoy this
activity.
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In the suburban class, 6o liked read-alongs a lot, but a
large number (2Z) didn't. This latter group may have reached the
point in their reading where they wanted to read independently.
The read-along technique, after all, was meant to be discarded when
out-grown, anyway. The other four activities, including reading
timed by a rtop watch, were ranked high by 70% to 755 of these
children.

gpporisons. Although Figure XIII*. shows how much more en-
thasi6an-The-FUral children were than the suburban about many of
the special activities, all PL children were more positive about
the special activities than about the regular classroom activities.
Compare the percentages below.

Table 30

Choices of PL Children (in %) by Type of
Activity

TIELIEJtgalSE PL Grog Liked a Lot Didn't Like

All classes activities suburban 55.5 18.5
rural 62.0 19.5

Special Activities suburban 62.1 14.0
rural 70.7 14.0

The make-up of the test sheet may have been an influence. Although
each choice was supposed to be made independently, the fact that
the PL children saw on the same page a picture of an activity such
as a handwriting paper, and another such as listening to a taped
story, may have caused-the fofmer to be judged as just "O.K." in
comparison with the somemhat more glamorous PL activities. Cer-
tainly, most children in the PL classes made choices indicating
that they enjoyed these special activities more than the usual class-
room ones.

Summary

The tape recorder, the electric typewriter, and the numerous
other activities, all contributed to our attempt to create a
literate environment. But these are things, inanimate, and by them-
selves mean nothing. A literate environment requires two components.
First, a way must be found to provide a number of opportunitites to
read, write, and listen that seem sensible and enjoyable to the child
Himself. Second, the teacher's role is of paramount importance: No
matter how many inventive and stimulating' activities a classroom has,
if the-teacher rigidly controls their use, or uses thei as a form of
punishment or reward, the value is lost. The teacher must consider
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the literate environment as part of her classroom atmosphere, and
provide free time regularly so that children can explore a variety
of language materials. Above all, the teaches should remember that
it is not just the materials but the thole atmosphere that counts.
And it is she who creates the atmosphere.



Chapter VII

Observer in the Classroom

The observei had a number of functions. Some of these had
been planned; some evolved; and some were added during the year.

As originally conceived, the observer's task was to gather
data on the children's progress and they response to the curriculum.
With the introduction of the tape recorder, typewriter, and printing
press, it was necessary to supervise and participate as well. At

the teacher's request, the observer also acted as a feedback:person,
exchanging ideas and providing information based on actual records°

In order to place these functions in context, we will first
describe the relationship of the observer to the teacher, and then
to the children.

Relationship with the Teacher

The obserier teacher relationship changed in the Course of
the year. From the beginning, the observeirs tried to make infor-
mative suggestions and comments. For example, the observer might
have noticed an increased accuracy or fluency in a child's reading,
or, conversely, recent signs of psychological stress on a child's
part. Information of this sort was always made available to the
teacher, and helped her assess group or individual trends she might
not have noticed because she had been absorbed in the actual
teaching.

Since one of the observer's jabs was to record responses in
the reading lessdns'she began to make suggestions based on these
records; for example, she might suggest that the teacher could
easily leave out the review part'of the next day's phonics lesson;
that a certain ditto contained ambiguous instructions; or that it
would be well to spend another day on a particular points

Finally, the relationship progressed to the point where the
teacher and observer were consulting before any major decision was
made for change in the classroom. This cooperation May well have
begun as politeness but certainly continued out of mutual respect.

In the classroom, the observer always remained as unobtrusive

as possible. "When observing lessons, she sat behind the children
but close enough to hear. During these observations she refused to

give-attention to any of the children in the room. Very-soon it
became clear that she was not to be disturbed at this time. In
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addition, the teacher almost never spoke to the observer while
teaching. Thus, the observer was careful never to participate in
the actual lessons.

In all cases the teacher made the final decision. then
scheduling any testing, or work with extra activities, the observer
checked with the teacher before class started. She also checked
before borrowing materials or samples of work. This allowed the
teacher complete freedom to veto any activity that might interfere
with her own plans. In cases where there was any doubt, the decision
was made in the light of preserving the teacher's authority in the
classroom.

Relationship with the Children

On the first day of school, the observer was introduced to the
children and then was almost totally ignored for a few weeks.
During this 4.ime she tested and observed individual children. Most
likely, if the first graders thought about it at all, they probably
tagged this visitor as a "question asker" and "silent watcher."

Soon, the teacher introduced and demonstrated the use of the
special activities, which one by one$ were taken over by the ob-
server. When this happened, the children realized they had another
potential source of attention and help, and they began to look to
the observer for assistance and guidance both in their written work
and in the extra activities. Nevertheless, both the observer and
children always looked to the teacher as their final authority.

In the suburban class the observer gradually began to manage
and control all the extra activities. In the rural class, possibly
because of the different personalities involved, the teacher con-
tinued to be directly involved in all activities at all times, and
the observer served to guide individual children. This difference
is an irrelevant one in terms of SUcc=0 of the program. It merely
shows that division of autonomy in a classroom can be solved in many
ways.

In supervising the special activities, the observers chose the
children who mould take part each day, and made sure every child had
"equal opportunities." If a child did not wish to take his turn, he
could refuse. (This happened only once. One suburban child, for
reasons known only to himself, refused to type for the first two
weeks.)

As well as supervising the special activities and conducting
the individual testing, much of the time not spent observing was
given over to such tasks as answering questions about the worksheets
or spelling words for the children, especially in the suburban class.
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Finally, time was spent with the children who had finished
their' written work, directing them towards the various free time
activities in the room, such as reading library books, doing puz-
zles, drawing pictures, and so forth.

All these duties allowed direct contact with individual child-
ren on a daily basis, and, as a result, each observer began to build
warm relationships with many of the first graders as the year went
on.

Activities with the Children

The observer was responsible for maintaining the machinery and
the materials in the activities part of the room. The tape record-
er, typewriter, and printing press were in close proximity to each
other so that the observer could keep an eye on more than one
activity at a time. All materials used by the observer were stored
on shelves near these machines. In the suburban class, the tape
recorder and typewriter were not often used simultaneously, since
it was not a very large room and the noise level would be too high
to allow teaching to go on,

Taped Stories

Thirty-six stories were taped by various speakers, many by
the observers, themselves. The observer kept records of which
children had listened to which story, and in time became adept at
calling on children as they were finishing their written work.
These onhe-spot decisions were more successful than any pre-set
scheduling we could work out. Uusually, all children in the class
could hear a story in one week.

Before the tape recorder was turned on, the observer pointed to
the cover, named the story, and then asked the children to look
through the book and get some idea of the story from the pictures.

After the tFpe was turned on, the observer stayed with the
children, and sometimes oven listened with them to see that they
were able to turn the pages when they heard the click on the tape.
In the rural class, children needed help with turning pages well
into the spring semester. Later in the year, it was not necessary
to go through all these steps, but the observer often asked a few
questions after the listening period to see if the children had
understood the story.

Throughout the year, children continued to enjoy listening.
Often, a child would listen to the same story again immediately
after hearing it. With the observer's help, students soon became
adept at helping each other turn the page at the proper time. In
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the suburban school, the observer guided the children until they
were able to set up, start, and stop the recorder, but the observer
hervelf always rewound the tape. At this point, the suburban
teacher began to teach and also supervise the tapes once in awhile
without the observer's help.

Mien the tapes were used to try out special listening acti-
vities, the observers were directly responsible for observing and
recording the results. One such occasion was the tape of Hop on
Amin which the children were supposed to point to each word in
the book as they heard it being read. Another instance involved
tapes of the instructional stories. Men these tapes were intro-
&aced, the observer had to make sure she also observed the same
children in the reading group later to see if prior listening had
influenced frequency of errors in oral reading. Besides taking data
on such occasions, the observers were expected to note reactions
and attitude;, and make subjective judgments about the worth of the
activity.

Mien we tried taping the children's own story-telling, the
observer not only made up the stimulus materials (picture book with
text covered, or pictures mounted on construction paper) but also
prepared each child to tell his story and acted as the first
audience for the story. Later, the observer transcribed the story
and ran off enough copies for the whole class, plus samples for
our files. Since a number of different follow-up activities were
possible, the observer and teacher usually decided which one would
be used depending on the individual child and the quality of the
story itself.

Sometimes, when children read for the tape recorder, the ob-
server and child would listen immediately and discuss the quality
of the reading. The success of these sessions depended a great deal
on the delicacy of the observer's comments and questions, and the
fact that each observer knew each child very well. Thus, the
comments had to be specifically tailored both to the quality of the
reading and the personality of the child. In most instances, the
observers became experienced at getting the child himself to make
some decisions about what qualities good oral reading should have,
and what level his oral reading was on. In every session of this
sort, the observer stressed the positive aspects of the child's
own. performance.

rewriter

The observer listed on the chalkboard each day the names of
children who could use the typewriter. It took about two weeks for
each child to have one turn. About three children each day took
turns, and the observer kept a carbon of the productions.
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The typewriter was introduced as an instrument to work with
and not a toy. With this in mind, during the first few sessions,

the observer worked individually with the children and encouraged
them to spend time experimenting, finding certain keys, and do
simple matching tasks.

Later, the observer decided which of the prepared dittoes were
suitable for individual children, or sometimes helped them to modify
their own ideas for a typing task. After November, in the suburban
school, most children could work alone with only occasional help.
The observer in the rural school found that assigning a 'helpers' to
a slower learning child was a profitable learning experience for
both children involved.

Even though work at the typewriter could soon go on without
much direct guidance, the observer was always available when needed.
An attempt had been made to have the choice of tasks rather than a
rigidly structured program, and, given this system, the observer
was invaluable because she could give on-the-spot suggestions.

Printing es

Since the type fonts were a mirror image of real print, the
observers made out labels on which the letters were printed conven-
tionally. These labels were then pasted over each letter slot where
the fonts were kept. The observer encouraged the children to look
at the labels when searching for a particular letter rather than
examining the fonts, themselves.

With the guidance of the observer, the children learned to
clean and care for the press by themselves. The observer, however,
was responsible for returning the type fonts to the correct slots
after they had been washed and dried. Sometimes she suggested
reasons for sending messages, or even people to whom a message
could be sent, and then wrote out the message the child dictated
as a model for him to copy. The observer stayed with the children
long enough to see that they started at the correct side of the
type holder and were setting the type in the right direction.
After the children set the type, she again checked for errors and
reversals, time permitting.

By late spring, the observer in the subufban school felt free
to allow several children to use the press completely independently.

Scheduling the Observer's Time

Observers were in the classroom all morning from Monday through
Thursday each week. In the rural school, each morning session
lasted three and one-fourth hours, and in the suburban school, two
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and one-half. A typical week (ten hours) in the suburban school
in the spring term might be as follows:

1. Observing reading groups (after Christmas one observation was
taken of each of the four groups each week) Total = 8o minutes

2. Observation of each of three correspondence groups each week.

Total - 60 minutes
3. Observation of teacher's description of worksheets to whole

class (possible attention or interaction data) Total =40 minutes
4. Tape recorder; setting up and supervising--twice a week

Total = 40 minutes
5. Printing press; assistance to children: three children twice

a week. Total = 50 minutes
6. Helping individual children (spelling words, worksheet,

answering questions, etc.) Total = 60 minutes
7. Correcting worksheets Total =100 minutes

This schedule was quite flexible. Early in the year, more
time was devoted to individual testing. Later, at intervals, other
informal tests were given by the observers. For the first two
months, class and individual attention data was recorded, and inter-
action between teacher and students in whole class lessons. In the
rural school, there was usually a whole class lesson for the first
halT hour in the morning, and it was observed and data recorded
about twice a week throughout the year. Also in the rural class,
because the children seemed to need and want more individual en-
couragement and attention, the observer spent far more time helping
with individual problems and answering questions. Therefore, the
list above can serve only as a general guide as to how the ob-
servers spent their time.

Activities Involving Collectio.L of Material
for the Project

Observation of Lessons

The observers were concerned with recording two types of be-
havior--attention and performance. (Development of procedure to
record attention and performance is discussed in Chapter I.) Early
in the school year attention records were kept on many of the
whole group lessons. As soon as small groups were used for teach-
ing (by the end of October), attention was easy to note on perfor-
mance sheets; and systematic recording of attention was discontinued.
Exceptional lack of attention by any child could still be noted by
a brief remark placed directly on the performance sheet. Once in
awhile, when there seemed to be a need, the observer was asked to
record attention during a specific lesson, or at a specific time
of day.
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Performance was recorded throughout the year on various forms
depending on the type of group (large or small), and material being
used (teacher-composed sentences, home-made books, or regular
texts). Oral reading was observed in each reading group at least
once a week. After separate correspondence groups were formed, each
of these was also observed once weekly until a specific group was
observed to be making few if any errors for a number of lessons. At
this point, the observation of correspondence lessons was discon-
tinued. Errors dropped to almost zero in Reading Group I and II in
the suburban school in late spring, and performance records were
discontinued for these groups at that time. But inmost cases for
most of the year, two samples of the child's performance in small
groups was available each week. The observer's main concern was
recording the errors made by each child, the type of correction,
and the time he took to read a passage.

One of the observer's responsibilities was to bring to the
immediate attention of the teacher and PL staff any radical changes
she had observed in attention or performance. Otherwise, these
records were discussed routinely at the weekly after-school meetings.

A capsule summary information sheet of work covered was filled
out each week by the observer and checked by the teacher. This
form became known as the "pink sheet." A sample of a completed
via* sheet" can be found in Appendix G It gave the same in-
formation usually found in a teacher's plan book. It contained:

1. The brief content of lessons for the whole morning (erg:,
Reading- -Group I, "Story Fun" pp. 56-72, plus review of
vocabulary and slat chart drill).

2. More detailed comments on the ledsons were placed on the
back of the sheet. Class performance in general and indi-
vidual performance was noted by both the teacher and
observer. Extra activities and additions to the literate
environment were indicated as well.

3. Reading group changes were listed.

4. Names of children using tapes and typewriter were listed.

5. Absentees were listed.

6. Any other interesting information especially about changes
in class organization or behavior might appear occasionally.

The pink sheet summarized the week from one Wednesday to the next
because teacher and PL staff met for an hour or so every ThUrsday
afternoon. Frequently, the contents of the pink sheet became the
starting point for discussion at these meetings.
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Marking Worksheets

In the Rural class, the teacher marked all worksheets. At
the beginning of the year sheets were marked with a face C.)

according to the child's general performance. The children
were very unhappy with the "sad', face. Later the children received
a minus number according to how many items they had wrong, e.g.,
5 wrong ag

In the suburban class, the observer marked all worksheets before
Moon on the day they were handed out. Frequently, she was able to
mark papers before that particular reading group usembled. Teacher
and students could then review the written work together if there
were any problems. Performance in this class was indicated by the
number wrong on the shedt being placed in a circle, or if all an-
ewers were correct, by marking the paper 100%.

Performance on many of the worksheets in each class was re-
corded by the observer onto a class list sheet. We began with a
meekly summary of results of written work, with each different paper
indicated by a short notation, e.g., Phonics #7, and the date.
Later; it was found to be much more convenient to attach each ditto
or sample of work to a class list which provided space for the num-
ber of errors for that ditto for each child. On some sheets it was
useful for the observer to add the actual answers. The obsdrvers
were encouraged to add any comments on the student's performance, or
any suggestions for revision of the ditto if they thought this neces-
sary. A loose-leaf notebook was kept with sample copies of all
dittoes as well. These were filed by date, and by the group who
used the ditto.

Collection of. Samples

In addition to regular septwork dittoes, many other samples of
children's work were collected throughout the year. These included:

a. handwriting samples
b. all original stories
c. complete class samples of worksheets--often a ditto with

comprehension questions had interesting answers and these
were collected and xeroxed copies kept.

d. duplicate copies were collected of all typing and printing
done by the children.

Special Projects

Throughout the year both observers had an excellent opportunity
to help with problems individual children were having. For example,
in the suburban school at least two children in Group I were reading
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much more slowly than others in the group. The observer gave these
children speed reading practice over a two week period. In the
Rural schools, the observer gave students individual help with hand-
writing problems. These types of projects are discussed in more
detail elsewhere in this report. Here it is sufficient to note
that, a) the observer had the time and role position to carry out
such projedts and b) she was in an excellent podition to detect
the problem and help set up the required program to alleviate it.



Chapter XIII

Analysis of oral Reading Errors and

Strategies of Information Use

I

This chapter concerns qualitative changes in children's reading
errors as they learn to read, and as a function of the difficulty
of material they read. On the basis of the kinds of errors children
make, we have made inferences about kinds of information used by
children to identify written words.

Broadly speaking, the reader has two major sources of informa-
tion available to him for identifying any particular written word
in a text. One source is the information contained in the letters
of the word. We will call this graphic information. The other
source is the information the reader has about words on the basis
of preceding words in the text, and his knowledge of semantic and
syntactic constraints in the language. We will call this contextual
information.

That graphic information is necessary for reading is self
evident. However, a few words may be in order on the role of con-
text in reading. It has long been known that experienced readers
can read words in meaningful text much more rapidly than they can
road the same words when not forming meaningful text. (Cattel,
1385; Tinker, 1958; Morton, 1964). Goodman (1965), has demoni
strated that children make one third to one fifth as many errors
when reading words in context as when reading the same words in
lists. Without examining at this point the details of this pheno-
menon, it is clear that in some way, context facilitates the process
of oral reading°

The present analysis is based on a method of analyzing reading
errors developed by Dr. Rose-Marie Weber (1967). Using Dr. Weber's
method, errors can be interpreted as indicating strategies for
using graphic information, contextual information, or both types to
identify words.

Reading errors are generally approximations of the correct res-
ponse, rather than completely random. These "approximations" may be
seen both in terms of graphic information and in terms of contextual
information We can examine crrors for evidence of both kinds of
approximation.

Use of contextual information is inferred if an eTror "fits" in
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a sentence grammatically and semantically in terms of the preced-
ing context in that sentence. This suggests that the reader
applied constraints based on contextual information to his res-
ponse.* Examples of contextual fit are given in Appendix A.

The use of graphic information is inferred if the written form
of the response approximates to some degree the written form of the
stimulus word. Such approximation suggests that the reader's res-
ponse was guided in part by graphic information in the stimulus
word. (This guidance could either be in the form of applying
spelling-to-sound rules to the letters in the stimulus word, or in
confusing the stimulus word with another similar word the reader is
experienced with.) Weber, 1967, reviews methods of describing the
degree to which oral responses approximate written stimuli.

In this study, graphic approximation of error responses to
stimuli, is assessed simply by noting whether the first letter of
the response matches the first letter of the stimulus word. This
may appear very crude. However, Weber, 1967, provides evidence
that first letter correspondence is strongly associated with cor-
respondence of other letters and secillAnces of letters.

An additional category of errors, non- responses (child stops

upon encountering a presumably difficult word) was added to Weber's
categories. Non-response errors are also thought to indicate atten-
tion to the graphic information in words, on the assumption that
the child could not realize that he does not know a word unless he
looks at it with some care.

A single error cannot provide sufficient evidence to draw con-
clusionselusions about a child's strategies for identifying words. In this
study, proportions of all errors over specified periods of time
indicating use of contextual information and graphic information
are taken as rough evidence that the reader is frequently or infre-
quently making use of the strategy (or strategies) indicated.
Perhaps of even, more importance than the absolute proportions
observed are the changes in proportions and relationships between
changes in proportions& These presumably indicate the directions
of changes in strategies of information use.

Using this modified version of Dr. libber's method of analysis,
I studied strategies as children in our two first grade classes
learned to read. Contrary to my original expectations it was
apparent by November 1966, that, early in the year, errors indicating

i A certain number of errors would show "contextual constraints" on
a purely random basis. However, the incidence of contextually con-
strained errors is too high (70 + %) for this explanation alone&
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use of context information were far more common than errors indi-
cating use of graphic information. Furthermore, there appeared to
be a trend for the more able readers to begin to make "non- response"
errors. Upon encountering a word they didn't know or weren't sure
of2 they mould simply stop until the teacher or another child told
them what it was. When we had originally decided to observe this
category of errors, I had anticipated that non-response errors would
occur early in the year, and would indicate the least development of
reading skill. The discovery that the more able readers were making
this type of error in November, often after a period when they made
mainly errors indicating a strategy using context information showed
that this expectation was wrong.

As a result of these unexpected findings, I formulated a set
of hypotheses about the development of reading skill. According to
these hypotheses, the child passes through four periods marked by
different strategies or combinations of strategies for identifying
words when reading. The order of development is thought to stem
from the child's initial attempts to use skills he has available
upon entering first grade, and from his growing new skills in read-
ing. The four periods are as follows:

First Phase. Child predominantly makes errors indicating use of
contextual information.

The early use of contextual information probably reflects an
attempt by the child to maximally utilize information he can gain
aurally. The normal child comes to the first grade with great skill
in dealing with oral language. He can easily discriminate and
learn words, and he has largely mastered his language's grammar. On
the other hand, most children bring little or no skill in dealing
with the written form of the language. They cannot easily discri-
minate or store visually presented words. (Budoff and Quinlan,
1964.) Those who do have some acquaintance with the alphabet or
some written words generally learn to read more rapidly than those
who do not (Chall, 1967, Ch. 5). I therefore think it likely that
many children will attempt to minimize the amount of graphic infor-
mation they use in reading and maximize the amount of contextual
information. Children can learn aurally the list of words that
occur in their reading. By restricting their verbal responses to
this list, they can greatly simplify the task of reading, especially
early in the year whea tie list of ures they have been exposed to
in reading is small. Then this constraint is combined with gram-
matical constraints, the child will be able to 'Identify" many words
without using any graphic information. On the other hand, he will
make a good many errors, and these errors, while contextually
acceptable, mill indicate little use of graphic information.

Second Phase. Child makes predominantly non-response errors.
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I have come to think of the non-response error as evidence of
the early development of emphasizing graphic information. The
reader is attending to the individual word. Be perceives it clear-
ly enough to realize that he does not "know" the word. But he does

not have sufficient skills in dealing with graphic information--
i.e., sound-spelling correspondences- -to work out the identity of
the word on his own.

The child, in moving to this phase, now shows that he sees as
one at the objects of reading the correct identification of indivi-
dual words, He probably reaches this conclusion after frequently
making errors under his former strategy. It is also probable that
with increased experience in reading, his ability to perceive writ-
ten words accurately improves, both through learning to attend to
relevant features of letters, and perhaps through beginning to
master some of the structural constraints in written English. These

possibilities will be explored further in the discussion chapter.
Clearly, these two hypothetical changes, in the goal of reading and
in perceptual skill are not mutually exclusive.

Third Phase. Child makes errors showing predominant use of graphic
information.

During this phase the child probably begins to be able to use
spelling-to-sound correspondences, or the "phonic" structure of
written English. Even if he does not begin to use phonics, he per-
ceivLs words clearly enough to make mistakes which suggest confu-
sion with very similar words. These might be thought of as a form
of stimulus generalization.

This phase represents an increase in the child's skill at iden-
tifying written. words. His skill presumably increases as a result
of extracting sound-spelling correspondences and further improve-
ments in his ability to perceive words accurately.

It can be seen why this phase must follow the preceding phase
when non-response errors predominate. Before being able to extract
sound-spelling correspondences, or-seriously improve the accuracy
of his perception of written words, the child must attend care-
fully to written words. I believe he does not begin to do this
until the non - response period.

Fourth Phase. Child makes errors again showing the use of context.
TRever, errors are no longer constrained by the list of words
learned, but are more constrained graphically.

This phase is seen as an approximation to adult reading. The

reader reduces the amount of graphic information he needs to iden-
tify an individual word by applying semantic and syntactic con-
straints based on what he has already read, and on his general
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knowledge of English grammar and the subject of the text.

This Phase will develop as the reader becomes highly skilled
at recognizing individual words. The purpose of reading now shifts
from being primarily the accurate identification of words to an
accurate understanding of the text. The reader concentrates less
on individual words and more on "the story."

Finally, in describing these hypotheses about the development
of reading skill, I suggested that if a reader in the third or
fourth phases encountered a very diffidult passage, we might expect
to see a "regrenian" of strategies from the context-and-graphic
information- oriented strategy of the fourth phase to the graphic
informatton strategy of the third phase to the simpler non-response
strategy of the second phase. I did not anticipate a shift from
the second to the first phase when difficulty was encountered.
(Indeed, logically, even children in the first context information-
oriented phase would be expected to adopt a non - response strategy
if the material they were given was sufficiently difficult or un-
familiar.) I expected these shifts in response to difficulty be-
cause on the grounds that less contextual information would be
available on difficult passages, and that with less contextual
information available, partial phonics information would be inade.
quate for word idertification. Hence the child would be compelled
to adopt non- response strategies.

II

Observations and Coding Data

Data used in this study was obtained in two steps. First,

observations were made either in classroom reading sessions or from
tape recordings of individual reading sessions. These observations

were made by writing down on transcripts of the texts being read
any deviations the child made from the text. The following phe-
nomena were noted on the transcripts:

1. Iion.responses (Child stops reading just before a word it

is assumed he not know. Indicated by a line between the
last word read the the next word, and underlining the non-
read word. Example: John/Cried.)

2, Substitutions Child says something other than the word on
the cage. IfTreither continues: or stops having made a
substitution, a substitution is recorded. Indicated by cross-
ing out the misread word and writing over it the substitution.)

3. Insertions (Child adds a word while reading a sentence.

Indicate by a caret (/\) at point of insertion and



writing over it the inserted word.)

4. Omissions (Child skips a word in a sentence. Indicated
by crass out skipped word.)

These transcripts were then coded and summarized according to
the following categories:

1. Number of words read.

2. Number of setbences read.

3. Ember of self-corrections.

4. Number of errors not self-corrected.

5. Number of non-response errors.

6. Number "of substitutions.

a." Number of substitutions which are grammatically and
semantically acceptable up to and including the error.
(Previous errors, if any are taken into account rather
than the original form of the sentence.)
b. Number of substitutions in which the first 16tter of
the response matches the first letter of the stimulus.
This category is used as a rough index of graphic
similarity,

7. Number .of insertions.

ae NITimher of 4,1nemtinns that are grammatically and seman-
tically acceptable up to and including the error.

8. Number-of omissions.
a. 'lumber of omissions that are semantically and gramma-
tically acceptable up to and including the first word after
omission.

Foi purposes of analysis in the present study, these categories
were combined as follows:

1. Contextually acceptable substitution: insertion, and omis-
sion errors were Aimed as "context" errors. Th6 proportion
of these errors among all errors was taken as a measure of the
child's use of context information in word recognition.

2. The proportion of "graphically pasil substitution errors
to all errors was taken as a rough measure of the child's use
of graphic information. Although the measure of graphic simi-
larity used in this study, correspondence between the first
letter of the response and the first letter of the stimulus is
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crude compared to the complex measure of graphic similarity
used by Weber, it is highly associated with the graphic simi-
larity index. Dr. Weber made an analysis of her data shoving
that the mean graphic similarity of 376 substitution errors
with the same first letters as the stimuli was 584.5, while
the mean graphic similarity of 480 errors without the same
first letters was 167,7.

3. The proportion of non-response errors to total errors was
taken as another indication of use of graphic information, but
with less skill,

4. The combined proportion of graphically similar substitu-
tions and non-response errors was taken as an index of "graphic"
errors.

Observer reliability has been obtained for taped observations.
I retranscribed and coded a set of readings by one class of sixteen
children that had already been transcribed and coded by the assis-
tant who regularly did this job. The assistant noted 103 errors
while I noted 98. (She was correct upon re-checking the tapes.
This is not too surprising, considering her considerably greater
experience.) We were in perfect agreement on coding all errors
noted by both of us except for the category acceptable substitu-
tions. The regular assistant coded 24 out of 30 substitutions
acceptable while I coded 27 out of 30 acceptable. There was no dis-
agreement on those coded unacceptable by both.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the reliability of the
transcribing and coding of these observations is that all children
would have been categorized identically under definitions used for
the analyses in the next chapter as a result of either transcriber's
and coder's work.

III

AssessillAbility at the End of the Year

Data obtained in individual taped sessions at the end of the
year served three functions. First, I used data from these sessions
to determine each child's relative reading ability at the end of
the year, a variable which is then relatdd to the child's develop-
ment through the year. Second, data from these sessions provided
an opportunity to examine the relationship between error rates and
strategies of information use. Third, since children from four
classes other than those studied throughout the year were taped,
results of the taping provided an opportunity to compare reading
strategies used to see if these children were generally similar to
those studied throughout the year (see Chapter III). This similarity
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would provide little proof of the generality of my findings. How-ever, if the other classes were not similar, considerable doubt
would be cast on the generality .5rthe findings presented in this
thesis.

In order to obtain data on ability and performance under vary-ing degrees of difficulty, four passages of graded difficulty wereprepared. The easiest passage used vocabulary common to both pre-primerd. The next passaged used 80% vocabulary fram the pre-primers.
The remaining passages had 595 and 34% pre-primer vocabulary. Wordsnot froin pre-primers may have occurred later in the PL or non-PL
programs. Our obsefvations suggested that after the pre-primer
level, children seemed able to read some 'unfamiliar words withoUt
help. Thus vocabulary restrictions become less meaningful Piz. moreadvanced readers. Furthermore, it was not possible to determine
the complete list of words used in the PL series due to the use of
books for which, vocabulary lists were not available. At any rate,the procedure used to produce the test passages yielded results inthe expected order of difficulty. No significant differences inthe proportions of children able to read each passage appeared
between PL versus non-PL classes.

S lin All children in the PL classes were tested.* I?alfthe c en in each reading group in other classes were randomlychosen.

Administration. Each child read the first passage. If he
made no more than 125 errors, he read the second passage. The same
criterion, was used to determine whether a child would read the
third and fourth passages. This was done to avoid forcing a child
to read when the material was very difficult for him.

If a child expsrienced considerable difficulty in reading a
passage, lie would be stopped. "Considerable difficulty" was deter-
mined by missing an average of one word in four.

Obtaining ability ranks. The following procedure was used to
rank children by oral reading ability. The children read passages
starting with the easiest. Children were then ranked accordingto their error rates on the most difficult passage they could read.**
Thus, a child who made 15% errors on the fourth most difficult)
passage ranked higher than a child who made 5% errors on the third

* Two Project Literacy children were dropped from the sample because
they entered first grade reading well.

** Nine children were unable to read even the easiest passage. They
were ranked on the basis of performance on another, easier taping.
This latter taping was not used for all ranking because it was not
used with non-PL classes.
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passage but could not read tho fourth. The latter child in turn
ranked higher than one whc made 155 errors on the third passage.
The reliability of this technique can be estimated by the correla-
tion between pdrforistance on this set of passages and performance
on another, similar, set of passages read by children in the two
Project Literacy classes. The rank correlation, over 33 children,
was .95. The validity of the technique can he seen in a rho of
.89 between these oral reading performance ranks and scores on the
standard Metropolitan reading comprehension test. I consider my
oral reading test to be more reliable than the Metropolftan test
(a multiple choice test), and more valid in that there were a num-
ber of children at the ceiling and floor of the Metropolitan test.

IV

Identification of Phases

In order to examine the hypotheses about strategy changes over
the year, I first identified the phase during which each child made
predominantly non-response errors, and then compared other indices
during the pre-NR, NR, and post-NR phases. (Examination of the
differentiation of the post-NR phase into the two hypothesized
phases is carried out in the section on changes within phases over
time.) In order to identify the NR phase, I pooled observations on
each child by months. (This was necessary to obtain sufficient
numbers of observations to judge the distribution of error types.)
I then applied the following criteria to determine the months during
vhich the child's MR phase occurred:

1. The first month during which 50% or more of the child's
errors were non-responses was located. This was taken as the
beginning of the NR phase,

2. The end of an NR phase was defined by the two consecutive
months in which less than 505 of the child's errors were non-
response; except for the last month (gay). Here, less than
50% non-response errors for the single month was accepted as
evidence of the end of the phase.

3. Despite pdoling errors by months, there were still some
Children:who made zero, one, or two errors in a particular
month. (See Appendix two). I based decisions about a child's
status with respect to non-responses in these months on the
following rules:

a. When zero errors were made, I assumed that the child
was in the same phase as the previous month.

b. 'When one error was made, it could either be a non-
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response error
I assumed that
adjacent Month
adjacent month
same as in the
other.

or a response error (including here omissions).
the child's status was the same as in either
agreeing with the single error month. If neither
agreed, I assUmed the child's status was the
two adjacent months which then agreed with each

c. 4hen two errors were made, if they 'were either both
non-responses or both responses I took them as an accurate
estimate of the child's si,atus. If one error was a non-response,
I treated the month as I would a month with a single error
that was a non-response. Thus, if 505 or more ofthe errors
in at least one adjacent month were non-responses: I considered
the month in question to be an NR month. Otherwise, I con-
sidered it not to be an NR month.

V

Distribution PYes bar Mont i

The results of this analysis yielded the following pattern of
pre -It, NR, and post -NR phases. In October, 16 children were making
predominantly non-response errors. The remaining 26 children were
making predominantly response errors (including omissions) in
October. Table 31 shows changes in the distribution of children in
the pre-NR, NR, and post-NR phases over the year.

Table 31

Number- of Children in Pre-Non-Response,

Non-Response, and Post-Non-Response Phases by Month

Oct. Nov.

Pre-ER 26 22
ER 16 17

Post-NR 0 3

Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May

16 13
19 21
7 8

10 7

19 14
13 21

3 3

14 7
25 32

Overall, 26 percent of the errors made by children in the
pre-NR phase were nary-response errors; 66 percent of errors made in
the NR phase were non-responses; and 35 Percent of the errors in
the post-ER phase were non- responses.

The original hypothesis was that children would pass through a
response phase before entering the non-response phase. We see here
that as early as October, 16 children were in an ER phase. There
are several possible explanations for this. First, that the
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hypothesis was partially wrong--that some children begin reading
with an emphasis on graphic information. Second; that children, who
by October were already adapting a graphic 'information emphasis had

earlier started with a response strategy emphasizing contextual
information; and had shifted strategies by the time we started
making observations. (The earliest usable observations were made
on October 13th. School started about a month earlier«) Third,
that some children begin mith or shift early to a graphic-informa-
tion strategy and then go to a dontextual-informaticin strategy
without mastering graphic information skills; presumably because
context information seems easier or more effective«

These hypotheses are riot mutually exclusive. We shall see
some additional evidence for the first (that these children are
using graphic information) and the third (that some children make
an early effort to use graphic information and then shift to using
contextual information in a primitive fashion). No data is avail-
able on the hypothesis that these children might have used contex-
tual information earlier.

VI

Strategies of Information Use in the Different Phases

Table 32s tows percentages of errors indicating use of graphic
and contextual information in the three phases defined by the
occurrence of non-response errors. Recall that it is possible for
some errors to provide evidence of use of both contextual and graphic
information. Hence it is possible for the percentages to add to
more than 100.

Table 32

Percentages of Errors Indicating Use of
Contextual and Graphic Information by Phase

Phase

Pre'" NR, NR Post-NR_....

0 Contextual. Eam 55 24 54

% Graphic Errors 40 79 64
WC1-reiiDorises g E6 75
% Graphic Sub. 14 13 29

Number of Errors 391 770 787

Humber of Children
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In this table w see that the percentage of contextual errors
is over 505 of all errors both before and after the ist phase. This
percentage falls to about 24 percent of all errors during the NR
phase. This occurred despite the fact that the incidence of total
errors is lower in the ER phase than in the pre-AR phase. Thus it
is clear that there is a shift in strategy rather than the addition
of a new form of errors.

Errors indicating the use of graphic information follow the
expected patterns fairly well. Graphic information is used least in
the pre-NR ph e. Note in particular that the percentage of graphic
substitutions, thought to indicate skilled use of graphic inform-
troF;11770e small in the pre-NR phase. The use of graphic in-
formation is highest in the ER phase. This is, of course, in large
part due to the high rate of non-response errors which are used to
define this phases However, the percentage of graphic substitutions
does not deCline in this phase, unlike .the percentage of contextual
errors. A much greater percentage of masxise errors (ine., errors
that are not non-response errors) are graphic substitutions in the
i'R phase than in the pre-NR phase (38 versus 19 percent )f The per-
centage of contextual errors among res OPBe errors shows little
change in the two phases (75 percent in t e pre-ER phase, 71 per-
cent in the NR phase).

In the post-ER phase, the use of graphic information is con-
siderably greater than in the pre-NR phase, although not as great
as in the NR phase. Further, the percentage of graphic substitu-
tions, indicating skilled use of graphic information, is twice as
great as in the preceding phases. This increase in raphic substi-
tutions, in conjunction With a return to frequent use of contextual
information, is in agreement with the general expectations for the
post -NR phase.

The data presented in Table 2 this demonstrates that when
children's errors are ordered in terms of phases defined by their
non-response errors, related variations in other error types can be
demonstrated. The incidence of contetual errors is as great be-
fore non- response errors become predominant as it is after they
cease to be predominant. men non*response errors are predominant,
the incidence of contextual errors is reduced proportionately.
However, there are marked changes in the incidence of graphic sub-
stft ution errors that cannot be accounted for simply by changes in
the proportion of non-response errors. The percentage of graphic
substitutions is not reduced when the percentage of non-response
errors is large in the NR phase. And the percentage of graphic
substitutions doubles when the percentage of non-response errors is
again low in the post-NR phase. These findings follow from the
hypotheses proposed in this study, suggesting that the Na phase
represents a shift from depending predominantly on the use of con-
textual information for word identification to predominant use of
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graphic information, and that after this phase of predominant use
of graphic information, the child will again make more use of con-
textual information to identify words, but also show increased
skill in using graphic information in the form of increased propor-
tions of graphic substitutions°

However, the expected division of the post-FR phase into two
phases, one with graphic substitutions dominant, and cne with con-
textual errors dominant, did not occur. There were no important
changes as a function of time in any of the three phases.

Failure to find these two phases may follow from a number of
possible explanations. First, my original hypotheses may be mrong--
there is no phase when children emphasize a high degree of skill in
using graphic information. Second, I had expected that in the last
phases, children mould show a greater flexibility in strategies,
emphasizing contextual information when reading easy material and
graphic information when reading more difficult material. Evidence
for this hypothesis is presented in section XI of this chapter.
Thflrtunatellr, appropriate data for examining this hypothesis on a
month-by-month basis is not available, as noted in Chapter III.
(page ). Thus, if consistently very easy material for each
child had been used, we might have seen the predicted decline in
graphic substitutions accompanied by increases in contextual errors
as children spent months in the post-NR phase.

VII

Constraints on Error Responses

A. partial explanation for the ordering of these periods was
proposed in Chapter I. I suggested that in the pre-NR period, the
child is imposing strong constraints on his responses--notably that
he will not sa' any word he has not learned is a "reading" word.
This, combined with normal English grammatical constraints, could
well limit his responses to the correct word frequently when the
total corpus of "reading" words is small. As he moves through the
NR period and develops some small skill in using graphic informa-
tion, he might relinquish the "reading" words constraint and be
prepared to give any word he knows or even a pseudo-word if a series
of letters seemed to decode that way. If this notion is correct,
we should see higher incidences of errors that are words not pre-
viously learned during the NR and post-NR periods than in the pre -
NR period. This in fact proved to be the case. One percent of the
substitution and insertion errors made by children in the pre-NR
period were not previously learned words. Six percent of the sub-
stitution and insertion errors made during the NR period were not
previously learned words. It is, of course, possible that some words
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were learned outside of school. 1 do not believe, however, that
outof-school learning could account for shifts of this size.

The Relations'.
an Rea' g A

VIII

Between the of Phases
yate d of the ear

Turning now to the relationship between ability and develop-
ment of reading strategies, we will consider two questions. First
we will examine the relationship between the time when a child
changes from one phase to another and his reading ability at the
end of the year. Secondly, we will see if children of differing
abilities show similar strategies when they are in the same phase.

Table 33 shows when children began the NR phase, and gives
mean ranks based on oral reading accuracy in June.

Table 33

Mean June Reading Performance Ranks
by Months in Talich NR Phase Began

No NR
Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Phase

Mean June Par- 13.4 14.5 24.4 24.2 21.2 35.0 36.0 -- 38.7
formance Rank

No. of Children 16 3 7 3 4 3 3 0 3

Table 33 shows clearly that, in general, the earlier a child
moved into the NR phase, the better his reading performance was at
the end of the first grade. In order to test this observation
statistically, Table 34 was prepared. The 39 children who did move
into the NR phase were divided into three groups on the basis of
end-of-year performance ranks. The first group contained the first
14 children, the middle group the middle 14, and the last group,
11 of the las, children. Three children among the last 14 never
began the NR pluk )

A Chi-square analysis of data in Table 34 shows that the asso-
ciation of the most able children with the earliest months, and the
least able children with the latest months was most unlikely on a
random basis. (Chisqua',e = 20.74; Chi-square .005 for 6 d.f. =
16.51. Thus this analysis confirms the apparent trend observed in
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Table 34 for children who were reading well at the end of the year
to begin the PR phase earlier than children who were not reading
well at the end of the year.

Table 3l

Numbers of Children of High, Average and
Lou Reading Ability Beginning the PR Phase

at Various Points in the Year

Months NR Phase Began

Oct.-Nov. Dec.-Jan. Feb.-Mar. Apr.-May All

High Read. Abil. 11 1 2 0 14
Avg. Read. Abil. 6 7 1 0 14
Low Read. Abil. 2 2 h 3 11
All 19 10 7 3 39

There is a less clear relationship between the month a child
ended the PR phase and his reading ability at the end of the year.
Table 35 shows mean ranks by the month the NR phase ended, and
Table 36 shows the relationship between ability groups and months
in which children ended the NR phase.

Table 35

Mean June Reading Performance Ranks
by Months in Nhich NR Phase Ended

Month NR Phase Ended

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May.

Mean June
Perform. 11.7 16.5 2.0 14.3 23.9 26.2 17.1 28.6
Rank

No. Child. 3 4 1 5 8 7 7

There is some association between ability groups and the month
the NR period ended. The Chi-square for Table 36 is 10.4 *Which
just misses significance at the .10 level (Chi-square .10 for 6
degrees of freedom = 10.6). The lower level of association between
ability and the month the NR phase ended suggests that the length
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Table 36

Numbers of Children of High, Average, and
low Reading Ability Ending the NR Phase at

Various Points in the Year

Month NR Phase Ended

Oct.-Nov. Dec.-Jan. Feb.-Mar. Apr.-May All

High Read. All. 4 3 2 5 14

Avg. Read. AUL, 2 3 6 3 14

Low Read. Abil. 0 0 4 7 11

All 6 6 12 15 39

of the NR phase may not be associated with ability. To examine this

possibility, Table 37 was prepared, comparing ability groups by

the length of the NR phase.

Table 37

Numbers of Children of High, Average, and
Low Reading Ability with Various

Lengths of NR Phase

Length of NR Phase in Months

1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 all

High Read. Abil. 6 3 2 3 14

Avg. Read. Abil. 6 4 3 1 14

Low Read. Abil. 6 4 1 0 14

All 18 11 6 4 39

Inspection of Table 37 clearly indicates no relationship between
ability groups and the length of the NR phase. The Chi-square for

Table 37 is WI, far below the Chi - square value for non-random
association for 6 degrees of freedom.

DC

The RelationalLatmenaladingallity at the End
of the Year and Distribution of Errors Idthin Phases

It is, of course, possible that the patterns of error types

seen in the different phases simply reflect overall ability
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differences. We have just seen that those children uho reached the
post-NR phase were more able than those who did not, and that those
who reached the NR phase were more able readers than those who did
not progress that far. In order to see whether children in the same
phase did in fact make similar kinds of errors, I examined distri-
butions of error types in the three phases within the three dif-
ferent ability groups (Table 38).

Table 38

Percentages of Errors Indicating Use of Contextual
and Graphic Information by Ability Groups and Phases

Ability Groups

Lowest Third Middle Third Highest Third All
Pre-NR Phase

raintexlual 56 50 57 55
% Graphic 43 31 52 40
% Non-Response 28 20 33 26

Graphic Sub. 15 10 19 14
No. of Errors 258 117 21 391
No. of Children 13 9 5

NR Phase
rContextual 26 22 25 24
% Graphic 72 73 87 79
% Non-Response 63 67 67 66

% Graphic Sub. 8 12 20 13
No. of Errors 260 316 205 770
No. of Children 11 14 14

Post-NR Phase
Contextual 54 52 60 54
INFET7 55 70 64 64

on-Response 39 38 29 35
% Graphic Sub. 16 32 36 29

No. of Errors 225 389 185 787
No. of Children 7 12 13

The data in Table 38 shows both similarities and differences
in error types made by the three ability groups in the three phases.
Percentages of contextual errors are very similar in all three
groups. So are percentages of non-response errors, except in the
post-NR phase in which children in the most able group appear to
make somewhat fewer NR errors than children in the groups.

However, percentages of graphic substitutions, indicating
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skilled use of graphic information, show differences associated
ioith ability groups as well as with phases. The least able child-
ren show no real increase in the percentage of graphic substitu-
tions in the NR and post-NR phases. The drop to eight percent
graphic substitutions in the NR phase is proportionate with the
drop in the number of response errors (errors which are not non-
response errors).

This could lead to the suggestion that, at least for the least
able group, the whole phenomena of phases is purely an artifact of
arbitrary ordering of the data. However, the fact that the months
when NR errors occur are different for this group than the other
groups, and the fact that the percentages of non-response errors
diffen before and after the NR phase argue against this suggestion.

'nese differences in the percentages of graphic substitutions
in the least able group in comparison to the other two groups does
suggest that children who do not learn to read very well differ
from other children primarily in their capacity to master the use
of graphic information. This hypothesis will be discussed further
in the .:text chapter.

X

ReadintAlityPaffictatyssa:eD and the
Distribution of Error Thiei.==lbdiirthe Year Data

This section is concerned with the findings on the influence
of ability and passage difficulty on reading strategies at the end
of the year.

Reading ability was indexed by dividing the children (from
both Project Literacy (PL) and non-Project Literacy (non -PL)
classes) into four groups: those who could successfully read only
the easiest of four graded passages; those who could read the first
two passages; and so on (see Section rv).

Then for each passage, I sub-grouped members of each of these
groups according to the percentage of errors they made. These sub-
groups included children making 1 to 4.5 percent errors, and
children making 5 or more percent errors. Children who made more
than 25 percent errors on a passage were stopped (see Section IV).
The division between less than 55 errors and 55 or more errors is
based on observation of the data--there appear to be interesting
differences within these categories.

Table 39 shows overall results by passage and error rates. This
table shows clearly the tendency for the percentage of contextual
errors to decline with higher error rates while the percentage of
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Table 39

Percentages of Errors Indicating Use of Graphic
and Contextual Information by Error Rate, and

Passages of Varying Difficulty June, 1967

I

easiest
1- 1-

(error rate %) 4.5 5.0+ 4.5 5.0

Passages
II III IV

% Contextual 73.3 47.5 64.4 36.3
1-7171115a17----- 41.5 61.2 61.0 77.7
77171:nsp. 10.0 30.7 25.2 4649
% Grap..Sub. 31.5 29.5 35.7 30.8

No. Errors 44 222 47 191
No. Children 30 27 31 24

1-

4.5 5.0

56.2 34.5
68.8 82.8

34.4 50.4
34.4 32.4
19 435
8 32

All
hardest
1- 1-

4.5 5.0 1.5 5.0

59.4 35.7 66.5 38.4
73.0 87.8 56.5 77.0
34.5 44.6 22.0 43.9
38.5 43.7 33.8 32.7
18 187
8 17

graphic errors increases. Looking at the two types of graphic
errors, non-responses and graphic substitutions, we see that the
percentage of non-responses increased with the higher error rates
on all passages. The percentage of graphic substitutions appear
to have increased only on passage four. However, we shall see that
when these data are broken down by ability groups as well as pas-
sages, the percentage of graphic substitutions also increases con-
sistently with higher error rates (Table 41). We shall also see
that other differences in distributions of error types involve
differences between ability groups.

Looking at the effects of ability groups and error rates on
error types, (Table 40) the same general trends noted in the different
passages can be seen. The percentage of contextual errors declines
with error rate increases, and the percentage of graphic errors
increases with error rate increases.

However, there are several important differences between
ability groups. The most important of these are the high percen-
tage of contextual errors and low percentage of non-response errors
in the least able group at the high error rates. Compared to the
other three groups, children in this group apparently made less
of a shift from using contextual information towards using graphic
information, when faced with difficult material. No child in this
group made fewer than five percent errors.

The other three groups also show differences in the percentages
of contextual errors at low error rates and graphic subsitutions at
both error rate levels. Finally, there is a difference in the
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Table 40

Percentages of Errors Indicating Use of Contextual
and Graphic Information by Error Rates and

Ability Groups (June, 1967)

Ability Groups
I(least able) II III

Error rate %

Contextual

77Non -Resp.

5 Gra. Sub.
No. Errors

No. Children
in Group

easiest

passage only
1-4.5 5.0+

53.5
60.1
27.5
32.6

133
10

read first

two passages
1-4.5 5.0+

48.3 39.0
55.0 71.5
41.7 45.2
13.3 25.1
14 249

23

read first
three pass.

1-4.5 5.0+

50.5 34.2
18.4 80.6

32.1 49.3
44 31.2

348
22

IV(most able)

read
passages

1-4.5 5.0+

73.3 36.9
61.2 85.2

18.8 42.9
40.4 42.3

70 305
26

percentages of non-response errors at the lower rates. Put together,
these differences point to the same conclusions:

1. That the most able readers make the greatest use of con-
textual and graphic information at low error rates.*

2. The most able readers' use of graphic information showed
a greater proportion of graphic substitutions than the other
groups, indicating greater skill in the use of graphic
information.

The data discussed thus far confounds passages and ability
groups. When these are sorted out, large differences in the dis-
tributions of contextual and non-response errors appear in the first
two passages (Table 41). However, these differences also appear to
be functions of passage difficulty when the data is ordered accord-
ing to the last passage a group could read (Table 42).

'What ue see is that there are marked similarities in the di. s-

tributions of contextual and non-response errors when we look at
the last passage each group was able to read, the next to last, and
so on. Ordering data in this manner seems to account for the large

* This also implies overlapping use of contextual and graphic infor-
mation on many substitution errors. Further examination of about one
third of these children indicated that no-information errors were
very rare, accounting for about two percent of total errors.
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Table 41

Percenta,9s of Errors Indicating Use of Contextual
and Graphic Information by Error Rates, Pas-

sages, and Groups (June, 1967)

Ability Groups
1 II III IV

(least able) (most able)

error rate % 1-465 5.0+ 1-4.5 5.0+ 1-4.5 5.0+ 1-4.5 5.0+

Passage I
(easieat)
% Contextual - 53.5 56.2 40.2 73.1 61.7 88.9
77Graphic - 60.1 43.7 64.2 34.5 55.5 49.9
% Non-Resp. - 27.5 31.2 40.2 2.5 8.3 5.5
% Gra. Sub. - 32.6 12.5 21.3 32.0 46.7 44.4
No. Errors - 133 10 76 20 13 14
No. Children - 10 8 14 13 3 9

Passage II
% Contextual
% Graphic

%Ircn-Resp.
% Gra. Sub.

No. Errors
No. Children

Passage III
% Contextual

Egip1449
73-NE:ffibp.

Gra. Sub.

16.5
100.0

- - 83.5
- " 16.5

4
- - 2

.

-

-

-

-
.

-

aim ea

IPO

eft

38.2 5505 23.3 80.9 -
76.3 64.4 87.4 51.8 ...

48.6 32.2 24.7 9.5 -
27.7 32.2 52.7 42.3 -

173 24 18 19 -
21 15 3 14 -

.. - 32.0 56.2 38.3
- - 83,1 78.8 82.3

Fro 56.9 34.4 40.9
to. - 26.2 34.4 41.4

No. Errors .. - .. - - 317 19 118
No. Children - ... - AM - 22 8 15

Passage IV
(hardest)
Contextual - %ft ON _ 59.4 35.7

7,75E75E17---
% Non-Resp.

Gra. Sub.
No. Errors
No. Children

-- -

=
-

_ ... - - .. -

- O.
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3444:5 44.6
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8 17



Table )42

.

Percentages of Errors Indicating Use of'Graphic
and Contextual Information by !ror Rate, Ability

Groups, and Passage Digiailtia2r Grow,. (June, 1967)

Ability Oroups
i II III /V

(least able) (most able)

error rate % 1-4.5 5.0+ 1-4." 5.0+ 1-4.5' 5.0+ 1-4.5 5.0+

Passage.

4th from most cliff.
% Contextual - - ASS WV "' - 8A.9 -
TITIF-13155 - - - - - _ 49.9 -

Non -Kelp. .. WA W. WO a. 00 5,5 -
% Gra. Sub. . . _ - - - 44.4 -

No. Errors - - - - - - 14 -
No. Children . . OW AM 0.1 - 9 -

3rd from most Jiff.

Contextual
7'0 Graph=

Non-Resp.
% Gra. Sub. -

No. Errors -

No. Children

2nd from most cliff.

7Contextual'---7:
777635ETE--- -

771757:Wsp. -

% Gra. Sub. -

No. Errors -

No. Children

- 73.1 61.7 80.9 -
- - 34.5 55.5 51.8 .

- _ _ 2.5 8.3 9.5 -
.. . - 32.0 46.7 42.3 -
- We WO 20 13 19 -

- OS 13 3 14 -

56.2 0.2 55.5 23.3 56.2 3843
43.7 64.2 64.4 87.4 78.8 82.3
31.2 40.2 32.2 34.7 34.4 40.9
12.5 21.3 32.2 5207 3404 41.4
10 76 24 18 19 118

8 14 15 3 8 15

Most Difficult

TERIEEFEE - 53.5 16.5 38.2 - 32.o 59.4 35.7
rdialMic 60.1 100.0 76.3 - 83.1 73.0 87.8
% Non-I/esp. 27.5 83.5 48.6 .. 56.9 34.5 44.6
% Gra. Sub. 32.6 16.5 27.7 -. 26.2 38.5 43.2

No. Errors 133 4 173 - 317 18 187
No. Children - 10 2 21 22 8 17
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differences in percentages of contextual and non-response errorc
observed between the different ability groups on the first two
passages. (Except for the previously mentioned differences bet-
ween the least able group and the other groups.)

In other words, the mture of a particular passage seems to
have less to do with the kinds of errors that are made on it, than
the difficulty of the passage for the reader.

Thid finding indicates that the dimension of "difficulty" of
reading material is more complicated than I had originally thought.I had suggested that "difficulty" could be nnerationalized simply
in terms of error rates. Children making hlbh error rates were pre-
sumed to be encountering greater difficulty than children making
low error rates. However, the data in Table 28 indicates that
error rates alone are not sufficient to assess difficKty. The
consistent changes in the relative use of graphic am. oontextual
information at low error rates as the difficulty of passages in-
creases for a child shows that "difficulty" can appear in other
forms than simple error rate increases. However, the direction of
changes in errors on more difficult passages (decreased percentages
of contextual errors and increased percentages of graphic errors)
is in agreement with my original expectations about the relationship
between difficulty of reading material and strategies of information
use. Contextual information becomes less useful for word identifi-
cation on difficult passages and the reader must rely to a greater
extent on graphic information.

In s

Good readers probably use both graphic and contextual informa-
tion quite effectively. They can shift from an emphasis on contex-
tual information when reading easy material to more use of graphic
information on difficult material.

Average readers also use contextual information fairly effec-
tively on easy passages. They are not able to make as effective
use of graphic information when they encounter difficult passages
as do good readers()

Poor readers over-use contextual information and under-use
graphic information. they probably attend to too few features in
words, depending too much on contextual constraints to identify
words.



XI

C ....szarisoziLofEbutionsinProject
Literacy C asses and Non- .ojec erac7 Classes

In order to compare the two ProjJet Literacy classes (those
studied throughout the year) with the four other first grade classes
in the same two schools, some of the data presented in the preceding
section was tabulated with separate percentages in PL and non-PL
groups. I will present comparisons of error distributions by pas-
sage, error rate, and PL versus non-PL children; and error distri-
butions by difficulty of passage (last passage read, next to last,
etc.), ability group, error rate, and PL versus non-PL children
since these analyses proved most fruitful in the preceding section.

Table 43 shows both similarities and differences between PL and
net-FL classes. Qn the first 3 passages, the trends observed oil
Table 39 held up for both groups. The percentage of contextual
errors were lower and the percentage of graphics errors higher at the
high error rate level than at the low error rate level, 'However, at
the low error rate level, the non-PL children tended to make pro-
portionately more non-response errors and proportionately fewer
contextual errors than the PL children. This trend becomes more
pronounced on the more difficult passages.

Before discussing this difference, it will be useful to examine
differences betWeen PL and non-PL children in terms of ability
groups and the most difficult passage they could read.

In Table 44, several of the trends noted in Table 43 ccli be
seen, The least able children in both the PL and non-PL groups dif-
fer from all in making proportionately more contextual errors
and fewer non- response errors at high error rates on the most diff-
cult (and only) passage they could read, indicating less reliance
on graphic information and more on contextual information than
other children use in this situation. The most able children in
both the PL and non-PL groups make proportgis ely. more graphic sub-
stitution errors than children in other groups, indicating greater
skill in using graphic information.

The tendency of non-PL children to make prportionately more
non-response errors and fewer contextual errors at low error rates
appears to be related to the difficulty of passages for groups.
Note that the trend is not present on the two easiest passages for
the most able children or the easiest passage for the next most
able group.

There are 'several possible reasons why the more able non-PL
children were more prone not to respond on more difficult passages
than the more able FL children. First, they may have learned
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different strategies from their teachers or texts. Second, and in
my somewhat prejudiced opinion more likely, they may have responded
differently to the testing situation. The PL children had been in
individual reading sessions six times before these passages were
taped. The non-PL children had not, to my knowledge, had previous
experience with oral reading testing. In addition, the PL children
were acquainted with the investigators who taped their reading while
the non-PL children mere not, The point of all this is that the
non-PL children were probably under greater stress than the PL
children, and were more concerned about making mistakes or wrong
guesses.

In sum, then, children from classes other than those studied
in detail throughout the year generally showed the same strategies
of information use as functions of difficulty of material and oral
reading ability as the children studied all year, except that in
some cases children from other classes made proportionately more
non-response errors and fewer contextual errors at low error rates.

XII

Surnmary

1, Most children pass through a phase when the majority of their
errors are non-response errors. A non - response error involves

stopping or not responding when the child encounters a word that he
does not know. Two other phases may be defined as pre-non-response
(pre-NR) and post-non-response (past-NR).

2. Sixteen of the I2 children studied were making predominantly
non-response errors -when we began our observations in October. All
but three of the remaining children later moved into the NR phase.
Thirty -two children eventually moved on to the post-NR phase.

3. The percentage of contextually acceptable errors is large in
both the pre-NR and post -NR phases (55 and 54 percent respectively).
During the NR phase this percentage falls to 2) percent.

I;e: The percentage of graphic substitution errors is about the
same in the pre-NR and Nn phases (13 - I.la. percent). In the post-
NR phase, this percentage rises to 29 percent.

5& There are small changes in the distribution of error types over
time within phases. These are in the direction of approximating
the next phase. Howeverr these changes are not nearly as large as
the changes between phases.

6. These data are taken as support for a theory interpreting the
development of reading skill as advancing from an early emphasis on
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the use of contextual information for identifying words (first
phase) through a phase when graphic information is used predomi-
nantly but with little skill; followed by a phase in which contex-
tual information is again much used, but in conjunction with more
effective use of graphic information. This interpretation is based
on the assumption that non-response error indicate an emphasis on
using graphic information for word identification. The most impor-
tant point here is that what is mainly seen during the development
of reading is development of strategies for using graphic informa-
tion. The capacity to use contextual information is present when
the child begins to learn to read.

7. Children in the pre-NR phase restrict their responses to words
they have been exposed to in reading to a much greater extent than
children in the later phases. Only one percent V: all substitution
and insertion errors in the pre-NR phase were words the children
had not already been exposed to 4;41 reading instruction. Six percent
of substitution and insertion errors in the NR phase and nine per-
cent of these errors in the post-NR phase were words the children
had not already learned to read. This constraint-is seen as part
of an effort by the child to use contextual information which he is
better prepared to use early in the year than graphic information.

8. In general, the more able the child's reading performance at
the end of the year, the earlier he moves in the NR phase during
the year.

9. At the end of the year, it was demonstrated that able readers
make mostly (70 80 percent) contextual errors on easy passages,
and when not making many errors. On harder passages, they reduce
the proportion of contextual errors and increase the proportions
of graphic substitution errors and non responses. Readers of
moderate ability show shifts in the same direction, but do not make
as many graphic substitutions, suggesting that they have less skill
in dealing with graphic information. Poor readers make propor-
tionately more contextual errors and fewer graphic errors of both
types than the others at high error rates.

XIII

Educational Implications

This study has, as I see it, two major educational implica-
tions. First, it suggests that encouragement of the early use of
context and picture cues, as now recommended inmost basal reader
series (shall, 1963, pp. 204-205) may well be ill-advised. Indeed,
I would be inclined towards doing a considerable proportion of early
reading training in situations providing no context at all, in order
to compel children to use graphic information as much as possible.
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As they show evidence of doing so (through accurate reading out of
context) they would be given contextual material to read.

AnotLsr aspect of most current basal readers is highly repeti-
tive sequences of words. These two are likely to enhance the child's
use of guessing with little reference to graphic information.

The second major educational implication of this study is the
possibility of using oral reading errors as a powerful diagnostic
tool, both for regular and remedial reading. To be specific, a
teacher could determine over- use of context information suggesting
that teaching strategies aimed at increasing the child's use of
graphic information be used.

Secondly, a teacher trained to use oral reading errors would
recognize that non-response errors are themselves an indication of
progress rather than weakness, early in the year. They may also be
indicative of readiness for phonics instruction. (This last is
very hypothetical.)

Thirdly, when there is some evidence of use of graphic skills,
then the teacher might urge a child to read faster and to use con-
text information in conjunction with graphic information for word
identification. At this point, but not before, concern. with "word
for word" reading would seem to be appropriate.

Fourthly, the discovery that some children can be "false
starters" suggests that the teacher must be alert to the possibi-
11# that a child who is apparentlymaking progress Jr:mastering
graphic skills may shift away from the use of graphic information,
and that this shift is apparently not desirable. Thus the teacher
must be prepared to change her strategies in dealing with indivi-
dual children as the need arises.

Finally, the developmental analysis of oral reading errors, as
described in this thesis, may provide a useful technique for the
evaluation of reading programs.

One caveat. The findings reported in this study are, of
course, restricted to first graders. There is, in fact, evidence
(as reported In Chapter II) that in higher grades it is remedial
readers who make P- 4q indicative of over-use or mis-use of graphic
information. My ..kless is that there are two factors involved
here. One is that some readers seem 'to stay stuck on the use of
strategies emphadizing context information at the expense of graphic
information for much longer than is perhaps necessary. In a sense,
they have started off on the wrong track. By later years, these
children may be trying to master graphic skills, but within a
framework of failure and disatisfaction with reading in general.
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The other factor is that it is probably much harder for poor
readers to master graphic information. Just why this should be so
is not clear. There is evidence that children of low I.Q.fs have
difficulty in visual discrimination learning (Zeman and House,

), and perhaps generally in extracting significant features
and relationships from complex stimuli. (Gibson, 1968, Ch. XIV,
discussing relationship between I.Q. and perceptual constancies.)

I believe it may be possible to develop procedures that could
aid children in developing learning sets for coping with the dis-
crimination problems in reading. But reading programs which en-
courage the child to avoid their weak area do not seem calculated
to aid this kind of development.

/tr conclusion that the first priority in teaching reading
should be the development of skills for using graphic information
contradicts the views of Goodman (1965) and Lefevre (1964), who
urge greater attention to the role of context in reading. Goodman,
bases his conclusion on the observation that children can identify
a much greater number of words when reading in context than when
reading out of context.

In my study, we did not compare word recognition in and out of
context. I would like to speculate, however, on how the increased
skill in recognizing words in context might be related to the three
phases described in this study.

If we first obtained two lists of words, those a child could
read ,E context, and those he could not; what frequency and
qua,....1.y of errors might be seen wheE756FEfram each list were read
in context by children in the different phases? I would expect
children in the ipm...-NR phase to make a number of errors both on
words they read correctly out of context and on words they could not
read out of context. &Tors on both typed of words would presumably
be contextual. The expectation that a number of words read cor-
rectly out of context would be missed in context follows from my
hypothesis that pre-NR children are not attanding 'very carefully
to graphic information when they read contextual material.

I would expect children in the NR phase to show a sharp dif-
ferentiation in the types on errors made reading in context on
words read accurately out of context words not read accurately
out of contex. On words read accurately out of context, I would
expect to see a few response errors, most showing evidence of use of
contextual information, some also being graphic substitutions.
These would be the response errors seen in the NR phase. I would
expect that most of the errors made on words which could not be read
out of context would be non-response errors.

In the ost-Et phase, I would expect, to see very few errors in
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context on words read accurately out of context. What few errors
there might be would be predominantly contextual. Errors on words
not read accurately out of context would either be predominantly
graphic substitutions) some being also contextually acceptable;
or non-responses. Again) there would be relatively few errors on
these words. Iti many cases, I would expect these children to
successfully combine their graphic skills mith contextual informa-
tion to correctly identify these words.

If these speculations are correct, they would confirm my view
th.t mastery of the use of graphic infordation is the first prio
in learning to read, rather than development of the child's appli-
cation of contextual information to reading.


